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Abstract 

This report analyzes the IT outsourcing market in the U.S. from the point 
of view of relative attractiveness of the federal and commercial markets. 
Based vendor and user survey results, secondary data and proprietary 
sources, this report analyzes the characteristics of buyers in each of these 
markets, the barriers to entering a new market and potential strategies 
available to overcome these barriers. 

In addition, this report provides a summary forecast of the U.S. 
operational services market, which includes IT outsourcing, Business 
Process Operations and Processing Services (primarily transaction 
services). Also, the report analyzes market drivers and trends that 
underpin expected market growth. Finally, the report identifies various 
market segments and vertical industries thought to be particularly 
attractive for IT outsourcing vendors. 

The Executive Summary provides a summary of survey results, INPUT's 
market forecast, and data derived from a variety of sources. This report, 
which attempts to answer the general question, "Should an IT vendor 
that is currently active in the U.S. federal market diversify into the U.S. 
commercial market for IT outsourcing?," constitutes the first part of a 
three-part research project. The second part will take as its point of 
departure a positive answer to this question and propose a strategic plan 
to implement such diversification successfully. 

An appendix provides detailed responses to INPUT's survey questionnaire 
of select vendors and customers of IT outsourcing services. These 
responses are cross-indexed by company and by question. Also, the 
appendix provides a summary of terms and definitions used by INPUT in 
this report along with summary notes on vendors that participated in the 
survey, or analyzed in the report. 
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Introduction 

A 
Scope and Objecti ves 

CYNOC1 

The scope of this report is an analysis of the contemporary U.S. IT 
outsourcing market from the point of view of federal versus commercial 
markets, in general, and DynCorp, in particular. 

The overall objective of this report is to provide an objective bas is for 
DynCorp's decision regarding whether or not to enter the U.S. commercial 
IT outsourcing market. 

To that end , this report will: 

Define and identify major segments of the U.S. operational services 
(Business Process Operations, tran saction processing and IT 
outsourcing) market. (See attached Terms and Definitions.) 

Estimate the size (and forecast growth rates) of the U.S. operational 
services market by delivery mode and industry. 

Estimate the size (and forecast growth rates) of each of th e mark et's 
top ten vertical segments, e.g., manufacturing, telecom, state & local, 
banking & finance, utilities, etc. 

Analyze the effect on growth rates of key industry trends and driver s, 

Compare and analyze revenue growth for a representative sample of 
ten publicly held federal and ten publicly held commercial IT 
outsourcing vendors. 

Compare and contrast the buying practices and characteri stics of 
federal versus commercial IT outsourcing customers based on in-depth 
interviews with competitor vendors and potential customers. 
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Identify key barri ers to ent ry based on int erview dat a and other 
proprietary sources. 

Identify mark et segments and trends in the U.S. commercial IT 
outsour cing market , including: 

Large vs small- size customer opportunities 

Industr y and delivery mode 

CYNDC1 
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The data shown in this study was deri ved from the following source s: 

Telephone interviews with 22 repres entative outsourcing vendor s tha t 
are active in both the federal and commercial segments of th e U.S. 
market. 

Telephone intervi ews with six repre sentativ e industri al firms in 
various industries that have experience using IT outsourcin g vendors. 

INPUT' s previously publi shed report , Operational Services Market 
Forecast, 2000-2005---U.S. 

Secondary sources of industry data. 

INPUT 's proprietary sources of vendor and IT market data. 

This report reflects data derived from the se source s and a proprietary 
analy sis as directed, in part , by DynCorp's executiv es . 

Outsourcing is defined by INPUT as follows. 

Outsourcing was previou sly called Systems Operation s in the 1990s and 
1980s and Facilities Management in the 1970s and 1960s. Outsour cing is 
a long-term (greater than one year) contract between a customer a nd a 
vendor in which the customer delegate s all, or a major portion , of an 
organizational operation or function to the vendor. Outsourcing vendors 
now provide a variety of services in sup port of customers' informati on 
systems and electronic business requirements. 

The vendor can plan, control, provid e, operate , maint ain a nd ma nag e 
any or all compon ent s of th e custom er's information sys tems 
environment (equipm ent , networks, applic ation s syste ms) , eith er at 
the cu stomer's site or the vendor's site. 

Various Internet and Web-related categories of outsourcing servi ce 
have emerged to include Internet Managed Services (includ ed in 
Infrastructure Operations). 

The equipment involved may be at the customer, or vendor's, site a nd 
may be owned by the customer, or the vendor . In some mark ets such 
as the U.S. Fed eral Governm ent the se options are described by the 
terms "COCO" (Contractor -Owned , Contr actor-Oper ated ), a nd 
.. GOCO" (Government-Own ed, Contractor-Oper ated). 
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To be included in INPUT's Outsourcing market forecast, the operation, or 
function, must be either solely information systems outsourcing, or 
include information systems as a major component (at least 30% of the 
costs) of the operation (Business Operations or Business Process 
Operations). Note that BPO is not included in the overall Electronic 
Business and IT Software and Services market. 

The critical components that define an outsourcing service are: 

Delegating an identifiable area of the operation to a vendor 

Single-vendor responsibility for performing the delegated function 

Intended, long-term relationship between the customer and the 
vendor, where: 

The contract term is for at least one year 

The customer's intent is not to perform the function with internal 
resources 

The contract may includ e non-information systems outsourcing 
activities, but information systems outsourcing must be an integral 
part of the contract. 

Business Process Outsourcing is a relationship in which one vendor is 
responsible for performing an entire business/operations function 
including the IT outsourcing that supports it. The IT outsourcing content 
of such a contract must be at least 30% of the total annual expenditure in 
order for INPUT to include it in the BPO market. (N.B.: the IT 
operational services market forecast excludes the BPO segment.) 

Information Technology (IT) outsourcing can be viewed as a component 
of the Business Operations Outsourcing market (i.e., Information 
Technology systems Outsourcing is a business/ operations function , see 
Error! Reference source not found.). However, in order to delineate 
between outsourcing contracts that are solely IT versus those that include 
IT as well as other functions, IT Outsourcing will be segregated from 
Business Operations Outsourcing. Information Technology outsourcing is 
divided into four service components as shown in Exhibit 1-2. 

Infrastructure Operations outsourcing describes a relationship in 
which a vendor is responsible for managing and operating a client's 
computer system/data center (Platform System s Operations) or 
developing and/or maintaining a client's application as well as performing 
Platform Operations for those applications (Applications Systems 
Operations). Internet Managed Services comprises a complementary 
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subsector related to, but distinct from traditional , mainfram e-oriented 
Platform Operations. 

Distributed Systems (Desktop Services) describes a relationship in 
which a vendor assumes responsibilit y for the deployment, maint enanre 
and connectivity of personal computer , workstations, client/serv er and 
LAN syste ms in the client organization. In addition, this market segment 
includes management services for a wide variety of portable, wireless and 
other handheld computing/t elecom devices t hat are increasingly Int erne t· 
ena bled. 

To be considered as Dist ribut ed Systems (Deskto p Services) outsourcin g, 
a contract must include a significant number of the individual services 
listed below. 

Software Product Supply 

Equipm ent Supply 

Equipment/Software Installation 

Equipment Maintenance 

LAN In stall ation and Expansion 

LAN Management 

Network Interface Management 

Clien t/Serv er Support 

Logistics Management 

User Support 

He lp Desk Functions 

User Training and Education 

Network Management outsourcing is a relationship in which a vendor 
assumes full responsibility for opera ti ng and managing the client' s data 
telecommunications systems. This may also include the voice, image and 
video telecommunications components . 

Beginning with the current forecast report , this segment has been divided 
into traditional IT network manag ement an d In te rne t Network 
Management. While this sub·segment is expected to grow rapidly during 
the forecast period, toward the en d of the per iod the disti nction between 

C 2000bylNPUT.ReproductionF'ron'bited. 
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the two segments will become progre ssively less important as "Internet 
enabled" becomes the new standard. 

Application Management is a relationship in which the vendor has full 
responsibilit y for developing and maintaining all of a software 
application , or software function. Beginning with the current report, this 
segment has been divided into "IT Applications" and "Internet/Web 
Applications " in order to highlight e-business and e-commerce-related 
applications. 

As was the case with Network Management, the Internet/W eb segment is 
expected to grow rapidly. However, toward the end of the forecast period, 
the distinction will become less important as most , if not all software 
applications are sold and used in Internet/Web environments. 

During the 2000-2005 forecast period , INPUT believes that the 
traditional, legacy IT Applications segment of the Applications Operations 
market will grow slowly at a CAGR of 11%. The Internet Application s 
Services stream that represents software delivered via the Internet 
directly by software developers, such as Oracle , PeopleSoft and SAP, will 
grow much faster at 47%. However, this growth will moderate toward the 
end of the period as many developers abandon their dir ect distribution 
channels in favor of partnerin g with ASPs-which is alr ea dy happening . 
Accordingly, the very high growth of the third-party software, or ASP, 
segment will moderate as the market matures and as vendor 
consolidation is largely completed. 

The Processing Services market comprises Tra nsaction Processing, Utilit y 
Processing, and Other Processing. 

Transaction Processing - The client uses vendor-provided 
information systems - including hardware, software and/or data 
networks-at the vendor 's or customer' s site to process specific 
applications and upd ate client databa ses. Requir ed appli cation 
softwar e is typically provided by the vendor. 

Utility Processing - The vendor provides basic software tools 
(language compilers, assemblers, DBMSs, graphics packages , 
mathematical models, scientific librar y routines, etc.), enabling clients 
to develop and/or operate their own programs or process data on the 
vendor's sys tem. 

Other Processing Services - The vendor provides a service-usually 
at the vendor site-such as scanning and other data entry services , 
las er printing, comput er output microfilm (CO:M), CD prepar ation and 
other data output servic es . This category also includ es backup , 
contin gency and disaster-r ecovery service s. 

C 2001bylNPUT . Reprodu<:tionPrtihlbi1e<L CYNDC1 
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Business Operations Outsourcing 

Bus iness Activity 

Information 
Systems 

Information System Outsourci ng 

INPUT 

Business 
Operations 
Outsourc ing 

Source: INPUT 

Infrastructure Operations Outsourcing Service Categories 

~terrs 
~ions 

ll stlibuted 
Services 

lrfrastn.dure 
Servre; 

App ica:ioo 
Q:,Erations 

IT 
o..Jtsrurcirg 

Appication 
Management 

Source: INPUT 

The above definit ions focus on the services covered in the outsourcing 
contract . For examp ]e, an Application Operations contract can include all 
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facets of Information Technology Outsourcing (platform operations, 
desktop services, network and application management). 

The key to INPUT's market definition is the service contract. If a 
customer only wants to outsource the network, the contract would be 
considered network management outsourcing. If an airline, for example, 
wishes to outso urce its reservation operation, which includes not only the 
network, but also its infrastructure, applications and the people running 
the operation, the agreement would be considered a Business Operations 
Outso urcin g contract. 

Exhibit J.3 shows the service components that may be includ ed in each 
outsourcing service category. 

Outsourcing Service Components 

Infrastructure 
Ops 

Distribute 
Appl. d Systems 
Ops. (Desktop 

Services) 

N~~ork ApplMgt Business Ops. 

Project/Contract Management 

Data Center Management 

ClienVServer Operations 

Equipment Maintenance 

System Software Maintenance 

Application Software Maintenance 

Application Development 

LAN Management 

Network Management 

Transaction Processing Services 

Other Professional Services 

Business Process Operations 

Source: INPUT 

The largest, most visible contracts awarded over the past year have been 
typically Application Operation outsourcing contracts since they included 
management of the infrastructure (various computing platforms) and the 
support of legacy applications. In the past, most Application and Platform 
Operation outsourcing contracts included network management, but 
recent contracts have also included desktop services. 

INPUT excludes from the outsourcing category the following: 

Project based services are not considered as part of outsourcing. Thus, 
systems integration and application development projects are 
excluded 
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Services that were never intended to be performed internally . 
Maintenance-only services do not consti tute an outsourcing function 
in themselves. However, responsibilit y for hardware and software 
mainten ance is assumed in most outsourcing contracts 

Proce ss ing services contracts of less than one year 

Voice-only network management 

Busines s operations with minimal information syst ems conten t. For 
example , the outsourcin g of the mark eting communication function to 
an outside agency is not covered by lNPUT's analysis. A func tion or 
business operation must at leas t have 30% of its budget attributed to 
information technology to be included. 
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C 
Report Structure 

10 

Chapter [I consists of the Executive Summary , which is a summary of the 
key findings of the report. 

Chapter III an alyzes characteristics of buyers of outsourcing services in 
both the federal and commercial markets. 

Chapter JV analyzes barriers to entry for outsourcing vendors that are 
attempting to enter a new market, in particular, the U.S. commercial 
market. 

Chapter V provides a discussion of market trends and drivers that are 
affecting growth by segment and by industry in the U.S. IT outsourcing 
market. 

Chapter VI provides an analysis of twenty representative IT outsourcing 
vendors that are active in both the federal and commercial markets, 
comparing identifiable differences in their respe ctive financial 
performance. 

The Appendix includ es: 

Copies of the Vendor and User survey questionnaires; 

An excerpt from INPUTs handbook of terms and definitions for 
reference; 

A summary of recent events and background regarding the vendors 
analyzed in Chapter VI. 

A summary excerpt of INPUTs market forecast for the U.S. 
operational services market during the period 2000-2005 for refe rence. 
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Executive Summary 

A 
Why Move into Commercial Outsourcing? 

12 

While commercial IT outsourcers as a group show no clear-cut trend s 
toward higher profitability than federal outsou rcers or non-outsourcer s, 
nevertheles s, there are compelling ad vant ages to being active in thi s 
market , including: 

The IT outso urcin g and IT-related BPO mark ets are poised for faste r 
growt h than moat other IT market seg ments. 

The commercial JT mark et is growing a t a faste r rat e t ha n the federal 
market ; some segments are growing dramaticall y faste r (as shown in 
Error ! Reference source not found .). 

The expert ise and experience gaine d in the commercial market will 
enhan ce success in federal mark et, which prizes commercial best
practice s. 

Commerical mark et work facilita tes attra cting an d reta inin g top IT 
skill s becaus e it provides exposure to more challenging and varie d 
types of work (of at least such iB the perception). 

The most profit able IT vendors are divers ifying their sources of 
revenue by being active in as man y mark ets as possible. 

Establi shin g long-term relationship s with commercial companie s 
facilita tes expansion outside of th e U.S. by following client activi ties 
abroad. 

Expanding th e number and diversit y of client s in itself promo tes 
grea ter efficiency in the us e of resources. 
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Finally , as an executive at Getronics remarked, "Seat management (or 
outsourcing in general) is like getting the camel's nose under the tent.n 
There was a consensus among survey respondents that participati on 
in the outsourcing market served as an excellent means of learnin g 
about customer needs as a prelude to bidding on incremental , more 
profitable, non-outsourcing work in the future. 

1. Barriers to Entry 

Desp airing that "the commercial world is vast," at the same time, vendors 
admitted that there is littl e evidence of any significant bias against IT 
vendors that have primarily, or exclusively , federal experience. 

However, vendors and commercial client s alike are skeptical about th e 
very concept of industry-neutral, vertical applications, such as HR, 
accounting and CRM. Commercial customers prefer vendors able to 

demonstrate expertise in their particular industries. 

Also, entering a new market without established partnering relation ships 
is very difficult. Generally, effective vendor partnering was cited 
frequently as an excellent means of entering a new market and 
overcoming otherwise insurmountable barriers. Once "in," this work as a 
sub can be used as reference work to ga in new work in the same industry 
as a prime. 

Ability to obtain and keep good partner relationships depends on vendors 
understanding accurately what their core competencies really were. 

There is a consensus that partnering with larger, prime vendors is one 
key means by which to gain this needed industry experience. 

At the same, ability to select and negotiate these partnership agreements 
is critically important . There is always a certain level of competitive 
tension today among part ners that a.re likely to be advers aries and 
competitors tomorrow. 

Top-tier IT vendors are highly vulnerable to price competition. Vendors 
able to offer convincingly attractive service packages at substantially 
lower cost will always find commercial takers. Even the most satisfied 
users are ready to listen to such offers. 

Overall, INPUT has documented signifi cant erosion in vendor loyalt y 
among commercial customers for IT out sourcing over recent years. This 
means that a growing number is receptive to switching vendors , which 
reduced they value of incumbenc y and provides opportunity to new 
market entrants. 
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Partly for this reason, selecting prospective commercial customers 
according to revenue size is less likely to succeed than targeting specific 
types of industry-specific outsourcing work that can be offered at lower 
cost-even to the largest organizations. 

While sales in both federal and commercial markets benefit from having 
good inside contacts, this appears to be more of a factor in the federal 
market-despite efforts to make the procurement process transparent 
and efficient. 

Prospective commercial customers value inside referrals, but they are 
obligated to put their highest priority on cost and performance-which is 
often linked to demonstrated industry expertise. 

Larger vendors, such as EDS, are positioning themselves to be long-term, 
strategic advisors to customer managements rather than suppliers of 
short-term IT solutions. For many, this is clearly the direction of the 
commercial market. 

Significantly, users concur, but show some growing resistance to 
depending too heavily on vendors for such guidance from lingering fear of 
conflicts of interest, or inability to really understand their industry
specific problems. 

Federal vendors attempting to enter the commercial market may be 
unprepared for "cut-throat'' nature of commercial competition," cited by 
one survey respondent. 

In his opinion, federal market salesmen are more collegial and adopt 
easily a cooperative stance among each other. 

In contrast, commercial vendors have no need to deal with GSA 
schedules , or similar bureaucratic obstacles. 

Also, salary levels commanded by commercial sales staff are much 
higher than those applicable to the federal sales staff. For example, 
while salesmen work in the federal market for $75,000, their 
counterparts in the commercial market are earning $200-300,000 
annually in commission income. 

D Overall, vendors believe that moving from the federal to the 
commercial market requires forming and fielding an entirely new 
sales team. A few dissenters, such as ACS, believe that there is 
merit in regular collaboration between the teams-to the point of 
bringing commercial clients to see work underway in the federal 
market. However, most vendors insist that this constitutes one of 
the most significant barriers to be overcome. 
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2. Profitability 

Many vendors, such as Litton/PRC , believe that low-margin seat 
management (or distributed services) outsourcing is an excellent way to 
get a "foot in the door" for more profitable business, such as network 
managemen t . Overall, vendors stress that the more customer work can be 
done remot ely, the more profitable it will be. 

There is a consensus among both customers and vendors that custome r 
cost and vendor profitability can be ranked as follows by IT functio n from 
most profitable to least profitabl e: 

1. Consulting 

2.BPO 

3. Systems integration 

4. Network services 

5. Application management and servic es (including development ) 

6. Infrastructure services 

7. Distributed services (desktop and seat management) 

8. Staffing and faciliti es managemen t 

9. ProceS6ing services 

By definition, only the middle four segments qualify as IT outsourcing. 
Nevertheless, most vendors aspire to be active in those markets 
because they lead the way to the more profitable segments and can be 
structured so as to include the segment s that are less profitabl e on a 
stand-alone basis. 

For some vendors, "the critical key to profitability is not the size of the 
margin associated with a given contract, but the way in which the 
contract is managed and str ategized, i.e., how this contr act/business 
fits into a comprehensiv e sales/marketing plan." 

Expect break-even 1-2 years into a contract assuming a seven-year 
term. Outsourcing is typically low-margin in the early years. 

3. Comparative Attractiveness of Federal and Commercial IT 
Outsourcing Markets 

Vendors not active in the federal market were generally repelled by what 
they perceived to be excessive bureaucracy, the slow pace of chang e and 
the long sales cycle. Also, the federal market was perceived to be less 
profitable than the commercial market-with lower growth potential. 
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Other vendors avoided the federal market because they didn't believe that 
there was demand there for the type of products and services that they 
offered. 

In contrast, many of the vendors that were already active and experienced 
in the federal market saw attractive potential in seat management , 
network service s , security and other outsourcing market segments. 

For example, Fed Data sees excellent potential for new business 
desktop managem ent busin ess (task order s) from the DoD, Army and 
Air Force. These agencies are now trying to follow the example of the 
Navy's NMCI contract. While they don't an ticipate any dramatic new 
budget allocations , the DoD appears incr easingly willing to change 
existing budget allocations in order to roll up GSA task order s and 
other BPA contracts in to evermore comprehensive "bundled" large 
contracts for a wider range of work. In this context, the respondent 
corroborated opinions expressed by other vendors to the effect tha t the 
federal government's entire IT infra s tr ucture would be virtuall y 
obsolete in less than five years. This reality, along with the skills 
shortage, budget restrictions and pending retirements, would mak e IT 
outsourcing unavoidabl e. 

Raytheon sees the int elligence agencies (partly for this reas on) as 
particularly fertile grounds for new busine ss . 

In addition, vendors believe that many skills are transferable between 
the federal and commercial markets- which argues in favor of 
participa ting in both. These skills include: program managemen t, 
ability to deal in complex issues, application of externally documented 
technical exp ertise, whether from Carnegie Mellon or the Softwar e 
Institute. 

A few vendor s, such as Lockheed Martin, believed th at "the 
government is a better buyer than commer cial mark et buyer s of IT 
outsourcin g services ." Reason: 

o The government knows how to deal with outsourcing services and 
has senior executive IT managers. 

a In th e commercial market, outsourcin g project liaison is often 
hand ed over to junior IT staff. 
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4. Vertical Industries with the Greatest Potential for Growth of 
IT Outsourcing 

Vendors as a group are most sanguine about telecom, financial service s, 
manufacturing and retail as the industry sectors with the best pote ntial 
for growth of new outsourcing busine ss . As an example, Convergy s 
derives 80% of its revenue from the telecom sector; Bisys and Fiserv are 
similarly heavy the financial services sector . 

Some vendors, such as EDS and Perot Systems, are very bullish on the 
prospects for the health ca re, transportatio n and energy sectors (includin g 
utilities). EDS targets the "emerging" transportation sector of car rent al 
and airfreight. 

A few vendors, such s Keane, singled out the public sector (state & local) 
as having outstanding growth opportunities. 

While there was understood to be little difference between vertical s from 
a technology point of view, vendors and customers both stressed th e 
importance of industry-specific expertise that permitted vend ors to 
understand the business problems of custom ers. 

Some vendors, such as Lock heed Martin, avoid specialization amu nd 
particular vertical indu stries; others view this as both required and 
inevitable. 

5. Direction of Customer Demand 

Almost without exception, vendors believe that the outsourcing market is 
moving "upstream" toward more comprehensive, bundled solutio ns 
because customers want to simplify and streamline their operation s by 
offloading as many management burdens as they can relate to IT. 

Vendors had mi."<ed opinion s regarding th e attra ctiveness of non-lT· 
oriented facilities management . Some thought it too low-mar gin to be 
attractive; others saw it as growing more rapidly than IT outsourcing and, 
therefore , too big to avoid, even if more difficult to work in profitabl y. 

6. Cost of Capital as an Obstacle 

No vendor survey respondent belie ve that either cost or availabilit y of 
capital has been (or should be) a barrie r to growth of IT outsourcin g 
business. Reasons: some vendors have ver y deep pockets and respondent s 
couldn't recall every being told that capital wasn't available; others 
insisted that capital requir ements could easily be covered by usin g leas ing 
companies as partn ers. 
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Dissidents, such as SAIC, insisted that the use of leasing imposed a cost 
burden on customers that few would find acceptable. Beyond that, most 
vendors believed that availability of capital was only an issue with data 
center outsourcing-and few of them found this to be an attractive market 
for a variety of reasons. 

A few vendors cited problems of increased tax burdens that arose when 
federal agencies transferred assets to commercial vendors (government 
agencies are not subject to property tax while private organizations are). 

For their part, customers generally prefer to obviate risks of hardware 
obsolescence, network management burdens and the skills shortage by 
buying IT services (software, hardware and management services) by the 
"sip" on an as-needed basis. 

7. Changes at Work in the IT Outsourcing Market Today 

The ASP model may be the "outsourcing light" and attractive to 
customers, but few, if any, pure ASP vendors are profitable. Vendors 
should consider ASP (remotely delivered applications) as only part of a 
comprehensive solution or customer relationship. 

A Keane survey respondent went further, insisting that "the ASP model 
has failed-at least insofar as having an appeal for Keane's target market 
of Global 2000 organizations. They require significant amounts of 
customization, cannot use "plain Vanilla" applications. Therefore, ASPs 
cannot serve their needs cost-effectively." 

Customers are outgrowing their IT infrastructures and use outsourcing as 
a solution to their scalability problems. 

Cost-savings remain important, but they are not paramount in 
importance (partly because of the difficulty in measuring them). 

Customers are using outsourcing consultants with increasing frequency. 
Some vendors saw the move as very positive and reflecting a growing 
sophistication of vendor/client relationships. Others were skeptical that 
consultants, who are paid on a T&M basis, could easily abuse vendors by 
running up their costs as a means of currying favor with customers (as 
well as higher fees). Many survey respondents urged caution in regard to 
the use of consultants. Consultant costs can run up to 5% of total contract 
value and be paid both by vendors and customers. 

Overall, vendors see the outsourcing market as moving strongly in the 
direction ofBPO contracts, in which IT plays only a limited role. 

However, one survey respondent was skeptical, saying: 
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"At the same time, vendors should be aware that the opportunity is 
greater than the reality. 

Clients continue to be reluctant to hand over to vendors too much of 
what they perceive to be "control" over their core business processes, 
so fulfilling the market's potential remains a hard sell. 

Also, never forget that there is alway s internal resistance to BPO. 
Incumbent employees always fear that headcount reduction s will 
inevitably follow any BPO contract, if not all outsourcing. " 

8. Methodology for Contract Bidding 

Few vendors admit to having any "black box'' comprising sophisti cated 
computer models used either to prepare outsourcing contract bids, or 
compute contract profitability on an on-going basis. Of, if they did have 
such a box, they weren't willing to provide any details. 

Overall , vendors stress the importance of approaching outsourcing with a 
repeatable discipline the sales and bid preparation process all the way 
through the project management cycle, including the developm ent and 
implementation of technic al solutions. 

Use of Total Cost of Owner ship studies as part of th e sales and bid 
process is becoming more common. However, care should be tak en that 
these are prepared by independent, third-parties in order to maintain 
credibility. 

Some vendors, such as Getronics, admitted that it was common for 
vendors to "take hits" for unexpected cost s and that this was una voidabl e 
as conditions changed unpredictabl y. 

9. Sales and Marketing Costs 

There is a general perception that sale s a nd marketin g costs ar e high er in 
the commercial market, even though in some cases, very lengthy federal 
bids can cost millions of dollars. 

Some vendors, such as CSC, use a "pursuit model" that caps permissib le 
sales and marketing costs as a percen tage of total contract value-
typicall y 5-10%. 

While in the minority , Fed Data reports marketing costs of up to 20% of 
th e total cost of doing business , with 10-15% being considered "nor mal" in 
th e federal market and 6-9% in the commercial mark et. 
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Lockheed Martin believes that costs are lower with commercial 
outsourcing deals because the federal procurement process can be quite 
lengthy: "As an example, a $750 million federal market deal took three 
years to negotiate and cost LM millions in expense. In contrast, a 
commercial deal valued at $350 million required only 12 PowerPoint 
slides to close the sale." In fact, vendors often believe that which side of 
the market that they are active in-federal versus commercial---costs on 
the other side are lower. 

10. Staff Transfers Resulting from Outsour cing Activity 

No vendor believes that inability to absorb custom er staff as part of an 
outsourcing contract has caused problems. However, they stress the 
importance of being able to attract, employ and retain staff. 

One key to success is having an organizational structure that offers newly 
acquired staff ample opportunity for advancement. In particular, a matrix 
organizatio nal structure whereby staff can move freely among projects 
and industries is considered advantageous-if well executed. 

11. Union Policy 

No vendor believes unions to constitute an obstacle to new outsourcing 
business. However, some believe that forging good relations with unions 
can be highly advantageous. 

Most vendors believe that unions will be "marginal players" in the IT 
industry for the foreseeable future. 

12. Changes in Customer Attitudes 

In the federal market, pricing caps are an increasingly effective barrier to 
new business. Vendors complain that bids more than 5% higher than that 
of a competitor are rejected immediately. 

Today, time-to-market issues are more important than ever. Vendors 
need to good, cheap AND fast. 

Service levels and business value have top priority among customers 
today. 

Neither vendors nor customers want to form their business partner 
relatio nships based on size of revenues. The key criterion is trust and the 
nature of core competencies. 
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B 
Outlook for the U.S. Outsourcing Market 

Exhibttll -1 
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1. U.S. Outsourcing Market to Average 22% Annual Growth Until 
2005 

INPUT's overall forecast for the U.S. outsourcing market, including 
Business Process Operations, is shown in Exhibit 11-lExhibit 11-1. 

U.S. Outsourcing Market 

$ 

1999 2000 2005 

Soun::e: INPUT 

The U.S . market for operational service s is splitting along two track s
traditional , legacy services and Internet -centric services. In last year 's 
outsourcing market forecast, INPUT included "Internet/intran et 
management" as a single, functional segment. This year, virtuall y every 
functional segment has been split and forecasts provided for ea ch 
separately. 

Although the year -over-yea r growth of th e Int ern et -cent ric segments is 
forecast to remain high over the next few years, before the end of the 
forecast period a convergence will begin that signals the effective 
disappearance of a non-Internet-enabled legacy IT infrastructure. At that 
point , the Internet will be so thoroug hly integrated into bu sines s 
processe s and operations that all operational services will take it into 
account. 

Accordingly, the decline in mainframe pla tform operations service s that 
would otherwise have been expected will reverse itself as the dem a nds of 
e-commerce and th e requir ements for mas sive data storage for e-busines s 
give mainfraines new import ance. 
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Currently, applications services are separated into three streams: 

1. Those required by traditional enterprises for their own licensed 
software (or customized software to be purchased on a license basis) 

2. Applications purchased on an outsourced basis directly from software 
developer s 

3. Applications provided to value-added resellers (Application Service 
Providers) of various types that make them available on a pay-as-you
go basis 

The last two market segments will grow rapidly over the next few years, 
but before the end of the forecast period INPUT foresees much of today's 
business in this market falling into the Busine ss Process Operations and 
Processing Services categories. 

They key criterion will be the extent and nat ure of the responsibility 
assumed by vendors for their customers. 

Similarly to the outsourcing market, the fastest.growing segments of the 
processing services will be Internet-centric ones . Yet, before the end of the 
forecast period, they will begin to converge with the heret ofore designated 
"legacy," or traditional segments of the market as the Internet is used 
ever more widely and as the transformation of enterprises to e-bu siness 
(and e-government) continues. Eventually , th e distinction between the 
two streams (Internet-centric and legacy) will lose relevance. 
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Exhibit 11-2 forecasts in summary the U.S. Operational Services market 
by delivery mode over the period 2000-2005. 

U.S. Operational Services Market Summary, 2000-2005 

Market Forecast (U.S.$ Billions) 

Growth Growth 
1999 1999-2000 2000 2000-2005 2005 

(%) (%) 

Infrastruct ure Services 8.7 10% 9.6 17% 20.6 

Applications Operations 16.5 19"/o 19.7 17% 43.0 

Disbibuted Systems (Desk.top) 6.1 25% 7.6 19% 17.7 

Network Management 6.7 27% 8.5 26.4% 29.0 

Applications Management 1.9 32% 2.5 27% 8.2 

Total IT Outsourcing 40.0 19% 47.7 19% 115.9 

Business Process Operat ions 9.6 30% 12.5 29% 45.0 

Processing Services 42.2 14% 48.1 15% 98.8 

Total Operational Services 91.8 18% 108.3 19% 259.7 
and BPO 

Source: INPUT 

2. Conunercial versus Federal Market Growth 

Exhibit Il-3 portra ys the comparative, projected growth rates of various 
components of the U.S. outsourcing market by relative attractiveness. 

While small, INPUT projects superior growth for the State & Local 
Government market (38%) and much slower growth (13%) for the 
Transaction Services (or transaction processing) market. Neverthele ss, 
the differe nce between the relative sizes of these markets today is great. 
Overall, the mature Processing Service s market at $54 billion is 32 times f 
larger than the emerging State & Local market at $1.7 billion , based on 
projected, year-end 2001 projections. 
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Exhibit 11~3 

State & Local Government 

Business Process Operatio ns 

U.S. MarketlTOutso urcing 

Federal Government 

TrannctlonP rocening 

24 

Comparative U.S. IT Outsourc ing Markets, 
Projected Compound Average Growth Rates, 2000-2005 

Comparative U.S. Markets 

29% 

II .... 22% 

... 17% 

":1 13% 

'" 

I 
0% '" CAGR,2000•2 00 .5 

Source: INPUT 
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Characteristics of Buyers of 
Outsourcing Services 

INPUT 

Vendor participants in INPUT's surve y undertaken for this repo rt had 
some very sharp impressions of the chara cteristics of the federal mark et 
customer. From th e point of view of IT out sourcers , they had a numbe r of 
positive characteristics, including: 

The government's concept of sea t managem ent is evolving and 
becoming increasingly comprehen sive . Even t ually, it will become 
something like BPO in the commercial marke t . This process will take 
4-5 years. At present, they are pu tt ing out to bid incre as ingly 
exten sive pieces of work. 

Management considers the public secto r (including federal) mark et 
unattractive because of excessi ve bur eaucracy and the slow pace of 
change. Applicast wants to work wit h customers th at are rea dy to 
transform themselves, an d quickly. Applicast management perce ives 
the public mark et as lackin g in opport unity to achie ve innovative 
implementations in a shor t timeframe . Conversely, it is seeking to 
build a client base among fast-growing, inno va tive commercial 
companies. It would rather expand into complementary verti cal 
indu strie s. 

Convergys doesn't believe ther e is a place for it in the federal mark et 
because it specializes in mission-criti cal applications. Its customers 
prefer its solutions because the y are field-tested. Respondent doesn 't 
believe that the kind of work that the company does has a wide 
application in the federal market, excep t perhaps at the IRS. In his 
view, "the federal market is a world unto itself." 
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The DoD, among other agencies, appears increasingly willing to 
change existing budget allocations in order to roll up GSA task orders 
and other BPA contracts in to evermore comprehensive "bundled" 
large contracts for a wider range of work. 

.... as well as some that made the federal market significantly 
unattractive, including: 

For some federal customers, seat management contracts are used as a 
back door vehicle to buy hardware when they can't access a capital 
expenditure budget. HW purchases are built into the seat 
management contract under the guise of periodic equipment "refresh" 
and using existing GSA schedules. 

Federal budget politics often requires agencies to spend money on a 
time & materials basis even when this is contrary to the best interest 
of both the government and the taxpayer. 

Even if there is a great deal of similarity between the business 
processes of government agencies and commercial businesses, vendors 
can trip on unforeseen differences in approach. For example, Getronics 
prepared TCO studies for its seat management solution (a common 
practice on the commercial side) only to be told that they violated FAR 
9.5, which prohibits vendor conflicts of interest. (Solution: these need 
to be prepared by a third-party, not the vendor directly-especially if 
based on privileged information that is available only to qualified 
federal contractors). 

One obstacle to federal business that was cited by numerous vendors 
in the federal market was the anti-outsourcing lobby. &ispondents 
believed strongly that union-led efforts to kill federal outsourcing 
would lead to disaster. The A-76 machinery in place that attempts to 
verify the cost-effectiveness of outsourcing is not working well because 
of the many difficulties in the way of computing federal costs . 
"Savings" can be deceptive , primarily because they ignore the need for 
technology "refresh." The desire of federal employees to assure their 
job security is understandable, but doomed. The skills shortage will 
grow ever more acute. Also, the federal "customer" is incapable of 
foreseeing technological advances. The slow procurement cycle 
ensures that almost whatever is purchased will be obsolete, or almost 
obsolete by the time it is implemented. 

The federal skills shortage will worsen-which also exacerbates the 
ability of federal market vendors to serve the federal customer. 
Vendors ask why young techies would want to work for the 
government, "when they typically have more computing power on 
their wrist watches, or in their PDAs than they can find on many 
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agency desktops." In their view, techies will be attracted to work 
environments were they can use cutting.edge technology. 

"Currently, Perot Systems does not compete for Federal contrac ts . 
This should provide the strongest an swer of the burden in pur suin g 
that business." 

Overall, vendors complain about the extended sales cycle and potentiall y 
high bid preparation costs imposed by efforts to do business in the federal 
market. 

While some executive s praise federal buyers as sophisticated and 
demanding , a larger number lament the bureaucracy of the decisio n· 
making process, and the limited scope of IT outsourcing to be done-at 
least in oomparison with national and global commercial mark ets. 
Finally, although they are impressed by the size of some federal contra cts , 
they are underwhelmed by the profit margins available AND by the 
scrutiny that margins attract. 

Because DynCorp has been active in the federal market and his familia r 
with it on a direct basis, it is more important to unde rst and 
characteristics of commercial buyers, as follows. 
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If federal buyers are difficult, commercial buyers are skeptical. 

At the same time , there are numerous signs that point to a significant 
slowdown in spending-partly a result of macroeconomic factors and 
partly as resistance to vendor efforts to se ll them technology that they 
don't need. 

A recent st.udy by securities broker Merrill Lynch surveyed 50 U.S. and 
20 European C!Os and concluded that IT budg et growth in th e U.S. could 
slow by more than half to about 5% in 2001 compared with about 11% 
growth in 2000 (compared to INPUT's foreca st of 19% growth). Almost 
one-third of respondents said they had not factored a slowing econom y 
into their budgets, and 22% had yet to complete their budgets for 2001 . 

Microsoft' s Windows 2000 operating system was top of the list of IT 
product s that would be purchased this year. Microsoft warned la st 
month it faced slower revenue growth because of PC market woes and 
softness in IT spending. 

Network equipment, data storage systems and servers and PCs were 
also high on the list of IT budget spending. 

1. Commercial Buyer IT Budgets 

A December 2000 survey of 150 CIOs conducted by Morgan Stanley Dean 
Witter sugge ste d that corporate IT budgets sho uld rise at a more modest 
rate in 2001 th an they did in 2000. 

CIOs surveyed said their companies plan to increase IT spending by 
an aver age of ju st 8% in 2001 compared to an average budget incr ease 
of 12% in 2000. 

Fully 16% of the respondents said their IT investments will actually 
decrease from 2000 to 2001. 

... however , in some cases, the reasons were quite positive. 

For exampl e, Ed Tobin , CIO at Colgate-Palm olive Co. in New York, said 
that he's cutting his technology budget this year, mainly as a result of the 
efficiency of recently installed enterprise application integration systems. 

Jac k Cooper, CIO at Bristol~Myers Squibb Co. in New York reported that 
his IT spending will remai n level only becau se his company installed 
Y2K-complian t software in 1999. Bristol-Myers inst alled SAP AG's R/3 
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enterprise resource planning software and Ariba e-commerce applications, 
which saved a lot of money. Cooper said that technology initiatives in 
2001 will focus on productivity issues, including supply-chain 
management and business-to-business e-commerce. He added that his 
shop is also planning to equip the Bristol -Myers sales and marketin g force 
with more laptops and wireless communications devices and to impl ement 
video streaming. 

2. Buyer Skepticism 

Macroeconomic concerns have left many corporate leaders wary of 
overspending on IT, Phillips added. In fact , 12% of the CIOs who 
responded to the survey reported that they recently downsized their IT 
budget s because of the slowing economy. Tom Millikin, a spokesman for 
Procter & Gamble Co. in Cincinnati, said the company's IT budg et has 
been growing moderately but is expected to change dramatically in 2001. 
Expenditures for infrastructure, for example, will level off or decline, 
while spending on Web-based application s will increase. He added tha t, 
"Also, most organizations have an insatiable appetite for bandwidth , and 
we're no different. We'll continue to invest in bandwidth around the 
world." 

Data from a variety of sources regarding commercial user buyin g 
intentions suggest that they remain very much interested in e-business , 
e-commerce and electronic marketplace s, along with wirele ss "m
commerce," they are afraid of making commitments in advance of 
industry standards and indications of strong customer demand. 

A recent survey conducted by the trade publication INFOWorld to 
measure commercial user attitudes toward IT outsourcing yielded man y 
confirmations from 100 respondents of prior INPUT surveys, along with a 
few surprises. 

Preliminary conclusions by INFOWorld were as follows: 

Most companies currently outsource one or more IT functions ; they 
are satisfied with the results, and they will continue to outsource IT 
responsibilities in the future. 

Companies are outsourcing not just a chosen few IT functions , but th e 
whole gamut. In addition to application development , software 
maintenanre, and Web site hosting, companies are put ting e
commerce applications, ERP (enterp rise resource planning) , network 
manag ement, help desk services , and even security in th e hand s of 
service provid ers. 
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Among the dozen, or so, IT functions that survey respondents' 
companies would consider outsourcing, only help desk and ERP 
services showed signs of increasing popularity. Although 10% and 12% 
of surveyed readers are currently outsourcing help desk and ERP 
services, respectively, nearly twice as many would consider 
outsourcing them in the future. 

Taken as a whole , respondents indicated that they wouldn't outsource 
anything tomorrow that they weren't already outsourcing today. 

Nor do they expect to increase spending on outsourcing in the near 
term. Although nearly one-third of respondents didn't know how much 
their companies spent on outsourcing, about half of the rest expected 
outsourcing costs to make up 30%, or less , of their company's total IT 
budget, both currently and during the next 12 months. 

Even though one of the traditional motives for outsourcing has been to 
draw on expertise outside the company , few respondents cited a lack of 
internal expertise as a chief reason for outsourcing. By the same token, 
nearly half of the respondents whose companies are not outsourcing IT 
functions indicated sufficient equipment and staff for keeping IT 
functions in•house. 

The key reason stated most often for outsourcing IT, cited by nearl y 60% 
of InfoWorld respondents, was a lack of IT staff. In most cases it seems 
outsourcing allows the company to redeploy IT resources for higher
priority work. In other words, it's not a shortage of skills, but a shortage of 
bodies that is steering IT executives toward service providers. 

Some anomalies: Although saving money was often cited as a key 
reason for outsourcing, most respondents were unaware of how much 
their companies are saving; 12% were aware of no cost-savings at all. 

Despite the wide variety of IT functions these companies are outsourcing, 
no respondents said that they were planning to outsource wireless 
services--despite the heavy burden that e•commerce an d the global 
network place on corporate security capabilities, and only 20% of 
respondents plan to outsource security services. 

INPUT would draw some additio nal conclusions from the data: 

In the near future , many companies will increase their dependence on 
IT outsourcers from necessity rather than enthusiasm. The 23% of 
respon dents that are not outsourcing any IT functions today, and the 
22% that anticipate no such outsourcing in the future are unlikely to 
win awards for forecasting. 
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If 59% of respondents say that they are outsourcing due to staff 
shortage, and 48% are not outsourcing because they have adequate in
house resources, there appears to be a huge gap between haves and 
have nots on this point-and one that is likely to diminish as a 
convergence of trends favor an incr eased use of outsourcing, even by 
companies with large internal IT departments. 

Worth noting, already a quarter of all decisions on outsourcing are 
being made by non-IT department managers, probably in consu ltation 
with top management, which suggests that [NFOWorld survey 
respond ents as a grou p may become increasingly side-lined in the 
decision-making process. 

Similarl y, respondent comments regarding budget are likel y to be 
understated because a growing amount of spending for IT outsour cing 
will be funded outside of the traditional IT budget. The more critical 
number s is the proportion of total revenues that is being spent on IT 
and on IT outsourcing. As the transfor mation to e-business continu es, 
the uIT budget" will comprise primarily infrastructure and special
project spending. Large amounts of "other" spending by and for 
operational units will be conside red part of ordinary overhead ra ther 
than "IT." 

Exhibit 111-1 to Exhibit 111-9, which follow, document INFOWorld 's 
findings. 
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Current User Environment 

Which IT functions is your company currently 
outsourcing all or part of? 

W<bd"e~m/luting 45% 

Software malntenanc~ 42°,b 

Applic,tlon-~nt 40% 

A~kationservi:es: - 2f'M! 

lietwcrk maragen1ent/Servi:es - 25% 

E-c:ommene/t-tuinm - 25% 

S,st, .. inte'1"tio1 - 25% 

W.bsitt-lnboationlmanage .. m - 22% 
11 ....... _ 21% 

s.a,;,y,.,.,.., - 20% 

ERPHll)~"'ntation•ndl<r..._. .. 12% 

"'"""" · 10% 

'""' ·· ' 2% 
l>ol'tl- ~ 1% 

Hone-notou..,.dng,11ylTf11Kf01S - 23% 

Source: INFOWORLD , February 12, 2001 

INPUT 

• The high level of outsourcing recorded for application development and 
application services corroborates the demonstrated demand for the ASP 
delivery model. 

At the same time, in an attempt both to raise profit margins and better 
meet customer needs, there is a strong trend toward bundling several of 
these services into a single contract awarded to a single vendor. 
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Future User Plans 

Which IT functions wUlyourcompanyconsider 
outsourcing in the future? 

-·---
AA>!btiondo .. q,meot - 33% 

Systems lnt,gatlon - 29% 

.-.,Plbtion,.,.kes - 21% 

l'ft!twa"k fflilnilgelDl!ntlsSYices 27% 

E<ommero,l!-bui""" - 27% 

Webslteadmim.•,tionim>nagemont .. ·---~ ~ 

m...,..,,...,.,.,.,r<11as..,.,at -------· __ !~ 
5«1rity ........ _ 20% IT-- 19% 

ltpdoslc- 18% 

°'"" I 4% 

Don'tklllW " - ---· 7% 
None-nocutl1U<l19p~ .. . - 22% 

Source: INFOWORLD, February 12, 2001 

INPUT 

Comparing this set of responses to the prior one, one might conclude 
that custo mers anticipate littl e more t han an extension of curr ent 
trends, with no change in priorities. 

However, worth noting, virtually every category of service shows a 
rifiln..g_trend in favor of increased outsou rcing in t he futu re. 
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User Motives for Outsourcing 

W~tarethe key reasons your company is outsourcing 
or ptaos: to outsource any of its functions? 

LlckOflhtaff 59% 

M<ny1aving - 43~ 

lnado<p.Jil .. lTlnfrastt .... , - 3S.,_ 

Timeto....,et - 27% 

lackote,portot • 7% 

Otho<. 7.,. 

Source: /NFOWORLD, February 12, 2001 

INPUT 

If so, a successful IT vendor's must be able to convince prospective 
customers that it has depth of technical staff , ample hardware and 
network infrastructure , and demonstrated ability to deliver promis ed 
solutions as promised on time. 

User Reasons NOT to Outsource 

Why isn't your company outsourcing any of its IT 
functions at the current time? 

wer.aveln-tx:iusest.tff41% 

----- Moneed17% 

Source: INFOWORLD, February 12, 2001 

The first defense , or objection to outsourcing, listed above will be the 
first to crumble. When it does, customer resistance to outsourcing will 
vanis h. 
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User Decision-Making Process for Outsourcing 

Who is or will be involved in making the decision to 
outsourceyourcompany's tTfunctions? 

CIO,CFO,COO,prtside• 52% ---~-- ·-
CIO,C10,aVPot5RT/nei-tlog 51% 

Dhc10'ot5~T/ne._..lng 41% 

IS,IT/netv«rkma- - 3'% 

Noo-rri..lnemnuanagrn,,11 - 24% 

Olhor • 6% 

Source: INFOWORLD , February 12, 2001 

INPUT 

• The importance of these responses cannot be overestim ate d. As 
outsourcing decisions are made at increasingly higher levels , vend ors 
must be able to rise to the challenge of being able to present themselve s, 
not merely as providers of technical solutions, but potential , long-term 
strategic partners of top management, sharing responsibility for 
developing the company's strategic plan. 

User Decision-Maker 

Who is or will be the primary decision-maker? 

CIO,CIO,COO, ....,iden r' 91111! __ _!_~ 

CIO,CTO,orVPotlS,IT-lng - 31% 

Dre<taol~m/netwaldng == ~--- T'-'1%-

5m/netwat<man,g,r ·= ----- 7_% 
Non.lTbt.liinessunitrunagement 8 1% 

Other(- ~----- .-% 

Daftk~ ~·------ '-% 
Source: INFOWORLD , February 12, 2001 
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User Outsourcing Relationship Management 

Who dOE!Sor will manage theo utsouR:.ing relationship 
at your company? 

CIO,CFO,COO,presidert - 25'!. 

c~.C10,aVPof5/llille-log - 21% 

o,octaot5nT/JlelWO'l<lag - 1'% 

MT/Jletworl<manage<- 17% 

Non-1Tbusinessuait1na1a!J!111ent.. IJ 6% 

Dttu . 6% 

Oon'tk~ · 6% 

Source: JNFOWORLD, February 12, 2001 

INPUT 

These resp ons es suggest a natural attempt by top company 
manageme nt to offload daily project managem ent on lower-level 
executives. Neve rtheless, it is worth noting that the CEO remains the 
person most likely to manage outsourcing relationships on a 
continuing basis. 

User IT Outsourcing Budget 

What percent of your company's total IT budget is 
currently spent on outsourcing? 

0-10per<eftt' - 35 % 

11,20per<ent . le% 

21-lOpenent ~ - 11'% 

31-«lp,,<tnt . 7% 

41,!0p,,<tnt l 2% 

Maethan50p,,«nt I_ 7% 

Don'lknow- 21 % 

Source: INFOWORLD, February 12, 2001 

The validity of these answers is obscured by the extent to which 
sending for various types of outsourced IT services is being funded 
outside of the traditional IT budget. 
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User Budget Expectations for Outsourcing 

During the next 12 months, what percent of your 
company's total IT budget wm be spent on outsourcing? 

OlOpMent - - 34% 

11-20per«nt. 9% 

l1-30perwnt • ------ ~ 'll> 

l1•4Dper«nt · ·- ---- ~ 
41-SOperwnt. 6% 

More1han50pe!ffl11 • 6% 
...,, _ _ 2&% 

Source: INFOWORLD, February 12, 2001 

INPUT 

The gap betw een th e first and t hird response likely reflects the 
differing situation s at very large ente rp ri ses and smaller ones. Larger 
compa nies may spe nd smaller percentages of their budgets on 
outs our cing, bu t th e nominal amoun ts will be much higher than at 
smaller firms . 

Nevertheless, it is worth noting tha t, consistent with INPUT s believe 
that the transition from traditio nal business to e-business will track a 
dramati c increase in the size of t he IT budget in prop or tion to 
revenu es, about 25% of respond ents expect outsourcing to comprise 
20-50% of their IT budgets, which sugges ts an extraordinar y tact ical 
shift in how businesses provid e for their needs. 

In cont rast to INFO Worl d's sa tisfied group of users, INPUT 's proprietary 
surveys of outsourcing vendor perfor man ce over rece nt years discovered a 
significant erosion of satisfac tion and a growing willingness to switch 
vendors when current contrac ts expire. 

3. Overall Satisfaction with Outsourcing Declined Between 1997 
and 2000 

The overall profile of satisfaction exhibite d by clients of outsourc ing 
vendor s in the U.S. remained roughl y const ant between 1997 an d 1998, 
but has declined markedly between 1998 and 2000. Exhibit III-10 shows 
the profiles of overall sa tisfaction rat ings given to out sour cing vendors in 
the U.S. between 1997 an d 2000. Clients were asked to ra te their overall 
sat isfaction on a sca]e of 1 to 5 where 1 = very dissatisfied and 5 = very 
sa tisfied. 
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Change in Client Satisfaction with Outsourcing : 
U.S. 1997 to 2000 

• 1997 
80 01998 71 73 

~ 70 • 2000 

j 60 

50 44 47 

" 0 40 

5 30 23 21 1:: 
8. 20 
2 10 .. 

<3 3>5 
Low 

High 
Satisf acti on Level 

Sample of 35 respondents Source: INPUT 

In addition to their level of overall sa ti sfacti on, client s were ask ed the 
likelihood of their ren ewing cont ra cts with thei r curren t supplier. There is 
frequently a Lag between changes in levels of sati sfaction and changes in 
renewal intentio ns with clients retai ning a high level of loyalty for some 
time aft er a seriou s decline in sati sfaction levels. 

This appea rs to ha ve happened in this case with 80% of client s still 
showi ng a high vend or loyalty. At pre sent only 15% of client s are 
currentl y likely to switch outsourci ng vendors on contract renewal. 

However it is unlikely that these predi cted low switching rates will be 
mai ntained in the coming years. It is probable that the decline in 
satisfacti on levels will soon be followed by a mark ed decline in vendor 
loyalty. Vendor s will need to deliver service improvement s in many areas 
in the comin g years if the predic te d high renewal rates are to become a 
rea lity. 

Exhib it III-11 lists some of the key summ ary criteria against which 
vendors need to deliver immediate impro vement. 
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Major Challenges for Outsourcing Vendors: U.S. 1998 to 2000 

Business 
conbibution 

lnitialcost
effectiwness 

2.8 

~ -- ~~ ~ 3.2 

3.3 _______ _. 3.5 

3.6 

•200 0 

0 1998 

Importance/Satisfaction (1=1ow, S=high 

Sample of 35 respondents. Standard error= 0.2 Source: INPUT 

The three principal themes in 2000 were th e needs for vendors to deliver: 

Higher levels of client resp onsiveness 

Achieveme nt of business benefits 

Impro ved value for money. 

Vendors Must Deliver Higher Levels of Client Interaction 

Exhibit 111-12 lists the importance and satisfaction perceived by clients 
against a number of measures of vendor respo nsiveness. 
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Satisfaction with Vendor Responsiveness: U.S. 1998 to 2000 

Responsiwnessto ••••••••••111111!111'·6 
changingbuslnessneeds l--'==~=~-- ~ - == ~l3.3 

Speedofreactionto •••••••••• , ,, 
requests .'43.2 

Sample of 35 respondents. Standard error= 0.2 

3 
1=1ow,5=high 

. 2000 

D 1998 

Source: INPUT 

Clients perceive vendors ' reactive service capabilities to have improved in 
some areas between 1998 and 2000. In some respects, vendors seem to 
have become flexible contractually. 

However, there is a perception that despite this increased willingness, it 
is becoming more difficult for vendors to respond. The reasons for this 
situation principally seem to be the sheer rate of business and technology 
change prompted bye-business, resulting in: 

Greater difficulty for vendors in understanding their clients' 
businesses and the new competitive pressures faced. Vendor personnel 
who had achieved some level of understanding of clients' business 
processes are now seen to be increasingly out-of-touch with the new 
business reality 

Change management processes that are inappropriate in times of 
rapid change. The formal planning sessions followed by formal 
consultancy studies that have been established by many outsourcing 
vendors to manage change control may be too slow-moving for the new 
economy. In the new economy, exchanges of information between 
client and vendor may need to be much more frequent and informal if 
the client is to respond rapidly to changes in the business 
environment. 

The net impact of these factors may be a perceived lack of ability to 
respond that is frustrating for both parties. 

4. Vendors Need to Regain the High Ground 

Exhibit III-13 lists U.S. clients' overall perception of the role of 
outsourcing vendors. 
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Perceived Roles of Outsourcing Vendors : U.S. 1998 and 2000 

$l.Jlplierofst4)IX)l'l:seMces 
3.8 

AkoY1>•""' 

A business advisor 

4 " 

A~ierofai;,eed&efVicesand rolhirg else 

Sample of 35 respondents. Standard error= 0.2 

A tedmlogy advisor 

Magentofdmge 

Source: INPUT 

Vendors are to some extent still regarded as key partners by their clients. 
However the nature of this partnership is becoming a supporting one 
rat her than a strategic one. Clients are increasing ly regar ding 
outsourcing vendors as organiza tions that supp ly agreed support services 
on dema nd rather as change agents. Clients, no longer, typ ically expect 
outsourcing vendors to behave as : 

Business advisors 

Techno logy advisors 

Agents of change. 

However, this is a dangero us change in the role of outsourcing vendors 
from the vendor perspective. To continu e to strengthe n the sense of 
partners hip with their clients, outsourcing vendors need to be seen eith er 
as key techno logy advisors and implem enters or as business advisors and 
business change agents. Unless outsourcing vendors can begin to deliver 
the leve ls of technical and business innovatio n required by their clients, 
there is a da nger that they will become j ust commodity suppliers of 
support serv ices. 
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Although the skills of many outsourcing vendors are primarily technical, 
it is important that vendors can use their skills to deliver business benefi t 
on behalf of their clients. 

Exhibit lll-14 shows vendor performance against selected measures of 
delivery of business benefit. 

Delivery of Business Benefit: U.S. 1998 and 2000 

Ability to contribut e to business ~~~~~I{?'~ R 
benefits ~ 3.4 

Increase effectiveness in applying IT •••••'.2 ?•~ 7 ~ 

to busine ss · -:1 3.5 

Understanding of clients' business ·····-~'.3 
requirements 3.5 

1=1ow, S=hiah 

Sample of 35 respondents. Standard emJr = 0.2 

•20 00 

111998 

Source: INPUT 

The typical levels of achievement in this area remain low and have 
deteriorated fur ther between 1998 and 2000. 

Vendors' understanding of clients' business requirements has deteriorated 
and this has severely impacted their ability to contribute to their clients' 
business success. 

However, it is unlik ely that vendor performance has deteri ora ted over the 
past two years. The principal factors likely to be causing this change in 
perception are the rapid changes in technology and the business 
envir onment. 

As organizations seek to redefine themselves in the new economy so it has 
become more difficult for vendors to keep up with industry and individual 
stra tegie s and contribute to these in a time ly fashion. 

If vendors are to make a contribution to their clients in times of rapid 
change, then they will have to take steps to: 

Track industry and technology developments more closely 

Work more informally and closely with their clients 

Put in fast reaction mechanisms that allow them to reac t quickly to 
identified changing needs. 
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5. Improved Value for Money Remains Important 

A traditional disadvantage of outsourcing is that it can potentiall y slow· 
down the rate at which new systems and technologies are introduc ed. 
This effect has in the past been caused by contractual style and pricin g 
mechanisms, irrespective of vendor capabilit ies. 

However , it appears that man vendors have now addressed the issue of 
lack of flexibility in contractual approach. The issue is now one of 
expectation management and delivery of valu e for money. 

Clients exped a reducing cost for support of existing systems and 
infrastructure over time. These cost reductions do not always manife st 
themselves as strongly as clients expect and , as a result clients are 
increasingly critical of vendors' abilities to meet budget targets a nd 
deliver ongoing cost reduction. It is also a question of approach. Clien ts 
expect vendors to pay the same level of attention to cost managem ent on 
their behalf as would be taken by in-house management. Accordin gly, 
vendor personnel need to constantl y seeking ways of saving money for 
their clients and recommending cost·reduction strategies to them. Again, 
these cost reduction strategies should not necessarily result from major 
formal, chargeable studi es1 but should also aris e at a more incremental 
and informal level. 

At the same time, the level of change that can arise as a result of e
business initiatives can have a huge impact on existing expenditur e 
plans. Therefore, it is important that vendors manage expectation s 
accordingly and seek other areas in which savings can be made . 
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Exhib it III-15 lists the levels of satisfaction from the client perspective 
against a nu mbe r of cost-control criteria. 

Satisfaction with Vendo r Cost Control: U.S. 1998 and 2000 

Ability to meet 3.9 
budget targets J 3.6 

Ongoing cost- 3.2 
effectiveness · 13.4 

To become more 
3 

• 2000 

cost-effective in 
13.2 

Cl1998 
using IT 

1=1ow 5=hi h 

Samp le of 35 responden ts. Standard eTTOr = 0.2 Source : INPUT 

Cost control and/or reduction and delivery of business benefit are not 
viewed by clients as mutually exclusive. Clients would like outsourcing 
vendors to be more proactive but, at the same time, to supply the basic 
services underlying such activity at competitive rates. Clients are more 
likely to favor forms of risk shari ng where the vendor takes the risk of 
falling workloa ds, than forms of risk sharing that merely enhance vendor 
profitability. 

Clients also fre quently perceive that they receive poor value for money 
from any chang es in operational service volumes. They perceive that they 
are expected t.o pay additional charges when volumes increase but do not 
receive a proportionate decrease in charges when transaction volumes 
decrease. 

Overall clients: 

Dislike prici ng mechanisms such as time and materials that allocate 
the major elements of risk to the client rather than the vend or. This 
particularly applies to systems deve lopment contracts where clients 
perceive themselves to carry the bulk of th e burden of commercial risk 

Would like to encourage greater vendor creativity but with the vendor 
talcing a major share of the risk. 

In particular, clients would like greater flexibility in service usage with 
considerable flexibility to adjust the volume of services used according to 
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th eir business requirement and circumstances. In extreme cases, this 
could entail turning services on and off at short notice with th e vendor 
taking the commercial risk over whether the services are utilized or not. 

Overall there is an increasing tendenc y for clients to insist on val ue for 
money throughout the life of outsourcin g contracts. Some clients are 
ensuring that they achieve this by developing contracts that permit them 
to benchmark vendor pricing throughout the contract. This will place 
greater margin pre ssure on vendors by making it more difficult for them 
to significantly increase their profitability in th e later stages of the 
contr act. 

Ideally , clients would like vendors to behave as though they owned the 
client IT budget and continually seek out ways in which IT servi ces can be 
delivered within a set budget and at increased value for money . Clients 
tend to disapprov e as vendors who ar e continually trying to incre ase IT 
expenditu re at the clients' expense, rega rdless of the worthine ss of the 
project s and services themselves. 

Vendors need to tak e a more holistic view on behalf of their clients and 
this includ es both the achievement of busines s benefit and the 
manag eme nt of the IT budget. At the moment, there is a danger tha t 
vendors are merely responding to requ ests for individu al project s and 
services from the client without t akin g this overall per spective of 
effectiveness and value for money into account. 
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Barriers to Entry 

A 
Lack of Name Recognition 

46 

Beyond the obvious drawbacks associated with lacking name recognition 
in a new market, vendors everywhere face the challenge of differentiating 
themselves from competitors. 

In the Executive Summary to this report, survey respondents propose in 
brief (and in the Appendix in full) a few consensus remedies , including: 

Partnering with established vendors that hav e already respected 
positions in a target vertical industry ; 

Utilizing industry consultants to establish new customer 
relationships; 

Attempting to specialize in horizontal applications where expertise in 
the application, such as ERP or HR, will be more important than the 
vertical industry expertise . 

Another tactic is to play the "name game," whereby vendors attempt to 
create name recognition by dominating ever-narrow er and more obscure 
market segments, such as those that follow-based on a compilation 
published in Information Week: 

Application Service Providers: ASPs use centrally managed 
facilities to deploy, host, and manage access to packaged applications, 
which are delivered over networks on a subscription basis. Currently , 
there are between 500-1,000 vendors in this category. Few are 
profitable; stronger vendor s are attempting to survive by acquisition, 
specialization and increasing their consulting/customization services. 

o Vendors include Corio, Interliant, Qwest Cyber.Solutions, and 
USinternetworking . 
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o Pricing depends on application type and add.on services. Corio, for 
example, charges $70· 100 per user per month to host 
ChangePoint's professional services application. 

Management Service Providers: MSPs manag e combinations of 
applications, networks, systems, storage, and security, and also can 
provide, by subscription, Web-site and systems-performance 
monitoring via the Internet. Vendors in this niche are generally 
considered to be low-margin plays whose role is limited to monitoring 
the work of either in·house , or other outsourcing vendors. Their role is 
a difficult one because it requires cooperation among a variety of 
organizations, often incurring conflicts of interest. 

D Vendors include Nuclio, Silverback Technologies, SiteRock, 
Totality, and Triactive. 

o Monthly MSP charges vary from a few thousand dollars to more 
than $100,000. 

Storage Service Providers: SSPs offer hosting and access to storage 
devices and storage area network technology. Vendors in this market 
appear to be tapping into a rich demand that is linked to e-commerce, 
which generated huge numbers of transactions (for which customers 
have run out of storage). Upmarket vendors are combining storage 
offers with data.mining and other knowledge management services. 

a Vendors include Comdisco, Compaq Global Services, IBM Global 
Services, StorageNetworks, and Storability. 

o The price of Compaq's Private Storage Utility service is $35 to $55 
per gigabyte per month; pricing for IBM's On·Demand storage 
services ranges from $25 to $75 per gigabyte per month. 

Business Continuity Service Providers: These providers define 
and document procedures for assessing, responding to, and recovering 
from events.application errors or natur al disasters·that threaten vital 
business operations. While vendors in this market are buildin g on a 
long.accepted need, the virtual nature of emerging e-businesses brings 
a new urgenc y to the market and provides a large, new pool of 
potential customers. 

o Vendors include Comdisco, Compaq Global Services, EDS, IBM 
Global Services, and SiteSmith. 
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o Comdisco's disaster recovery, rapid recovery, and continuous Web
availability services range from $10,000 to $100,000 per month. 

Help Desk/Customer Service Providers: These companies handle 
E-mail and telephone calls pertaining to desktop applications, 
computer security , and passwords. As the volume and importance of 
integrated electronic communications rises exponentially, customers 
are losing the ability to cope with the volume and complexity of coping 
with client communications. Service providers in this niche market 
have a very positive growth potential 

o Vendors include CompuCom Systems, IRS Helpdesk Service, 
Service Management International, and Stream Int ernational. 

o CompuC om charges $18 to $35 per call, depending on coverage, 
which ranges from five days per week to around-the-clock service. 

Corporate/IT Training, HR , and Recru itment Service 
Providers: These companies let businesses outsource finance, 
accounting, HR, training, and recruiting functions. 

o Vendors include Caliber Learning Network for training, Ledgent 
for HR, and Recruitsoft .com for recruiting. 

a Caliber's hosted E-learning services average about $2,000 per hour 
per user. 
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B 
Insufficient Capital 

CYNOC1 

Puttin g aside the obvious advantages enjoyed by the top-tier IT vendors 
with virtually unlimited financial resource s, vendors and customer s both 
agree that smaller vendors with limited resources can achieve credibilit y 
in new markets by adhering to a few basic pr inciples, as follows: 

Avoid trying to overextend or overse ll yourself. The primary vir tue is 
identifying core competencies and bein g able to deliver on all promise s 
made. 

Leverage insofar as possible you prior work by using contac ts and 
expertise gained in that market to gain a foothold in new, relate d 
marke ts. 

Target your marketing and sales efforts according to a rational 
geographical and industry strate gy. Unplanned efforts will be 
wasteful of time and money and jeopa rdize success at every level. 

Remember that customers, whether lar ge or small, are almost alway s 
ready to believe that the top-tier vendors hav e high levels of overhead 
and are growin g complacent. Custome rs are usually always ready to 
listen to a focussed presentation by a lean and aggressive competitor . 

Apart from either purchasing or building data centers, most other 
forms of outsourcing contract services can be provided relativel y 
inexpen sively on either a remote or custo mer-site basis. 

While there is a trend toward vendors buying software license s (an d 
therefore investing their own capital in them), most large customers 
will prefer t.o purchase softwat"e licenses directly. Althou gh they do 
want to avoid the headaches associate d with har dware purch ases and 
t€chnology refre shes, they expect vendors to build these funct ions into 
their contracts in such as way as to optimize, rather than repla ce 
customer capital investment s. 
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The cost of acquiring and retaining skilled IT staffs that transfer from 
customers to ven dors as part of an outsourcing contract seldom incu r 
burdensome costs on vendors. Most consider this process to be one of the 
collateral benefits of outsourcing. 

Typically, the promise transferr ed staff two years of employment , on 
terms equal or better than those at their former employers. Many 
employees are scarcely aware of the transfer at all when they continue 
working in the sa me offices with the same colleagues. 

Over a period of time, the vendor challenge is to identify, retain and 
promote the most capable individuals and terminate those for whom they 
have no place. If this process is handled in te lligently and with skill, it can 
reinforce a vendor's market position. 

In particular, customers favor vendors with attractive market reputati ons 
such that potential staff transfers are enthusiastic about their potential 
for career advancement with the outsourcer. Vendors unable to achieve a 
posit ive reputat ion or effect smooth transfers put their entire custo mer 
rela tionship s in jeopardy. 

Some vendors have commented that it is easiest to utilize staff efficiently 
when using a matrix organization whereby staff assignments are mad e 
flexibly and efficiently independently of business unit or vertical indu stry. 
However , success with this approach depends on mangers being alert and 
flexible enough to make assignments intelli gently. The system can lead to 
idle, underutili:red staff. 

Vendors such as CSC believe strongly that they have prospered because 
they have been able to retain and promote a large num ber of highly 
qualified individua1s that joined the company through transfers from 
customer outsourcing contracts. To make this work requires a 
commitment from the highest levels of the organization and a 
management structure that rewards performa nce more than seniority
which is easier described than achieved. 
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IT Outsourc ing Market Overview 

1. The Operat ional Services Market Is Splitting Up 

The U.S. market for operational services is splitting along two track s
traditional, legacy services and Internet-centric services. In last year 's 
outsourcing market forecast, INPUT included "lnternet/intranet 
management" as a single, functional segment. This year, virtually every 
functional segment has been split and forecasts provided for each 
separately. 

Although the year-over-year growth of the Internet-centric segments is 
forecast to remain high over the next few years, before the end of the 
forecast period, a convergence will begin that signals the effective 
disappearance of a non-Internet-enabled legacy IT infrastr ucture. At tha t 
point, the Internet will be so thoroughly integrated in to business 
processes and operations that all operatio nal services will take it into 
account. 

According ly, the decline in mainframe platform operations ser vices that 
would otherwise have been expected will be reverse itself as the demands 
of e-commerce and the requirements for massive data storage for e
business give mainframes new importance. 

Currently, applications services are separated into three stream s-{!) 
those required by traditional enterprises for their own licensed software 
(or customized software to be purchased on a license basis ). (2) 
applications purchased on an outsourced basis directly from software 
developers, and (3) applications provided to value-added resellers 
(Application Service Providers) of various types that make them available 
on a pay-as -you-go basis. 
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The last two market segments will grow rapidly over the next few years, 
but before the end of the forecast period INPUT foresees much of today's 
business in this market falling into the Business Process Operations and 
Processing Services categori es. They key criterion will be the extent and 
nature of the responsibility assumed by vendors for their custo mers. 

2. Similarly To the Outsourcing Market, The Fastest-Growing 
Segments of the Processing Services Will Be Internet-Centric 
Ones 

Yet, before the end of the forecast period, they will begin to converge with 
th e heretofore designated "legacy," or traditional segments of the market 
as the Internet is used ever more widely and as the transformation of 
enterprises to e-busines s (and e-government) continu es. Eventually, the 
distinction between the two streams (Internet-centric and legacy) will lose 
relevance. 

INPUT' s overall forecast for the U.S. operation al services and BPO 
market is shown in Exhibit V-1. 

U.S. Operational Services Market, including Business Process Operations 

Source: INPUT 

This forecast includes IT outsourcing, Busin ess Process Operations 
outsourcing, and transaction processing. 

Over th e last few years, Business Process Operations (BPO) has become 
increasingly accepted by a wide variety of companies in variou s 
industries. Over the period , 2000-2005, INPUT forecasts a long-term 
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growth rate of 29% for a mark et expected to grow during the period from 
$12.5 billion to $45 billion. 
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1. "More and More Customers Were Telling Us, We Don't Want 
to Deal with the Technology, You Handle It. Make This Stuff 
Work for Us"' 

This comment by Hill Husted, VP for Web-hosting at PSINet, exemplifies 
the driving force behind both the growth in demand for operational 
services in general, and the heightened pace of merger & acquisition 
activity during the past year. Computer equipment vendors want to 
increase their diversification away from hardware toward services, and 
vendors of services want to expand their capabilities so that they can 
increase their account penetration, i.e., give customers less reason to look 
elsewhere for business and technology solutions. 

This was one motive behind Cap Gemini's May 2000 acquisition of the 
consulting unit of Ernst & Young-Ernst & Young Cons ulting in a deal 
worth 11.3 billion euros. The sale was motivated partly by the American 
Securities & Exchange Commission's insistence that public accounting 
firms eliminate potential conflicts of interest caused by selling both 
auditing and consulting service s (particularly to the same clients). For the 
same reason, Pricew aterhouseCoopers may sell its consulting busines s to 
Hewlett-Packard. KPMG elected to spin off its consulting operations as an 
independent enterprise and, for similar reasons, Ander sen Consulting 
split from Arthur Andersen. But it was also motivated by CG's need to be 
able to offer its clients increasingly more comprehensive business 
solutions rather than narrow technical ones. 

This was also the partial motive behind HP's September 11, 2000, 
confirmation that it was a leading contender to acquir e the consulting 
arm of PricewaterhouseCoopers in an $18 billion deal. If realized , the 
transaction would substantially reinforce HP' s services offer and make it 
much more attractive to corporate clients that are considering the 
purchase of big computer systems. The challenge: combining HP's 
tradition-oriented workforce with PwC's innovators. 

2. The Battle to Become King of the Web Hosts 

"If you think about it , anytime anybody accesses the Internet , that ha s t.o 
come from a server somewhere," commented Bobby Patrick, VP of 
strategy for Web-hosting heavyweight Digex as a way of explaining why 
his company foresees outstanding growth and profitabili ty potential for 
this market segment . INPUT forecasts that the global Web-hosting 
segment of the e-business , Network Services market will grow from $11 
billion in 2000 to $35 billion in 2005. Of this, INPUT estimates that the 
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U.S. represents 80% in 2000 ($8.8 billion) , declining to 60% in 2005 ($21 
billion). Furthermore, the time is rapidly ending when almost an y large 
organization with excess capacity at its data centers can hope t.o operate a 
Web-hosting business profitably. Profit margins at the low-end of th e 
business (i.e., without value-added services) will be progre ssively 
squeezed . On the other hand, demand for (and the profitability of) sellin g 
a variet y of value-added services along with plain Web-hosting app ears to 
have no visible ceiling . This is why another industry executive insisted 
that "hosting is a way to deliver higher revenue per customer th an the 
Internet services can mak e simply from hooking bu sine sses up to th e Net . 
Hosting is like peanut butter AND jelly." 

This rosy outlook should, however, be contra sted to the ugly present: 
virtually none of the major Web-hosting vendors is yet profitabl e due , 
primarily , to low prices resulting from excess capacity. MCIWorldCom' s 
UUNet unit, the largest Internet carrier, is not profitable, even though it 
does produce a spin-off, or halo effect that enhances the profitabilit y of 
other parent businesses . 

But th e battle for market dominance will not be pretty. 

PSINet , which operates a global Intern et network, acquired IT service s 
provid er Metamor by paying $1.9 billion , which repre sented a sign ifican t 
premium to its stock price at the time. PSINet's strategy is to become an 
"Internet supercarrier" able to offer its clients increasingl y more 
comprehensive packages of technical services. Post-merger, PSIN et 's 
strength will extend beyond infrastructur e and hosting services , creatin g 
the potential for it to become a prominent provider of application s. Th is 
could position it to become a true ASP with hosting facilities, application s, 
and services-which will only ratchet upward the pressure on 
MCIWorldCom and the other large competitors in the attracti ve Web
hos tin g market. 

3. Buyers Show Growing Skepticism 

Demand for IT outsourcing and processing services will continue to be 
strong, but competition is becoming more intense (and exacerbated by 
active merger & acquisition activity). At the same time, buyer s are 
increasingly skeptical of overly optimistic vendor claims. Also, buyers are 
looking more carefully at vendors ' financial viability. The hi ghly 
publicized financial difficulties of nume rous well known Web consultant s 
and Internet integrat.ors-dimaxing with the demise of Pandesic-ha ve 
clearl y benefited the establish ed, traditional service providers. While th e 
demise of lnacom in Jun e 2000 did little to affect the competi t ive 
structure of the operation al service s mark et as a whol e, it did contribu t.e 
to und ermining customer confidence in outsourcing vendo rs as a whole. 
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Once customer s are convinced to tru st a vendor to deliver critical services, 
they feel particularly betray ed when they are abandoned unexp ectedl y 
and left to pick up the pieces-which can be both costly and risky. 
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C 
Five-Year Outlook for the U.S. IT Outsourcing Market 

ExhibitV-2 
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1. Industry Sector Forecast 

Exhibit V-2 summarizes INPUTs 2000-2005 forecast for the U.S. 
operational service s market by functional segment. 

Operational Services Segments, U.S. • 2000-2005 

Infrastructure Services 

Distributed Systems 
(desktop) 

Network Managemen t 

Applications Management 

Processing Services 

0.0 20.0 

Op Serv, 00-05 

------·98.8 
40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0 120 .0 

Dollars in Billions 

~2000 •2005 

Source: INPUT 

Exhibit V-3 pr ovides a forecast for th e US operational service s and 
out sourcing market by industry sector . The foreca sts shown in th is 
exhibit include Business Proces s Operation s in addition to IT outso urcing. 
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US Outsourc ing Industry Sector Forecast , 2000-2005 

Outsourci ng by Industry 

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

Dollars In Bllllons 

• 2000 •2005 

Source: INPUT 

"Infrastructure Services" is being used for the first time in this forecast 
report as a replacement for the prior term "Platform Operations," which 
becomes one of two component.a of the Infrastructure Services market. 
This market has been divided this year into traditional, mainframe
oriented platform operations and the faster-growing, "Internet/Web 
Managed Services" sub-segment. The inflection point between these two 
market segments will occur in 2005, at which time Internet/Web Managed 
Services segment is expected to be larger than the legacy IT Platform 
Operations segment. Toward the end of the forecast period, a 
price/performance curve effect will result in lower levels of 
spending/purchasing and ever higher levels of performance. This segment 
includes Internet Data Centers operating on long-term contracts. The 
high forecast rate of growth for the Internet sub-segment will peak during 
the 2000-2005 period. At the end of the period, the two segments will 
begin to merge again as all IT infrastructures become totally integrate 
with the Inter net and the distinction between the two segments loses 
importance. 

"IT Application Services" include legacy IT applications that may, or may 
not include Internet-enabled functions. In the future , virtually all 
applications will be Internet-enabled. As with Platform Operations, 
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toward the end of the foreca st period the distinction between "legacy" and 
"Internet/Web" applications will become moot; at a certain point , th e 
Internet will become the legacy. 

"Internet/Web Applications Service - vendor-owned software" comprises 
software sold on either a license or pay-as-you-go rental basis by software 
developers directly to users. While INPUT foresees rapid growth in this 
sub-segment, exemplified by Oracle , software developers are unlik ely to 
want to depend entirely on direct sales, even when delivered cost
effectively over the Internet. Proliferating demands for an cillary services 
are likely to dissuade them from foregoin g the particip ation of channel 
partners and Value-Added Resellers (VARs). As a result, l!\tpUT foresees 
a moderation in the rate of growth of this market segment by the end of 
the forecast period as many vendors return to their core compe te ncies. 
Increasingly, this market will become dominated by the simple delivery of 
package products, such as Microsoft's proposed direct delivery of its Office 
Suite of applications on a rental basis dire ctly to consumers. Busine sses 
that are unable or unwilling to use one-size-fits-all package softwar e and 
that require cust.omization will return to V ARs and/or traditional systems 
integrators. 

The "Internet/Web Applications Services - Third -part y software (ASP)" 
sub-segment will continue to experience rapid growth over coming years, 
but this growth will moderate toward the end of th e forecast period for 
several reasons: competitive pressures will force many so-called ASPs to 
specialize. As they do, much of their business will be more pr operly 
classified as Business Process Outsourcing or processing services. As price 
competition becomes intense, this market will divide clearly into low
margin , high-volume commodity software distributors and higher-margin , 
higher value-added resellers. 

INPUT forecasts a strong CAGR of 19% in the Distributed Syste ms 
segment , which subsumes the prior category of"Desktop Service s." Due to 
rapid changes in technology underwa y, the "desktop" is becoming mobile. 
As it loses its fixed location , spending in this segment will be fueled by the 
urgent need for outsourced managemen t of a wide array of portable 
computing and Internet-enabled hand-held devices. Future INPUT 
forecasts will provide estimates of market size for the most importan t of 
these types of portable desktops. 

The "IT Network Management'' of the Network Management marke t 
includes both legacy and Internet-related components. This segment will 
be heavily affected by the transformation underway among large telecom 
vendors. Price point s will drop, pricing will become critically important; 
toward the end of the forecast period , this segment will merge with the 
"Internet Network Management" segment. 
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Processing services differ from outsourcing services primary on the basis 
of contract tenure (outsourcing contracts are for one, or more, years) and 
by level of responsibility: processing vendors take no responsibility for the 
customer's software application or business process. 

E-commerce and the proliferation of a wide variety of electronic 
exchanges will fuel growth of vendors of processing services in the 
Applications Services market. Utility and other commodity processing 
services will grow more slowly, partly as a result of unfa vorable pricing 
and partly as a result of technological changes that render some of the 
services that utility processors perform obsolete. 

"Input/output storage services" include print/scan, CD.ROM and Storage 
Area Network services. These are forecast to grow somewhat more slowly 
than the higher value·added segments of the market . 

"Other" processing includes performance monitoring, security services, 
authentication and related services. 

The legacy utility processing services market will shrink due to the 
growing dominance oflnternet·enabled applications. 

2. Infrastructure Operations Decline To Be Offset by Demand 
for Internet-Managed Services for E-Commerce 

The growth rate of the Infrastructure Operations segment comprises the 
slow·growth IT (Platform) Operations segment, with a CAGR of only 1 % 
over the period 2000·2005, and the fast.growing Internet Managed 
Services segment, with a CAGR of 68% over the same period. 

Nevertheless, this sector had been the second largest, accounting for 24% 
of the outsourcing market in 1996, 22% in 1997 and 19% in 1998, slipping 
to only a forecast of 13% in 2005. INPUT projects that this market will 
grow at a CAGR of 17% between 2000·2005, increasing from $9.6 billion 
in 2000 to $20. 7 billion in 2005. 

3. Distributed Systems (including Desktop Services) To Be 
Transformed 

The U.S. Distributed Systems (desktop services) market reached $6.1 
billion in 1999 and will rise to an estimated $7.6 billion in 2000. INPUT 
forecasts that it will grow to $17. 7 billion in 2005, representing a CAGR of 
19% over the five·year period ending in 2005. 

In the past, desktop services came to be regarded as a "commodity" 
suitable for "body shop" vendors (who staff their operations with 
indistinguishable "bodies"). As prices for desktop services fell, large, high· 
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overhead vendors ceded the field to smaller, specialized vendors-excep t 
in those cases where desktop services could be bundled together with 
other, more lucrative services. Accordingly, market growth would be 
expected to fall as a reflection oflower price s. 

Although demand for desktop service s outsourcing benefited from the 
long-term migration of organization s from centralized computin g 
architectures and away from mainframes , that trend is largel y a spent 
force. Falling hardware prices and an increasingl y competitive 
environment for desktop services drove down the attractiv eness of this 
market. However, INPUT believes that this downward tr end is being 
reversed as wireles s computing and other Internet appliances proliferate 
among businesses. 

Over the next five years, companies that find themselves burd ened with 
the management of a large number of portable, laptop comput.ers, 
handheld and other wireless devices will turn back to vend ors of 
"desktop. " Their domain will have expanded from the tangible , wired 
desktop to the virtual desktop-resulting in a transformation of th is 
market segment into a more complex (and profitable) one. 

4. Network Manag em ent Divid es into Slow-growing Traditional 
and Fast-growing Internet-related Segments 

Reflecting the transformation underway from traditional to e-bu siness 
methods of operation, large amounts of money are being spent on 
upgrading legacy IT networks to the demands of Internet-e nabled 
transactions. 

While the Network Management market overall is forecast to gro w at a 
CAGR of 25% between the period 2000-2005-faster than the 19% CAGR 
forecast for Operational Services as a whole. 

The legacy IT segment is forecast to grow by 18% compared to 57% for th e 
Internet segment. The total size of the Network Manag ement market is 
forecast to reach $26.4 billion by 2005, by which time year-over- year 
growth in the Internet segment will moderate. After 2003, the distinction 
between these two segments will decline in importance to the extent that 
the transformation oflegacy systems will be largely complete. 

5. Application Management Undergoing Rapid Shift as 
Transformation to E-Business Advances 

The market for Applications Manageme nt outsourcing will rea ch an 
estimated $2.5 billion by yea r-end 2000 and is foreca st to reach $8.2 
billion in 2005. 
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As was the case with Network Management, the Applications 
Management outsourcing market comprises the slower-growing, legacy IT 
application s segment and the faster-growing Internet/Web Application s 
segment-a CAGR of 23% for the former compared to 49% for the latter 
between 2000 and 2005. 

Overall, user spe nding is undergoing a signifi cant shift away from 
Infrastructure Operations toward Application Management and Network 
Services, if budgets are assumed to comprise these three broad categories. 

By 2005, INPUT believes that the bulk of spending under the IT budgets 
of most enterprises will be allocated to applications, including both 
software licenses and application managem ent services. At the same time, 
the greater amount of spending by far is being allocated to applications 
that enable enterprises to compete in the world of e-commerce (or e
governmen t) as well as to advance their transformations t.o becoming e
businesses. 

For the Applications Management market overall, the foreca st 
Compounded Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) over the period 2000-2005 is 
27% which is s ignificantly high er than the outso urcing ma rke t as a whole 
(22%), and up from t he estimated 200Ai growth that occurred between 1998 
and 1999. However , it is also lower than th e year-o ver-year growth 
between 1999 and 2000 of 29%. 

6. Applications Services Flow into Three Distinct, New Streams 

The Appli cat ions Services (formerly "Applicat ions Operations") segmen t 
continues to dominate the U.S. outsourcing market, accounting for nea rly 
41% of the 2000 U.S. market. At the end of the forecast period, in 2005, 
that proportion is expected to decline slight ly to 37%. In contrast, the 
Internet Applications Services segment , which includes the ASP market 
for remo te delivery of third-p arty applicat ions, will grow from 3% of th e 
total Applications Operation s mar ket segment to 17% by 2005. Year- over
year growth of this segment will , however, moderate substantia lly from 
85% between 1999 and 2000 and 130% between 2000 and 2001. 

During th e 2000-2005 forecast period , INPUT estimates tha t the 
traditional , legacy IT Applications segment of the Applications Servi ces 
market will grow slowly at a CAGR of 11%. The Internet Application s 
Services stream that represents softwar e delivered via the Interne t 
directly by softwa re developers, such as Oracle, PeopleSoft and SAP, will 
grow mu ch faster at 47%. 

However, this growth will modera te toward th e end of th e period as many 
developers aba ndon th eir dir ect distributi on channels in favor of 
partne ring with ASPs-whi ch is alr eady happ ening. Accordingl y, the very 
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high growth of the third-party software, or ASP, segment will moderate as 
the market matures and as vendor consolidation is largely completed . 

Beyond that, INPUT believes that the ASP segment itself will 
increasingly split into some form of either Processing Services or Busine ss 
Process Operations. Surviving ASP vendors will need to move either 
"downstream" toward high-volume, specialized transaction processing, or 
"upstream" into the BPO market in which Internet Applications Services 
are bundled with other value-added services in order to deliver 
comprehensive solutions. 

By INPUT's definition, "Applications Services" denotes work done by 
vendors to manage and operate computers systems in order to perform 
client business functions, which includes maintaining (or developing and 
maintaining) client application systems. 

In contrast, "Applications Management" work includes full responsibili ty 
for maintaining and upgrading some , or all, of a client's application s 
systems used to support business operations. Vendors doing this work 
often develop and implement new applications systems for clients. In both 
cases, the client mandate is not limited to discrete projects, but extends 
beyond 12 months in tim e and beyond single functions. 

Currently, the distinctions are being obscured by Application Service 
Providers (ASPs) that may take responsibility for some maintenance and 
upgrading of applications along with computer system management . In 
other cases, they undertake only one of these functions. 

ASPs and other (in effect) Value-Added Resellers of third-party software 
(i.e., developed by a software developer unrelated to either the client or 
the service provider), offer a range of services, including: 

Hosting the client's application at a data center owned by the client; 

Hosting the client's application at a data center owned by the ASP; 

Hosting the client's application at a data center owned by another 
supplier; 

Providing clients with access to specific software applications, either 
over the Internet or via a VPN on a tu rn key basis, i.e., the ASP takes 
full responsibility for maintaining and upgrading the software . 

Also important, a growing number of software developers are offering 
customer's access to their software on a hosted, pay-as -you-go rental basis 
rather th an selling traditional licenses. Or, software developer s may 
partner with ASPs-the developer taking responsibility for Application 
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Management and the ASP taking responsibility for Application 
Operations. 

For the purpose of this forecast report, INPUT has segmented both 
outsourcing and processing services markets according to the nature of 
the relationship between the end-user and the vendor. Consequently, 
some ASP revenues fall in the Applications Operations management, 
some other categories. INPUT believes that the ASP, or software re-seller 
market, is undergoing a rapid transformation and consolidation. What 
will emerge within the next 24 months will be a smaller number of 
financially viable and tested vendors able to offer a range of flexible 
products. Many of those that contract with end-users on a monthly , pay
as-you go basis will be classified as vendors of processing se rvices. Those 
that take complete responsibility for providing a package of software and 
services , on a multi-year contract basis, that constitutes fulfillment of a 
distinct business function will be classified as Bu siness Process 
Outsourcing vendors. 

Beyond that, vendors that find themselves under extr eme competitive 
pressure in their initial market segments are re-inventing themselves as 
ASPs. For example, because most marketplaces generate revenues from 
transaction fees, low trading volume can foretell financial disaster. When 
some of the vertical industry partners of fledgling exchange s decide to set 
up their own exchanges, thereby causing disintermediation of the pioneer 
e-marketplaces, the disaster scenario can advance rapidly. 

As a defense, some exchanges are seeking to rent their software to small 
and midsize companies that don't want to build their own e-bu siness 
applications, or they license e-marketplaces to big companies that want to 
run private exchanges for their own suppliers. 

7. Applications Services Market Splitting and Re-Splitting 

Currently, this market segment-Internet Application Seruices-Third
Party Software - is under intense competitive and financi al pressure. For 
example, ForRetail.com, a San Francisco-based marketpla ce for the home
furnishings and giftware industry, was recently forced to revise its 
business model. The company had signed up 400 manufacturers and 
25,000 retailers, but lacked significant revenue from th e 5% transaction 
fee that it charges vendors . When ForRetail sought a second round of 
funding in July, it learned that investors were no longer interested in 
funding B2B exchanges. 

Another vendor, AviationX of Arlington, Virginia, dropp ed its exch ange 
completely in favor of renting applications-it had planned to build an 
online marketplace for the aviation industry. In July, management 
announced that the company would be focusing solely on providing 
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applications for buying and tracking spare airplane parts for regional 
airlines that can't afford to build their own e·procurement systems. 
Unfortunately, by the time this decision had been taken, the airlines 
themselves announced their own exchanges, specifically, a group led by 
Air Canada (ACNAF) , Lufthansa and Singapore Airlines and another 
backed by American, Delta and United Airlines. As a result, AviationX is 
working with three regional airlines, Mesaba of Minneapolis, Chautauqua 
of Indianapolis and Express Airlines I of Memphis, Tennessee, to develop 
software applications. 

AviationX wasn't the only marketplace that found itself squ eezed into an 
unexpected niche. E·Chemicals, an exchange launched in 1998 in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, competed against a handful of similar chemical industry 
marketplaces, none of which was generating sufficient liquidity to survive 
independently. As a result, the company shifted its emphasis toward 
developing software that lets chemical buyers and suppliers move 
contractual relationships online. Now, e·Chernicals is in a good position to 
work alongside, rather than compete with, industry coalition 
marketplaces being built by several giant chemical companies and those 
marketplaces can get to market faster by partnering with e·Chemicals . 

8. Internet-Application Services, Vendor-Owned Software 

Competing with ASP vendors that re-sell third-party software (i.e., not 
owned or developed by either the ASP or its customer) is a fast-growing 
list of software developers which are attempting to bypass re·sellers and 
offer their product directly to smaller end-users on a rental rath er than 
license basis. 

Some, like Oracle, have even proposed giving away software witho ut 
charge. Oracle's customer relationship management (CRM) software ha s 
been trying to slow Siebel Systems' more rapid growth as well a s 
demonstrate that Oracle is an innovative leader in th e CRM mark et . Th e 
announcement of OracleSalesOnline.com, a free online sales automation 
system that is a part of the Oracle E-Business Suite lli , was seen as an 
audacious move because no associated, identified revenue stream exists 
for the next 12 months. Yet, this initiative could help Oracle jumpstart its 
ASP business, or boost potential sales of Oracle BackO{{ice. Oracl e 
expects to make money off of this free service in two ways. Fir st, the 
company hopes the service will drive sales of its other e-business 
software, and secondly, it expects that it will eventually make money off 
of the fee-based services. 

Exhibit V-4 portrays the relativ e sizes of the three , constituen t 
components of the forecast Appli cations Services market for 2000. 
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Relative Sizes of Forecast Applications Services Market, 
U.S. -2000 

Apps Services Market 
Subsectors 

\. · ~ Applications 
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9. Busin ess Process Operations' Fa st Gr owth Linked to 
Changin g Business Models 

The electro nic busin ess , electronic commerce -re lated stream of t he BPO 
category is am ong the fastest growing segments of the outso urcing 
marke t, ris ing from $1.6 billion in 2000 to a projected $12.5 billion in 
2005, represe nting a CAGR of 54%. In cont rast . the Non-EB/EC-related 
st ream of the BPO ma rket is forecast to grow at a slower CAGR of 24%. 
The overall BPO market is expected to grow at CAGR of 29% from $12.5 
billion in 2000 to $45 billion in 2005. 

10. Verti ca l Industry Markets 

Exhibit V-5 provi des a forecast for the U.S. out.sourcing market by 
indus try secto r over the period 2000-2005 

This Operatio nal Services forecast includes IT outsourc ing, Transactio n 
Process ing and Business Process Opera tions outsou rcing. The vertica l 
indu stry break out of thi s total market has been separated into two broa d 
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catego ries, ou tsourcing (includin g BPO) and processing services in order 
to better identify growth trends that differ by industry and type of 
operational service. Certain industrie s represent a significantl y higher 
proportion of the total processing services market than the y do of the 
outsourcing market. 

U.S. Outsour cin g Market Forecast by Verti cal Industry, 2000-2005 

USSm Growth 
2000 

Growth 
2005 11199 99.0D 00.05 

Total US Outsou rci ng Market Market (excl. BPO) 

40,010 19"/v 47,700 19% 115,900 

Banking & Finance 10,418 18% 12,341 22% 33,789 

Business Serv ices 6.006 15% 6.923 20% 17,377 

Discrete Manufaduring 3,229 32% 4,274 21% 10,941 

Education 741 6% 783 43% 4,666 

Federa l Government 2,481 21% 3,0 10 17% 6,597 

Health Services 4,073 17% 4,756 18% 10,780 

Insurance 6,945 21% 8.428 21% 21,641 

Miscellaneous Industries 1,642 17% 1,926 22% 5,310 

Process Manufacturing 2,406 33% 3,191 24% 9,171 

Retail Distribution 2,253 34% 3.010 24% 8,689 

State & Local Government 893 45% 1.294 38% 6.436 

Telecommunications 3,616 17% 4,214 21% 11,102 

Transportatio n 2,728 13% 3,070 21% 8,045 

Utilities 1,355 29% 1,746 21% 4,505 

Wholesale Distribution 893 35% 1,204 9% 1,834 

Source: INPUT 

11. Banking & Finance Industry Market, 2000-2005 

Banking and finance companies continue to be more recept ive to 
outsourcing than any other industr y, despite their misgivings alxmt 
confidentiality of data and competitive position. However , a high er 
proportion of banking and finance companies decline to permit vendor s to 
disclose contract s awarded than in other industries. 

One fast -growing sub-segme nt of the banking market for outsourcing and 
processing services calls for vendors t.o serve as the tangible back office for 
virtual bank s that exist only on the In ter net. Some ventur es , such as 
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Bank One's Wingspan have struggled. Others, such as Prudential's Egg in 
the U.K. have thrived. 

This sector remains one of the largest segments of the outsourcing 
market, representing over 20% of the total U.S. outsourcing market in 
1999 and 2000. 

Worth noting, although banking and finance enterprises are typically 
buyers of operational and processing services, there are some significant 
exceptions. In some cases, as in the example of Chase Manhattan bank, 
banks are themselves important vendors of such services. Scrutiny of 
Chase Manhattan's proposed acquisition of J.P. Morgan in September 
2000 highlighted the fact that, in 1999, the bank had derived $3.1 billion 
of operating revenues (almost 10% of total revenues) from "global 
services," i.e., transaction processing for third-parties. Significantly, this 
amount was higher than global investment banking revenue, and almost 
double the revenue derived from corporate lending. In fact, it was higher 
than all but two bank businesses; global trading at $4.1 billion and 
cardmember services at $4 billion. 

If Chase Manhattan were considered a vendor of processing services 
rather than a buyer, it would take the third rank in the U.S. market, just 
under First Data and ADP, with $4. 7 billion and $4.5 billion in revenues, 
respectively (assuming that all of Chase's revenues were generated in the 
U.S. market.) 

INPUT expects the banking and finance sector to exhibit growth rates 
consistent with the overall outsourcing market, growing from about $12.3 
billion in 2000 to $33.8 billion in 2005. 

12. Discrete Manufacturing Industry Market, 2000-2005 

The Discrete Manufacturing industry includes a variety of 
manufacturers, including food, apparel and machinery manufacturing as 
well as computer and electronic product manufacturing. From the point of 
view of operational services, all segments of the market are expected to 
show strong demand for IT outsourcing, Business Process Operations and 
processing services as they transform themselves from doing business 
along traditional lines to the new, electronic business model. 

Manufacturers are scrambling to put themselves in electronic connection 
with their customers and their suppliers of raw materials, as well as with 
their logistics support partners, regulatory authorities and high-potential 
electronic exchanges. All of these initiatives will require substantial 
spending on operational services. 
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INPUT projects that the discrete manufacturing market will grow at a 
23% CAGR over the forecast period, increa sing from $4.2 billion in 2000 
to $10.9 billion in 2005. 

13. Education Market, 2000-2005 

INPUT projects that the education sector will grow only 6% between 1999 
and 2000, but accelerate rapidl y at CAGR of 43% for the period 2000-
2005, significantly higher than the outsourcing market as a whole. 
Forecast market size is expected to rise from $783 million in 2000 to $4. 7 
billion in 2005 based on a oonvergen ce of the following, favorable trends: 

Highly politicized initiatives to wire all U.S. classrooms for the 
Internet. 

Rapidly proliferating Internet-enabl ed, interactive distance learning 
ventures on the secondary and professional levels. 

Demographic trends favor the extension of academic and professiona l 
education market to ever older constituencies. 

As th e price of broadband connectivit y drops and the price of business 
travel rises, an increasing number of oompanies will choose to 
outsource their corporate training to vendors able to deliver 
educational services independent of geography. 

Improvements beyond the PC in technology designed specificall y for 
the education market (such as electronic books and Internet- enab led , 
hand-held devices) will serve as the catalyst for rapid growth amo ng 
outsourcing service vendors positioned to provide, manage and render 
cost-effective use of this new technology. 

INPUT forecasts a rapid acceleration of spending by the education 
industry after 2000 as new products are brought to market and they gain 
acceptance. Private companies, public and private educational 
institution s as well as a wide range of commercial training providers are 
expected to spend large amounts to enable a wide variety of Internet
enabled , new services. 

While many educational institutions are turning to IT outsourcing for 
reasons similar to those of commercial organizations, their unique 
characteri st ics and growing size in the overall economy is attracting a 
wide range of IT outsourcers and providers of processing services. 

As an example of the type of educat ional spen ding antic ipated by state & 
local governm ents , consider the Pennsylvania Launches competition for 
'digit al school district' funding. 
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In an effort to spur innovation, maximize buying power and concentrate 
technology resources, officials in Pennsylvania launched a statewide 
competition to create two cutting-edge digital school districts. State 
officials have said that , "We're looking for new ideas." 

State officials want schools to develop innovative plans that move beyond 
traditional uses of technology in education. Education officials, striving to 
look beyond what is currently being offered, insist that "There are a lot of 
virtual schools out there, or distance learning ... We're trying to do more 
than that, where everything in the school is digitized. How can we think 
completely differently?" 

The state plans to spend $200 million over a five-year period on education 
technology , based on proposals submitted by schools. A panel of 
nationwide experts, being selected by stat e officials, will help choose the 
winning districts. Reason: "You want to make sure you're not giving $2 
million to someone who has hired a good grant writer." Most companies 
contract directly with school districts, or their philanthropic arms donate 
to universities or groups of school districts. They rar ely contract with 
state education departments. 

14. Federal Government Market, 2000-2005 

Overall, the professional services segment will exhibit the most growth 
over the next five years. AB agencies re-engineer their business processes, 
distribute their operating environments and consider , implement and 
web-enable their enterprise applications , professional services will be 
increasingly required. Outsourcing is also expected to pla y an 
increasingly significant role in the market. As contracts for desktop 
services , such as Seat Management, ODIN and N/MCI take hold, 
outsourcing will become key to supporting the organization and allowing 
it to focus on accomplishing mission objectives. 

Government agencies are encouraged to rely more on outsourcing 
services, even in the area of acquisition support, despite increasing anti
outsourcing political maneuvers on Congress by government-emp]oyee 
unions and other constituencies. The Federal Activities Inventory 
Reporting (FAIR) Act, as a further example of the willingness of the 
Administration and the Congress to consider outsourcing functions 
previously performed only by government employees, promotes the use of 
outsourced services. 

Processing services includes transaction processing with some batch -mode 
workloads . It previously included systems operations on contractor-owned 
equipment (COCO), now part of a separat e deliver y mode (systems 
operations) discussed later. 
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For the last half of the decade of the 1980s, this delivery mode continued 
to decline in real dollars as installation of new distributed processing 
systems and desktop processors depressed the need for outside processi ng 
support. 

Transaction processing, previously called remote computing services 
(RCS) and until 1998 was identified as ADPE time in the federal IT 
budget , has continued to decline since FY1984, when growth was 
projected at 13%. Transaction processing is lower now than in the 1980s, 
but remains active for agencies still waiting for new facilities. Many of the 
larger federal data centers continue to add capacity and take on 
processing for other agencies to partially justify their own operating 
expense. 

The level of $131 million in FY2000 is a further decline from $160 million 
reported in FY1996. This category will continue to decline for the 
foreseeable future. 

Small amounts of utility and bat.ch processing continue to app ear in 
agency IT expenditures, but have declined to about $33 million per year. 
The bulk of this work appears in DOD budgets. FY1998 saw a decline, but 
slight increases are expect ed over the next five years to $40 million. 

Continued budget-deficit reduction action s that delay implementation of 
upgraded systems stimulate this market beyond levels previously 
predicted , to meet agency productivity goals and mission objectives . This 
could support vendor-supplied disaster recovery and security backup 
system s, if the agencies cannot install equipment to satisfy their needs . 
Utilities are also a form of ADP insurance for agencies with marginal 
processing capacity. 

Based on expected, positive political developments, federal outsourcing 
expenditures are forecast at $3 billion in FY2000 and are expected t.o 

grow to $6.6 billion in 2005. 

Based on the more conservative criteria used by INPUT's federal sector 
forecast report, spending for outsourcing would rise to only $3.6 billion in 
FY2005. This represents a compound annual growth rate of 7.5%, which 
shows no increase since the FY1994 forecast. It was not expected to 
return to the 15% (or greater) level pr edicted in 1989, unless application s 
are outsourced at greater levels than currently identified by agencies
which is the basis of the more aggres sive estimate used in this forecas t 
report. If so, outsourcing would have to be accompanied by a significa nt 
increase in overall IT spending leve]s. 

The federal outsourcing market is currently one of the fastest growing 
services segments of the overall federal IT market. Many factors are 
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influencing this growth but the most influential is the Admini str ation' s 
mandate that all functions that cannot be cost- and time-effecti vely 
performed by in-house personnel should be outs ourced. This has led to 
some contro ver sy over the last few year s about the actual entities to 
which the government should outsource. 

Most logicall y, the government would ou ts ource nonmission-criti cal 
functions to private-sector vendors. However , some agencies have the 
capabilit y to perform the same work that a vendor could perform. In its 
awar d of th e ICEMAN cont rac t, the Federal Avia tion Administr ation set 
a precedent by awarding its data cen ter operati ons contrac t to another 
government agen cy, th e Depart ment of Agriculture. USDA had the excess 
capacity to be able to take on the operation of th e data center without 
impacting its own mission requiremen ts. Criti cs argue, to this day, that 
agencies with excess capacity should be downsized . This would leave no 
room for external projects, such as tho se at other agencies. Vendors 
believe that this causes unfair advantag e because the government is not 
subject to the same rules of competitio n and may also offer a naturall y 
lower price . 

While the legislat ive controv ersy sparked by this action has not en t ire ly 
vanished and continu es to attra ct at tentio n by govern ment employee 
unio ns, it is safe to expect th e out sourcing of IT functions to contin ue to 
play a major part in the feder al marketpla ce. Histori cally, all efforts to 
reduce the size of the federal civil service have resulted ultimatel y in 
raising the demand for contractors, consultants and outsourcers. 

One of the que stions unanswered today is whether agencies will move 
more aggre ss ively to identify governme nt IT positions as part of their 
Federal Activitie s Inventory Report. In the firs t annual reporting there 
were very few IT positions identified. Following some appeals by indust ry 
groups to the Congress , agencies were put on notice to improve their 
reporting in tention s. The next reportin g is du e at th e end of Jun e 2000. 

As is norma lly th e case in th e federal IT services mark ets, t he civilian 
sector is expected to experience more rapid growth th an the defense 
sector. Thi s is also influenced by some of the lar ge-scale outsourcing 
projects curr ently under way at civilian agencies such as GSA's Sea t 
Managem ent program, NASA's ODIN project , and NASA's CSOC 
initiative. The civilian sector is expected to grow from $1.6 billion in FY 
2000 to $2.4 billion in FY 2005 at a CAGR of 7.3% over the five-year 
period. On th e defense side, the outsourcin g market will grow at a 3.8% 
CAGR from $0.9 billion in FY 2000 to $1.l billion in FY 2005 . 
Outsour cing still repr esents one of the fast.est growing IT ma rket 
segme nts on th e Defense side. 
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Federal outsourcing began to grow again in FY1990, after experiencing 
lower CAGRs of 6% to 8% since the cutbacks of FY1983, when a number 
of new systems were implemented. The turnaround began with staffing 
restrictions, a slowdown of new system acquisitions imposed by the 
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Budget Control Act and a slowdown in Defense 
spending . 

15. Health Services Market, 2000-2005 

Although it has been slower than other indu str ies to accept IT 
outsourcing due to legitimate concerns over privacy and regulatory issues, 
the U.S. health care services market is se t for rapid growth over the next 
five years. Average annual growth of 18% is projected to reflect contracts 
covering a wide range of functions from front-office automation to medical 
records , diagnostic databases and telemedicine. 

Results of a recent industry survey of 1,400 outsourcing contracts with 38 
business partners on behalf of 860 health care organizations confirm 
INPUT's industry growth forecasts. Survey results show that , while 
hospitals have been slower to adopt outsourcing than their general 
industry counterparts, the strategy of outsourcing is growing rapidly in 
health care organizations. Healt h care organizations are increa singly 
using outsourcing to help achieve their business and financial goals. As is 
the case in other industries , strategic use of outsourcing services means 
the hospitals can focus on their core busine ss -providing quality care. 

Health care executives continue to externalize their spending, although 
they still lag general industry. Health care organizations now spend about 
22% of their budgets on all forms of external sourcing options, compared 
to 33% in general industry. These external sourcing options include 
supplemental staffing with non-company personnel, outsourcing , and 
strategic alliance and joint ventures with one or more business partners. 

Outsourcing spending in hea lth care incr eased 20% from 1999 to 2000. 
There was a large incre ase in the use of outsourcing among health care 
executives. Average expenditures on outsourcing by health care 
executives now amount to 16 percent of their overall budget. At the sa me 
time the use of supplemental staffing declined significantly. Long-t.erm 
strategic relationships with specialized ser vice providers are clearl y 
replacing the use of supplement staff within health care. 

Outsourcing is projected to constitute 20% of health care budgets by 2002. 
Outsourcing spending is on a trajectory to constitute 20% of the average 
health care executive's budget by 2002, with an average annual growth 
rate of 15% during the period. 
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Smaller health care organizations (less than $100 million in revenue) are 
now using external sourcing at the same rate as large organizations. In 
1999, larger health care organizations (greater than $500 million in 
revenue) were taking greater advantage of outsourcing and external 
sourcing options, but outsourcing has now become equally attractive 
among smaller health care organizations. 

Outsourcing in finance, support services and clinical operations is poised 
to expand. In both general industry and health care, external sourcing 
expenditures differ by function. Information technology currently has the 
largest portion of the external sourcing budget (19%). In 1999, clinical 
operations was the least externally sourced area of the four surveyed 
(clinical, support services, information technology and finance). However , 
clinical outsourcing spending grew 13% between 1999-2000, the highest 
growth rate of any functional area, and now represents more than 12% of 
total external spending. Over the next two years, finance and support 
services show the greatest potential for growth in external spending. 

Experience with outsourcing is a key factor in its acceptance. The findings 
suggest that health care executives who are experienced with outsourcing 
have a more positive perception of outsourcing's ability to deliver low-cost, 
high-quality innovation and speed to market. 

16. Insurance Industry Market, 2000-2005 

Insurance companies generate an enormous volume of paperwork, 
transactions that need processing and costs. Accordingly , it benefits from 
all types of operational services, including IT outsourcing, Business 
Process Outsourcing and processing services. Similar to the painful 
transition of the securities brokerage industry from a high-margin, high
cost broker delivery model to a low-margin, low-cost online brokerage 
model, insurance companies are learning how to live with , and benefit 
from the Internet. For better or worse, insurance products remain 
sufficiently complex and resistant to comparison to make them less 
amenable than securities trading to any quick move to online channel 
distribution. 

Nevertheless, even if the sales front-end of the industry lags other 
industries in the use of operational services, internal and back-end 
processes are being moved to an electronic business model more rapidly. 
This process is being fueled-as is the case elsewhere-by the desire to 
cut costs and improve competitive position, as well as by a strong need to 
comply efficiently with regulatory authorities and provide improved 
customer service. 

INPUT projects that this market will grow at an average annual growth 
rate of 21% over the next five years, expanding this market from $8.4 
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billion in 2000 to $21.6 billion in 2005, and making it the second-largest 
sector in the overall U.S. outsourcing market. 

17. Proce ss Manufacturing Industry Market, 2000-2005 

The diver se segments of the Proces s Manufacturing industry show no 
single pattern of activit y in regard to operation al services . Rangin g from 
oil & gas producers, to mining oper ations, food and beverage 
manufacturers, textiles, chemicals, paper and plastics manufa cturers , 
each segment has a differing profile of needs in rega rd to IT outsourcing , 
Business Process Outsourcing and processing services. Yet, overall , 
INPUT expects continuing, high relativ e dema nd for operational services 
support in every IT delivery cat egory from Infr astructure Operatio ns to 
Application Management. 

ln general. this indu stry comprises large, traditional, well-establi shed 
enterprise s that are making a transition from legacy business systems 
and processes to the new electronic business model. This transition will, 
of necess ity, proceed rather slowly, but the urgency of the process will 
serve as the catalyst for significant growth of spending for operational 
services due to the IT skills shortage, high turnover an d th e need for 
highl y specialized skills sets that cannot eas ily be acquired and retained 
(cost-effectively) by companies in this industry. 

Average annual growth of 24% reflec ts the continuing st rength of th e U.S. 
economy, competitive pressures resulting from globalization of markets 
and the urgent need for manufacturers to improve efficiency and cut costs 
when they are unable to raise prices in a low-infla ti on environment. 
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Analysis of Select Outsourcing 
Vendors 

INPUT 

In an attemp t to identify potential correlations between a vendor's 
financial performance and its market positioning, INPUT selected the 
following companies as representative of both the commercial and federal 
IT outsourcing markets . 

They are: 

ACS, AMS, CSC, EDS, Fed Data/Logicon , Getronics , Raytheon , SAIC, 
UNISYS, CACI, Exult , Bisys , Compaq , Convergys , Entex , Fiserv , Keane, 
OAOT, Perot Systems, USlnternetworking. 

Some of these vendors are active primarily in the federal market, such as 
CACI; some are active entirely in the commercial market, such as 
Convergys. Some are entirely IT outsourcers, such as Exult. For others, 
IT outsourcing comprises only a small part of total revenues, as is the 
case with Raytheon. A few, such as Bisys and Fiserv , are entirely 
specialized in a particular vertical industr y-here banking and other 
financial services. 

Some ar e independent, such as ACS; others are operating units ofl arger , 
global organizations , as is the case with the Wang feder al marke t unit 
within Getronics or th e Entex unit within Siemens. 

These differing company characteristics make it impo ssible to draw 
definitiv e conclusions from the data, because multiple variables preclude 
entirely accurate comparisons. Nevertheless, as can be seen in the 
exhibit s that follow, some trends are visible. 

Overall, INPUT ranks this select list of comp anies as follows in regard to 
their: 

• Participatio n in the U.S. mark et; 
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Proportion of revenues derived from IT outsourcing; 

Orientation in regard to federal versus commercial business. 

Exhibit Vl-1 

Vendor Ranking 

Primarily U.S. Commercial IT outsourcing 

• Exult 
• Entex [Siemens] 
• Fiserv 
• Bisys 
• Convergys 
• OAOT 
• USlntemetworking 
• ACS 
• Keane 
• csc 
• Perot Systems 
• EDS 
• UNISYS 
• Compaq 
• SAIC 
• AMS 
• Getronics [Wang] 
• CACI 
• Raytheon 
• Fed Data/Logicon [Northrup Grumman] 

Primarily federal market , less IT outsourcing 
Source: INPUT 
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A 
Market Positioning and Strategy 

78 

Underlying the decision regarding whether to increase a company's level 
of business in the area of IT outsourcing , particularly outside of the 
federal marke t, is the assumption that thi s market segment is more 
profitable. The challenge is to determine whet her this assumption is true 
and, if so, what extent . 

Unfortunately, the ability to test this ass umpti on accurately depends on 
being able to assemble a significantly large amount of data for a 
representative sample of vendors-and both asp ects of this effort are 
problematic. 

INPUT began with a representative sample of ven dors that are activ e in 
varying degrees in both the U.S. commercial and U.S. federal IT 
outsourcing markets. However, becaus e of the substantial differen ces in 
their marke t positioning (and difficultie s in gathering comparable 
financial data), potential conclusions were weakened by an excessive 
num ber of variables. 

In an effort to reduce, or normalize t.hese variables, INPUT ranked 
vend ors accordin g to weight ed factors th at included the extent to which 
the vendor: 

Derives revenues from the U.S. mark et 

Derives revenues from IT outsourcing 

Participa tes in the commercial IT outsourcing market. 

For examp le, as shown in Exhibit VI-2, vendors vary subs tantiall y in 
regard to the proportion . of th eir revenues generated by the U.S. market. 

Even so, they display great variation depending on their specific 
characteristics. While USinternetworking, a leadin g Annapolis, 
Maryland-ba sed ASP, is not active outside of the U.S., its revenu es are 
small ($5-40 million) and it is not profitabl e. In contrast, Raytheon is also 
active entirel y in the U.S. market, but ha s reve nues of about $20 billion. 

Most vend ors analyzed here are public enterprises, but not all: SAIC is an 
employe e-owned organization; Fed Data , Logicon and Litton/PRC are 
well-defined , but wholly owned operating uni ts of Northrup Grumman . 
Germany's Siemens AG recently acquired Entex, which has a prominent 
position in th e desktop services marke t segment . Similarly , Wang Globa l, 
which has been promin ent in the U.S. federal market, was recently 
acquired by Amste rd am-based Get ronics, a global organization that (with 
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Wang) derives less than 20% of its revenue s from the U.S. market. OAOT 
is a publicly held company that is active in the commercial mark et, buy 
affiliated indirectly with privately held OAO Corp, which is a federal 
market vendor (the CEO of OAO Corp is on the Board of Director s of 
OAOT). 

Ideally , analysis would have been limited to comparable, publicl y held 
vendors. Yet, that approach, too, would have posed analytic problem s 
because it would have excluded organizations that are important , 
prominent and inform ative . 

Therefore, the exhibits th at follow and the modest conclusions associated 
with them , at best, suggest direction s for further research based on 
additional data and/or a consideration of additional vendors. The data 
presented here should be considered preliminary. As such, they do 
provide a strong underpinning for a decis ion for a decision to enter the 
U.S. commercial IT outsourcing market-at best, they illustrate the 
variet y of results possible. 
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Select Vendors ' Market Or ientation 
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Source: INPUT 

Exhibit Yl-3 demonstrates the extent to which the largest IT vendors 
have advanced the global diversification of their sources of revenues . For 
exam ple, although EDS holds a promin ent position in both the U.S. 
federal and commercial IT outsourcing markets , the U.S. generates only 
two-thirds of its total revenues. CSC derives even less than two-thirds of 
its total revenues from the U.S. market. 

At the bottom , as an operating unit Wang derives all of its revenues from 
the U.S . mark et, but these represent less than 20% of parent Getronics ' 
global revenue s. 

From another point of view, Raytheon may be a totally U.S. market 
vendor, but-as can be seen in Exhibit Vl-3-it is only marginally active 
in [T outsourci ng. 
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AMS derives most of its revenue from the U.S. market and is these are 
generated almost equally from public sector and commercial markets , 
making it one of the most representative vendors analyzed. 

Exhibit Vl-3 

CYNOC1 

Relative Vendor Size by 1999 Revenues 

Relative Annual Revenues 
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Commercial and Feder.al Vendors 

Source: INPUT 

The logarithmic scale of Exhibit VI-4 portrays , but mask s, the 
tremendou s variation in size between the vendors under consider at ion. 

At one extreme, Exult is newly operational and had virtually no revenue s 
in 1999, the base year. In 2000, it gained prominence by signing an 
impressive , $1 billion outsourcing contract, which will generate 
significant revenues in subsequent year s. 

USinternetworking is growing revenues ra ther impressively, but, as can 
be seen elsewhere, continues to spend even greater amounts on capital 
investments as well as sales and marketing , so that it remains dependen t 
on the capital markets for survival. 
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At the other end of the spectrwn, while Compaq has revenues in excess of 
$42 billion, it derives less than 20% from services and even less than that 
from IT outsourcing. 

""' Entex [Siemens] -Bisys 

Fiserv 

M;S 

USlntemetworking 

K

EDS 

OAOT 

csc 
Perot Systems 

Getror'lia:[Wangj 

Compaq 

UNISYS 

SAIC 

CACI 

AMS 

FedOata/1..ogicon 

Ra~heon 

Comparative Proportio n of Revenues Derived 
from IT Outsourci ng 

Outsourcing Intensity 
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Source: INPUT 

Considering only the proportion of revenue s a vendor derives from 
outsourcing , Exult, Entex and Convergys rise to the top of the list. 
However, this ranking is misleading for several reasons. 

As indicated earlier, Entex is now an oper ating unit of Siemens AG, 
which is a highly diversified, global organizati on that derives a relativel y 
small proportion of its total revenues either from IT outsourcing, or from 
the U.S. market. Entex, despite havin g achieved a position as a 
prominent vendor in th e U.S. desktop services market was not profitable 
at th e tim e of its acquisition . 
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The next tier of vendors, Convergys, Bisys, Fiserv and ACS, which are 
very active in the U.S. outsourcing market, are profitable, but-worth 
noting-only one of them (ACS) is in the public sector market. Convergys 
and BISYS both insist that they ar e "agnostic" regarding whet her 
customer s purchase on a "product" or "service" (outsourced) basis , 
believing that customers benefit from having such flexibility. 

Public Sector Market Intensity 

Public Sector [Incl Federal] M:lrket Ir-tensity 

... ,.,.. 
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F\Jlllc Sector Reven.Jes as% of Total 

Source: INPUT 

Some vendors include their public sector work in the "commercial " 
market ; others include as part of their "federal" market business. For tha t 
reason , Exhibit VI-6 normalizes the data in order to portray accurat.e, 
comparable ran.kings. 

Subsequent exhibits portr ay relative vendor profit abilit y corre lated to the 
int ensity of th eir particip at ion in IT outsourcin g. Thes e data are then 
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compared to other factors. Note that the 10% figure for Getronics 
represents the parent organization, which obscures the federal market 
orientation of its Wang unit. Worth noting , the top half of vendors shown 
here as active in public-sector markets are NOT primarily IT outsourcers. 

U.S. Commercial Intensity 

U.S. Cotnmrcial Market Intensity 
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Source: INPUT 

Seen from the opposite point of view, Exhibit VI-6 portrays vendors based 
on their commercial market activity. As indicated earlier, Getronics is 
primarily in the commercial market-but outsid e of the U.S. 

UNISYS rank s in the middle in regard to commercial versus federal 
orientation , but , as noted earlier, outsourcing accounts for only 16% of 
revenues , ofwhlch 40% are generated out side of the U.S. 

Similarly, Compaq rank s near the bottom of all vendors here beca use a 
high proportion of its tot al rev enu es are gener ated outsid e of th e U.S. 
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ACS and SAIC , which rank in the middle, are most representative of the 
medians, being active in outsourcing, in both the federal and commercial 
markets , and primarily in the U.S. 

Exhibit Vl-7 
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Market Ranking by Factors 
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Soun;e: INPUT 

Exhibit VI-7 portrays a composite , weighted ranking of vendor s that 
considers multiple factors, including geography, extent of outsourcin g 
activities , and extent of orientation toward the U.S. commercial market . 

Of the top four ranked vendors, two (OAOT and USI) are small and 
relatively newly formed organization s. Fed Data/Logicon' s parent 
Nor thup Grumm an and Rayth eon are very lar ge DoD vendors with high 
exposure to the commercial market, but with less experi ence in IT 
outsourcing. 
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B 
Financial Performance 

Exhibit Vl-8 

100% 

80% 

86 

Because of the wide disparities between the market profiles of the 
vendors under analysis, there is no obvious correlation between their 
respective levels of participation outsourcing and their respective levels of 
net profit. 

Exhibit Vl-8, below, plots vendors' increasing proportion of revenues 
generated by outsourcing to their most recent gross pr ofit margin 
percentage. (Gross profit provides a better basis for comparis on than net 
profit because net figures can reflect a number of nonoperating 
influences.) 

Outsourcing Intensity and Gross Profit Margin 

Correlati on: Outso urcing Intensity and Gross Profit Margin 

Source: INPUT 

Excluding Exult and OAOT (with minimal profit) and US! with losses), 
vendors that are relatively more active in the outsourcing market appear 
marginally more profitable than those, such as Raytheon and Fed 
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Data/Logico n, which are both minimall y active in out sourcin g and 
commercial mark ets. CACI stands out as an except ion, being very 
profitab le despite a low level of outsour cing activity. 

Mid-tier companies, such as CSC, EDS , Getr onics and Perot System s, 
show a convergent level of pr ofitabilit y that reflect s th eir large r sire , 
geographica l and business -line diversifi cation . 

Exhibit VI-9 plots vendors' levels of outso ur cing activity to their operat ing 
mar gins . 

Outsourcing Intensity to Operating Margin 

Correta tion: Outsourcing Intensity to Ope rating Margin 

loos Intensity 1:10peratil'9 Margin I 

""' 70% 
75% 

8 % 

Source: INPUT 

Operating margins show a substantia lly differe nt profile from that of 
gross profit margins. Thi s series of data is one of the most rel eva nt on 
which to compare the relative attr acti veness of th e commercial IT 
outsourcin g mar ket compared to all other alternat ives . 
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Here, the top-five outsourcers show an average operating margin of 13.6% 
compared to an average of 6.6% and 6. 7% for the bottom five and the 
center -tier vendors, respectively. UNISYS stands as exceptional based on 
the achievement of an equal operating margin percentage as Keane, 
despite a much lower level of outsourcing activity, 16% versus 60%. 

Correlation of SG&A to Outsourcing Intensity 

Outsourcing Intensity and SG&A 

jDOSll'ltel'ls!tyllSG&AI 

Source: INPUT 

Because survey respondents were asked whether they believed that sales 
and marketing costs were higher in the commercial market than the 
federal market, INPUT examined whether outsourcers as a group had 
higher levels of SG&A 

In fact, with the exception of CACI as an obvious outlier at 32%, the top 
tier of outsourcers does appear to have a somewhat higher level of costs 
than the mid-tier that includes CSC, EDS, Perot and OAOT. 
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ExhibitVl-11 

Outsourcing Intensity to Net Profit 

Correlation: Outsourcing Intensity to Net Profit 
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As indicated earlier, net profit margins are subject to a variety of 
nonoperating influences that make them less indicative of outsourcing 
profitability than operating margins. 

USI, Exult, Entex and OAOT, in fact, are unprofitable enterprises, but 
have been shown in Exhibit VI-12 as negligibly profitable in order to 
facilitate the display of data. 

On average, the top six vendors (excluding Exult and Entex) have a net 
profit margin of 6.9% compared to an average of 5% for the remaining 
vendors that are less active in outsourcing (excluding USI). 
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Exhibit Vl-12 
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Outsourcing Intensity to Return on Assets 
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Surv ey pa rti cipants were ask ed whether they believed th at access to 
capi ta l was a ba rrier to partici pa tion in new markets for IT out sourc ing. 
Few responden ts beli eved this was a factor in winning new business (but 
many admitted that size mattered). 

As another way of approaching the sam e issue, INPUT plotted vendor s' 
outsourcin g activity to their ROA leve ls on the theory that, were 
outsourcin g to require less profitable alloca tions of capital, their ROA 
levels would look comparatively weak. 

In fact, the da ta show no clear tre nd. Excludin g Entex and USI, the top 
tier of outsou rcers do not show financial perform ance t hat differs 
mar kedly from the remainin g vendor s. Worth notin g, Compaq shows the 
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highest ROA even though it is in the bottom tier of vendors in regard to 
outsourci ng intensity. Excluding Compaq, the remaining vendors' 
performa nce is similar to that of the top-tier outsourcers. 

Level of 1999 SG&A Expens e Correla ted with 
Year-over-Y ear Change 

SG&A v.,;u, Y<J'f %Change 
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Source: INPUT 

Exhibit Vl- 13 plots vendors' nominal level of SG&A against the year-over
year change in SG&A in order to determine whether, or not, any trend s 
are discern ible between vendors with higher and lower levels of 
outsourcing activity. 

Even dismissi ng USI and AMS as outliers, no such trend is evident. In 
fact, SG&A declined sharply at OAOT, Getronics and EDS, while rising 
markedly at Compaq, Convergys and Perot Systems. Without additiona1 
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dat a, it is impossib le to say how much of the se fluctuation s is attributable 
to outsourcing activity and how much to other businesses. 

Effective Tax Rates Correlated to Adjusted 
Ranking as Outso urcers 

Correlati on : Effective Tax Rat e and O ut sou rcing 
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Source: INPUT 

Exhibit Vl-14 portrays the relationship between vendors' effective tax 
rates and their levels of outsourcing activity (tax rates are at the tops of 
the columns; levels of outsourcing are indicated inside each column). 

Although there are significant discrepancies between vendors' levels of 
taxation, the trend.line for effective tax rates dips only slightly to the left 
in favor of the less active outsourcers. 
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1. Federal Market 

A cross- sect ion of federal market vendors (but not primarily outsource rs) , 
ranging in size (annual revenue) from $10 million to $1 billion, or more, 
show shows a high level of consistency over the past decade. Based on by 
a series performance metrics data, a leading trade publication reached the 
following conclusions: 

Several important performance mea sures are improving, including 
revenue growth rates, operating profit performance (earnings before 
interest and taxes) and net income return on shareholders equi ty. 

A repre se ntative group of private federal vendors showed a significan t 
increase in year-over-year revenue growth during 1998-1999, relati ve 
to previous periods. 

On average, the federal vendor group grew revenue 18-200Ai annually 
compared to 10-12% in each of the previous five year s. Acquisitions by 
several actlve private compa nies contributed to thi s res ult . 

Also, since the 1994-1996 period , the cost of interest-bearin g debt 
increa sed about 230 basis points , or about 25% above the 9% level 
prevailing in the earlier period. 

On a percentage of revenue basis , duri ng the 1996-1999 period , t.otal 
invested capital ranged from 17-22% of sales, with about one-third in 
intere st-be aring debt and two-thirds in equity. 

Effective net working capital (current assets, less cash, minus curren t 
liabilities, less int eres t-be ar ing debt) ranged from 10-12% of sales. 
Typically, net fixed ass ets fall in the range of 3-5% percent of sales. 

Assuming margin improvement of one-quarter to one-half percent 
annually and compounded annual revenue growth of 10%, over the 
next five years, public company per-share values could grow by 85%. 

A capable industry competitor could triple its share value over five 
years either by increasing revenu e growth to 25% compounded 
annually, at a steady 5% EBIT margin , m:_increasing the EBIT margin 
by one-half percent per year, whil e retaining a 10% annual revenue 
growth rate. 
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2. Commercial Market 

While there is some concern that corporate IT budgets may shrink 
significantly in 2001, spending for outsourcing projects will not likely be 
affected dire ctly. Reason: a growing amount of spending for IT 
outsourcing is expanding beyond the traditional IT budget. 

While pre-recession alarm bells have bee n ringing for the U.S . 
macroeconomy , customer demand for a var iety of services to support Web 
site development, networking and-o verall- th e transition to e-business, 
continues to be strong. Managements believe that they must take 
advantage of any temporary weakness in the market insofar as possible to 

reinforce their own capabilities. Accordingly , none of the user s who 
responded to INPUT 's survey reported any intention to reduce spending 
on IT outsourcing. 

On the contrary, financial pressures may induce smaller companies to 
outsource as a means of coping with multiple inabilities to meet their 
needs internally . 

Vendors are coping with margin pressure by attempting to streamline 
their own cost structure s (which promotes the growin g tre nd of IT 
ven dors outsourcing noncore functions to other IT vendors, such as 
Microsoft's award of a desktop ser vices contract to Entext, or EDS's award 
to Pinacor for contract fulfillment for equi pment). Also, vendor s are 
continually striving to enhance their value proposition with customers so 
that price retains a lower priority in custo mer decision-making. 

In that spiri t, vendors are taking an increa singly hard look at the type s of 
outsourcing serv ices that it can provide profitably. For example, formerl y 
"pure" ASPs such as USI have come to th e realization that the only way to 
achieve profitability is to assure that at leas t 20% of revenues can be 
generated by higher-m argin consulting business. Inspired by IBM's 
success in offsetting declining profits from sales of hardware with services 
income, Compaq is atte mptin g (with difficulty) to do the same. 

Overall, vendors want to be able to offer customers a mix of custom 
consulting, IT outsourcing and non-IT serv ices, such as BPO, facilities 
managemen t, equipment, or contract staffing servi ces. As noted earlier , 
critical all of these efforts is having good knowledge of specific vertical 
industries. Without that expertise, pen etratin g new accounts will remain 
very difficult to accomplish profitably. There will always be a demand for 
low-margin , commodity services, but vendor s tempted into this mark et 
will find succesa very difficult to achieve and maintain. 

As numerous vend ors have demonstrated over the past year - and 
continue to demonst ra te-building revenu es while losing money is an 
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unsustainable and unappreciated feat und er today 's mark et condition s, 
even if defensible in theory. 
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1. Federal Market Vendors 

Overall, the federal market continues to be attractive based on the 
following favorable developments: 

Nearly one-half of civilian jobs in the federal government could be 
ou tsourced t.o private firms under the 1998 Federal Activities 
Inventory Reform (FAIR) Act, according to the final year 2000 list of 
jobs relea sed by the Office of Management and Budget recently . 

Overall, 115 federal agencies submitted li sts of 1. 7 million federal 
positions. Of those jobs, roughly 50% were identified as 1commercial in 
nature', mea ning that the work could be performed in the priva te 
sector. (The list was relatively unchang ed from last year.) 

The Defense Department listed 452,807 civilian jobs that could be 
performed in the private sector on its FAIR Act inventory , but only 
178,771 of thos e jobs are truly candidate s to be contracted out. Most of 
the oth er positions ar e exempt from commercial competition for 
va rious reasons. 

The Energy Department listed 9,941 jobs that could be contracted out , 
while the Interior Department identified about 18,000. Over the next 
few yea rs, these numbers are likely to rise at all agencies. 

Federal budget surpluses provide both the Bush administration and 
Congress with the ability to fund priority programs, and man y 
observers believe that incremental spending will increase. 

In particular, the Bush adm inist ra tion ha s pr ioritize d, among other 
thi ngs, national defense an d intelligence agencies for inc reased 
fundin g. The pending Quadrennial Defens e Review will likely 
continue to emphasize increased government spendin g on technology 
as a response to projected threats. 

Bush's budget is expected to include a $100 million fund that would 
run IT programs across government , similar to one he created in 
Texas, where he had experience working with technology. As 
governor , he called for giving all Texa ns easy, direct access to 

information on state programs and services, and the "e-Texas plan" 
has been called one of the most advanced in the nation. He cut the 
s tate Intern et-acce ss and data-processing ta xes and signed legislatio n 
increasing sa laries for many IT positions in Texas. 
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The contradictory desire to reduce headcount in the federal civil 
service w bile increasing service s provided make higher levels of 
outsourcing inevitable. 

This will require identifying operating units that can and should be 
outsourced (in the face of continued resistance by government employee 
unions), followed by completion of an A-76 review , and on through 
contractor proposal solicitation and selection. 

There has been much speculation regarding the extent to which IT 
vendors may benefit from a renewed effort by the Bush administration to 
appoint a federal CIO with a broad mandate. 

One likely result of this broad view will likely be an expansion of intere st 
in BPO contracts that incorporate IT functions along with a variet y of 
non-IT responsibilities. PricewaterhouseCoopers has had much su ccess in 
this market segment on the commercial side. CSC and Lockheed Martin 
have received a number of large contract s in the federal segment of thi s 
market. 

For example, in January 2001, Lockheed Martin Aircraft & Logistics 
Centers ' was chosen by th e Defense Logist ics Agency (DLA) to manag e 
aircraft parts support for the C-5 Galaxy air craft under a $1.lbillion , 
three-year contract that has options for extension. Under terms, Lockheed 
will function as a supply and distribution manager to dept maintenance 
facilities and worldwide customers. Aircraft and logistics centers will also 
establish information systems that will enable DLA's supply center s to 
place and track electronic orders, giving customers total asset visibili ty 
through the Internet. 

According to the Office of Management and Budget, agencies alre ady 
spend $114 billion a year on five categories of services: 

R&D 

Construction, 

ADP 

Architecture/engineering tasks; and 

Miscellaneous work, including everything from janitorial service s to 
consulting. 

Outsourcing will likely continu e to grow as agencies respond to press ure s 
to reduce headcount. Austerity will prevail while Congress and the White 
House strive to cut more than $900 billion in projected government 
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spending over the next seven in a continuing effort to eliminate the 
federal debt. 

Because future DoD budgets are expected to decline in absolute terms 
(barring a dramatic change in priorities by the Bush Administration), 
funding for modernization efforts will have to come from savings in 
support operati ons such as depot maintenance, base services and hea1th 
care-areas (defined by some as ideal for privatization). From a contrarian 
point of view, the Electronic Industries Association expects DoD's 
procurement budget actually will actually increase in the next decade 
while the overall defense budget continues to fall. EIA attributes the 
predicted rise to privatization of support operations. 

Some would go farther. The Reason Foundation insists that an 
aggressive, governmentwide privatization campaign could lower federal 
spending by as much as 40% and yield more than $350 billion in one-time 
proceeds from the sa1e of federal assets. The Defense Department 
reported to Congress that in programs it managed to outsource last year, 
operating costs were cut by an average of 31%. One explanation: "In. 
house support staffs have little incentive to improve productivity levels, 
but an outside contractor knows that it will be tossed out and replaced by 
a better performing competitor un less quality is improved and costs are 
cut," (Peter Drucker). 

2. Commercia l Market 

Three primary trends will have the greatest impact on the development 
of the U.S. commercial IT outsourcing market and on the profitability of 
vendors serving that market. These include: 

The continuing transition from traditional business toe-business (see 
Lou Gerstner's keynote address in the Appendix for insights into this 
process); 

The proliferation of mobile computing together with the development 
of e-commerce, or "m-commerce," and the challenges that this poses to 
both providers of infrastructure, network and distributed services; 

The growing willingness of U.S.-based customers and vendors to use 
offshore service providers. 

a. The Transition to E~Business 

INPUT believes that a real e-business revolution is underway and the 
signs are everywhere, but there is a clear danger that unwise 
managements will convince themselves that launching a Web site and 
stocking it with pages of brochures puts them well on the way. 
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Unfortunately, this "library'' approach to e-busin ess resembles the 
decepti on achieved by Hollywood sets that may be very impres sive and 
convincin g when seen head on, but whose credibility vanishes when seen 
from the edge-which reveals them to be thin , one-dimensional imi ta tions 
of realit y. 

As the number and type of Internet- enabled devices proliferate , especiall y 
wireless formats, B2B customers and consumers alike demand both 
instantaneous execution and access to data . 

Ever rising expecta tions favor "best-of-breed" vendors; due to the scale 
and immediacy of e-business and e-commerce, failure can mean hug e 
losses within minutes or hours. 

For these reasons (and others), there ha s been a tremendous proliferat ion 
of all type s of electronic trading communities, net auctions, portal s, 
vortals (vertical industry portals), and other net infomediarie s as 
enterpri ses seek to establish contact with sources of supply and service s. 

What they have in common is the goal of bringing together buyers and 
sellers who otherwise would likely never have found each other , 
eliminating middl emen, a nd permitting buy ers, whether consumers or 
businesses, to locate critical products , service s and inform ation. 

The end goal of the transformation required by the dynamics and 
technology of e-business is the seamles s interconnectivity of all business 
processe s. For this, a fully functiona l Web site plays an integral role , 
directing traffic to and through an enterprise to its own supplie rs and 
busine ss partners. Therefore, the achievement of launching a Web site 
that is no more than an electronic libr ary represents a very Pyrri c victory . 

Electronic busines s comprises only a relatively small portion of the 
operational services mark et today-and not necessarily the portio n 
ide ntifi ed as "Intern et-centri c." Some elements of e-business ca n be 
conducte d without the Internet by usin g VPN and oth er tr aditional 
network solutions. Conversely, some Internet-enabled services do not 
necessaril y constitute "e-business." For example, an ASP that uses the 
Internet merely to link a customer to a remotely-hosted software 
application would typically be considered part of the out sourced, 
transa ction processing market. Beyond that, many aspects of e-busines s 
are being implemented directly and with out recourse to outsourcin g. 

(See Lou Gerstner's summary in Append ix E of the challenges of the 
transition to e-business from a top-tier vendor's point of view.) 
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b. The Advent of Mobile Computing and "M-Commerce" 

Although PC-based e- commerce remains the preferred mode in the U.S., 
elsewhere Internet-enabled mobile phones are customers' preferred 
medium for getting information, making transactions, and checking on 
the status of their affairs. While the migration of American consumers 
and business tom-commerce based on IP telephony has been slower than 
many expected , there is little doubt but that it is on the way. Vendors 
need to prepare for the challenges of providing network and 
infrastructure services in a wireless environment, along with CRM 
applications and ERP support. 

E:\.-pect the complexities involved in providing customized, targeted 
content and offers will increase exponentially. The job of organizing, 
managing , and targeting your content and transactions for different 
market segments becomes much more challenging. In a wireles s 
environment. Both business and consumer customers will be expecting 
vendors to provide a seamless set of Internet-enabled applications and 
content that they can interact with throughou t the day as they move from 
place to place. 

Few top executives have been more bullish on thls trend and its 
importan ce for vendors than Michael Capellas, CEO of Compaq . 

Speaking at the company's annual analyst meeting , Capellas outlined his 
vision of a world in which "all kinds of devices " will access the [nternet 
over an expanding grid of servers." With the rise of wireless handheld s, 
phones and pagers that can access the Internet and interface with 
multiple servers, he sees a profound change is taking place in the IT 
industry. 

Capellas agrees with Lou Gerstner's (CEO of IBM) view that the post-PC 
age will be one of "pervasive computing." In the new distributed 
computing age, PCs won't remain the primary devices accessing servers . 
Instead, servers will distribute data to a wide range of machines, 
including PCs, handheld computers, mobile phones, pager s and Internet 
appliances via wired and wireless connecti ons-so me would include 
wearable computers that are embedding into clothing and furnishings. 
Beyond that, Capellas believes that Internet connections inside cars will 
become prevalent as well: "The wireless Internet will continue to make 
things chang e very rapidly. It won't be more than a couple of years before 
virtually every car has Internet access built in. 11 

ff so, vendors wanting to survive and prosper must begin now to meet the 
challenges of his new environment for both businesses and consumers. 
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c. The Growing Lure of Offshore IT Services-<> Challenge as Well 
as a Threat 

The number of companies that are leveraging global resource s and 
looking beyond national boundaries to meet their IT service needs is 
growing , just as the number of compani es that are expanding to add res s 
global markets is on the rise. 

Increasingly, U.S. companies are taking advantage of resources located 
outside the country in addressing their information technolo gy (IT) 
services needs. Thi s growth, projected at a compound annu al growth rate 
of 45% through to 2003, is being fuelled by a combination of better 
services and capabiliti es from oversea s resources combined with new 
technologies. The Internet is also helping to eliminate distan ce as a 
barrier to providing services. 

The trend towards using offshore services and resources in India , Israel, 
the Philippines and elsewhere, has been fuelled in recent years by the 
significantly improved depth and quali ty of services offered, combined 
with new technologies and the Internet. 

Key areas of opportunity for offshore IT services vendors are: Web/E· 
Busin ess services, IT -enabled services, industry-sp ecific services, qufok 
time-to-market. Key areas of concern regarding offshore IT services on 
the part of buyers of such services include control , risk, langu age and 
culture. 

One key finding from a recent study by INPUT is that percepti on lags 
realit y. 

There is lack of awareness among senior executives as to what is 
available today from vendors offering offshore services or resour ces, or 
even who the key players are in offering such services . The percep t ion of 
most of th e sen ior IT management interv iewed, particularly those that 
have never used offshore services, was that offshor e services providers 
offer low-cost -- and often low-quality -- programming capabilities. In 
fact, the offshore services providers at the forefront of the market are 
focused on selling leading-edge services rather than low-cost servi ces. 

Historicall y, U.S. companies have reli ed on local, American resour ces to 
meet their need for professional infor mation technology (IT) services . 
However, this is changing and the pace of change is expected to increa se 
significantly over the next few years. 

More and more organizations are turning to IT services Providers that use 
resources outside the U.S . lndeed, a s ignificant percent age are al read y 
using offshore IT services . In some cases , these services are purchased 
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and managed through vendors headquartered in the U.S.; in other cases, 
it is through foreign companies selling through local branch offices. 

There are two key trends driving this growing use of offshore IT services: 

1. The world is getting smaller. Whether th e resources of a service s 
supplier are located next door or on the other side of the globe is 
becoming increasingly transparent to the users of IT services. On 
the one hand , technology -- particularly the Internet -- is makin g it 
easier, cheaper and faster to communicate across vast distan ces. 
Distance is becoming less of a factor in delivering any kind of 
service. 

At the same time, experience, contact and awareness have helped 
to mak e language and culture less of an issue in deliverin g 
offshore services. 

2. The dept h and quality of offshore services have advanced 
significantly. Offshore IT services providers have come a long way 
over the past few years. The range and quality of services offered 
are comparable with, and in some cas es exceed, those available 
from American suppliers. More significantly, some offer services, 
products or capabilit ies that are uniqu e and simply not ava ilable 
elsewhere. Examples include firms with skills in combining Web
enablement with industry-specific competencies. 

Contrary to popular opinion, cost alone is not one of the more significant 
factors driving the growth of offshore services. While offshore servi ces 
providers are helping to lower the cost of IT services, particularly in 
applications development and maintenanc e, American executives are 
looking beyond cost alone for value and qualit y solutions to meet their 
needs. 

The use of offshore services and resources in the U.S. is on the rise. Most 
offshore vendors are seeing revenue growth of 40-80%, and some are even 
experiencing triple-digit growth. 

In 1999, INPUT estimates that U.S. and Canadian companies spent 
US$9.5 billion on offshore services. By 2003, this is expected to reach 
US$61 billion , representing a 45% compound an nual growth rate. 

Exhibit VI-15 summarizes INPUT's proje ctions for growth in this marke t 
segment . 
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North American Market for Offshore IT Services (1999. 2003) 
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A growing awareness and acceptance of offshore vendors by American 
executives is helping that growth. Unexpectedly, one of the biggest 
factors that helped to drive the use of offshore services providers in the 
U.S. was the Year 2000 issue. 

Over the past few years, companies had been turning to offshore vendors 
to help them with their Y2K compliance work. Those offshore vendors 
appear to be turning most of those short term, one-time projects into long
term business, which says a lot about the capabilities of these services 
providers and the value of a strategic partnership with offshore services 
providers. 

A factor helping to spur the growth of offshore services is the importance 
of choice for IT decision -makers . IT management has always been 
attracted to market changes that provide greater choice, more options and 
the opportunity t.o gain better leverage with existing supp liers. 
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Appendix 

A 
Summary Vendor Profiles 

Vendor 

ACS 

AMS 

BISYS 

CACI 
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Following are annotations on the principal IT outsourcing vendors 
discussed in thi s report. 

Year Comment 

2000 Divested commercial staffing business, recorded charge of $44 million. Wages & 
benefits= 43% of revenues; during FY2000, acquired lntellisource Group , Inc. , provider 
of IT solutions to public-sector and utltities markets. 

2000 Founded in 1970, AMS is headquartered in Fairfax, Virginia. The firm has more than 
9,000 employees and 59 offices worldwide. Its 1999 revenues were $1.24 billion . AMS is 
traded in the NASDAQ over-the-counter market under the symbol AMSY. 

2000 

2000 

AMS' core strengths are its expertise in systems development and implementation, 
large-scale technology integration , change managemen t, and e-Business 
transformation. 

An outsourcing company for more than 11,000 financial institutions and corporations, 
BISYS's TotalP lus products and services offer transac tion processing and document 
imaging (it is a leading provider). The compan y also off ers mutual fund and retirement 
plan dis tribution, administration, and fund accounting services. BISYS is also a major 
distributor of life insurance , annuities, group health , and long-tenn care products; 

Eighth year as a public company; fastest growth= Insur & Educ Serv , nation's largest 
independent distributor of life ins and industry service Pf'OVider-supports 100,000 ins 
agents 

BISYS is the premier single-source integrator of banki ng , investment, and insurance 
solutions, uniquely positioned to leverage its outsourci ng platfonns across these 
business lines . 

CACI International has all sorts of cures for high-tech ills. The Arlington , Virginia-based 
company provides a host of infonnation technology {IT) services and products in areas 
such as systems integration, e-commerce, debt management, and simulation. It also 
makes software and database products for use in marke ting. The US government 
accounts for 80% of sales; the Defense Department acco unts for 51%. The company 
also serves local and state governments and commercia l clients. It has more than 70 
offices in the UK and the US. 

In 2000 CACI acquired government services special ist XEN Corporation (systems 
engineering and IT services) and CENTECH (network. services and e-commerce) as well 
as the net.York. services and related assets (Federal Services Busines s ) of net.com . 
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Bullish on Moblle Computing 

Speaking at Compaq's annual meeting for analysts, CEO Michael Capellas outlined his 
vision of a wor1cl in which "all kinds of devices· wil l access the Internet over an 
expand ing grid of servera. With the rise of wireless handhelds, phones and pagers that 
can access the Internet and interface with multiple servera, a change is taking place. 

According to Capellas, in the new distributed computing age, PCs won't remain the 
primary devices accessing servera. Instead, servers will make data available to a wide 
range of machines, including PCs, handheld compu tera, mobile phones, pagera and 
Internet appliances via wired and wireless connections. "The world is going back to 
distributed computing,• he said. "I really do believe this is the foundation of how the 
wortd will look.· 

Internet connections inside cara will become prevalent as well, he said. "The wireless 
Internet wil continue to make things change very rapidly. It won't be more than a couple 
ofyeara before virtually every car has Internet access built in.· As a result of the 
changing environment, Compaq sees opportun ity in storage, Wekontent serving, home 
networks and home entertainment. 

In February 2001, Convergys acquired Keane's technical support centera in Tucson, 
Arizona, and Kirkland, Washington, which together employ approximately 1,000 people. 
These two technical support centera currently provide world-class, integrated, technica l 
help desk support services for leading global firms in high tech software and hardware 
as wel as financial services. Both the Kirkland and Tucson centera became part of 
Convergys Corporation. 

Nichols Research acquisition (Nov 99); muttibillion IRS cootract [PRIME, dee 98] not 
called OS, not induded; 32% of accts receivable we re from fed customera; no single 
commercial a.istomer accounts for more than 10% of revenues 

EDS reported all-time high contract signings for 40 2000 and the full year. For the 
quarter, the company won contracts totaling $15.8 billion. up 41% from $11.2 billion a 
year ago and a record for the eighth consecutive quarter. For 2000, the total value of 
EDS' contract signings increased 31 percent to $32.6 billion from $24.9 billion in 1999. 

EDS entera 2001 with a backlog of signed business now approaching $80 billion. Fourth 
quarter operating margin Increased to 10.5% from 9.6% a year ago, positioning the 
company to achieve its target of a 10% operating margin for 2001. ROA improved to 
16% from 13.8% a year 81Jo. In the government sector, where the total value of contract 
signings was up 622% globally in the quarter and 380% for the year. 

EDS won the $6.9 billion Navy and Marine COfJ)S Intranet contract, the largest IT 
services award ever by the U.S. federal governme nt as well as a $713 million contract 
expansion with the UK government's Employmen t Service to provide an E-enabled 
system to link employera with available jobs to citizens seeking employment. 

Acquisition in March 2000: the combination of Siemens IT Service and ENTEX will 
generate nearly $2.2 Billion annually and empk)y approximately 13,000 people. 
Siemens: 152 yeara old; 443 ,000 employees in 193 countries; $75 billion sales 
wortdwide (FY99); 7th largest private sector emp loyer wor1dwide. Siemens USA= $14.8 
billion in revenue; 63,900 employees; 26+ operat ing companies; HQ in NYC, NY 

Siemens IT services wor1dwide: $1.7 billion revenue; 8,000 employees; Provide services 
in over 100 countries; HQ Munich, Germany;#2 in Europe 

Goal: lo become pre-eminent Managed Services Provider 

ENTEX offer today: Outsourcing; Network & Distributed; Computing Services; Desktop 
Support 

In 1998, ENTEX had total rev of $8.5 billion+ 18,000 employees; primary offer. desktop 
services 
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·exult is the first company to offer comprehensive human resources (HR) business 
process management services for Global 500 corporations." 

IPO on 2 June 2000 yielding proceeds of $60 million. EXUL rs Web-enabled human 
resources services include offerings such as employee communications, employee 
development, organization, payroll, and recruiting. Although BP Amoco became 
Ex.UL rs first client in 1999, Ex.ULT since has agreed to provide services to Tenneco 
and Pactiv . Top Competitors: Administaff, ADP.HR Logic. 

Nov 21, 2000 -Exult lands $1 billion BofA deal-In a contract believed to be worth about 
$1 billion over ten years, Exult Inc. finalized a deal Tuesday to provide online services to 
Bank of America Corp. employees around the gk>be. As part of the agreement, first 
announced in October, Charlotte, N.C.-based Bank of America is acquiring 5 million 
shares of Exult (Nasdaq: EXL T) common stock and a warrant to purchase an additional 
5 million shares. The deal was to bring in about $55 million to Irvine, Calif.-based Exult. 

Exult has only four clients under contract for its HR business process management 
services and it is still implementing the largest two of our process management 
contracts. 

Executive officers, directors and their respective affiliates beneficially own approximately 
three--quarters of our outstanding Common Stock. As a result, these stockholders, acting 
together, have the ability to control matters requiring stockholder approval, including the 
election of directors, and mergers, consolidations and sales of all or substantially all of 
our assets. These stockholders may have interests that differ from other investors and 
they may approve actions that other investors vote against or reject actions that other 
investors have voted to approve. In addition, this concentration of ownership may also 
have the effect of preventing or discouraging or defeni ng a change in control of Exult, 
which, in tum, could depress the market price of our Common Stock. 

Oct. 31, 2000- Northrop Grumman Corporation completed the acquisition of Sterling 
Software (U.S.) Inc., known as the Federal Systems Group, for $150 million in cash. The 
company provides IT services primarily to the federal government's defense and 
intelligence agencies. 

Feb. 1, 2001- Northrop Grumman Corporation extended pending tender offer for Litton 
Industries Inc. (induding Litton J PRC) from Feb. 2, 2001, to March 1, 2001.The offer is 
being modified and extended In accordance with the terms of the merger agreement 
announced on Jan. 24, 2001. 

logicon , a wholly owned subsidiary of Northrop Grumman, plays a leading role in 
providing Information technology services to the Federal government through its 
ANSWER and Millennia programs with the General Services Administration. It is also 
part of a team wor1<ing with the Internal Revenue Service to modernize the nation's tax 
system. 

The US's #3 processor of financial data (Electronic Data Systems and First Data are first 
and second), Fiserv provides check processing, software development, and securities 
clearing services to some 10,000 banks and thrifts, credit unions, and mortgage banks 

With its purchase of the US' Wang l aboratories, Amsterdam-based Getronics has 
become one of Europe's largest international information technology (IT) providers (IBM 
and EDS lead the pack). Getronlcs' operations are dMded into Business Solutions & 
Consulting (consulting, software services, and IT products and services for finance and 
Industry) and Systems Integration & Networked Technology Services (networ1< 
installation and management, systems integration). 

The company also distributes third-party computer and networking products. Finance Is 
Getronics' largest mar1<et, accounting for about a third of sales. About three-quarters of 
the company's sales come from Europe, the Middle East, and Africa. Acquisitions, the 
largest of which was Wang Laboratories at nearly $2 blllion, propelled Getronics beyond 
its European roots. The company continues to globalize its services revenue base while 
lowering product sales. 

By 2002. mgmt aims at deriving 25% of revenues from Business Solutions and 
Consulting (inciuding Wang). 

6 Feb 2000-Shel l Services International (SSJ), the IT-services arm of the global energy 
comoarw. has awarded Getronics a multi- million Euro oartnershio to create and 
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maintain a common unified desktop computer and server environment across the wot1d 
wide operations of the Royal Dutch /Shell Group (Shell). Shell's Global Infrast ructure 
(GI) project covers 90,000 workstations at over 1,000 sites in over 135 countries. Shel' s 
IT-infrastructure is one of the broadest in the wond. Getronics has been contracted lo 
install the new common environment and provide the necessary maintenance and 
support. The three-year contract is worth initial ly approx.€ 75 million. 

Keane' s SefVices include custom software application development, system design and 
impleme ntation, and e-commerce application integration. Planning services , such as 
organiza tional design and IT consulting, are offered through its Keane Consulting unit 
(formerly the separate divisions of Bricker & Assoc iates and Amherst Consulting) . Th e 
manufactu ring industry accounts for 21% of sales. Keane also operates a unit dedicated 
to health care services. The company's dient list include s IBM, General Electric, AT&T, 
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co., BMW, and Ford. 

Upbeat Keane To Sell Help Desk, Restructure s -At a t ime when many lT services firms 
are releasing low-revenue expectations, IT consu lting firm Keane is deploying a 
restructuring plan that it estimates will let it adl ieve fourth-quarter 2000 revenue of about 
$219 million, which is on target with analyst expectations . 

W ithout disclosing many details, president and CEO Brian Keane said Monday during a 
teleconference 'Nith analysts that the company is sel ing its help-desk business and has 
closed three of 1 O slow-growing branch offices and consolidated the rest into six offices. 
·Hel p desk is a capital-intensive, low-margin business that requires volume and scale to 
be profitable ,• Keane said. The help-desk operations performed ·just above breakeven in 
2000; he added. Through the sale of its help-d esk business, which is expected to close 
by the end of February and is subject to customa ry approvals, Keane expects to adl ieve 
a one-time gain during its first quarter of 2001, but the company didn't specify how much. 
Securities analysts applauded the move, saying the staffing operation was a slow
growth , low-margin and capital-intensiv e business . 

The company Is expected to Incur a one-time cha rge of $13 million to $15 million during 
40 2000 , v.tiich closed Dec. 31, because of the consolidation of its branch offices. 

Once help-desk and other underperforming bu sinesses have been eliminated, Keane 
estimates it will achieve revenue of $880-920 mill ion for FY2001. The consulting firm 
plans to concentrate its efforts on applicati on development and management 
outsourcing, consulting, and enterprise-systems integration. 

In 1999, strong federal wins pushed Northrop Grumman a top-ten spot among federal IT 
vendors , based on about $621 million in IT-related co ntract obligations. During 1998 , 
Northro p Grumman integrated its Data System s and Services Division with Logicon, 
which it purchased in 1997. The integration indud ed the re-engineering of the unit's 
business development processes. 

As the IT division for Northrop Grumman , Logicon pulled in $1.44 billion in 1999 revenue 
compared with $1.08 billion In 1998. Among the 1999 highlights for Logicon was the 
beginning of work on the five-year, $2.2 billion Joint Base Operations Support Contract 
that a Log lcon•led team won from NASA and the Air Force to provide base operations 
arKi launch support functions at the Kennedy Space Center and Patrick Air Force Base 
in Florida. 

The acqu isition of Data Procurement Corporation Inc. of Laurel, Md., added another 7 
percentage points to Logicon's growth rate. DPC primarily provided IT outsourci ng 
services lo Department of Defense and intel igence agencies. The acquisition brought 
$60 million in annual revenue to Logicon and anothe r 180 employees, bringing L09con 
to 12,000 employees overall. 

Both the DPC and Inter-National Research Institute acquisitions strengthened Logicon 's 
position in the defense and intelligence areas, 'M1ich 'Nill encompass bigger markets in 
the coming years as agencies in those areas look to outsource more of their infonna tion 
technolog y needs. 

In 1999, 58% of Logicon's business was with the Defense Department. 9% with federal 
civilian agencies, 10z5 with commercial customers, 2% with state and local governments 
and 0.4% with international governments. The target business mix in 2006 should be 
49% Department of Defense, 26,..-Q federal civi ian, 11 % commercial, 11% state and Jocal 
and 3% international govemments. 
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Founded as a privately held company in 1993, OAO Technology Solutions, Inc. became 
a publidy traded company in 1997, trading on NASDAQ under the symbol OAOT. 

The Information technology (IT) company provides secvices and staff to large companies 
that outsource portions of their operations. IBM accoun ts for three-fourths of sales; 
Compaq for 16%. Through ifs four business lines , the company operates service 
centers, manages distributed systems, develops and maintains software applications, 
and provides enterprise applications, e-business consu lting , !raining, and proprietary 
software for managed-healthcare providers. 

CEO of OAT Corporation (private) is on the Board of Directors of OAOT. [See November 
2000 letter to shareholders from Greg Pratt, CEO of OAOT. 

In 10 2000, OAOT reported 150% revenue growth in its new business sector, inclusive 
of Application Service Provider (ASP) services, a healthcare proprietary softvvare 
solution, custom softvvare application and maintenance, eBusiness systems integration, 
and IT consulting. 

Prior OAO Technology Solutions had its beginnings as the Commmercial Systems Group, a 
division of CAO Corporation. Founded by Cecile D. Barker in 1973, OAO Corporation 
initiaUy provided aerospace engineering services in support of an early NASA program , 
The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, from which OAO derived its name. 

After years of demonstrated excellence in providing information technology services to 
the U.S. Government, CAO Corporation extended its services to the commercial sector 
in 1993 with the establishment of its Commercial Systems Group. In 1996, the group 
spun off and became incorporated under the name OAO International Corporation, and 
later changed to its current name, OAO Technok>gy Solu tions, Inc. 

OAO Corporation continues separately as a successful corporation providing quality 
service to the government. In 1997 with its own board and leadership, OAOT went 
public, becomnQ a Safeguard Sclentifics, Inc. (NYSE: SFE) partnership company, and 
currently trades on NASDAQ under the trading symbol, ·o Aor. 

Perot Systems 2000 Perot System s is primarily focused on four industries: financial services, healthcare, 
energy, and Ira~ & transportation. Perot Systems also serves the communications and 
media and manufacturing industries. 

CYNDC1 

Perot Systems' growing list of services include consulti ng, systems integration, data 
center management, and digital marketplace design. It focuses its support on specific 
markets, indud ing energy, financial services, health care , and travel. Instead of fixed 
fees, the compa ny is compensated for services based on customers' results. Clients 
include Swiss bank UBS (30% of sales), medical suppl ies distributor O.Vens & Minor, 
and Bank of l~and. 

Founder Ross Perot returned as CEO in 1998. Among his changes: revoked health 
benefits for same-sex partners (a policy instituted in his absence) and reinstated drug 
tests. Perot 's decision to transfer back-office operations onto the Web cut costs and 
significantly improved net income . 

Perot Systems went public in 1999: 90% of employees (known as ~associates•) own 
stock. Ross Perot, Sr. owns 35% of the company. Meyerson owns 6%. Founder Ross 
Perot passed the CEO position to his son Ross Perot Jr. in 2000. Perot Jr is chairman of 
HCL Perot Systems (HPS), a joint venture formed in March 1996 between HCL 
Technologies , one of India's largest information technology groups, and Perot System s. 

In January 2000, Perot Systems sold its 40% interest in Systor to a subsidiary of UBS. 
The ten-largest dients represented 65% of revenue at year-end 1999, of which UBS 
represented 30%. 

July 2000- KPN Royal Dutch Telecom and Perot Systems announced the formation of a 
compan y to develop telecommunications industry-focu sed applications. The strategic 
objective is to develop, implement and integrate front-end applications and customer 
service technology for KPN, its subsidiaries and major organizations within Europe . The 
new company \'Jill focus on using the Internet , Wireless Application Protocol r,NAP) and 
call center app lications to develop applications for both Business-to-Business and 
Business•to-COOsumer markets. 

With customers reducing spending, the compa ny said it now believes revenue from 
existino conlrads will shrink beainnino in F2Q 2001 . Manaaement exnects sa les for 
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2001 to expand just 8% to 15% above last year's $1.11 billion. Operating profit, 
exduding charges, is expected to increase 20%. 

The company struggled last year after two large customers either canceled or reduced 
computer-outsourcing projects. In its current quarter, Perot will take a charge to earnings 
of about $20 million in F1Q 2001 to complete its restructuring. Perot is laying off more 
than 200 employees and consolidating six marketing groups into four. 

Raytheon's IT outsourcing business is peripheral to is aviation-related work. The facilities 
management unit, Raytheon Technical Services Company (RTSC) provides a variety of 
support services for defense, federal, and commercial customers worldwide. It 
specializes in the management, operation, and maintenance of customer facilities, 
equipment, and systems; logistics and life-cycle support; overhaul and repair dejX>I 
operations; engineering, logistics, and personnel support; space and earth sciences; test 
range support; and privatization of government services. 

RTSC is a primary operator of Department of Defense ranges and provider of technical 
support services to the Federal Aviation Administration. 

Raytheon's Outsourcing Services organization provides large-scale outsourcing and 
remote engineering services for Raytheon and other companies worldwide. 

With employees In 50 states and 31 countries, the Outsourcing Services organization 
works to identify a Client's non-core tasks. Then it detennines opportunities to redeploy 
the staff that supports those non-core tasks, allowing the client to concentrate on its core 
business. In recent years, Raytheon provided operational oversight for more than 20 
major outsourcing activities, transitioning over 5,000 people from their former employers 
to the Raytheon family. 

SAIC's acquired Boeing lnfonnation Services in July 1999. Which was second largest 
acquisition ever for SAIC. The Boeing unit brought with it strength in telecommunications 
and network management capabilities. The Boeing buy also included a large contract 
with the Defense lnfonnation Systems Agency, making SAIC a formidable network 
management vendor. Since SAIC acquired the unit, its revenue is running at an annual 
rate of about $280 million. 

On February 12, SAIC's Strategies Group acquired Bunyard Enterprises Inc. (BEi) of 
Alexandria, Va. BEi, a senior-level government and industry consulting finn, supports 
top defense, aerospace, engineering and research organizations worldwide in the public 
and private sectors. BEi will become a division of SAIC's National Security 
Studies/Strategies Group. During FY (Sept)1999, BEi had 15 employees and annual 
revenues of $2.8 million. 

SAIC's Strategies Group has been providing government, commercial and international 
clients with integrated solutions to pressing and complex problems for more than two 
decades. lt provides strategic consuning services in three key areas: Analysis, 
Operations and System Analysis and Strategic Integration. Group staff members assist 
clients with program management, communications, systems integration, and logistical 
support al"KI by electronic decision analysis, group problem solving and collaboration, 
legislative analysis, modeling and simulation, and war-gaming to increase understanding 
of critical global issues. 

The Broadway & Seymour Group of SAIC specializes in providing financial services 
institutions \Mth systems integration, consulting and technology-based products for 
enterprise customer relationship management. 

A key to UNISYS' success has been the federal group's client satisfaction rating. With an 
overall rating of4.35 out of 5, the federal group ranked the highest of any Unisys unit, 
according to a Washington Technology survey. 

As Unisys continues its private-sector focus on e-commerce, or "e-@ction• as the 
company calls it, it looks for additional government markets that can take advantage of 
the solutions it has developed. 

About 60% of USl's sales come from its IMAP service, which provides hosted 
applications via the Internet for midsized companies that don~ want lo invest in their own 
software. iMAP offers applications from vendors in the areas of e-commerce 
(BroadVision, Arlba), sales force automation and customer support (Siebel Systems), 
human resources al"KI financial manaaement (PeooleSoft), messaaina (Microsoft\, 
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professiOnal services automation (Niku), and decision support (Sagen! Technology). USi 
also offers ink>nnation technology services. Customers include U S WE ST (which owns 
7% of USi), Legg Mason, and Glarus. 

USI reported 40 2000 revenue of $37 .3 million, includi ng one-time fees of $3.2 million 
primarily related to the ear1y termination of a contract with US WEST. Total revenue for 
fiscal year 2000 was $109.5 million, a 208% increase over 1999. EBITDA loss for the 
quarter improved to $11.9 million, and the net loss amounted to $45.6 million, or$0.44 
per share . FOf the full fiscal year the Company report ed a net loss of $175.0 million, or 
$1.80 per share . 

Add itiona l high lights during the quarter include: 

33 new service contracts, including Clients such as The Port Authority of New York 
and New Jersey, Barclays Global Investors, Am erican Battle Monuments, Magellan 
Health Care, The Longaberger Company, and Polyc lad Technologies, a Cookson 
Electroni cs Company . 

$49.3 million in new service contract value. 

Gross marg in for 40 improved to $7.0 million , up 19%. 

Capital expenditures for the quarter declined lo $26.0 million. 

Managemen t expects 10 2001 revenue to be approllim ately $35.0 million, or slighdy 
above 40 2000 revenues prior to termination fees . Reve nue for 2001 is expected to be 
approximat ely $ 180.0 million, a 64% increase over 2000 revenues. Management also 
expects 10 200 1's EBITDA loss to decline to appro ximately $11.0 million. For the full 
year 2001, management expects the EBITDA loss lo be in the range of$10-11 million , 
down from a $7 1.2 million loss for 2000. Management expects to reach EBITDA 
breakeven in 3Q 2001 and 10 gross margin lo improve mod estly over 40 . Gross margin 
for 2001 is expected to be approxi-malely 33-34%. 

On average, the company Is reaping $47,000 a month per client, a figure chief executive 
Andrew A Stem said the company expects to continue to hover between $46·50,000 
each month. 

USintemetwomng , which typically charges companies a flat-rate monthly fee for use of 
the software ii provides , reported $56.9 million cash on hand at the end of the quarter, 
compared with the $81.1 million it had on hand at the end of 1999. The latest figure does 
not include abou t $95 million the company received in financing in January from a 
financing deal thal ii announced in November. 

Al the close of 40, USlntemetworking, which has been fully operational for just over two 
years , reported long-term debt and lease obligations of $193.4 million, a slight 
improvement from $199.7 million at the end of the previous quarter. 
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Appendix 

A 
User and Vendor Survey Questionnaires 

INPUT Questionnaire 
Type of Interview: 

D Vendor 

CJ User 

CJ Other 

Company: 

0 Telephone 

CJ On-Site 

CJ Mail 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Project Code/Catalog No. 

Interviewer Initials 

Interview Date. 

QC Initials 

Address: _________ _..,""' Entry Initials 

_________ _..,_ Entry Date 

----------'-'=panyType: 

INPUT 

DDIDDDIDDDD 

DOD 

DDIDDIDD 

DOD 

ODIDDIDD 

DD 

ODIDDIDD 

City/State: 
_________ _.....,ual Revenue: ----------

----------="ployees: 
Zip: ----------"'""I IS Budget: 

Telephone: _________ _,_.,..1 # IS Staff: 

Fax#: 
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Respondent(s):Name 
Phone/Ext. 
Role in Project: 

Referrals: 

Introduction 

________ Title: 

Email: 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor at titudes an d practices in 
regard to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this survey . 

A. Recipient Qualification 

1. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company's approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact th e 
specified per son.) 

Collect related demographics 

2. What is your role? 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experi ence with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Comment. _______________________ _ 

3a. Also, what proportion of your company's business, if any , is the U.S. federal market . 

Comment _______________________ _ 

B. Priority Questions 

4. In which vertical industries do you see th e best growth potential for IT outsourcing? 

Comment. _____________ _ _________ _ 
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5. Is your business moving "upmarket" toward entire busines s processes or "downmarket" 
toward more commodity transaction processing? 

6. How would you categorize the most important barrier to entering a new market, financial? 
Technical? Marketing? Organization? Staffing? Management? Other? 

7. To what extent is cost or availability of capital a constraint in bidding for new outsourcing 
business? 

8. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourci ng market today? 

Comments 

9. Top down, which types of outsourcing can you do most profitabl y? (Reasons?) 

Comments 

C. Additional Questions 

10. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments -------------------------

11. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

Comments-------------------------
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12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made 
over time? 

13. How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? {How important?) 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market? 
fVhat would you need to do to become ready? 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

18. To what extent does, or should. company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 
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19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customer s to th e issue of control, in 
general, and control of proprietar y data in particular? 

Comments -------------------------

20, Is the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled service s? (Preference? trend?) 

Comments-------------------------

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this survey. Please 
confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: ----- -- ------------------

Phone#:--------------------------

Email Address: 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

INPUT Questionnaire 
Type of Interview: 

O Vendor 

D User 

O Other 

Company: 

0 Telephone 

0 On-Site 

0 Mail 

Project Code/Catalog No. 

Interviewer Initials 

Interview Date. 

QC Initials 

Address: --------..0.ata.Entry Initials 

-------------Oata..lantry Date 

------------..cr.-ianyType: 

INPUT 

DDIDDDIDDDD 

DOD 

DDIDDIDD 

DOD 

ODIDDIDD 

DD 

DDIDDIOD 

-------------ACJcu-~Revenue : ----------
City/State: 

Zip: 

Telephone: 

Fax#: 

# E"'ployees : 

----------'lJ>laJ--1.S Budget: 

----------X<,tal.#.IS Staff: 

Respondent(s):Name 
Phone/Ext. 

------ -- Title: 
Email: 

Role in Project: 

Referrals: 

Industry (User Interviews Only) 
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Introduction 
The purpose of this sur vey is to determine how customer attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aim s to track th e evolution of customer attitudes and preferences in 
regard to specific aspects of out sour cing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this survey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

1. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company's approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not , to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the 
specified person.) 

Collect related demographics 

2. What is your role? 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

B. Priority Questions 

4. Do you prefer comprehensive ("bundled") OS contracts? (If so, why?) 

To what extent are you inclined to outsource bas ed on a need to reduce your capital outlays 
and/or headcount? 

Commen ts ___________ __ ____________ _ 

How do you determi ne which outsourcing vendors to invite to bid? 

Comments _________________________ _ 

How receptive would you be to a bid from an outsourcing vendor whose experie nce was 
almost entirely in the federal sector? 

Comments ________ ___ _ _____________ _ 
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How important is the outsourcer' ability to attract and acquire your targeted staff (as part 
of a proposed contract)? 

What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

C. Additional Questions 

10. Which type of outsourcing fits best your company's needs? (and why) 

11. How is outsourcing affecting your industry? (Effect on growth? Profitability?) 

Comments _________________________ _ 

12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed over the past year? 

Comments _________________________ _ 

13. Are you as attracted by outsourcing entire business processes as by offloading commodity 
transaction processing? 

Comments _________________________ _ 

14. Have you computed the contribution made by outsourcing to your company's overall 
profitability? (To cost-reduction of IT depart 

Coro men~--------------------------
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15. Do you prefer longer or short er contr act durations? (Why?) 

16. Have you in mind a ranking regarding which types of outsourcing are the most costly? 
{Reasons?) 

17. In relation to out sourcing , how sensitive are you to the issue of control , in general, and 
cont rol of propri etary data in particular? 

18. How strong is your relationship with incumb ent outsourcers? (Probability of sole-sourcin g 
new contracts ?) 

19. To what extent, if any, have union relations affected your desire or ability to outsource? 

20. To what exte nt does, or should , company size (based on annual reven ues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsourc e? 

Comment s -----------------------

As I mentioned, we will send yvu an executive summary of the data derived from this survey. Please 
confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: 

Phone#: ----- --------------- -- ----

EmailAddress: ---- -------- -- -- --- - -- --
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Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Appendix 

A 
User and Vendor Survey Results 

ExhibitD- 1 

Exhibit D-1 through C-4 that follow present re sults of INPUT's Vendor 
and User surveys both by respondent and by question. 

Tabulation of Vendor Interview Survey Responses by Question 

ACS 
Government 
Solutions Group 
[#8] 

Applicast [#9] 

COMPAQ [#18] 

Con vergy s [#19) 

csc (1)1#3] 

csc (2)[#5] 

CYNOC1 

2. What is your rote? 

The respondent has been at ACS for two years. Prior to that , he wOfked at Wang and was part 
of the capture team that won the ODIN seat management contrac t. Most of his professional 
experience is on tre OoO side of the market, especially in electron ic w arfa re. 

Respondent has a background in IT management and system s integra t ion for the midmarket. 
Applicast wants to replace the customer's "back office " by offering required functio nality on a 
service basis. 

Respondent has prima ry responsibility for development of th e outsou rcing offerings for 
Compaq Global Serv k:es . He has 20 years in the business se ling , delivering and building 
different approaches . 

Respondent is VP for marketing strate gy and has responsibffrti es for both planning and 
implement ation of sales glob ally. Also, he has don e corporate plan ning with a focu s on 
strategy. He joined Con vergys In 1991 prior to its spin- off from Cincin nati Bell. (Convergys was 
formed from th e CIBI S and Matrix units of Cincinna ti Bell. whteh we re the IT operations and 
marketing units .) 

Initially, Respondent was co -located in Fairfax, Virginia, with CIBIS ' federal market unit. Thi s 
assignment lasted three years , after 'Nhich Cincinnati Bell decided lo leave the federal market 
and concentrate on its present areas of expertise: billing, call cen ter and customer care 
solutions for the telecom (mainly wireless), technology and financi al services markets. 

Respondent has a higl-'9ve t position in CSC's federal group , wi th responsibility for both 
civilian and DoO busine ss. 

Respondent represents th e 'capture " side of CSC's commercial o utso urcing business . The 
vendor has centralized al l con tract capture activities in on e place---i ncluding some federal 
outsourcing. CSC tries lo bnng its vertical industry expertise to bear on the capture process , 
includin g in particul ar the federal, health care and financ ial service s markets . 
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EDS (#21) Respondent was a senior VP of Sales with 24 year.; of experience at EDS. Previously, he was 
president of the banking and financial services division (eight year.;); he ran the transporta tion 
industry group and, fOf"fouryears, was in charge of the GM ~ationship on location in 
Michigan. He has been heavily involved in sales and busine ss development in both the 
governmental and commercial markets. He has both a CPA and MBA-Finance educational 
background. 

Entex IT Respondent Is a SVP for strategy at Entex IT Services. He has responsibility for planning , 
Services [#13) marketing strategy and is directly involved with the developm ent of outsourcing proposals. At 

Entex, federal and commercial businesses are treated as a single entity. Respondent came to 
work at Entex in the U.S. after the Siemens acquisition. He has substantial prior experience 
with Siemens in Europe. 

Fed Data (#17] Respondent is a VP for IT management services with respon sibility for Fed Data's work on 
ODIN and GSA seat management contracts . He INOrked on the original proposal development. 
Prior to that, he had IT managerial positions at the Kenned y Space Center and the Johnson 
Space Center. Overall , he has 20 year.; of experience in IT, virtually all in the federal market. 

At Fed Data, he has project management respoosibility for the Peace Corps and Wright 
Patternon AFB outsourcing contracts. Overall, Fed Data is working with agencies that are 
playing ·catch up• with the NMCl/EDS contract. They want to roll up smaller projects into a 
similar, large contract vehicle, but this will take some time. To date, Fed Data has won only 
smaller, discrete task order.;. 

Getronlcs (#1 OJ The respondent worked previously for Wang. After Wang's acqu isition by Getronics, he 
became head of outsourcing for the federal group . He has 16 year.; of experience in the 
federal market (mainly at PRC) and two year.; of experience in the commercial market. 
Significantly, he stressed that the federal and commerclal market sales teams are in continual 
contact. at least weekly, even though they have separate missions. Specifically, respondent 
has hands-on experience with the 001 N seat management contract. 

Currently, he is head of that group' s Center of Excellence in Seat Management, which has a 
staff of about ten technical specialists. Getronics has several such Centers of Excellence
Including one for Network Security, and another for E-Commerce. For Getronics, "governmen r 
means federal. The commercial division handles the few state and local government contracts 
that have been booked. The Center of Excellence serves as a technical (Best Practices) as 
well as sales resource . Accordingly, respondent does get involved in the proposal preparalion 
process and consults with business development staff on ·a1ignment" of effort by agency. For 
Getronics, federal marketing consists primarily of detennining which agencies offer the best 
prospects for new seat management business. 

Independent Respondent worked for 20 years at Digital Equipment Corpo ration in application development 
Consultant before joining CSC initially as a director IT for a business unit and working later as an account 

executive. In that role , she gained experience in the federa l market by working closely with a 
major CSC client that was a major federal contractor. 

She has experience with "full-servi ce· IT outsourcing as weM as application development. This 
exposure to federal business provided experience 'Nith large , comprehensive IT outsourcing 
programs (albeit without any classified softwa re development ). Subsequently, she joined ACS 
where she had respon sibility for application management outsourcing for new clients as well 
as the installed base. 

Keane [#15) Respondent is a VP with responsibility for external communications, including industry 
analysts, investor relations and other. 

Keane [#6) Respondent has 20 years of experience in the IT industfy, includ ing consulting. His 
background includes work at Wang 'Mlere he managed outsourcing projects prior to coming to 
Keane. 

At Keane, he works for both internal and external clients. His outsourcing responsibilities 
include sales and delivery. 

Litton/PRC (#1) This respondent has a high level position in the company's outsourcing organization. Project 
manager.; report to him. He has overall responsibility for contract "capture· and managemen t. 
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Respondent has responsibility for IT outsourcing strategy and business development in the 
commercial Integrated Business Solutions (IBS) division. He also manages alliances and 
partnering relationships. He began his career at PMS in the insurance industry. 

All of this division comprises commercial client work. It does no federal business. Federal 
outsourcing is done through the Information Support Systems division, which provides 
technical services to government agencies. 

Perot Systems Personally, the respondent manages client relationships. As a company, Perot assists 
{#22] customers with aligning, managing and applying technology toward client business objectives. 

Raytheon {#7] 

SAIC [#20] 

The 
Outsourcing 
Institute {#2] 

UNISYS {#16] 

Respondent has been in the IT outsourcing field for five years. He began his career at EDS 
where he achieved Inner Circle Status as one of the top sales people globally. He now 
represents Perot System's Integrated Solutions Group and is one of the top sales people 
representing this group. 

The respondent has been an observer as 'vWlll as a participant in the outsourcing initiatives of 
various government agencies. At Raytheon, he played a key role In preparing the company's 
bid for the NSA's Groundbreaker contract. All of his professional experience has been in the 
federal market. Currently, Raytheon does less than 5% of its business in commercial markets. 

Respondent has recently moved into a very high level executive position with responsibility for 
all commercial, and some federal outsourcing business. This new position is more senior than 
that held by its predecessor and signals a significant reorganization of the vendor's approach 
to outsourcing--primarily by piercing the stovepipes between the federal and commercial 
markets. Respondent believes Uiat commercial and federal outsourcing operations should be 
operated separately-but the units should be able to leverage each other's assets. 

Respondent has 30 years of experience in outsourcing, beginning at the federal division at 
UNISYS. As indicated above, he does not believe that a vendor operating in both markets can 
use U,e same sales force, but he does believe that the same technical staff can work in both 
markets. Beyond that, vendors need to pay attention to the differing cost accounting systems 
used in federal and commercial markets 

The respondent has a broad background in IT outsourcing, having worked at UNISYS, AT&T 
Solutions, Cap Gemini and other firms prior to The Outsourcing Institute. Previously, he 
worked with Victor Millar, co-founder of Andersen Consulting, who is now CEO of VC Fund. 
He has been selling IT outsourcing deals since 1982. 

Respondent is a Manager of Market Development & Planning. He has worked with leading 
providers of outsourcing to both commercial and pubnc-sector marketplaces. 

USlnternet- Respondent is a VP for public sector sales. However, prior to assuming this position in spring 
working {#14] 2000, he had extensive experience in the commercial IT outsourcing market, beginning with 

CSC in 1974. At LISI, his role includes business development, sales, staffing, and new client 
capture in the public sector, which at USI includes all of higher education. 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise} 

ACS 
Government 
Solutions Group 
[#8] 

Applicast {#9] 

CYNDC1 

ACS considers itself a "pure play" outsourcing vendor whose vendors derive virtually in their 
entirety from IT outsourcing. Overall, the company's $2 billion revenue mix is two-thirds 
commercial, one-third public sector, which includes federal (both civilian and DOD) as well as 
state & local. In the Government Solutions Group alone, revenues are split between IT 
solutions ($300-400 million annually), ACS Defense ($100 million annually) and Business 
Application Systems ($100-200 million annually). The state & local government division does 
about $600 million annually; another $100 million of state & local business is done outside of 
the Government Solutions Group. 

Menlo Park-California-based Applicast is an Application Service Provider that specializes in 
serving the miclmarket, higl-tech industry ("the premier , total-solution [ASP) for aggressive
grO'Nth companies~). Recently, it merged with Englewood, Colorado-based Agilera ("the first 
ASP to offer a combination of hosted solutions and value-added services"). 

Applicast defines ·midmarket" loosely as comprising companies with $0-1 billion in revenues. 
In a crowded field, Applicast differentiates itself from its competitors by eschewing "legacy 
baggage," i.e., the high overhead resulting from established infrastructure, staff coosultants, 
etc. It was formed as a new organization specifically to serve the new ASP market. One key 
element of success has been to partner effectively with complementary companies . 
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COMPAQ [#18] Compaq Global Services has been providing outsourcing services since the late 1980s. 

Convergys [#19] Presently, Convergys is divided into two divisions, lnfonnation Management Group (IMG) and 
Customer Manageme nt Group (CMG). The lMG division represents about 60% of revenues , 
derived primari ly from customers in the wireless telecom industry. Overall, Convergys believe s 
that it is the dominan t U.S., if not global, vendor of compreh ens ive customer care and billing 
solutions for the telecom industry. It also seives the "techno logy" industry, which it defines to 
include ISP and related computer HW vendors. In financial se rvices, it seives banks and other 
institutions primari ly in connection with the telecom industry and call center operations. 
Convergys also has a large share of cable and broadband provider billing operations. 

csc (1)[#3] 

csc (2)[#5] 

EDS [#21] 

Company does busines s in Europe and Latin America and is now in the process of setting up 
several offshore IT centers (including in Israel) from which it wi ll seive global clients . A Latin 
American center is being set up with a Brazilian partner on a Build Operate Transfer (BOT) 
mode l whereby Convergys will operate the center initia lly , but ownership will revert over time 
to the local partner. 

Currently, Conve,yys does not do business at all In the U.S. federal market. 

In the 1980s, CIBIS [predecessor to Convergys] made acquis itions in order to enter the federal 
market, especia fly in the facilities management segment. By the 1993-94 period, management 
decided to dives t all federal market operations in order to fOaJs entirely on providing billing and 
call center services lo corrmercial customers. Current ly , the com pany is divided into two 
divisions, 1MB = lnfonnation Management Group [formerly CIBIS]; and CMG= Customer 
Management Group [formerly MATRIX]. These had been part of Cincinnati Bell prior to the 
Convergys spin-off. 

Convergys offers both products and seivices. These can be bundled into large, 
comprehensive outsourcing contracts. Alternatively, customers can purchase specific business 
solutions that they implement themselves. Convergys has little proprietary. Rather, it markets 
value~added, proprietary packages of third-party soft.Hare that has been "pre-Integrated" to 
work together. This proprietary architecture Is Important becaus e of the growing complexity in 
the telecom market of the "rating of events " problem. This refers to the d ifficulty of assembfing 
disparate kinds of transaction data from around the wood, applying the correct billing and rate 
information in order to assure a high level of customer service to client's customern. 

Federal market WOlk comprises about 25% of CSC's total revenues. This has declined at 
times to 23%, but the target remains 25%. Another 3-5% of tota l revenues derives from work 
in the state and loca l levels of the public sector. Fifteen years ago, federal business compris ed 
70% of csc·s total reven ues, including outsourcing and faci lities management. Overall, 
outsourcing compris es 38%. 

Historically, CSC leve raged its work for General Dynamics to enter the federal market. The 
key to success in this market has been strong program ma nagement skills, good software 
development capabi lity, and skill in dealing with comple x systems and security environments . 
Another key to success: thorough knowledge of agencies and customer needs. 

CSC does a wide range of types of outsourcing, including We b-hosting, applications 
management (ax. hea lth care and financial seivk:es) and is a leading provide r for the 
insurance industry (ex. recent acquisition of Mynd, 'M"lich only reinforced a prior position of 
strength). Last year, there was a noticeable trend toward •downmarket " outsourcing 
(transaction processing), but this was likely an anomaly. 

Respondent explained that EDS has currently four operatiooa l d ivisions: 

Information Solut!ons (which includes traditional outsourcing and comprises 80% of EDS' tota l 
revenues); 

A.T. Kearn ey, high-end management consultants; 

E-solutions, 'M"lich does Web development and related Internet work; 

Business Proces s Management, which includes a large health care, claims~processing 
operation along with other commodity data processing 

Enlex IT Currentl y, pubfic sect or comprises only 10% of Entex 's total revenues, commercial work 
Services [#13] represents 90%. Of pub lic sector work, only 10% derives from the federal govemm ent-the 

rest, from work for state and loca l governm ent clients. 

The company's primary produ cts are desktop seivice s and network management. 
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Background of the Siemens Acquistion last Year of Entex 

At present, Entex is a wholy owned subsidiary of Siemens Business Services (SBS), based in 
Germany. Entex operations are integrated fully into Siemens on a global basis. SBS is divided 
into SBS consuking and IT Services. Entex is part of the IT Services group. 

Fed Data [#17] Fed Data is now a part of logicon, which is Northop Grumman's IT services division. (When 
the Litton/PRC acquisition is completed, part of it will join logicon , and part will go directly to 
Northrop Grumann. While Fed Data and log icon have a few commercial clients, 90% of their 
work is for federal clienls. Of that, only 10% comprises IT outsourcing. 

According to respondent, commercial IT work at Fed Data is done by completely separate 
work groups. There is virtually no synergy between the federal and commercial market teams. 
The company's commercial work was described as "cxldball" projects that included help desk 
and network management work-but no data center outsourcing. 

Currently, Fed Data has a backlog of about $20 million in annual revenue from signed 
contracts. By comparison, loglcon had $400 million in 1998 and has grown to $2.1 billion 
today. On the top level, Northrop Grumann has annual revenues of $10 billion; logicon 
represents $2.5 billion of this (including Fed Data). Litton/PRC has annual revenues of $5.5 
bilrion. 

Getronics [#1 OJ Getronics does $3-4 billion in annual revenues worldwide. or this, the Government Solutions 
Group in the U.S. contributes about $400 million, or 100/o of the total. The corporate target is to 
grow this business to $1 billion over the next 5-6 years through organic growth and 
acquisitions. Seat management comprises about 10-15% of the Government Solutions 
Group's revenues; the remaining 85-90% consists of a variety of professional services (non
outsourcing). 

Keane [#15] 

According to the respondent, the tem, "seat managemenr is essentially a federal-mark.et
specific term. In the commercial market, "desktop seNices" -the nearest equivalent-usually 
includes network services, call center and other kinds of work. For some federal customers, 
seat management contracts are used as a back door vehicle lo buy hardware when they can't 
access a capital expenditure budget. HW purchases are built into the seat management 
contract under the guise of periodic equipment "refresh' and using existing GSA schedules. 
Federal budget poli(ics often requires agencies to spend money on a time & materials basis 
even when this is contrary to the best interest of both the government and the taxpayer. 

Partly for the reasons noted above, the government's concept of seat management is evolving 
and becoming increasingly comprehensive. Eventually, it will become something like BPO in 
the commercial mark.et. This process will take 4-5 years. At present, they are putting out to bid 
increasingly extensive pieces of work. 

Background on Keane 

As a percentage of total company revenue, Keane's pubnc sedor business represents about 
15%. Overall, about 60".4 of the company's tu mover derives from IT outsourcing of various 
kinds. 

Keane has four main business divisions: 

Application development and management (9% is outsourcing) 
E-solutions pro}ects (9-10% is outsourcing) 

Business innovation and consulting (1% is outsourcing) 

Managed IT 

Keane earns about 38".4 of its revenues from "e-solutions projects.~ According to respondent, 
Keane has never lost an outsourcing customer based on poor performance: "[Outsourcing] is 
not a market for people 'Mio can't perfom,." 

Of Keane's total revenue, 60-70% derives from multiyear outsourcing contracts. 

Keane [#6] Outsourcing comprises about 50% of Keane's total revenues. Ofl hat, work for commercial 
clients represents about 80"A. of outsourcing revenues; work in the federal mark.et represents 
about 20% of total outsourcing revenues. Management berieves that this is an optimal 
diversification for the company. Overal, the federal unit represents about 10-15% of total 
company revenues. 

Litton/PRC [#1] Depending on one's definition of outsourcing, Litton/PRC does about $175 million annually in 
outsourcina. re resenlina about 95% in the federal sector and the remainina 5% in the non-
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federal public sector. On a dollar basis, outsourcing accounts for about 25-30% of total 
revenues . 

Parent Litton Industries does commercial outsourcing , but those activities are totally separate 
from the LittonlPRC unit. 

[A contract at Federal Oatallogicon speculated that-after the Northrop Grumman acquisitio n 
of Litton Industries , Litton/PRC would be folded into the Fed Oata/Logicon unit. However, this 
respondent believed that the it would likely be joined directly to Northop. The matter is as yet 
unresolved.] 

Litton/PRC has been active in the staff augmentation and (physical] asset management. 
Currently, the compa ny is most active in the follov.,ing outsou rcing maricets: 

Seat management 

Networic management 

Help desk 

Application management 

Storage on demand (SAN - storage area networks ) where Litton/PRC owns and operates 
the storage servers for dients 

The company is attempting to diversify away from federal market seat management and into 
the state and local government markets, especially for data storage, which is experiencing 
huge growth . 

In the area of asset "takeover" or management, compan y has only one contract for $15 million 
{a GSA seat management oontract). The storage-on-demand business is still small, but 
Litton/PRC expects "tremendou s" growth in this maricet. 

Of Lockheed Martin's total revenues, IT outsourcing plays a small role, comprising less than 
$1 billion annually. This is split about half federal, half commercial. The division does NO 
transaction processing. The company also does some business in the state and local 
govemment maricet segment, which amounts to about $400 million annually. 

Background on The Outsourcing Institute 

It Js a private organiza tion that was fanned in 1993. It owns a Web site. The purpose of the 
organization is to become a primary resource for the outsourcing industry, along the lines of a 
professlonal association , but with practical benefits. The Institute hosts Forbes magazine 
events and co-spons ors publications. It aims to be a neutral clearinghouse for information on 
best practices , events, etc. It coordinates with DCI on participation in large, industry events. It 
has no paid membership, but has built a DB ("Accelerator" ) of 24,000 industry participants
Including buyers, sellers and "influencers." The organization derives income from consulti ng 
fees and provision of various kinds of mariceting assistan ce . In addition, the Institute receives 
income from finder's fees generated by helping vendors win new outsourcing business for 
vendors. (Typically, 8-15% of total contract value is spent on deal mariceting.) 

Currently , the Institute maintains an Outsourcing Index, which is 1he core of its clearinghouse 
efforts. The organization has a staff of 18 people, headed by its founder, Frank Casale. 
Initially, Michael Corbett was a principal in the organization , but he subsequently founded his 
own compan y, Michael Corbett & Associates, which is an outsourcing consultant. At present , 
the Institute is seeking VC funding. 

In his opinion, generally, 1he federal and commercial outsou rcing businesses of vendors are 
operated in complete independence. He regards this as unfortunate. The Accelerator-offered 
on the Institute Web site-was conceived as a start up porta l for the exchange of data by all 
participants in the outsourcing process. 
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At USI, the sales force is organized according to geographical territories. Within each territory, 
there are multiple VPs with differing responsibilities within the region. Within regions, there is 
some focus on specific vertical industries depending on which companies are prominent in the 
area, rather than on a corporate strategy for such diversification. In fact, LISI wants to market 
to all vertical industries because it positions its offer as essentially a •horizontal" service that 
should be attractive to all companies that share certain non-industry characteristics. 

Beyond that, LISI wants to come to market by highlighting the specific applicaUons that it 
offers, rather than its vertical industry expertise. Nevertheless, the company does enjoy some 
industry-specific advantages in regard to BroadVision for retailing and PeopleSoft in 
insurance. 

Market Position 

In respondent's view, the advent of the ASP model represents a signiftcant evolution in the IT 
industry. He believes that vendors such as CSC, EDS and IBM Global, on the whole, target 
very comprehensive contracts that include data centers, networks, applications, etc. In 
contrast, LISI targets ONLY the demand for specific apps. 

3a. Also, what proportion of your company's business, If any, ls the U.S. Federal market? 

ACS Within the federal market, ACS targets specific agencies as their best sources of business 
Government gro'Nth, ranked according to the best match between ACS areas of expertise and agency 
Solutions Group requirements. 
[#8] Other consideraUons include: 

Where do we have the best technical solutions? 

Where can we find a "level playing field"? (In some agencies, the incumbent is so well 
entrenched that it is virtually impossible to win new contracts.) 

ACS considers itself to be the top vendor in the network security market segment, as 
evidenced by work for NASA. Also, ACS considers itself to be the biggest factor in the imaging 
market where it does $400 miUioo annually. In seat management, ACS has 300,000 seats 
under management. 

Applicast {#9] To date, Applicast does no business in the federal market. 

Management considers the public sector (including federal) market unattractive because of 
excessive bureaucracy and the slow pace of change. Applicast wants to work with customers 
that are ready to transform themselves, and quickly. Applicast management perceives the 
public market as lacking in opportunity to achieve innovative implementations in a short 
timeframe. Conversely, it is seeking to build a client base among fast..growing, innovative 
commercial companies. It would rather expand into complementary vertical industries. 

For this, success hinges on the ability to understand a customer's industry-specific 
requirements. It is not enough to propose generic, or standardized, horizontal software 
applications (such as plain-Vanilla PeopleSoft). Applicast sees the most profit and the best 
growth prospects in "upmarker solutions that fall within the category of Business Process 
Management (BPO). 

Applicast has no proprietary software, but does have proprietary, industry-specific packages or 
templates that consist of pre-configured, complementary software applications. It is critica11y 
important to ·speak the customer's language." Applicast is not a BPO vendor, but believes that 
it has a BPO focus, or orientation. 

COMPAQ [#18] From an outsourcing perspective, very little of Compaq's business is in the U.S. Federal. 

Convergys {#191 Convergys doesn't believe there is a place for it in the federal market because it specializes in 
mission-criUcal applications. Its customers prefer its soluUons because they are field-tested. 
Respondent doesn't believe that the kind of work that the company does has a wide 
application in the federal market, except perhaps at the IRS. In his view, ·the federal mark.et is 
a world unto itself." 

CYNDC1 

He believes that sales staffs need to be different (it is more difficult to send federal salesmen 
into the commercial market). All parts of the organlzaUon, including tedmical, sales and office 
staffs need to adapt to the characterisUcs of each mar1<.et--1Nhich differ significantly. 
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Federal market work comprises about 25% of CSC's total revenues. This has declined at 
times to 23%, but the target remains 25%. Another 3-5% of total revenues derive from work in 
the state and local ~vets of the public sector. Fifteen years ago, federal business comprised 
70% of CSC's total re11enues, including outsourcing and facil ities management. Overall, 
outsourcing comprises 38%. 

Historically, CSC leveraged its work for General Dynamics to enter the federal market. The 
key to success in this market has been strong program management skills, good software 
development capability, and skill in dealing with complex systems and security environments . 
Another key to success: thorough knowledge of agencies and customer needs. 

Respondent confinned that 14% of total EDS rewnues derive from the U.S. federal market 
and 58% overall from the U.S. market 

Of total global sales , 60% derives from IT outsourcing. An estimated 2% comes from the non
federal, U.S. state and local government market. 

Entex IT Entex participates in the federal market in both prime and subcontractor roles. 
Services [#13) 

Fed Data [#17) Respondent sees excellent long-tenn growth potential for increased desktop management 
business (task orders) from the DoD, Army and Air Force . These agencies are now trying to 
follow the example of the Navy's NMCI contract. While they don"t anticipate any dramatic new 
budget allocatio ns, the OoD appears increasingly willing to change existing budget allocation s 
in order to roll up GSA task orders and other BPA contracts in to evennore comprehensive 
"bundled. large contracts for a wider range of work. 

In this context, respondent corroborated opinions expressed by other vendors to the effect that 
the federal government's entire IT infrastructure would be virtua lly obsolete in less than fi11e 
years . This reality, along 'Nith the skills shortage, budget restrictions and pending retirements , 
would make IT outsourcing unavoidable. 

Perot System s Perot Systems does no business at all in the U.S. federal market. 
[#22] 

SAIC [#20) Currently, 50% of SAIC"s total revenues of $5.5 billion (2000; FY Jan 31] derive from busines s 
in the fede ral sector, 50% from the commercial market. Ofthis,13% represents outsourcing . 
SAJC's primary w rtical markets are: 

USlntemet
working (#14] 
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The oil & gas industry (built around core, global contracts with BP an a large joint venture, 
Entessa, with Petavesa, the Venezuelan oil compan y); 

~ - built on core contracts with Entergy and the Scottish Power authority (SAIC's 
largest contract); 

State and local gowmment built on the core contract shared with CSC for San Diego 
County, where SAIC is headquartered. (While the contract was announced as a CSC win, 
respondent commented that "SAIC brought CSC into the deal.") 

Federal - built on core contracts with the FBI for data securi ty and 

SW eng ineering 

In addition, the financial services and manufacturing industries are also important to SAIC, but 
to a lesser degree. 

Commercial vs Public Sector Market 

To date, USI has only sewn clients in the public sector, six in the federal market and one in 
state and local (the NY Port Authority) . Currently, the company is focusing on potential 
business with the State of Maryland, which leverages its advantageous location in Maryland's 
state capital, Annapolis. 

Public sector business comprises only 5-10% of US l's total revenues. In the federal market, 
USI has chosen to partner 'With big SI vendors. Typicall y, these vendors do not want to make a 
large, new investmen t in hardware and find USl's remote app delivery an attracti11e altemati w. 

From a marketing point of view, USI benefits from the extensive customer relationships of 
these to~t ier vendors, e.g., PWC, EDS, IBM. LISI belie11es that ft is gaining valuable exposure 
through partnering . Regarding profitability, while it is true that federal contracts usually carry 
lower profit margins, their size tends to be larger . Which serves as an off-setting factor. As a 
result, LISI has taken no "profit haircut." 
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4. In which vertical industries do you see the greatest potential for IT outsourcing? 

ACS 
Government 
Solutions Group 
(#8] 

ACS considers itself to be a "services company; which means that It wants to provide bodies 
and sell solutions. It wants to build on its experience with the ODIN contract. GSA seat 
management has not been very successful, but NASA's ODIN contract was structured 
differently. OAO and ACS each has responsibility for multiple NASA sites. Typically, seat 
management contracts are difficult because vendors must interact with a multiplicity of other 
vendors , as well as with civil servants. Respondent "Give me an empty room, and would love 
to do seat management. · Belter are contracts where seat management Is lnduded along with 
networking and application services. 

The ACS Government Solutions Group works closely 'Mth its counterparts in commercial 
sales. Staff meets regularly, compares notes. Some prospects are marketed joinUy and there 
has been much benefd from this close cooperation. The commercial culture provides depth of 
knowledge in the area of "best practices : The federal market culture provides excellent depth 
of project management skills, technical discipline and rigor of methodology. 

In a few cases, commercial clients have been brought to see what is being done in the federal 
market. They have been so impressed that commercial deals were closed in the offices of the 
Government Solutions Group. 

Convergys [#19) As indicated earlier, respondent views the telecom, technology and financial services 
industries as the company's best growth prospects. 

Fully 80% of revenues are derived from the telecom sector. In the technology sector , 
customers include ISP, broadband providers, Dell and other IT hardware vendors. In financial 
services , the company works with banks primarily by providing call center services . It does no 
network or data center management. 

Respondent believes that the market for the kind of "end-to-end" solutions that Convergys 
offers is growing rapidly. Demand for customer service and billing solutions will only increase. 
Worth noting, Convergys also offers the third component of the billlng/CRM-call center triad: 
CRM analytics, or knowledge management that converts the billing and transaction 
information into useful marketing data for customers. 

CSC (2) [#5) CSC sees the best opportunities for growth in its commercial IT outsourcing business in 
financial services (banking and insurance), manufacturing (esp. electrical) and other 
industries . 

EDS [#21] 

CYNDC1 

Since mid-1998, the company has done relatively little work in accounting (other than Y2K
related). Overall, consolidation in the banking industry has been good for IT outsourcing, yet 
the end ofY2K spending depressed the volume of business. Now there Is a powerful trend in 
play toward standardization, esp. in the areas of application management, or applications 
infrastructure. 

Customers want vendors to buy their data centers, run and operate them. In some cases, 
customer's want work done on their premises (whether they, or the vendor own the hardware) ; 
in other cases, customers either agree to having their work done remotely at the vendor's data 
center. 

Ultimately , customers become comfortable with the idea of vendors acquiring and running their 
hardware, located on the customer's premises , while the vendor does work for third parties. 
This kind of flexibility greaUy enhances the cost-effectiveness of deals to customers and the 
profitability of them to vendors. 

While our financial service customers tend to be headquartered in the U.S .. their operations 
are global. So far, we do all work for them in the U.S., however, we are exploring the 
possibility of using offshore IT vendors as partners in countries such as India . No initiatives in 
this area have yet been implemented. 

EDS sees the best prospects in the financial services , tetecom, manuf acturing, energy, and 
health care industries. In addition, the company finds the federal and state public sectors 
attractive along with transportation-especiall y the "emerging" transportation segments of air, 
car rental, and freight. 
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Entex IT Most Attractive Markets 

Services £#131 Financial services (including insurance) and health care (a stronghold of Siemens} appear to 
have the most potential for Entex. Nevertheless, the company is active in almost all vertical 
industries. Sales and marketing are not organized by vertical indusby. Entex believes that its 
primary offer, desktop services, is a horizontal pr<Xluct that can be sold in every indusby to 
organizations above a certain size (3·5,000 seats). 

Overall, the IT outsourcing market is clearly moving •upmarke r toward more comprehensive 
contracts. Customers want relief from the burden basic IT operations and they want to 
advance an agenda that includes a transition toward e-bus iness-and lower headcount. 
Cost·savings are less important than streamlining managemen t structure. 

Independent Respondent believes that ASPs have good groVv'th potential. Top.tier, experienced IT vendors 
Consultant can thrive in all verticals because many facets of the services required are really generic . As a 

result, vendors can leverage experience in one vertical to another. Although clients do expect 
vendors to offer reference ctients in their own indusby, this need not be a barrier. 

Keane (#15] 

Keane (#6] 

Truth be told, customers /JJ....WAYS believe that their needs are unique (and you don't dare 
contradict them). This customer misperception is based on a lack of technical background. 

From a technology point of view, there is litHe significant difference between verticals. Having 
said that, ASPs are most attractive when they specialize on offering very well chosen selection 
of applications that industry·specffic. 

We see the best potential for commercial outsourcing busine ss in the financial vertical 
(banking and insurance), utilities (esp. natural gas companies ), health care, entertainment. 

Most important , in the commercial market the customer must have confidence in the vendor as 
a partner. At the same time, the customer expects the vendor to be profitable. Therefore, as 
changes are made to the original contract agreement. customers understand that costs can 
rise and they are willing to pay. All of this is much more difficult in the federal market. Often , 
FAR is used as an excuse to deny changes Jn the contract, or to pay additional costs. In the 
end, ft Is more difficult to make money Jn the federal market. 

Keane sees excellen t potential for groVv'th of its public sector business, federal as well as state 
and local government. Beyond that, it sees good opportunity in financial services, insurance, 
manufacturing and utilities-which is currently experiencing unfavorable market conditions . 
Telco is another market for good groVv'th. 

Keane does a lot of what it calls "backfilling" gaps in customer resources by deploying contract 
staff either on site, or at a remote location. (Sometimes "remote· is only a few blocks away 
from the customer's premises.) In addition, Keane sends customer work to its O'Nfl "remote" 
data center in Halifax, Nova Scotia. 

Keane has done some deals to provide HR solutions and is strong in system Integration . 
These markets remain attractive. 

Urton/PRC [#1) Financial Services, Manufacturing and Healthcare 
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A Speclat Analysis of the U.S. CommE!f'Clal IT Outsourcing Market INPUT 

Respondent sees the best potential for new IT outsourcing business in the finallCial services 
and utilities industries. Utilities are particularty attractive due to deregulation and the turmoil 
surrounding changing market relationships. 

In terms of types of outsourcing, respondent sees the best growth potential in BPO work. 
Nevertheless, he believes that the IT outsourcing market is moving in two directions 
simultaneously, toward increasingly comprehensive as well as toward ·1ow-end," specific
application services and transaction processing. 

The answer depends on who is making business decisions. CEOs think in terms of BPO ("big 
picture · ) or ASP ("BPO by the drink "). 

The IBS division has chosen NOT to organize around vertical industries. Instead, it targets 
large multinational customers that want to buy services only. IBS has no interest in acquiring 
customer assets or managing fadlities. 

IBS can build a-business centers, but v.ould prefer to do remote application management for 
clients who don't want to own their own data centers. Also, IBS would like to sell special 
solutions such as supply chain management. 

IBS does not believe in "building ahead of the curve," i.e., running the risk of excess capacity 
in either equipment or staff. It strives to stay just slightly ahead of demand. In this, and other 
ways, IBS benefits from its experience in both the U.S. and South America. 

Primarily the oil & gas industry, telecom / IT, energy (including the utilities). 

Respondent believes that the utilities and telecom markets globally are very attractive because 
of continuing deregulation-which is even a factor in the U.S., as evidenced by California. 
More important, the utilities and telecom industries have an established billing system in place 
that reaches all businesses and consumers. This puts them in a very unique position. other 
growth areas-financial services and manufacturing, to a lesser extent. 

While there is great potential for growth in all segments of both the federal and commercial 
outsourcing market, Raytheon targets in particular the intelligence agencies-all of which are 
watching the development of the Ground breaker contract in order to decide whether to follow. 

Respondent sees the best growth potential in financial services, manufacturing (particularly for 
supply-chain-related work, and for facilities management work for companies like Bechtel and 
Fluor). 

He believes that IT outsourcing only represents about half of the total outsourcing market. The 
next largest segment is facilities management, both pure real estate and a sophisti cated mix of 
real estate and IT. The last segment is HR management. [This split ignores manuf acturing 
outsourcing.] 

In respondent's view, it Is unfortunate that the federal and commercial sides of outsourcing 
management are usually entirely separate. 

The public sector. 
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In respondent's view , the ASP offer will be even more attrac tive to the public sector than to the 
comme rcial secto r due to the coming wave of retirements of federal IT workers. In his view , 
the problems created by these retirements will be exacerbated because it will severely 
handicap the government's independent ability to develop and manage critical sw applicatio ns. 

In addition to the publ ic sector, USI views the financial serv ices (includ ing insurance) and 
healthcare Industries as particular1y good prospects. Also, reta iling looks promising because 
retailers are now accepting the need for new e-commerce strategies (that require specialized 
apps). 

Far from suffering from fallout of the demise of the dotcoms, USI enjoys an increasingly 
prominent and positi ve market position: "USI is being wooed by big systems integration 
vendors: USI considers itself to be the number one ASP in the industry, with special expertise 
in ERP (induding Lawson, SAP and Orade) . In fac t, less tha n 10% ofUSl's clients are 
dotcoms. 

Major federal agencies want to use the outsourcing model (Justice, Transportation, 
Agriculture). USI sees no effect yet from the TRAC anti~utsourcing initiatives in Washingt on. 
There are many counterpressures. In the end, the federal government will realize that it has no 
viable alternative to outsourcing because it will soon be unable to operate its own IT 
infrastructure. Enterprise software, such as PeopleSoft is relatively labor-intensive, and the 
federal civil serv ice cannot attract suffic ient numbers of ski lled staff required to operate such 
appl ications. 

5. Is your business moving .. upmarket " toward entire business processes or 
"downmarke t" toward more commodity transaction processing? 

ACS 
Government 
Solutions Group 
(#8) 

Comp aq 

EDS (#21] 

Some barriers to entry on the federal side include the fo llowing: 

A vendor must be an incumbent at an agency in order to get a foot in the door. 

You need to have established perso nal relationships -a nd you can't walk the hallways to 
introduce yourself in secure environments . Access is a major issue. 

The government doesn't really want full competition , which makes it diffi cult for a new 
vendor to break in. Because the federal procurement process is so onerous, despite 
recent efforts to streaml ine, there Is an increas ing tendency to make new awards to 
incumbents as an expediency. Consequently, it can be very difficult to unseat an 
incumbent. 

Some barriers to entry on the commer cial side illClude: 

Marketing must be undertaken in a totally different way , costs are higher. 

You need new people for commercial work., or you must undertake a long, difficult re
training effort. 

For ACS , the best way to enter a new mark.et is to acqu ire an existing company with a 
good reputation and on.going business. This can provid e a platfonn for further expansion . 

We are moving ui:rmark.el to become a virtu al support function to the CIO. 

Seg ments with the best growth potential for outsourcing : Telecom , Financial, Manufac turing, 
and RetaiVOistribution. 

Goal: developing and delivering a creditable va lue proposition that the clients In the new 
market will buy. 

EDS believes that the mark.et is definitely moving toward more comprehensive outsourcing 
deals because company managements are looking for long-term , strategic business partners 
that are able to add value to their businesses. The vend or's role is clear1y becom ing more 
strategic than tactical-as it was in the past, i.e., a provider of short-tenn, clearly defined 
solutions. 

Fewer customers are opting to select a team of various service vendors that they need to 
manage themselves. However , customers do often prefer to outsource while retaining certain ly 
specifically defined IT functions to do internally. Even EDS seldom wins All of a customer's IT 
budget. 

Fed Data (#17] Directio n of Federal Market 
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Fed Data wants to pull out of the facilities management segmen t of IT outsourcing . Becaus e 
the ootential for increased business in the federal seat mana aement market is excellent Fed 
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Data is not actively pursuing commercial clients. However, when pressed, he said that he 
thought the following mix of business would be ideal: 

50%federal 

• 25% state & local 

• 25% commercial 

The federal market is dearly moving "upmarket,· albeit slowty. For example, the SSA wants to 
outsource only 2,000 seats as a test case because it is uncomfortable with giving a single 
contract to a single vendor for all 60,000 seats at the agency. Managers do not believe that 
any single vendor woo Id be able to fulfill the work required by a single contract of that 
magnitude. 

Independent Both trends are underway simultaneously (the outsourcing pie is expanding). In either case, 
Consultant vendors need to work on their fundamentals, i.e., understanding better ""1iere they can add 

value. There is a tendency to win deals and then worry later how to deliver results. 

Partly for this reasons , outsourcing consultants today ALWAYS insist on bulldlng "prenuptial 
agreements" into contracts that spell out the terms and circumstances that will govern the 
transition from the incumbent to a new vendor at contract expiration . 

Litton/PRC Regarding an "upmarket ," or "do'Nnmarket" strategy, Litton/PRC sees low-margin seat 
management as a way lo gel the foot in the door for more profitable business, such as network 
storage. Regarding profit margins, we believe that-in general-t he more remote work that 
can be done on a remotely managed basis and the less labor-inte nsive, the more profitable. 

Perot Systems Perot Systems is fOOJsed oo the ·upmarker. 
[#22] 

Raytheon [#7] The outsourcing market as a 'Nhole is definitely moving "upmarket : 

Toe 
Outsourcing 
Institute {#2] 

UNISYS [#16] 

USlnternet
working [#14] 

CYNDC1 

By this, respondent meant a trend toward outsourcing that included hardware as well as 
people. Also, he called this "privatization" in distinction from "outsourcing." The distinction 
hinges on whether, or not, the vendor takes responsibility for staffing and staff operations 
ONLY, or takes responsibility (if not ownership) of harctware and netwof1ts as well. Much 
federal outsourcing involved rather transparent switches whereby employees left their offices 
on Friday as civil servanls and returned on Monday to the same jobs in the same offices as 
private contractors. 

As originally conceived, Groundbreakerwas supposed to be a privatization, whereby the 
vendor would take responsibility for hardware as well as people. For political reasons internal 
to the NSA, the final contract was scaled back to mere outsourcing , as defined above. The 
respondent saw this a great retreat and reacted with disappointmen t. 

On the subject of the NSA, the respondent was quite gloomy. He said that the Cray 
supercomputers that the agency had purchased a few years ago would be obsolete within 4-5 
years. Even now, Raytheon believes it could build an array of parallel processors that could 
equal or outperform the Cray supercomputers. 

As an illustration of mindset of some members of top management there, he described the 
desk of a high-level agency executive: PC sits in the comer under a dust cover. On the desk 
sit a legal pad and pencils . A secretary prints out e-mail and takes dictation as if it were 1950. 

Respondent sees the outsourcing industry moving clearty "upstream" toward BPO as vendors 
offer increasingly more comprehensive packages of services. 

Our business is clearly moving upmarket, but we are however a full-service provider. 

Respondent believes that both the commercial and public sectors are moving "upmarket : 
From the point of view of USI, this trend has been evidenced by the extent to which customers 
demand multiple applications as they attempt to integrate legacy systems. To meet this 
demand from the State of Maryland. USI partners with CSC and SAIC. 
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6. How would you categorize the most Important barrier to erltering a new market, financial? 

ACS 

csc (1)[#3] 

CSC(2) [#5] 
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Technical? Marketing? Organization? Staffing? Management? Other? 

While ACS doesn'l have anything like the deep pockets of Litton, nonetheless, finding 
•proposal money" has never been a barrier to seeking new business. (Litton could afford to 
spend $10 million lo cover proposal and bid preparation costs; at ACS such an amount would 
be considered astronomical.) 

Capital isn't typically required for asset acquisition connected with outsourcing deals. ACS 
prefers to team wi th leasing companies that provide whatever financing is required. Overall, IT 
outsourcing (bodies t- assets) requires more capital than OoO contracts. 

How many of skills are transferable to the commercial market? 

The most readily transferable areas of expertise are: 

Rigor in program management 

• Ability to deal with complex issues 

• Ability to apply the Carnegie Mellon model fur performance achievement 

Example: CSC's successes in the federal market were critical to DuPont's decision to award 
CSC a large outsourcing contract in the commercial market. 

CSC's ability to penetrate the commercial market depended, in many cases, on similar 
situations where prospects were "seeded" with stories of what the company had achieved in 
the federal market. This proves as well the extent to which skills and processes are 
transferable between federal and commercial markets 

Most important of these is the rigor of project management in the federal market. The ability 
required there to deal with complex issues, regulatory environment, etc. fosters a process 
discipline that is very transferable to the commercial market. 

The most significant barrier to entering any new market is the lack of established trust between 
customers and vendors. Trust is very important. Even in the federal market, understanding the 
real mission of many agencies is not easy, yet in every case the vendor must demonstrate a 
deep understanding of the client's business in order to offer a better value proposition. 

In particular, our mastery of Carnegie Mellon software development metrics puts us in a select 
category of veOOors that are attractive to new customers based on objectively demonstrated 
expertise. This expertise has been used on numerous, demanding outsourcing contracts, such 
for Aegis, air traffic control and NASA. 

Also worth noting, we have 47 years of experience In program management, including 
provision of on-going training. f'Ne do training in•house even though we recruit externally.) 

The greatest barrier lo entering a new market is typlcaly lack of name recognition. Even so, all 
of the potential barriers noted are important (financial, technical, marketing, organization, 
staffing, management). 

Historically, CSC has spent little on promotion to achieve better name recognition. It should 
probably have spent more. In the past, CSC business has spread by word of mouth between 
satisfied customers. 

Now, the company targets the "thought leadership" of various industries as a strategy to gel a 
foot in the door for the CSC brand. (Clearly, the situation is totaly different in the federal 
market where CSC has a much better established position.) 
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Respondent doesn't really believe that there are any (merely) "horizontal" applications. Even in 
the case of CRM, HR and accounting, he believes that customer.; have a strong preference for 
a vendor that is able to demonstrate in-depth understanding of their industry. Therefore, to be 
successful in entering new markets, vendors must be able to hire experts in the target industry 
that are able to demons Irate the benefit of their years of experience by solving customer 
problems creatively-even if nominally "horizontal" with cross-industry application. 

Respondent also believes that 1here is something called "critteal mass" at work. If gaining a 
foo1hold in a new industry is difficult, there is also a snowball effect whereby success breeds 
more success-once vendor has achieved a minimum critical mass of business. 

How does an unknown vendor establish an identity in a new market? 

He must acquire and demonstrate an understanding of the dynamics of that new market, the 
issues that concern its ptayers, the structure of the market, its IT spending characteristics, its 
priorities, etc. 

The next step (for EDS) would be to map the vendor's capabilities to this aggregate industry 
model. 

Next, the vendor must develop a strategy for meeting the needs of customers in this new 
market. 

In the case of making a transition from the federal to the commercial markets, respondent 
doesn't believe that customers will pay attention to the type of market so much as to the nature 
of the solution and the vendor's success in solving a business problem. Comment: "You're 
only as gocxl as your last client." 

(In this context, he described how EDS monitors customer satisfaction on a daily basis 
according to an on-gong methodology. The goal is to solve pmbfems ASAP that could impair 
the client relationship.) 

At the same time, image and perception are important. In order to gain a toehold in a new 
market, smaller vendors should partner as subs with larger prime vendors on contracts. EDS 
does this often with other vendors. Alliances and partnerships are critically important. 

EDS differed with other survey respondents by denying that the vendor had, or would enter a 
new market through an acquisition. 

Entex IT There are fewer barrier.. of entry to vendors of horizontal prcx:lucts than to vendors whose 
Services [#13) products are specialized according to vertical industry. However, this approach does expose 

vendors to more intense competition and the threat of commcx:litization. The most important 
weapon in overcoming barriers to entering new markets is technical expertise, especially in the 
areas of application devetopment and application management because they are higher value~ 
added. 

CYNOC1 

Customers of horizontal IT products are less concerned that vendors demonstrate expertise in 
their vertical industry than in their core technical competencies. In the federal market, vendors 
need to prove their understanding of the government market and its characteristics. 

Without the benefit of the name recognition advantage of Siemens, Entex would (did) have 
difficulty In entering new markets. Lack of name recognition Is definitely a problem. 

Marketing 

Does Entex use outsourcing consultants? Not much contact so far. Consultants are more 
active in Europe. Toe type of services offered by Entex take the company off the radar 
screens of most outsourcing consultants. 
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Fed Data [#17) While commercial company business is attractive for many reasons, respondent thought that 
the transition from commercial to federal would be more difficult than the reverse due to the 
long sales cycle in the federal market, the complexities of the procurement process and the 
importance of having personal relationships in place. 

A vendor wanting to move from the federal to the commercial market, in his view, must expect 
to need to set up a virtual "mirror" organization to serve commercial clients. Salesmen, etc. 
would need to be recruited v.ho had commercial experience. N3 an exception, the technical 
staff and project managers could probably be re-trained successfully for work in the 
commercial market. 

Beyond that, such a transition would only work with the help of good partner relationships. 
(Even the commercial partnering model is very different from that used In the federal market.) 
Lacie of commercial backlog and reference clients would definitely be a handicap. Respondent 
thought that c:ommerclal clients might be interested in a vendor's technical solutions for federal 
cllents, but he was skeptical that this alone would win business, Le, without being introduced 
by a commercial partner with excellent credentials. 

Respondent noted the irony that federal clients are very anxious to benefit from vendor 
experience in solving problems for commercial dients, but commercial clients are not nearty so 
keen on letting federal vendors do work for them. In theory, this gives an advantage to 
primarily commercial vendors that want to enter the federal market, yet, they (for reasons 
outlined above) are often put off by the difficulties that they encounter. 

(N3 an example, a spokesperson for Cap Gemini E& Y said emphatically that the vendor had 
decided NOT to pursue any work for federal dients because of the barriers and difficulty in 
doing business in that market made it categorically unattractive.) 

Respondent commented that CSC had encountered "difficutty• ln applying its commercial 
business model in the federal market. 

Getronlcs (#10) Barriers to Entry 
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Lack of dependable partner relationships. 

Respondent used the example of seat management, but the point is applicable in general. 
He pointed out the danger of undue reliance on a partner to provide a critical element of a 
comprehensive seat management solution. Vendors must have in-house core 
competencies required to bid for target business. Also, remember that managing partner 
relationships is to manage a ·moving target." For example, expect that a "Statement of 
Work" will be obsolete almost as soon as it is fonnulated. 

Remember: ieaming is incremental," meaning that there is no short cut to developing the 
technical and business knowledge required for success. 

How important are partner relationships? Prime contractors are vulnerable. On the commercial 
IT outsourcing side, three out of four primes have had major problems with their 
subcontractOfS. These problems reflect, in part, bad management. In addition, they reflect 
fundamental incompatibilities, inequitable cost-sharing arrangements, conflicting processes 
and tools, as well as people v.ho can't cooperate. 

Commercial versus Federal Market 

The commercial maril;et offers tremendous potential for growth of IT outsourcing. Vendors 
wanting to move from the federal to the commercial market must take in to account the 
significant differences between the government's procurement policies and standard sales 
practices in the commercial market. 

Ultimately, there is a great deal of similarity between the business processes of government 
agencies and commercial businesses. Yet, vendors can trip on unforeseen differences in 
approach. For example, Getronics prepared TCO studies for its seat management solution (a 
common practice on the commercial side) only to be told that they violated FAR 9.5, which 
prohibits vendor conflicts of interest. (Solution: these need to be prepared by a third-party, not 
the vendor directly-especially If based on privileged infonnation Uiat Is available only to 
qualified federal contractors). 

Remember, "IT can be a competitive weapon for customers, which depends on quality IT 
vendors and their core competencies. 
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A Special Analysis of the U.S. Commercial IT outsourcing Market INPUT 

Regarding the transition from federal to commercial markets, the truth is that commercial 
customers are seldom impressed to leam what vendors did in the federal market even if the 
opposite Is true (federal agency customers are usually very interested to learn what vendors 
did/are doing for commercial customers). Federal customers want, in particular, to hear how 
the private sector is standardizing, adopting to industry-standard solutions, etc. 

The key to success in the fed-to-commercial transition is to stress the nature of technical 
solutions independent of the customer's identity. In short, talk up your achievements 
themselves. The same sales staff with federal experience MAY be able to function in the 
commercial market, but it must be able to show strong understanding of technology, to show 
HOW business problems were solved, In order to undercut customer tendency to undervalue 
federal sector IT work. 

Also, vendors should take pains to prevent salesmen from closing deals on which they can't 
deliver, or at least not cost effectively. Salesmen must understand what the vendor can really 
deliver, and usually this involves an appreciation of specialized solutions. In tenns of strategy, 
while there Is a great potential for new outsourcing business in general, vendors must avoid 
the temptation to "hybridize,• i.e., offer themselves as experts in both infrastructure and 
business transaction processing. Pick one or the other and excel at it. If you decide to expand 
your expertise, then go out and build it, but don't expect to find a short cut to spending time 
and money on the effort. 

Commercial vendors that want to move into the federal market are usually put off by the 
complexity of the federal contract proposal preparation and bidding process, Including the 
protocols and security issues involved. 

Federal vs Commercial Market 

From Keane's point of view, the federal market is less attractive than the commercial market. 
In contrast, Keane sees better potential at the state & local levels of the public sector. For 
example, outsourcing initiatives underway In Maine and North Carolina In the area of e
government are more advanced than those of the federal government. 

The federal customer is behind the state & local govemment customer. Rates and profits are 
lower in the federal market, but size of contracts can be quite large and the long-tenn nature of 
the business is attractive. In short , respondent believes that, for many vendors, doing business 
in the federal market is like holding bonds In place of stocks . 

Importantly, federal customers are increasingly interested in learning what vendors are 
doing'have done in the commercial market (while the reverse is much less common). Keane 
often takes commercially tested practices and applies them to work in for the federal 
government. 

The greatest barrier to entry in new markets is lack of name recognition. Even with a $100 
federal unit, Keane must partner with other vendors as a key element of its application 
management market strategy. 

Success in a new market depends largely on developing differentiators, i.e . ways to separate 
you from the crowd of other vendors whose names are already known . While partnering is 
usually necessary , some vendors partner reluctanUy and only at customer insistence. 

There is an advantage to being in both the federal and commercial markets. While the federal 
customer wants to "commercialize" IT solutions, commercial customers tend not to be 
Impressed (at least initially) with work done in the federal market. Eventually, however, 
commercial customers come to appreciate the quality, methodology and process of work done 
for federal customers. 
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Utton/PRC [#1] Why diversify by moving into the commercial market? 

Lockheed 
Martin [#4] 
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Management wants lo promote value of ·dual use· techno logy. 

We have found that our federal market skill sets apply well to the needs of commercial 
market clients. 

Ultimately, we see better growth potential in the commer cial market than in the federal 
market. 

Our success in the commercial storage network busines s has encouraged us to continue 
in this direction. 

How is this migration from federal to commercial market being managed? 

We began the process 7-8 years ago. We now have a di fferent Web site for commercial 
business (www.outsourceprc.com . Here, we make a point of NOT promoting our federal 
market experience because we have no name recognition In the commercial market. 

Our strategy is lo pursue OEM partnerships in both the federal and commercial markets 
as a way to advance the promotion of our capabilities with commercial customers. We 
make a paint of avoiding direct competition with the top-tie r vendors such as IBM Global, 
CSC and EDS. 

Barriers to entry to the commercial market? 

Lack of name recognition or brand franchise among commercial customers. Trust is the 
critical element of the vendor/client relationship and it isn't easy to create it in the short 
tem1. 

We depend-to tell the truth-on the value of the "Litton· name, which has cachet, even 
though it hasn't been used on consumer products for many years. 

On the other hand, had we been •blessed· with a name such as "Fed Data," we wouldn't 
have had a prayer of success in this migration to the commercial market. 

Commercial business operates along totally different Wnes than federal business, i.e., 
fixed·price contra cts. Federal contracts are usualy more flexible. 

Greatest problems related to transition from federal to comme rcial outsourcing: 

• The commercial worfd is vast, it is difficult to pitch to prospective customers in vertical 
industries without demonstrated expertise in that vertical . 

• Transition requires an entirely different sales staff that is commercial oriented. 

Also, the competitive D'dding process in these markets differs markedly. Overall, costs in the 
commercial market run higher. SLAs differ as well. Note: SLA expectations in the federal 
sector are rising (they had been significantly lower than in the commercial sector). 

The most important baniers to entering a new market are mainly organizational, and 
secondarily financial. A vendor needs ample funds to be take n seriously in the market. 
Vendors with IJmiled financial resources should confine their offer to remote application 
management as a solution to customers' constralnts due to the skills shortage. 

lBS' policy Is to avoid capital risk. Contract cycles are shofter in the commercial sector, 
typically 3-5 years rather than eight, as is common In the federa l sector. A typical IBS deal, 
such as Gateway computer, can be implemented in 120 days. 

In respondent's opin ion, the government is a better buyer than commercial market buyers of IT 
outsourcing services. Reason: the government knows how to deal with outsourcing services 
and has senior executive IT managers. In the commercial market , outsourcing project liaison is 
often handed over to junior IT staff. 

IBS rejects deals if a customer is deemed "unsuitable; for example, if the company has never 
done outsourcng, and doesn't use a consultant or lawyer . In such cases, the likelihood of loss 
or litigation is higher and the quality of the RFP is lower. 

One red flag: when outsourcing is called in as a solution to a troubled M&A relationship. 

Lack of name recognition in a market is certainly a major handicap. The solution is to deliver 
skflls. Lockheed Martin provides an advantageou s pool of resources. IBS can, when 
necessary, get hold of expert staff from anywhere In the Lockheed Martin universe. 
lntercompany transfers are used. Also, divisions can award intercompany subcontracts, or 
"hire• internally. And the company hires off the street. 
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LM has a strong Chief Technology Officer. In addition, ' business acquisition skills " are 
transferable between federal and commercial markets. The principal barriers are the differing 
financial and accounting systems used in these two markets . Also , the nomenclature used is 
different. 

At IBS, staff (technical and sales) working on commercial projects is generally kept separate 
from those working on federal projects. Yet, there have been transfers between the two groups 
(but not all are successful ). A transfer from the commercial to the federal market is less likely 
to be successful. 

Perot Systems Respondent believes that financial and organizational are equal y difficu lt barriers. Successful 
[#22) existing business units are competing for the same capital resou rces and have a proven track 

record and history. One of the key areas affecting your ability to obtain capital is the proposed 
organizational sb'ucture. Financial and organizational alignment should be considered part of 
your strategy while marketing, technical, and sta ffing is more tactica l in nature and is 
something you can ~ verage from existing busin ess units. 

Raytheon [#7] Respondent believes that virtually every vendor that is active in the federal market wants to 
diversify by doing business for commercial customers. However, the barriers of entry for 
moving from the federal to commercial market are formidable. AH of the ones noted (financial, 
technical, marketing, organization, staffing and management ) are relevant. Vendors want to 
leverage their federal experience into more lucrative work in the priva te sector, yet they are
in general-totally unprepared for the "cut-throat' nature of co mme rcial competition. Federal 
salesmen are more collegial and adopt easily a cooperative stance among each other. In 
contrast, commercial vendors have no need to deal with GSA schedu les, or similar 
bureaucratic obstacles . 

SAIC [#20) 
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Also, salary levels commanded by commercial sales staff are much higher than those 
applicable to the federal sales staff. For example , salesmen work in the federal market for 
$75,000 while their counterparts in the commercial market are earning $200-300,000 annually 
in commission income . 

It will be ve ry difficult to convince commer cia l custome rs to do bus iness with a vendo r that has 
experience primarily, Of en tirely in the federal market. A ve ry diff erent set of skills is requ ired 
The bridge should be tech nology and technical skills that are trans ferable. 

Respondent doesn't bel iev e that commercial customers are likel y to be impressed by 
reference clients in the federal market. Reason: commercial cust omers perceive their technical 
requirements to be higher. 

When asked about the ~ vel of technical skill demanded by typica l fed eral customers, 
respondent insisted that "the federal government doesn't know how to write an effective SLA." 

For example, the government writes a SLA that requires all calls to be answered within ten 
seconds of the first ring. Accordingly, the vendor is rated on his speed of response. Note: there 
is no mebic for the effectiveness of the answer. As a result, vend or could get monkeys to 
answer the telephone and still get paid! 

The primary barrier to entry is the need for a new sales force. You can't use the same 
salesmen for the commercial market as you did for the federal ma rket. Salesm en need to have 
a keen understanding of their customers· markets . Exacerbating this situation will be the 
inability of salesmen to impress commercial clients with accounts of work done by the vendor 
in the federal market. In contrast , federal clients tend to be impressed by what vend ors have 
done/are doing in the commercial market. 

Nevertheless, respondent thought that making a transition from the federal to the commercial 
market would be more di fficult than the reverse due to the comJ>'exity of the regulations that 
govern the federal procurement process. 

Teaming with vendors already established in a new market only works if you are small. A large 
vendor must buy its way into a new market by acquiring a service pro vider that is already 
established and respected based on successful, on-going busines s in the new industry. 

Regarding barriers to entering new markets, respondent bel ieves stro ngly that "deals are done 
bet\Neen people : Therefore, sales and sales management are critically important. Also critical 
are project manage rs, who are becoming increasingly ' free agents • in the industry ("wheeler
dealers"). The most expefienced project managers come from the federal mark et. which has 
developed an establJShed methodology for projec t managem ent. 
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Federal A-76 plans piay an important role in outsourcing. Staffing and Marketing are also 
significant barriers. 

USI does not see the same set of competitors in the commercial sector as it does In the 
federal sector. Reason: there are significant barriers to entry in the federal market. USI has a 
geographical advantage being located close to Washington, D.C. Federal buyers have been 
reassured that the company understands its security needs, in part, by making personal, on
site visits to USl's Annapolis facilities. 

Moving from the federal to the commercial marll.et is much more difficult. Reason: difference in 
mindset of vendor staff, difference in the accounting systems used. Also, entering the 
commercial market requires a large capital investment. Moving from one market to the other 
requires establishing a new sales team. Commercial salesmen need a substantial re
orientation in order to be successful in the federal market. Also, personal relationships are very 
important-In terms of clients and SI vendor/partners. 

While relationShips are always important and valuable to sales, they are MORE important in 
the federal market. This is also tnJe in the state and local government markets. At the state 
level, ALL sales are based on personal relationships. 

Lack of name recognition could be an important problem. Clearly, vendors with an established 
reputation in the commercial market will find it easier to leverage that success in the federal 
market than the reverse. Achieving distinction in some kind of specialization can offer a 
shortcut solution to this problem. 

Vendors with commercial experience that enter the federal market typically agonize over the 
"crawling pace" of the sales cycle when compared to the commercial market. 

' 7. To what extent Is cost or availability of capital a constraint in bidding for 
new outsourcing business? 

ACS 
Government 
5o'utions Group 
[#8] 

Recent changes In the federal procurement/contracting system have made lt much harder 
for vendors to win business .rway from incumbents. These changes function as an 
incentive to obviate the burdensome paperwork required to evaluate new bids by simply 
renewing contracts with incumbents. 

Aggregation of discrete types of work into ever-larger megacontracts makes it increasingly 
more difficult ior small and medium-sized vendors to win awards. 

As a result, they are obligated to win subcontracts from primes that are reluctant to give 
up shares of their business, unless absolutely necessary. Smaller vendors are unable to 
bid directly for these large contracts, which is fueling the drive toward partnering 
(sometimes reluctantly). 

Despite all the publicity to the contrary, the govemment does not seem to be enforcing 
set-asides to smal business---which is facing tough times in the federal market for the 
reasons noted above. 

Because Wall Street determines IM'lat a company's stock is worth, ACS-like other 
vendors-has been obligated to ~invent itself as an ~lrCOl'Tlpany: Thls has had a big 
effect on the federal market, but now appears to be k>sing steam. 

Compaq These factors are minimal constraints if the outsourcer has both the delivery lnfrastnJcture and 
resources to leverage. 

Convergys [#19] To date, this has not been a problem. In general, Convergys does NOT want to take over 
customer HW assets, but could use leasing as an alternative. Clear1y, having excess capacity 
in your data center.. is an asset. For that reason, company feels itself at a disadvantage in 
Europe where it does not, as yet, have its own data center faci1ity. As a temporary remedy, it 
has entered into partnering arrangements. For this, the larger you are, the more clout you 
have. Company could use 1he BOT model outside of the U.S. to mitigate risk to invested 
capital. 

At least 80% of company outsourcing work is done remotely at present (at facilities owned by 
Convergys); 20% is done on the customer's premises. 

CSC (1) [#3] As a public company, CSC must provide Its sharehokle<S with a meaningful risk-weighted 
retum. Therefore, it must balance business risks. Broad experience lets us gauge risk with 
accuracy. We have an in-house system model for program management that includes 
computation of costs and profits. 
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Difficulties in obtaining capital required for closing outsoulcing deals has never been a 
problem for CSC. Yet, availability of capital has seldom been a clea r-cut differentiator or 
predictor of market success. 

INPUT 

For example, Lockheed Martin's commercial IT business unit can daim no barrier to funding 
from its deep-pocketed parent, nevertheless, its successes in the market remain modest. The 
same can be said for UNISYS (which is leaving the federal marke t) . 

Companies such as CSC and ACS are at no disadvantage due to difficulties in accessing 
capital, but the situation depends greatly on the type of outsourcing business that a vendor 
does and its stage in the business lifecycle. For example, newl y founded Exodus 
Communications had to use equity to fund its capital requif"ements. 

After admitting that he had no experience working for a small vendor , respondent said that 
availabilfty of capital had never been a barrier to new business in h is experience. Although he 
could recall no deal that had been turned down due to the ooavaila bility of capital, he did admit 
that capital was an important factor In the competitive outsourcing market. 

He said that EDS did not often resort to off-balance sheet solutions , such as leasing, because 
it believed that it could manage equipment assets better than any leaseholder. 

Based on access to the financial resources of the Siemens globa l enterprise, Entex faces no 
capital constraints in pursu ing new business. 

Cost or lack of capital has never been an obstacle to new outsourcing contracts for Fed Data. 
As an example, respondent said that he had spent $50,000 to obtain a $5 million annual 
contract revenue stream, which he considered quite acceptable . Overall, he thought that 
federal outsourcing required little in the way of capital outlay. 

Whether for federal or commercial clients, he stressed that vendors need to use leasing 
companies for HW purchases. Even Fed Data, which has deep pockets, avoids outlays for 
capital equipment purchases as part of outsourcing deals. He gave the Peace Corps contract 
as another example; it required very little by way of upfront capital outlays. 

In the context of leasing, respondent contradicted other survey respondents who claimed that 
leasing incurred tax liabil ities. Fed Data respondent insisted that equipment located on federal 
facilities incurred no property tax burden. 

Should the vendor supply HW on a lease rather than purchase basis? Often the decision 
hinges on taxes. If the vendor owns equipment assets, it pays an 8% property tax in the 
District of Columbia and 4.5% in Virginia. In many cases, direct ve ndor ownership of HW 
results in a 15-20% cost markup. If the government awns the HW itself, it pays nothing (but 
then, after a few years, faces the threat of obsolescence along with the burden of disposal). 

Because recourse to leasing agencies (for equipment acquisition) is always an available 
alternative, vendor availab ility of capital is not a barrier to closing outsourcing deals. Yet, 
vendors should expect (and be able) to invest in the software tools that will be required to 
fullfill contracts. Because agencies are often in transition bet.veen technologies, vendors may 
spend $250,000-1 million upfront to develop the tools required to standardize, streamline and 
fulfill contracts . 

While not a problem fOf CSC, it has been a problem for ACS. At times, the company had to 
offer a qualified proposal due to the inability to deploy sufficient ca pital investment. In 
respondent's opinion the way to avoid this is to plan growth and, in any plan, capital is only 
one factor among many. 

There isn't a great need for large amounts of capital for upfront investments in connection with 
most outsourcing deals. Most costs result from acquiring customer staff. 

Even so, these costs are built into the financial structure of the entire deal. While the data 
center/ Infrastructure outsourcing business may be an exception , this is not the most attractive 
segment of the commercial outsourcing market for other reasons . It has been commoditized 
and reduced to single-dig it profit margins. 

On the issue of capital investments, we don't find capital availabi lity a constraint because there 
are numerous sources of financing, such as GM Capital, when needed. Capital commitments 
do raise the risk level , but the risk is seldom with the hardware. 

Deals fall apart based on service shortfalls . As a result, if we need to dispose of contracted 
equipment whose purcha se was financed, customers almost never ask us to pick ii up. They 
usual I buv us out at the end of a contract aQreement. We see outsourc inQ project risk in two 
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levels: 1-staffing; 2-assets 

Perot Systems As we all know pursuit cost can be very expensive. With that being said, capital to pursue an 
opportunity that we believe has a high probability of Perot Systems being successful is not a 
factor in our opportunity pursuits. 

Raytheon [#7] 
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Capital allocation requests for pursuits are denied only when we perceive there is a less than 
average chance of being successful. 

Vendors Incur virtually no capital constraints with traditional IT outsourcing. However, in the 
cast of a privatization of government hardware assets, capital is required. Even so, monies 
can typically be expended incrementally on the road to a complete buyout. 

The best solutlon: credit the vendor from the customer's cost-savings so that the vendor 
acquires eventual ownership of assets at the end of the contract term, without the need to 
make out-of-pocket cash payments. 

While large infrastructure outsourcing deals require large amounts of capital, other forms of 
outsourcing do not. 

Leasing arrangements will always represent a costly, premium solution from the client's point 
of view. He thought that only an unsophisticated customer would accept a leasing 
arrangement. 

The BOT option ls an acceptable alternative, but one that is not often used because clients 
seldom want to take IT work back in-house once it has been outsourced. 

While deep-pocket financial resources always confer certain advantages, neither availability 
nor cost of capital should be considered an obstacle to bidding new outsourcing business. 
Judicious management of leasing relationships and contracts can obviate the need for vendor 
borrowing. Another possible solution is to form a customer/vendor joint-venture, or partnership 
that permits off-balance sheet financing. 

The way to enter any new market Is to find an anchor client that is willing to serve as a 
reference in that segment. 

Differences between federal and commerclal market? The bid/proposal process in the federal 
market can be very long, detailed and burdensome. The sales cycle in the commercial market 
is usually shorter and simpler. In either case, it is important to write detailed SL.As that are 
flexible enough to take into account changes In business conditions. EDS was/is particularly 
good at this aspect of bidding. 

In some cases, vendor experience In the federal market can be used to advantage in the 
commercial market. Examples of vendors that have done this with great success include: 
CSC, Lockheed Martin and Litton. lnitlally, virtually aN of their business was in the federal 
sector, but slowly and quietly, commercial deals began to happen. 

How to overcome customer resistance in the convnercial market? 

Explain what you did in the federal market Emphasize the scale and scope of those projects. 
For example, CSC began with labor-lntensive, mu1tivendor federal projects and advanced to 
sophisticated technical work as a prime contractor. Don't neglect to mention your experience 
with federal staff transfers in connection with outsourcing deals. In the federal market, 
transfers of 200-300 people are common. 

The lack of vertical industry knowledge in the commercial sector should not pose an 
insurmountable handicap. Federal market vendors should be able to leverage their federal 
experience based on what their people actually accomplished. Avoid splashy advertising. This 
will only waste money. However, consider that you may need a new sales team. 

Federal sales are built on established relationships. Also, relations between vendors and the 
government are often contentious {which can only be handled by experienced sales people). 
Also, expect deals to be done in the commerclal sector at greater speed, involving unexpected 
developments. Expect as well top executives to wield a great deal of clout, whoever may 
present himself initially as a decision-maker. 

One point worth noting: many marketing practices that are common in the commercial sector, 
such as client entertainment, are illegal in the federal market 

Bid activity/capital is based on priority of the outsourcing bid. 
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Cost (and availability) of capital is a serious Issue and a barrier to entry. Undercaptalization 
has caused the demise of numerous would-be ASPs. 

The ASP business is very capital intensive for vendors and USI has been successful in the 
market to a large measure because it has been very successful in raising equity funding. 

Bottom line: USI has, itself, lost no new business due to insufficient capital 

8. What Important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 
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The role of the CIO and technology as it relates to business success or failure has increased 
in importance. As a result the need to buy sourcing solutions based on results is becoming 
the norm. 

From the point of view of ACS, "pure outsourcing " means providing people {bodies). This is 
generally less profitable than "impure outsourcing ,' consisting of people plus high value-added 
networking, application or other consulting services. "Profitability" is difficult to measure 
because easy assumptions don't always apply. 

For example, while teaming with a prime on a contract is generally perceived to be lower
margin for the subs, ACS factors in the much lower cost of preparing proposals and bidding 
directly. Also, subbing generally leads to a pipeline of additional business, so it is usually 
worthwhile to participate as a means of getting a vendor's foot in the door to places that would 
be otherwise inaccessible. Therefore, while seat management and desktop service contracts 
may not appear attractive in themselves , they can serve as conduits to other, more attractive 
business. 

Beyond that, respondent believes strongly that the critical key to profitability Is not the size of 
the margin associated with a given contract, but the way in which the contract is managed and 
strategized , i.e., how this contract/business fits into a comprehensive sales/marketing plan. 

The ASP model is "outsourcing light." Expect sharp consolidation ln this segment of 
outsourcing. Also, expect increasing demand for, and use of offshore outsourcing facilities. 
Convergys is moving in this direction and will likely announce such a facility soon. It already 
has a data center in Canada. 

The role of consultants to expedite outsourcing deals will increase. Convergys has had 
relationships with them in the past. They can provide critical help when a vendor moves into a 
new market. 

Clearly, customers want increasingly comprehensive outsourcing contracts {for example, the 
LOG MA army contract). The first federal outsourcing contracts involved the transfer of civil 
servants and covered rudimentary transaction processing tasks. These contracts were 
followed with more complex ones involving enterprise architectures and supply chain 
management. 

Overall, customers are driven by the value potential of IT outsourcing . Also, they are trying to 
cope with technological change. They don't know how to do it and they are admitting with 
increasing frequency that they need help in identifying the best solutions to their business 
problems. 

The federal retirement situation is a "bombshell: We see federal employee unions as 
important allies (ex. IRS). 

Sole-sourcing? If you become a real "!>olutions provider ," then you become a natural 
contender for sole·sourced contracts. Much work is done in the federal market under task 
orders, and these are not necessarily competitive {ex. the contract that USPS awarded 
recently to Federal Express on a sole•sourced basis). 

The new Republican administration may allocate higher budgets to the DoD, but eventually 
"reality will set in· and the government will be obligated to move increasingly toward 
privatization of functions that are currently performed by civil servants and/or military 
personnel . 

Customers want to grow their businesses, but they cannot do so with their eldsting IT 
infrastructure . They can't support their actual or expected growth with existing staff and 
facilities. CSC sees much opportunity around the globe, especially for work with U.S. 
companies that are expanding abroad. Typically, CSC begins a relationship by doing work for 
the U.S. units, and then expands the relationship to doing client work for units located outside 
of the U.S. The averaQe size of outsourcina contracts is increasina. at least for CSC even 
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while the number of deals is shrinking somewhat. 

CSC revenues are now about $5 billion, derived from work for Fortune 500 companies. CSC 
targets "mid-tier" customers, which it describes as having revenues or $1-5 billion. Top-tier 
companies typically have revenues above $5 billion. As an example, J. Crew awarded a 
contract based on an IT budget of $2-30 million annually. Companies in this mid-tier segment 
can't field sufficient IT resources and they outsource out of necessity. 

Opportunities are now increasingly global rather than national and the most attractive segment 
has become the midmari<el-which is also on the move globa lly. 

Vendors expecting lo make the transition from the federal to the commercial market need to 
build a base on their federal experience-following CSC's example. The company took its 10· 
15 years of experience In working for federal clients that made high demands for technical 
discipline and process management to the commercial market, albeit with adaptations. We 
discovered that we could be very successful with commercia l clients by applying the same 
processes globally that we had used for federal customers. 

At the same time, realize that partnerships take time-whether with customers or other vendors. 
You must work your way up to a position of trust. There is no shortcut to the position of 
"trusted advisor.~ 

Insofar as possible , use industry analysts to spread the word about your capabilities cost
effectively. 

In the 1990s, customers were motivated to outsource primarily by a desire to achieve cost
savings. This motive was superseded by a realization that lack of internal resources made 
outsourcing an imperative beyond potential cost-savings. Eventually, cost-savings will move 
back into the top position as an action criterion, but at the moment customers are giving 
priority to the need to standardize their IT environments as a precondition for achieving cost
savings. 

CSC showcases its heritage of wor1< experience in the area of security for classified federal 
customers. Worth noting, this experience proved decisive in winning the Nortel contract. Top 
management decided that CSC's skills in this area were eminently transferable-and 
desirable. 

Respondent cited a move toward s1rategic outsourcing and away from commodity outsourcing. 
Discussions between EDS and prospective customers usually center on the nature of the long
term, strategic contribution that the vendor can make to lhe customer's business model. 

Risk-sharing? 

Respondent commented that, while the customer wanted lo consider the IT vendor a partner, 
there was no strong trend toward induding vendors in risk-sharing and profit-sharing 
arrangements as part of an outsourcing contract. While customers may be intrigued initially by 
the idea as a way to provide incentives and punishments to the vendor, they usually conclude 
that there is no effective way lo measure the vendor's contrib ution to revenues and profits 
separate from the rest of the customer's organization. 

Also, changes in business conditions are common and, when they occur, they usually disrupt 
whatever sharing arrangements had been in place previously. 

Customers are looking for more complete outsourcing solutions. They want to work with 
fewer suppliers. They prefer the prime (general contracto r) model whereby a lead vendor 
manages the relationships and monitors the work of subcontractors. Overall, they want to 
reduce headcount. 

The transition toe-business is making competition between vendors more intense. 
Smaller vendors are being relegated to subcontract roles , where margins are lower. 

Important changes in the federal market include: 

People are recognizing the need for change, both in terms of budgets and staffs. 

There is a genuine effort underway to understand how to make the transition from internal 
to outsourced IT functions. 

The TCO concept is spreading in the government (even though it is seldom able to 
specify its costs accurately). Agencies are making progress in analyzing their ·hard " costs 
for equ·pment. but having great difficulty in assessing their "soft" costs for people. HR. 
etc., which is necessa ry in order to compute accurate, projec ted cost savings. 
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Federal outsourcing business is moving In the same direction as the commercial market
•upwards" toward increasingly comprehensive, BPO-oriented contracts. If so, Is seat 
management on the way out and, as a result, unattractive to vendors? Absolutely not: "Seat 
management is like getting the camel's nose under the tent." 

Typically, during the term of a seat management contract, 10-25% of incremental revenue 
materializes (based on total value of the seat management contract). This explains part of the 
advantage of being an incumbent; agencies are unlikely to go else1Nhere to have work done 
that can be given conveniently and simply to the vendor that is already on the premises and 
performing satisfactorily. 

Does this mean that vendors either can, or shoukl bid for new seat management contracts on 
a nerprofit basis in the hope that these incremental revenues will ultimately make the total 
customer relationship profitable. 

Respondent believes that this is a high-risk way to do business because an unprofitable 
vendor Is unlikely to be either able, or motivated, to do the highest quality work on the initial 
contract. If work on the basic contract is lackluster or deficient, then the expected, incremental 
revenue will not materialize. 

In the near future, the federal workforce will experience a massive wave of retirements, and 
there are no young replacements for them on the horizon. Young recruits want better 
hardware and working environments. 

During the next two years, the government will continue to play catch up; after that , expect 
large new outsourcing contracts because there will be no viable alternative. Union-inspired 
anti-outsourcing efforts (TRAC) will continue, but reality can't be changed. 

Clearly , the outsourcing market is moving toward BPO in the sense that customers are using 
vendors to take over even more complex and comprehensive packages of business functions. 

At the same time, vendors should be aware that the opportunity is greater than the reality. 
Clients continue to be reluctant to hand over to vendors too much of what they perceive to be 
"control" over their core business processes, so fulfilling the market's potential remains a hard 
sell. Also, never forget that there is always internal resistance to BPO. Incumbent employees 
always fear that headcount reductions will inevitably follow any BPO contract, if not all 
outsourcing. 

The SL.A Game 

Clients look to SLAs as a justification for their decision to give up direct control; SLAs are 
wielded as Indirect control. Yet, in most cases, customers demand very exacting SLAs without 
realizing or admitting that, in fact, the high levels demanded by the SLA may never have been 
achieved by the organization, may not be possible, or-if possible-may be neither necessary, 
nor cost-effective. 

Smart vendors can expect to find excellent opportunities for growth in the ASP field (fixed 
services delivered for fixed prices on a monthly pay-by-the-drink basis). The danger is 
excessively fast growth and letting costs get out of control. Remember. ultimately, when all is 
said and done, ALL outsourcing deals are motivated by a customer desire to save money, 
however expressed. 
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Keane Market Trends 

Keane 2 
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In his opinion, the ASP model has failed-at least insofar as having an appeal for Keane's 
target market of Global 2000 organizations. They require sign ificant amounts of customization , 
cannot use "plain Vanilla" applications. Therefore, ASPs ca nnot serve their needs cost
effectivety. 

Changes In the Outsourcing Market 

Customer interest in IT outsourcing is rising, especially for application management and 
development. Now, customers outsource these functions as part of a competitive strategy. 
They wan t to streaml ine their operations, offload nonstrategic IT functions so that internal 
staff can be used for higher value-added, core, pmprietary IT development pmjects. 

The mle of the CIC is changing. He/she is no longer an all-around guru or "builder: 
Today, the CIO functions more as a general contractor (supervisor) of IT outsourcing 
vendor relationsh ips. 

Customers are moving toward one-stop shopping for outsourcing, but they also want best
of-breed solutions. Therefore, larger companies are less interested in "extreme" 
outsourcing whereby they hand over to an outsourcing vendor complete responsibility for 
their entire IT infrastructure. large companies want to select the best solutions available , 
even if procured from a variety of vendors. In contras t, smaller companies may still find 
iotal" or "extreme" outsourcing appealing whereby they, in effect, depend er,tirely on 
outsourcers for their back office and IT infrastructure. 

Also, large organ izations are increasingly skeptical that any IT vendor can "do it all,• 
Including IBM. Customers are maturing and moving up a learning curve. When data 
center management is outsourced today, applications are usually kept In-house, or given 
to a different vendor. 

Contract consuttants are being used with increasing frequency. They are advising 
customers to avoid long contracts, aim at 3-5 year dura tions , insist on best-of-breed 
solutions and a favorable value metric . 

Customers are developing a much higher comfort level than ever before with the outsourcing 
of more compreher,sive departmental functions. They like the idea of IT -oriented facilities 
management with us as a partner. 

Some consultants are now charging a "success fee" for introducing vendors to pmspective 
customers. Example: Everest, which has a vendor/clier,t exchange service. Clients are 
typically aware of consultant fees, but consider them part of the total cost of a deal. While 
consultants never take responsibility for a client's decision , it is clear that there are times when 
they are able to dicta te to the customer which vendor to selec t 

However, the use of consultants doesn't eliminate the need for a good sales and marketing 
effort. Consultants can be a positive element of the total sales process, particularly if they have 
strong personal relationshlps and reputations . 

Important outsourcing consultants indud e, in addition to Everest, Gartner, Technology 
Business lntemaUonal (TBI), Technology Partners lntemational (TPI) and Transition Partners, 
along with The Outsourcing Institute. 

Vendors entering the market need to convince these consultants of their value pmposilion. 

Customers are getting into more sophisticated types of contrac ting and they are using outside 
consultants. There is increasing pressure to improve SLA promises. The challenge is to 
deliver business value based on demonstrable metrics and performance measurements. 
Historically, the federa l market has been more demanding in this regard than the commercial 
market, but that is changing rapidly. There is much business available for maintenance of 
legacy IT systems, but this work is being rapidly commod itized and is no longer considered 
attractive by vendors . 

If you look at the IT outsourcing market from the top down from the vendor's point of view, the 
most profitable types of business are: 

A combination of new application development and maintenance of existing applications 

Consulting-oriented work to plan, build and strategize new IT structures 

Least profitable is data center management and transaction processing. 

Also attractive, application management contracts that include a-solution development work. 
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Keane's formula is: 

Plan - consulting, strategy 

Build - e-solutions, Web-enablement 

Manage - full application management outsourcing and/or development, data center 
management (or federal seat management) 

The most important change over recent years has been the government's decision (mainly 
DoD) to give up Insisting on ·bespoke." or customized IT solutions, either equipment or 
software. NOIN, the government prefers to buy commonly available solutions off the shelf. This 
represents a big change. 

Another important change has been the increasing use of outsourcing consultants by 
customers. Today it is common to spend 5% of the total contract value on paying 
consultants-and they work for both customers and vendors. 

Preferences 

IBS would prefer to do high-end, high value-added a-business projects, but to date the 
company has done somewhat small deals, which are typically broken In to pieces and 
awarded to multiple vendors. 

IT infrastructure management is still profitable, but it is very difficult to differentiate yourself in 
this segment from your competitors. The skills have been oommoditized. AISo, these projects 
are complex and require highly developed project management skills on the part of the vendor. 

This is a perennial challenge: how to differentiate your company and your offer from 
competitors. IBS doesn't play in the same league as IBM, EDS and CSC. IT targets deals in 
the hundreds of millions of dollars, not billions. 

Respondent describes IBS as "big enough to do the job, but small enough to give attention to 
customer needs." In contrast, for a company such as IBM, NO deal is big. IBM has a pipeline 
of $1 billion deals. For IBS, the ·sweet spor is a deal in the $100-500 range. There it can 
compete effectively. IBS bills itself as a "full-term participanr that is more accessible to client 
managements. 

Perot Systems The ability to do something better , faster and cheaper ls the price of entry today . Clients today 
(#22) are looking for strategic partners that offer breadth and depth. Clients are seeking ways that 

they can drive business to fewer partners and hold them accountable for the results. Basically 
treating their service providers as an extension of their IT department and business units. 

Lockheed 
Martin [#4) 

CYNDC1 

One other area that we, the incumbents, seem to be ignoring is the possibility of new 
competitors in our space. We have done a very good job of warning our clients that, in the 
new economy paradigm, competitors are in every vertical. We point to Enron and others as 
examples. 

The creation of shared services groups that are independent of their parents possess industry 
knowledge, relationships, and an understanding of industry applications and technologies that 
can be tapped as solutions. They have been authorized to capture revenue from other firms, 
but because of their organizational structure, they have not been successful. I see these as 
potential back office competitors. 

One the front end what if Amazon, Yahoo or Ebay decided to get into the CRM space? The 
virtual companies we are building today possess the skillsets and knowledge to be our 
potential competitors tomorrow. 

Important Changes Underway in the Outsourcing Industry 

Primary among these, at least in the federal market, is the anti-outsourcing lobby. Respondent 
believes strongly that union-led efforts to kill federal outsourcing will lead to disaster. The A-76 
machinery in place that attempts to verify the cost-effectiveness of outsourcing is not working 
well because of the many difficulties in the way of computing federal costs. "Savings" can be 
deceptive, primarily because they ignore the need for technology "refresh." The desire of 
federal employees to assure their job security Is understandable, but doomed. The skill$ 
shortage will grow ever more acute. Also, the federal "customer" is incapable of foreseeing 
technological advances. The slow procurement cycle ensures that almost whatever is 
purchased will be obsolete, or almost obsolete by the time it is implemented. 

The skills shortage will worsen. Why would young techies want to work for the government, 
the respondent asks when thev tvoicallv have more comoutina oower on their wrist watches 
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or in their PDAs than they can find on many agency desktops. Techies will be attracted to work 
environments were they can use cutting-edge technology. Obsolete federal hardware only 
exacerbates the flight of young techies to the commercial sector. 

Customers are becoming more sophisticated and outsourcing is becoming more acceptable. 
CIOs used to oppose outsourcing; now, they embrace ii. The size of deals is getting smaller, 
which reflects-in part-reluctance to give up too much control (customers are giving a larger 
number of smaller-sized oltsourcing contracis to multiple vendors). 

Question: Is the role of customer-engaged consultants becoming more common and more 
important? 

Yes, but consultants can create a conflict of interest with clients because they are paid on a 
time-spent basis. Therefore, it is to their interest to lengthen the sales/proposal/bid process 
rather than shorten it. 

When asked if vendors could, or should depend on consultants to bring them into outsourcing 
deals in new markets, respondent commented that this was a "loser·s point of view, depending 
on the consultants used. " He said that Cap Gemini had won some excellent business through 
TPI and other consUtants because, while the vendor's work was good, it had little name 
recognition in the U.S. market. Consultants liked being able to recommend a lesser-known, but 
high-quality vendor lo clients because it made them appear more competent. 

Respondent emphasized that the use of consultants to bring in outsourcing business should 
be regarded as merely an alternate sales channel, not one that any vendor could rely on 
exclusively. 

In the federal marketplace, UNISYS believes that outsourcing \Nill play a significant role as 
government is being downsized and asked to do more with less. A-76 issues and unions need 
to be addressed. 

Today, there is much better recognition of the value of IT outsourcing than there was 
previously. And there Is better understanding of the ASP model-albeit acceptance has been 
quicker In the commercial market than in the federal market. 

Currently, USI has a total of 208 clients, signed over the past two years (during the first year of 
the company's existence, it was not operational). Total value of signed contracts exceeds 
$400 million. USI gained its first public sector client in 20 1999, its second in 30 1999, and the 
remaining ones in 30 and 40 2000. 

Use of Consultants 

Respondent: "I don't like consultants because they are difficult to manage. I prefer the direct 
sales model. 

We rely on oltsolJcin g consultants to bring us into deals, but we must maintain our own in
house sales force as wel . At 1he least, we need sales dosers." 

9. Top down, which types of outsoorc lng can you do most profitably? (Reasons?) 

COMPAQ [#18] 
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Full IT and Process Outsourcing - ability and expertise to manage the clients desired 
business results. 

"Next Generation Mgmt" Infrastructure - ability to manage the risk of transition to the 
clients' desired state. 

EWorkplace (asset mgmt) - the management of all dl ange, moves, adds around network 
access devices such as: desktop, PDA, messaging and enterprise help desk support. 

~ expertise, process and methodologies that can provide the desired consistent office 
environment required by the client to perform their business offerings is situated in a highly 
competitive market. (4) Customer Care (Enterprise Help Desk) 

REASON: specific helpdesk support (level 1) is focused usually on cost reduction for the 
client. The mark.el is a highly competitive market INhen the offering is transitioned to an 
enterprise approach integrating requirements for multi-language, application and international 
support the value to both the client and the sourcer increase. (5) Private Storage Utility and 
Business Continuity 

~: This offering provides the integrated support of both product and services to secure 
the valuable information of our clients. 
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~ - Biling solutiorlS due to high transaction volume; next call centers . Compan y 
prefers longer•term cortracts (5 years +) in order to maximize pro fit. 

Without a doubt, network management and consulting are much more profitable for Entex than 
"break/fix" desktop services. 

Yet, Ent ex will not enter inlo a desktop services contract on a low o r no·profit basis in the hope 
that future, lucrative addi tional business will materialize to make the overall relationship 
profitable. While it is true that having an incumbent contractor refa lio nship almost always 
results in incremental business, to depend on that business from the outset is a recipe for 
disaster. 

Types of Outsourcing that Can Be Done Most Profitably 

Enterprise seat management, meaning bundled contracts for help desk, network 
management, LAN , break/fix work, HW/SW acquisition, some application managemen t 
and development wOf1<. 

Network/LAN adminis tration 

Help desk (vdiich has been mainly commoditized) 

Web hosting/Web sile devel opment Contracts here are sm all, but likely to grnw in volume 
and importance for the government. 

logicon is doing some wo rk on the state and local government level, including data center 
management. The potential for this is good, but contracts at pre sent are small. E..gov is still in 
the future. 

Getronics sees excellenl. potential in seat management in the federal market. 

Getronics has experience in dealing with unions in non·seat management contracts . 
Confrontation is unnecessary. However, vendors must recognize that unions have an inheren t , 
vested Interest in increas ing headcoun t , not reducing it, whieh creates fundam ental conflicts of 
Interest between unions and outsourcers. 

Vendors need to face the tnAh : "You can't be eve rythi ng to eve ryone.~ Respondent believes 
strongly that you need lo be able to use the same software tool set fo r a significa nt period of 
time (in order to amortize your costs). Yet, this did not mean that Ge tronics was inclined to 
acquire the software companies that are its current partners and on wh ich it depends for 
elements of its, in effect . proprietary seat management solutk>n. Reason: "We don't want to be 
in the software business .~ 

Getronics does, howe ver , build/assemble a basic tools that it use s repeatedly. It does NOT 
buy off·the·shelf solution s from Tuvalu or Computer Associates . 

For us, the most profitab le type of outsourcing business is netwofk services and remote 
storage. Desktop services trails . In our experience, commercial co nlracts are usually at least 
twice as profitable as fed eral ones , i.e., with 20% margins rathe r than 10%. We would enter a 
market with low profit marg ins (5-6%) only ifwe thought there was good potential to move the 
busine ss up quickly lo the 1{)-,12% level. 

This group accounts f()( 20% of total revenues. 

There are no staff training probl ems that are critical to our gro up. 

Pero1 Systems Business Process Outsou rcing: Most organizations today view the automation of a business 
process as a major milestone , and in many cases it is. However , the true value is to 
determine if the process is worth automating to begin with. Bus iness Process Automation 
provides the initial quick hit to secure funding from CapX. The real value though is how a 
particular process, or subproc ess, can be redesigned and mea sured to become better aligned 
to the corporate vision and strategy. The inefficiencies once iden tified and resolved deliver 
significant operational and cost improvement and in some situa tions positively affect top line 
growth. 

CYNDC1 

Application Outsourcing : W e have the ability to transfer this work to a JV in India, HPS, that is 
a Managed level 5 of the Capability Maturity Model for the Softwa re Engineering Institute . 
This disciplined process approach provides us with efficiencies that reduces the time and risk 
in making enhanc ements and performing maintenance of the ch ose n applicati on. Additi onally 
the Indian labor rates are signi flcanUy lowe r than US based rates allowing us to pe rform thi s 
service better. faster and chea per than our clients. 

Web M:=maaemenl Se...,...." s: Th e abilitv to co mbine our infrastructu re com oetencv with HPS 
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SAIC 

enables Perot Systems to compete very effectively in this space, especially when the 
requirement is high availability supporting a mission critical app lication. 

Program Management: Perot Systems will outsource the management of a single or multiple 
projects and leverage ours, or the clients, project managemen t methodology. These 
engagements typica lly involved some type of risk/reward component which significantly 
increases the operational margins for Perot. 

SAIC can do the management and development of SW applications most profitably-along 
with related consulting. For a somewhat lower margin, it could also do network management 
profitably. 

Clearly, data center management and desktop management we re the least profitable types of 
outsourcing for SAIC. 

UNISYS [#16} Data Center, lnfraslructure and transaction processing. 

10. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

ACS Information technology outsourcing 
Government 
Solutions Group 
1#81 
CSC In the federal market, CSC considers application managemen t an important strength. In the 

commercial market, application management is typicaly bundled with a variety of other 
setvices in the commercial market. 

Duling the last three years, CSC was well positioned to leverage commercially tested solutions 
to federal clients-as evidenced by wins at IRS and the Army logistics contracts. Also, 
experience with delivering on SLAs is critical: vendors in the federal market must be 
comfortable with perfonnance-based contracting. This is also a great advantage in the 
commercial market 

Beyond that, CSC has 20 years of experience and demonstra ted success delivering on 
contracts for the opera tion of military bases-despite the political power of unions. 

Fed Data Fed Data's primary expertise is in the seat managemenVenterplise management area, and 
secondarily in network management 

littonfPRC [#1] Our areas of outsourc ing expertise indude: 

Help desk 

• Storage on demand (for customers that don't want to buy new storage capacity directly, 
but prefer that the vendor put his own equipment on the customer's site and operate it). 

The key to success, for us, in the data storage market is to be able to set up hardware at the 
customer's facility. It can also be done remotely at our facility , but there is more competition in 
that approach. We like going to the customer's site because it (literally) gives us a foot in the 
door with potential for increased account penetration. 

Perot Systems Enterprise outsourcing today. BPO in the future 
1#221 
UNISYS [#16] Data Center and lnlrastructure management. 

11. What process do you uae for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

Compaq Compaq has disciplined approaches to pricing. 

Convergys [#19] Company uses a standard price book that includes Total Cost of Ownership models (TCO). 
These will vary depending on the billing platform used. Convergys tries to create a strategic 
partnership with customer: "1/1/e try to help the customer understand his TCO-then we show 
how costs can be cut.· 

CSC CSC does a comprehensive solution development/solution des ign estimate, including the cost 
of implementation before pricing a deal. Company uses a "cost build up• model (others use a 
cost-savings or percentage of promised savings method) . In the cast of most contracts, there 
is a base cost to the customer with adjustments accon:ling to business volumes. It is important 
to build variability of parameters into the contract from the start. As an example , due to a late 
acquisition, the Nortel contract required an adjustment of eq,ected transaction volumes even 
before the contract was signed. 
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Entex Generally, the average size of Entex's bids is small. Large bids require top management's 
approval. Entex doesn't go cold-calling. It will usually take a piece of a larger contract and try 
to expand the relationship. 

Fed Data 

Getronics 

The proposal costing model is based on clear definitions of the woric: to be perfonned. This Is 
reviewed periodically and profitability is recalculated. Independen t audits confinn these 
numbers. Entex does offer wor1c:: priced on a volume basis. Key factor: build into SLAs from the 
outset a clearly defined pricing mechanism that adjusts for changes in the customer's business 
model. SLAs are more of a problem in Europe. 

Also, success in pricing requires excellent Project Management skil ls . Europe is more 
advanced in the training of project managers (esp. Siemens, wh ich has a high reputation in 
this area). 

Fed Data uses models fa< projecting cost and pricing models as part of the proposal/bid 
process. To be worthwhi le, seat management contracts need to be sufficiently large to give 
vendor economies of scale. Cost projection models can be re-used-they are not developed 
de nova for each new bid. Fed Data uses a know'ledge manageme nt system and believes that, 
in general, this approadl could be used for bidding in the conwnercia l market as well. 

Getronics has no "black box" that it uses to compute contract profita bility: "We just tinker and 
adapt." To respondent's knowledge, there is no good contract cosVprofit model. In reality, 
"outsourcing contracts are like DNA, each one is different. Pricing is an art . ." because there 
are no precise data. 

Expect that the costs , tenns and SLAs of an outsourcing contract wi ll be subject to continual 
change. It is common for vendors to "take hits " in the form of unexpected costs. 

In the federal maric:et, there is always a security dimension to the work (with associated costs). 
When agency needs change, and their budgets do not, we are off.en in the position of 
negotiating adjustments In SLAs, faster or slower refesh rates, return to service guarantees, 
etc., in order to keep contract costs within budget AND meet the agency's current 
requirements. The trick is always to figure out how to do this. make a profit, and NOT change 
the customer's cost. 

Litton/PRC [#1) We have no master compu ter model for computing the profitabi lity of a contract. 

Lockheed Breakeven on contracts is computed according to a sophisticated model that we use. With it, 
Martin [#4) we can track profitab~ity over time and taking into account changes that occur during the life of 

the contract. 

In general, we expect breakeven to occur about 1-2 years into a contract, assuming an 
average tenn of seven years. Longer contracts clearly provide better opportunities for 
economies of scale. Upfront outlays can be problematic. Responden t disqualifies IDIQ 
contracts from ever being considered "outsourcing," which is done on a fixed-task, fixed-cost 
or cost-plus basis. In respondent's opinion, an IDIQ contract is ~a license to spend marketing 
dollars.• 

IBS uses an in-house mod~ to compute the cost (and profit) from contract bidding. Typically, 
outsourcing is a low~argin business In the early years. 

In the past , IBS tried to take the "business case• of the customer into account (stage in 
company life cycle). Now, IBS prefers multiyear deals 'Mlose revenues are booked on a 
percentage completion basis. JBS prepares bids on a forecast of total contract costs. 

Perot Systems Each opportunity is assigned a cost center where all expenses for people and material are 
[#22J assigned. 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as 
changes are made over time? 

ACS 
Government 
Solutions Group 
!#8] 

CYNDC1 

Compared to the 3,000-4,000 people in the IT Tedlnical Solution s part of the Government 
Solutions Group, the bus iness development staff totals only about 15, plus another 12 that 
work on proposal preparation. 

Sales and marketing costs are higher in the commercial maric:et br many reasons, including 
higher levels of compensation. For example, while a salesman In the federal market may eam 
a salary of $80-120,000 , on the commercial side salaries range from $0-80,000. 

Why zero? Commercial salesman can forego salary in favor of a percentage of the size of the 
total deal (typically 20/o}. As a result, they can earn several hundred thousand dollars. 
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Convergys Beyond revenues from outsourcing, Convergys typically derives 20-30% of total revenues from 
provision of Professio nal Services in the IMG division. This is usually for some kind of system 
integration work. Company is often hired to build this component into its original project 
management plans and contract provisions. 

This comment was made in the context of asking if the company had ever low-balled a 
contract proposal for little or no profit in order to get a fool in the customer's door. Respondent 
denied this (they all do), but admitted that, at times, it could shave the outsourcing contract 
profit margin if the SI professional services component were large enough. 

Convergys tries to extend contract. durations well before their expiration in order to reinforce 
client relationships. 

Litton/PRC [#1] All opportunities are modeled with assumptions of the desired target level that we believe we 
can achieve and are reviewed periodlcally. 

UNISYS [#16) Yes 

Our bids are based on oontrad type and requirements. 

13. How burdensome are the overall sales & marketina costs associated with 
winning new outsourcing contracts? {Federal vs commercial?} 

ACS 
Government 
Solutions Group 
(#8) 

Minimal 

Convergys [#19] Respondent believes that company's sales costs are relative ly low, at 5% of total contract 
value-or less. He b8'ieves that they could be even lower in the federal market. He 
commented that he lhou{tlt there were higher contract capture costs In the federal market, 
along with a higher level of "hassles.· 

He expects the company's sales and marketing costs to RISE , albelt not so high as the 
average for sol'l:ware vendors (10-15% of sales revenues). 

CSC (1) [#3] Many task orders inciude a host of smaller deals that can be bid at little cost. 

CSC 2 Business development costs are clearly higher on the comme rcial side-basically because 
there is more travel required. All federal clients are located conveniently in one central 
location. Nevertheless , federal proposal preparation costs are higher than the corresponding 
costs to prepare a oommercial bid. 

CSC manages costs carefully; all expenses are evaluated with care so that they cannot 
become burdensome. 

Company uses a "pursuit model" scaling that computes (and sets a cap on) marketing costs as 
a percentage of total contract value. 

Commercial marketing challenge: each company has its own organizational hierarchy, yet 
vendors must Seam how to streamline their sales approach and go directly to the top decisioll
makers. 

Entex Marketing costs for desktop management are less than those for "complete· or "extreme• 
outsourcing, i.e., lotail data center management. National government bids are more expensive 
(especially in Europe). However, this is a non-issue for Entex, whose business is U.S.-based. 
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Marketing Strategy 

How does Enlex priori tize its prospects? According to (1) size of customer by revenues 
[Fortune 100-500 ranked]. Currently, Entex has 50 active customers from among the Fortune 
100. In particular , Ent ex pays attention to the "IT intensity" of prospects, or the percentage of 
revenues allocated annualy to the IT budget. By this ranking , manufacturing is lower than 
financial services because companies in the sector lend to have smaller IT budgets in 
proportion to revenues. The sweet spot companies that spend $100-500 million annually 
based on revenues of at least $1 billion. 

Entex wori<s prospect lists with some attention to geography, even though outsourcing work 
can be done remotely. Salesmen usually focus on co"1>anies based on HO and then follow 
them geographically. 
The approach of Entex is very different from the approach of Siemens in Europe. In Europe, 
there is more emnhasis on aeonranhv_ with staff allocated on a aeooraahic basis at rooional 
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centers, with less on-site staff. In contrast, in the U.S. Entex maintains large numbers of staff 
working at customer work.sites. 

Other differences between the U.S. and Europe 

Because the mobile telecom environment is more standardized and more advanced in Europe, 
wireless LANs are more widespread in Europe. The U.S. market is 3-5 years behind in this 
respect. 

Overall, respondent believes that marketing costs at Fed Data run about 20% of the total cost 
of doing business, which includes administrative overhead , HR and related, direct costs. Yes, 
20% is high now due to various unusual circumstances. He would expect a nonnal level for 
such costs to be 10-15% in the federal market and 6-9% in the commercial market. 

The primary reason by sales costs are lower in the commercial market is that the sales cycle is 
much shorter. 

Respondent did not believe that there was much difference, ultimately, in the level of sales and 
marketing cost levels in the federal and commercial markets. But there is a big difference in 
the cost of marketing a seat management contract and prospecting for new business on a 
labor/materials basis. In that case, vendors participate, in essence, in a beauty contest with 
each other. The process for awarding GSA seat management contracts has been streamlined 
considerably. They can now be completed in less than six months, while other types of 
contracts take 6-9 months-and incur higher sales costs. Getronics spends an average of 
$200,000 in sales costs for each seat management contract that it wins. 

Decisions may come more quickly in the commercial market, but contract implementation can 
be slower . Obviously, it is easy to identify federal agency sales targets. This is a more difficult 
and costly process in the commercial market. 

On the commercial side, it is usually cost-effective to use consultants. 

Importance of inside contacts? "We had NO presence at all at Treasury, but we succeeded in 
winning new business in open competition, without pre-existing relationships.- Respondent 
believes that this is exactly the experience that GSA is promoting. 

On this point, burd8flsome Bid and Proposal costs (B&P) can contribute to undoing a vendor's 
success. This process is generally more complex in the federal market. It is easy to waste 
money in either the federal or the commercial market if you don 't target your efforts carefully. 
You should always be asking the same question: where can I add value? 

Take care regarding your relations with outsourcing consultants. 

Some of them are NOT the vendors' friend. They are making it harder for vendors to close 
deals insofar as they run up costs. For example, a consultant may believe that it both 
enhances his client credibility (and fattens his fee) if he summons ten vendors instead of three 
to present bids. Yet, it is usually more realistic to ask only 2-3 to incur the expense of 
preparing and presenting bids and the others typically waste their time and money. Truth be 
told, there is a lot of self-deception at work on all sides of the equation, customer, consultant 
and vendor . 

The commercial market has higher sales and marketing costs. As noted ear1ier, lt will cost 
substantial amounts of money to achieve name recognition initially in the commercial market. 
Note that many sales and marketing practices that are standard in the commercial market are 
prohibited in the federal market. 
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Most outsourcing transactions make provision for imbedded sa les and marketing costs along 
with technical costs . In respondent's opinion, marketing costs are lower with commercial 
outsourcing deals because the federal procurement process ca n be quite lengthy. For 
example, a $750 milli on federal market deal took three years to negotiate and cost LM millions 
In expense. ln contra st , a commercial deal valued at $350 mili on required only 12 PowerPoint 
slides to dose the sale. 

Key point you must know who the decision-makers are . 

IBS wants to do deals that are big enough to eli'n inale smaller competitors. Above $1 
billion, there are only a few players. 

IBS doesn't make low-margin contract bids in the hope that we will be able to scrounge 
some profit out of the deal in future years. This is simply self-deceptive thinking. 

Sales and Marketing 

Vendors should establ ish good contacts w ith the pr\ncipal outs ourcing consultants, including 
Transaction Business International (TBI). Transaction Partners International (TPI), Transition 
Partners, KPMG , the Outsourcing Institute, and the Outsourcing Exchange. Also, vendors 
should participate in industry conferences and events . 

Respondent doesn 't believe that vendors in the commercial IT outsourcing market need 
hundreds of salesm en. They only need to establish cont act with these few consultants 
mentioned abo ve . Using them effectively can leverage a vend or 's business from zero to $1 
billion in 4-5 yea rs. 

Take Exult as an example. It went from zero to $3 billion in on e year-with no sales force. The 
company focuses on huge BPO, single contracts annual ly. 

Any vendor can enter the commercial market quickly and make a big impact by using 
consultants . No need to establish a geographically-oriented sa les force . 

There Is muc h pricing pressure and commoditiz ation of services in the IT outsourcing ma rket. 
As a result, it Is very important to avoid excessive SG&A spe nding-espec ially because these 
costs don't rise in proportion to the size of the deal. They rem ain the same . Ergo , It is more 
cost-effective to targe t larger deals. 

Perot Systems Currently, Perot Syst ems does not compete for Federal contracts. This should provide the 
strongest answ er of the burd en in pursuing that business. 

Raytheon [#7] 

SAJC [#20] 

US1ntemet
worktng [#14) 
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As for commercial , we are selective on what we pursue so the overall cost, while expensive, is 
not over burdensom e. 

In general, marketing and sales costs '!Nill be higher in the co mm ercial market. Although 
individuals are re-tra inable , it is likely that a brand new sa les staff would be required by an 
effort to break into the commercial market from a springboa rd in the federal sector. Worth 
noting, persona l con tacts are critical to success in both ma rkets and salesmen are likely to 
have cultivated these contacts over a period of years 'Nhile working successfully in either one 
or the other of thes e markets. 

Marketing and sel ling costs generated prior to prese ntation of a proposal are difficult to 
con tain. Kee ping such cos ts to a reason able level Is especi ally Important in th e commerc ial 
mark et. Their costs need to be better focused , i.e ., targeted to spe cific industries or industry 
segments. Vendors need to give careful consideration to thet r core capabiliUes and show that 
they understand the needs of commercial customers. 

ln the commercial market , a vendor may spend more as a pe rcentage of the total size of the 
contract. In the federal market, vendor marketing cos ts may be lower as a percentage of 
(larger) sized contra cts, but the absolute dollar amounts WTH be similar to costs in the 
commercial market. 

While the cost of sal es is higher in commercial markets, the g ros s profit margin is also 
substantla ly higher, so deals In that market can bear the highe r sales costs without 
depressing net profits . 

Finall y, while there are potential prospects in every vertical ind ustry, you must spend your 
sales and marketing budget according to targets and priori ties . 

Spe ndi ng in too man y direction s at once will prove unsucces sful. Insofar as there is a 
tendenc y to "vert icaliz e" the sales and marke ting staff. it is bes t to let this happen natu rally in 
the course of doi ng busin ess , rather th an by top-down pla nnlng. 
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UNISYS [#16) Some Federal bid/sales expenses are much lower than in the commercial market. 

14. Has Inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your 
ability to close new outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

ACS 
Government 
Solut ions Group 
[#8] 

Convergys 

csc 

No, it has not 

This issue doesn't apply to Convergys to any significant extent. Wh ile the company can do 
"co-sourcing" whereb y it takes over the customer's existing ca l ce nter-and in those case 
could transfer customer staff to the vendor's payroll, this would be exceptional. Most company 
work is done remotely by its own full-time staff. However , Convergys has made about 20 
successful acquisitions and its abflity to absorb acquired staffs comprised an Important 
element of its success in integrating acquired companies. 

CSC has never had difficu lty in absorbing qualified staff acquired th rough outsourc ing deal s. In 
fact, it has had exceptk>nal success in this area. For example , in the case of the Army 
Wholesale Logistics contract, 100% of target staff elected to trans fer to CSC. Over the years, 
CSC has absorbed 30,000 people in this way, many of whom ha ve advanced to high-level 
positions in the corporation. 

Protests-CSC has parUcipated in very few federal contract protes ts. As a matter of policy, the 
company tries to avoid protests. As an exception, CSC did protes t a Boeing award because 
management believed that the criteria for the award had been unclear. A legal decision was 
needed to clarify the issue. 

Ability to absorb new staff resulting from an outsourcing deal has never been an issue for 
CSC, which has a very high rate of acceptance of employment offers. What is the secret to the 
company's success in this area? CSC has always made an effort to attract and retain good 
people and there has always been a flow of staff upward through the organization . New hire s 
know in advance that the y have excellent opportunities for advancement at CSC. 

Entex This is not at all a problem fOf Entex. The company tries to redeploy, relocate staff at the end 
of a contract insofar as possible. Those that cannot be relocated, or used elsewhere, are let 
go. Overall, the firm's retention rate is very good. 

Fed Data So far, Fed Data has had no problems in transferring civil servants to vendor's payroll. Such 
transferred staff usually needs training, particularly Jn compan y techni ques and processes. 

Litton /PRC [#1] NO 

Raytheon [#7] Generally, there are few problems involved with absorbing staff through an outsourcing 
contract-particularly because staff is usually guaranteed no more than two yeas of 
employment. 

At that point, the best can be retained and promoted; the noopertormers can be let go. In truth , 
few federal IT workers feel confident in their ability to compete successfully In the co mmercial 
market. Even so, parity and benefits clauses are built Into outsou rcing contracts in order to 
assure a high transfer rate . 

SAIC Difficulties in transfe rring staff as part of an outsou rcing deal has not been a problem for 
SAIC-partly because tt avo ids commodity data center contracts . If client wants to effect a 
staff transfer in order to reduce headcount, HR processes and procedures become very 
important. However, for high-margin, high value-added work , staff tra nsfers are rarely an 

Compaq 

csc 

Lockheed 
Martin 

CYNDC1 

issue. 

Overall, SAIC as an empfo yee-owned firm has little turnover. Th is status gives it a "positive 
discriminator" in the marke t, i.e., tt is perceived to be a high ly des irable new employer. 

15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important?) 

We are open depending on the opportunity, the legal constraints of the client/labor relationship 
and the geography. 

CSC has some experience 'Nith unions , especially In Europe and in the public sector. CSC 
tries to "manage • union relationships so that unionized empk)yees remain with the custome r. 

18$ does have some experience with unions. but mainly on the federal side. 
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Perot Systems There is no specific policy. Each contract is addressed on a case by case basis. 
(#22] 

SAIC [#20] They will remain marginal players in the IT industry for the foreseeable future. 

The On the issue of private sector unions, respondent advises vendors to try to avoid dealing with 
Outsourcing unions. They could create serious and problematic issues. 
Institute [#2] 

UNISYS [#16] Not applicable . 

USlntemet- Because US1 does not "threaten" to take over the data cente r, it keeps a lower profile than the 
working SI vendors and has not been target of the anti-outsourcing groups. 

DoD? No business there for US1 yet. The current sales staff has entirely a civilian orientation . 

16. How ready Is your organization to bid on contracts In the federal (or commercial) market? 

ACS 
Government 
Solutlons Group 
(#8] 

What would you need to do to become ready? 

We already do this and have many reference-able clients. 

Perot Systems We are prepared to bid any contract we choose to pursue in the commercial space. 
(#22] 

SAIC [#20] We are actively involved in both commercial and federal outsourcing. 

17. What changes are you seeing In customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

COMPAQ [#18] They are considering the strategic nature of outsourcing ability to impact business results 
quickly. 

Lockheed In the federal market , established procurement processes level our prices. In that market, if 
Martin [#4] you exceed your competitor's bid by 5%, you are out of the game. Price is important and high

priced vendors are eliminated ear1y. In contrast, while pricing is important in the commercial 
market, the environment is more elastic, assignments and processes more varied. 

In the 1980s, customers used outsourcing mainly to achieve cost-savings. In the 1990s, 
customers are outsourcing because they lack the internal IT staff required to meet their needs. 
Also, they give much more priority to time-to-market issues. Timing is critical and outsourcing 
is seen as a shortcut to market. 

Perot Systems Customers are not looking for cost reduction as the primary reason to outsource. Service 
[#22] levels and value to the business units are what they are focused on today. This should be 

expected since most are evaluated based on customer satisfaction surveys. 

UNISYS [#16] They are increasingly motivated by the IT skills shortage; also, corporate downsizing is a 
critical issue. 

18. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) 
Influence a decision regarding whether to outsource? 

COMPAQ [#18] Company size cannot be limited universally to revenue , this criterion is sensitive to other key 
factors such as industry, business model and services or goods provided. 

Convergys Convergys doesn 't categorize prospective customers according to revenue size. Rather it 
looks for ·emerging• companies that appear poised for rapid growth-which would mean rapid 
expansion of its relationship with Convergys as well . The important issues are customer's 
financial viability , strategy and growth potential. 
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At times, Convergys has elected on its own NOT to continue a client relationship because it 
had determined there was no real profit potential. 
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Customer size by revenue is an important marketing criterion because it bears a direct relation 
to the size of the outsourcing deal that can be put together, i.e., customer spending is linked to 
revenue by a certain percentage. However, as indicated above, ALL of IBS' outsourcing deals 
were won through relationships with consultants (who are paid $2,000 daily). Note in particular 
the success of The Outsourcing Institute (OSI) in bringing vendors new business. 

Also worth noting, consultants like OSI are attempting to set up a new electronic marketplace 
that will match outsourcing customers and vendors. 

Perot Systems Companies of any size can benefit from an outsourcing relationship. The ability to select a 
[#22] partner you can trust and focus on core competencies offers significant value. 

UNISYS [#16] Past performance should be more important than company size 

19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue 
of control, In general, and control of proprietary data In particular? 

COMPAQ {#18] Control of proprietary data is a trust some of our clients place with us. It must be treated as 
such. 

Fed Data {#17] Federal agencies are very aware of the importance of secure data management , but seat 
management outsourcing tends to be accepted without provoking fears of loss of control. This 
is primarily a problem of perception (or misperception). For example, a remote networking 
management solution doesn't necessarily give the client less control-only differerent, i.e. not 
on site. 

Perot Systems Customers are sensitive to the areas of control & IP (Internet Protocol). Control has not been a 
sticking point If there are elements in the outsource that include proprietary data, ownership 
of the data remains the clients but the processes we put in place to manage that information 
remains Perot's IP, Clients typically do not have an issue with you maintaining the IP you 
bring to them, it's the IP you develop with them that can become a sensitive area. 

UNISYS [#16] In the federal marketplace, control is very Important issue 

20. ls the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

COMPAQ [#18] It depends on the nature of the business arrangement. Unbundled services are typically 
provided in the Govt. Market or for services that are highly competitive and basic i.e., help 
desk out-tasking, etc. 

Perot Systems Today the bulk of our business is bundled but we are moving towards unbundled. Our 
[#22] preference is to manage in a bundle, but it doesn't matter what we want, it's what the client 

wants and feels comfortable with in the scope of a relationship. 
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Exhibit D-2 

Tabulation of Vendor Interview Survey Responses by Respondent 

ACS 
Government 
~utions Group 
(#8) 
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Background 

ACS considers itself a "pure play" outsourcing vendor among vendors that derive virtually all of 
their revenues from IT outsourcing. Overall, the company 's $2 billion revenue mix is two-thirds 
commercial, one-third public sector, which includes federa l (both civilian and DOD) as well as 
state & local. In the Government Solutions Group alone, revenues are split between IT 
solutions ($300-400 milion annually), ACS Defense ($100 mil lion annually) and Business 
Application Systems ($ 100-200 million annually). The state & local government division does 
about $600 mllfon annualy; another $100 million of state & local business is done outside of 
the Government Solutions Group. 

The respondent has been at ACS for two years. Prior to that, he worked at Wang and was part 
of the capture team that won the ODIN seat management contract. Most of his professional 
experience is on the DoD side of the market, especially in efectronic warfare. 

Market Orientation 

Within the federal maf1,;et, ACS targets specific agencies as their best sources of business 
growth, ranked accord ing to the best match between ACS areas of expertise and agency 
requirements. Other considerations include: 

Where do we have the best technical solutions? 

• Where can we find a "level playing field"? (In some agencies, the incumbent is so well 
entrenched that it is virtually impossible to win new contrac ts.) 

ACS considers itself lo be the top vendor in the network security market segment, as 
evidenced by work for NASA. Also, ACS considers itself to be the biggest factor in the imaging 
market where it does $400 million annually. In seat manageme nt, ACS has 300,000 seats 
under management. 

Market Direction 

Is your business moving "upmarker? ACS considers itself to be a •services company,• which 
means that it wants to provide bodies and sell solution s. II wants to build on its experience with 
the ODIN contract GSA seat management has not been very successful, but NASA's ODIN 
contract was structured differently. OAO and ACS each has responsibility for multiple NASA 
sites. Typically, seat management contracts are difficult because vendors must interact 'Nith a 
multiplicity of other vendors, as well as 'Nith civil servants. Respondent: "Give me an empty 
room, and would love to do seat management.· Better are contracts where seat managemen t 
is included along with networking and application services . 

The ACS Governmen t Solutions Group works closely with its counterparts in commercial 
sales. Staff meets regular1y, compares notes. Some prospects are marketed jointly and there 
has been much benefit from this close cooperation. The commercial culture provides depth of 
knowledge in the area of i,est practices ." The federal market culture provides excellent depth 
of project management ski ls, technical discipline and rigor of methodology. 

In a few cases, commercial clients have been brought to see what is being done in the federal 
mafi,;et. They have been so impressed that commercial deals were closed in the offices of the 
Government Solutions Group. 

Barriers to Entry 

Some barriers to entry on the federal side include the following : 

A vendor must be an incumbent at an agency in order to get a foot in the door. 

You need to have established personal relationships-a nd you can't walk the hallways to 
introduce yourself in secure environments. Access is a major issue. 

The government doesn't really want full competition, which makes it difficult for a new 
vendor to break in. Because the federal procurement process is so onerous, despite 
recent efforts lo streamline, there is an increasing tendency to make new awards to 
incumbents as an expediency . Consequently , It can be very difficult to unseat an 
incumbent. 

Some barriers to entry on the commercial side include: 
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Marketing must be undertaken in a totally different way, cost are higher. 

You need new people for commercial work, or you must undertake a long, difficult re
training effort. 

For ACS, the best way to enter a new market is to acquire an existing company with a 
goocl reputation and on1;1oing business. This can provide a platform for further expansion. 

How important Is cost, or availability of capital? 

While ACS doesn't have anything like the deep pockets of Litton, nonetheless, finding 
"proposal money " has never been a barrier to seeking new bus iness . (Litton could afford to 
spend $10 million to cover proposal and bid preparation costs ; at ACS such an amount would 
be considered astronomical.) 

Capital isn't typically requ ired for asset acquisition connected with outsourcing deals. ACS 
prefers to team with leasing companies that provide 'M'latever fina ncing is required. Overall, IT 
outsourcing (bodies+ assets) requires more cap ital than DoD contracts. 

Changes underway in the outsourcing market? 

Recent changes in the federal procuremenUcontracting system have made it much harder 
for vendors to win business away from incumbents. These dla nges function as an 
incentive to obviate the burdensome paperwork required to evaluate new bids by simply 
renewing contracts with incumbents. 

Aggregation of discre te types of work into ever-larger megac ontracts makes it increasingly 
more difficult for sma ll and medium-sized vendors to win awards. 

As a result, they are obligated to win subcontracts from pri mes that are reluctant to give 
up shares of their business, unless absolutely necessary. Sma ller vendors are unable to 
bid directly for these large contracts, which is fueling the drive toward partnering 
(sometimes reluctan tly ) 

Despite all the publici ty to the contrary , the government does not seem to be enforcing 
set-asides to smal business-which Is facing tough times in the federal market for the 
reasons noted above. 

Because Wall Street determines what a company's stock is worth, ACS-like other 
vendors-has been obligated to re-invent itself as an "e-oompa ny." This has had a big 
effect on the federal market, but now appears to be losing stea m. 

Levels of profitability 

From the point of view of ACS, "pure outsourcing" means providi ng people (boclies). This is 
generally less profitabk! than "impure outsourcing," consisting of peop le plus high value-added 
networking, application or other consulting services. "Profitability" is difficult to measure 
because easy assumptions don't always apply. 

For example, while teaming with a prime on a contract Is genera lly perceived to be lower
margin for the subs, ACS factors in the much lower cost of prepari ng proposals and bidding 
directly. Also, subbing generally leads to a pipeline of additional business , so it is usually 
worthwhile to participate as a means of getting a vendor's foot in the door to places that would 
be otherwise inaccessible . Therefore, while seat management and desktop service contracts 
may not appear attractive in th emselves, they can serve as conduits to other, more attracti ve 
business. 

Beyond that, respondent believes strongly that the critical key lo profitability is not the size of 
the margin associated with a given contract, but the way in which the contract is managed and 
strategized, i.e., how this contract/business fits into a comp rehen sive sales/marketing plan. 

How burdensome are sales and marketing costs? 

Compared to the 3,000-4 ,000 people in the IT Technical Solution s part of the Government 
Solutions Group, the business development staff totals only about 15, plus another 12 that 
works on proposal preparation. 

Sales and marketing costs are higher in the commercial market for many reasons, including 
higher levels of compensation. For example, 'M'lile a salesman in the federal market may eam 
a salary of $80-120,000, on the commercial side salaries range from S0-80,000. 

Why zero? Commercial salesman can fore go salary In favor of a percentage or the size of the 
total deal (typically 2%). As a result, they can ea m several hundred tho usand dollars. 
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Applicast f#9] Background 
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Menlo Park-California-based Applicast is an Application Service Provider that specializes in 
serving the midmarket , high-tech industry ('the premier , total-s olution IASPJ for aggrassive
growth companies "). Recently, it merged with Englewood, Colorado-based Agilera ("the first 
ASP to offer a combination of hosted solutions and value-ad ded services"). 

Applicast defines "midmarker loosely as comprising compan ies with $0-1 billion in revenues. 
In a crowded field, Applicast differentiates itself from its compet itors by eschewing "legacy 
baggage," i.e., the high overhead resulting from established infrastructure, staff consultants, 
etc. It was formed as a new organization specifically to serve the new ASP market. One key 
element of success has been to partner effectively with complementary companies. 

Respondent has a background in IT management and systems integration for the midmarket 
Applicast wants to repface the customer's "back office" by offering required function ality on a 
service basis. 

Market Orientation 

To date, Applicast does no business in the federal market. 

Management considef'5 the public sector (including federal ) market unattractive because of 
excessive bureaucracy and the slow pace of change. Applicast wants to work with customers 
that are ready to trans form themselves, and quickly. App licast management perceives the 
public market as lacking in opportunity to achieve innovat ive implementations in a short 
timeframe. Conversely, it is seeking to build a client base among fast-growing, innovative 
commercial compan ies. It would rather expand into complementary vertical industries. 

For this, success hinges on the ability to understand a customer's industry-specific 
requJraments. It is not enough to propose generic, or standa!d ized, horizontal software 
applications (sudl as plain-Vanilla PeopleSoft). Applicast sees the most profit and the best 
growth prospects in "upmarket' solutlons that fall within the category of Business Process 
Management (BPO) . 

Applicast has no proprietary software, but does have proprietary , industry-specific packages or 
templates that consist of pra-configured, complementary software applications. It is critically 
important to ~speak the customer's language." Applicast is not a BPO vendor, but believes that 
it has a BPO focus, or orientation. 

Barriers to Entry 

The most important barriers to entry in to a new vertical market are: 

Capital 

Time 

People 

Effective organization 

The last point Is very important. Vendors need to be able to mobilize a coordinated, team effort 
in order to break into a new market successfully. AU of the elements noted above must be 
organized to optimal effectiveness acco!ding to the demands of the new market. These 
include ~subjecr expertise in the new industry, technical and ap plication expertise, and skilled 
support staff. 

Availability of Capital 

With Agilera, Applicast now has a partner with deep pockets and, as a result, suffers no capital 
availability constraints . This is important because the capital market virtually shut down last 
year for the ASP segment. Overall, availability of capital is very important because, more than 
anything perhaps, ASP customers want scalability (and vendors want economies of scale). 
Insufficient capital to scale up in order to meet customer de mand would/could result in lost 
business. 

ASP outsourcers require large amounts of capital for upfront Investments required by new 
contracts. Typicaly, Applicast expects braakeven after 2-3 quarters on a 3-5 year contract 

How to Enter a New Market 

One way to enter a new market successfu lly is to provide charter, core customers with an 
incentive (cash rebates and discounts?) in exchange for serving as reference customers . 

Changes Underway In the Outsourcing Market 
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"There is a Darwinian process underway" whereby companies abfe to get the money required 
to build and scale, or partner intelligenUy, will survive. Those that ca nnot do this will suffer from 
the upcoming industry consolidation that will occur. So far, there have been no major, high
profile business disasters resuling from failure of an ASP-but one is sure to occur, overtime, 
with very negative consequences for customer perceptions of all ASP vendors. 

Which types of outsourcing can you do most profitably? 

The value chain looks like this: 

BPO at the top as the highest, value-added level of outsourc ing business. 

Next come the "tools· providers, like Applicast, that permit cus tomers to offload much, if 
not all, of their specific , burdensome business functions . 

The providers of generic, horizontal (non-Industry specifi c) softwa re application s rank next 
to last. These low va lue,.added services include e-mail. standardized HR or accounting 
functions and services . 

At the bottom are Managed Service Providers (MSP) that serv e ooly as performance. 

ASPs must provide dependable, utility-like service against careful ly crafted SLA. The ASP 
model differs fundamenta lly from that of ordinary IT outsourcing because the ASP is held 
accountable on a monthly basis. It has become an industry-standa rd practice that a 
dissatisfied customer can wi thhold his monthly payment. This doe sn't happen with traditional 
SI or IT outsourcing . 

COMPAQ [#18] Background 

CYNOC1 

Respondent has primary respo nsibility for development of the outsourc ing offerings for 
Compaq Global Services . He has 20 years in the business selling, de livering and building 
different approaches 

Compaq Global Services has been providing outsourcing services since the late 1980s. 

From an outsourcing perspective, very little of Compaq's business Is in the U.S. Federal 

Best Growth Potential For IT Outsourcing 

Telecom, Financial, Mfg, and Retail/Distribution 

Is your business moving "upmarket" toward entire business processes or 
"downmarket" toward more commodity transaction processing? 

We are moving upmarke t lo become a virtual support function lo the CIO. 

How would you categorize the most important barrier to entering a new market, 
financial? Technical? Marketing? Organization? Staffing ? Management? Other? 

Developing and del ivering a creditable value proposition that the cl ients in the new market will 
buy. 

To what extent is cost or availability of capital a constrain t in bidding for new 
outsourcing business? 

These factors are ninlrnal co nstraints ifthe outsourcer has both the delivery infrastruct ure and 
resources to leverage. 

What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

The role of the CIO and technology as it relates to business success or failure has increased 
in importance. As a result the need to buy sourcing solutions based on results is becoming 
the norm. 

Top down, which type s of outsourcing can you do most profitably? (Reasons?) 

Full IT and Process Outsourcing - ability and expertise to manage to the clients desired 
business results . 

"Next Generation Mgmt" Infrastructure - ability to manage the risk of transition to the 
clients desired stale . 

eWorkplace (asset mgmt)- the management of all change, moves, adds around network 
access devices such as: desktop, PDA. messagin g and enterprise help desk suppo rt. 

REASON: expertise, process and methodologies that can provide the desired consis tent office 
environment required by lhe client to perfonn their business offerings is situated in a highly 
competit ive market. (4) Customer Care (Enterprise Help Desk) 
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~: specific helpdesk support (level 1) is focused usua lly on cost reduction for the 
client. The market is a highly competitive market when the offering is transitioned to an 
enterprise approach integrating requirements for multi-language, application and internati onal 
support the value to both the client and the sourcer irc rease. (5) Private Storage Utility and 
Business Continuity. 

REASON: This offering provides the integrated support of both prcxluct and services to secure 
the valuable infonna tion of our clients. 

In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Information technology sourcing. 

What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

Compaq has discipli ned approaches to priclng . 

Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are 
made over time? 

Yes 

How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

Minimal 

Has Inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deal s ? (Strategy?) 

No it has not 

What Is your policy toward dealing with union s? (How important?) 

We are open depend ing on the opportunity, the legal constra ints of the client/labo r relationship 
and the geography. 

How ready is your organization to bld on contracts in the federal (or commercial) 
market? What would you need to do to become ready? 

We already do this and have many reference-able clients. 

What changes are you seeing in customer motives for out sourcing IT? 

They are cons idering the strategic nature of its ability to impact business results quickly. 

To what extent does , or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Company size cannot be limited universally to revenue , this criterion is sensitive to other key 
factors such as industry, business model and services or gocxls provided. 

In relation to outsourcing, how sensitiv e are your cu stom ers to the Issu e of control, In 
gene ral, and cont~ of proprietary data In particular? 

Control of proprietary data ls a trust some of our clients place with us. It must be treated as 
such. 

Is the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services ? (Preference? 
trend?) 

It depends on the nature of the business arrangement. Unbundled services are typically 
provided in the Govt. Market or for services that are highly compe titive and basic i.e., help 
desk out-tasking , etc. 

Convergys [#19] Respondent is VP for marketing strategy and has responsibilities for both planning and 
implementation of saJes globally. Also, he has done corporate planning with a focus on 
strategy. He joined Convergys in 1991 prior to its spin-off from Cincinnati Bell. (Converg ys was 
formed from the CIBIS and Matrix units of Cincinnati Bel, which were the IT operations and 
marketing units .) 
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Initially, Respondent was co-located in Fairfax, Virginia, Votith CIBIS' federal market unit. This 
assignment lasted three years, after whlch Cincinnati Bell decided to leave the federal market 
and conce ntrate on its present areas of expertise : billing, call center and customer care 
solutions for the telecom (mainly wireless ), technology and financi al services markets. 
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Company Background 

Presently, Convergys is divided into two divisions, Information Management Group (IMG) and 
Customer Management Group (CMG). The IMG division represents about 60% of revenues, 
derived primarily from customers in the wireless telecom indusby. Overall, Convergys believes 
U,at it is U,e dominant U.S., if not global, vendor of comprehensive customer care and billing 
solutions for the telecom indusby. It also serves the "technok>gy" industry, which it defines to 
include ISP and related computer HW vendors. In financial servk:es, it serves banks and other 
institutions primarily in connection with the telecom industry and cal center operations. 
Convergys also has a large share of cable and broadband provider billing operations. 

Company does business in Europe and Latin America and is now in the process of setting up 
several offshore IT centers (including in Israel) from which rt will serve global clients. A Latin 
American center is being set up with a Brazilian partner on a Build Operate Transfer (BOT) 
model whereby Convergys will operate the center initially, but ownership will revert over time 
to the local partner. 

Currently, Convergys does not do business at all in the U.S. federal marl<et. 

In the 1980s, CIBIS [predecessor to Convergys] made acquisitions in order to enter the federal 
market, especially irl U,e facilities management segment. By the 1993-94 period, management 
decided to divest all federal market operations in order to focus entirely on providing billing and 
call center services to commercial customers. Currently, the company is divided into two 
divisions, 1MB = Information Management Group [fonnerly CIBISJ; and CMG= Customer 
Management Group fronnerty MA TRIX]. These had been part of Cincinnati Bell prior to the 
Convergys spin-off. 

Convergys offers both products and services. These can be bundled into large, 
comprehensive outsourcing contracts. Alternatively, customers can purchase specific business 
solutions that U,ey implement themselves. Convergys has little proprietary. Rather, it markets 
value-added, proprietary packages of third-party software that has been "pre-integrated" to 
work together. This proprietary architecture Is Important because of the growing complexity ln 
the telecom market of the "rating of events· problem. This refers to the difficulty of assembling 
disparate kinds of transaction data from around the world, applying the correct billing and rate 
information in order to assure high level of customer service to client's customers. 

Growth Markets 

As indicated earlier, Respondent views the telecom, technology and financial services 
industries as the company's best growth prospects. Fully 80% of revenues are derived from 
the telecom sector. In the technology sector, customers include ISP, broadband providers, Dell 
and other IT hardware vendors. In financial services, the company works with banks primarily 
by providing call center services. It does no network or data center management. 

Outlook for Outsourcing 

Respondent believes that the market for the kind of "end-to-end" solutions that Convergys 
offers is growing rapidly. Demand for customer service and bil ing solutions will only increase. 
Worth noting, Convergys also offers the third component of the billing/CRM-call center triad: 
CRM analytics, or knowledge management that converts the billing and transaction 
Information into useful marketing data for customers. 
Cost and Availability of Capital 

To date, this has not been a problem. In general, Convergys does NOT want to take over 
customer HW assets, but could use leasing as an alternative. Clearly, having excess capacity 
in your data centers is an asset. For that reason, company feels itself at a disadvantage in 
Europe where it does not, as yet, have its own data center facility. As a temporary remedy, it 
has entered into partnering arrangements. For this, the larger you are, the more clout you 
have. Company could use the BOT model outside of the U.S. to mitigate risk to invested 
caprl:al. 

At least 80% of company outsourcing work is done remotely at present (at facilities owned by 
Convergys); 20% tS done on the customer's premises. 

Important Changes in the Outsourcing Market 

The ASP model Is ·outsourcing light." Expect sharp consolidation In thls segment of 
outsourcing. Also, expect increasing demand for, and use of offshore outsourcing facilities. 
Convemvs Is movino in this direction and will likel announce such a facilitv soon. It alreadv 
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has a data center in Canada. 

The role of consultants to expedite outsourcing deals wi[I increase. Convergys has had 
relationships with them in the past. They can provide critical he lp when a vendor moves into a 
new market. 

Most Profitable Kinds of Outsourcing 

Most profitable- BiWng solutions due to high transaction volume ; next call centers. Company 
prefers longer-tenn contracts (5 years+) in order to maximize profit. 

Barriers to Entry 

Convergys doesn 't believe there is a place for it in the federal market because it specializes in 
mission-critical applications. Its customers prefer Its sok.ltions because they are field-tested. 
Respondent doesn 't believe that the kind of work that the com pany does has a wide 
application in the federal market, except perhaps at the IRS. In his view, "the federal market is 
a world unto itself: 

He belleves that sales staffs need to be different (it is more d iffi cult to send federal salesmen 
into the commercial market). All parts of the organization, induding technical, sales and office 
staffs need to adapt to the characteristics of each market----which differ significantly. 

Process Used to Compute Costs 

Company uses a standard price book that includes Total Cost of Ownership models (TCO). 
These will vary depending on the billing platform used . Convergys tries to create a strategic 
partnership with customer: "'We try to help the customer unde rstand his TCO-then we show 
how costs can be cut.• 
Model Used to Estimate Profitability 

Beyond revenues from outsourcing, Convergys typically derives 20-30% of total revenues from 
provision of Professional Services In the IMG division . This is usually for some kind of system 
Integration work. Company rs often hired to build this compone nt Into its original project 
management plans and contract provision s. 

This comment was made in the context of asking if the company had ever low-balled a 
contract proposal for llttle or no profit in order to get a foot in the customer's door. Respondent 
denied this (they all do), but admitted that, at times, it oould shave the outsourcing contract 
profit margin If the SI professional services component Vvere large enough. 

Convergys tries to extend contract durations well before their expi ration in order to reinforce 
client relationships . 

How Burdensome are Sales and Marketing Costs? 

Respondent believes that company's sales costs are relativel y low, at 5% of total contract 
value-or less. He believes that they could be even lower in the federal market. He 
commented that he thought there were higher contract capture costs in the federal market, 
along with a higher level of "hassles." 

He expects the company's sales and marketing costs to RISE , albeit not so high as the 
average for software vendors (10-15% of sa les revenue s). 

Probl ematic Staff Transfers 

This issue doesn't api>'y to Convergys to any significant exte nt. While the company can do 
·co-sourcing" whereby it takes over the customer's existing ca ll center-and in those case 
could transfer customer staff to the vendor's payroll, this wou ld be exceptional. Most compan y 
work is done remotely by its own full-time staff. However, Convergys has made about 20 
successful acquisitions and its ability to absorb acquired staffs comprised an important 
element of its success in integrating acquired companies . 

Relevance of Customer Revenue Size 

Convergys doesn 't categorize prospective customers accoro ing to revenue size. Rather it 
looks for "emerging" companies that appear poised for rapid growth-which would mean rapid 
expansion ot its relationship with Convergys as well. The impo rtant issues are customer's 
financial viability, strategy and growth potential. 

At times, Convergys has elected on its own NOT to cootin1.1e a client relationsh ip because it 
had detennined there was no real profit potential 

Respondent has a high-level position in CSC's federal group, with responsibility for both 
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civilian and DoD business. 

Background 

INPUT 

Federal market work comprises about 25% of CSC's total revenues . This has declined at 
times to 23%, but the larget remains 25%. Another 3-5% of lolal revenues derives from work 
in the state and local levels of the public sector. Fifteen years ago , federal business comprised 
70% ofCSC's total revenues, including outsourcing and facilities management. Overall, 
outsourcing comprises 38%. 

Historically, CSC leveraged its work for General Dynamics to enter the federal market. The 
key to success in this market has been strong program manageme nt skills, good software 
development capability, and skin in dealing wilh complex systems and security environments. 
Another key to success: thorough knowledge of agencies and customer needs. 

Transferable Skills 

How many of these skills are transferable to the commercial ~et? Best transferable areas 
of expertise are: 

Rigor in program management 

Ability to deal with complex issues 

Ability to apply the Cameg ie Mellon model for performance achie vement 

Example: CSC's successes in the federal market were critical lo DuPont's decision to award 
CSC a large outsourcing contract in the commercial market. 

CSC's ability to penelrale the commercial market depended , in many cases, on similar 
siluations where prospects were "seeded" with stories of what the company had achieved in 
the federal market. This proves as well the extent to which skills and processes are 
transferable between federal and commercial markets. 

Most important of these is the rigor of project management in the federal market. The ability 
required there to deal with complex Issues, regulatory environmen t, etc . fosters a process 
discipline that Is very lransferable to the commercial market. 

Direction of Outsourcing Market 

Clearly, customers want increasingly comprehensive outsourcing contracts (for example, the 
LOGMA army contract). The first federal outsourcing contracts involve d the transfer of civil 
servants and covered rudimentary transaction processing tasks . These contracts were 
followed with more complex ones involving enterprise architectu res and supply chain 
management. 

Market Barriers 

The most significant barrier to entering any new market is the lack of established trust between 
customers and vendors . Trust is very important. Even in the federa l market, understanding the 
real mission of many agencies is not easy, yet in every case the vendor must demonstrate a 
deep understanding of the client's business in order to offer a better value proposition. 

In particular , our mastery of Camegie Mellon software development metrics puts us In a select 
category of vendors that are attractive to new cus tomers based on objectively demonstrated 
expertise. Th is expertise has been used on numerous, demand ing outsourcing contracts. such 
for Aegis, air traffic contm and NASA. 

Also worth noting, we have 47 years of experience in program management, including 
provision of on-going !raining. 0/Ve do training in-house even thoug h we recruit extemally.) 

Availability of Capital 

As a public company , CSC must provide its shareholders with a meaningful risk-weighted 
return. Therefore, it must balance business risks. Broad experience lets us gauge risk with 
accuracy. We have an in-house system model for program mana gement that includes 
computation of costs and profits. 

Changes in the Market 

Overall, customers are driven by the value potential of IT outsourci ng. Also, they are trying to 
cope with technological change. They don't know how to do ii and they are admitting with 
increasing frequency that they need help in identifying the best solutions to their business 
problems. 

The federal retiremenl situation is a "bombshell ." We see federal emolovee unions as 
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important allies (ex. IRS). 

Sole-sourcing? If you become a real "solutions provider," then you become a natural 
contender for sokl--sourced contracts. Much work is done in the federal market under task 
orders, and these are not necessarily competitive (ex. the contract that USPS awarded 
recently to Federal Express on a sole-sourced basis). 

The new Republican administration may allocate higher budgets to the Do0, but eventually 
"reality will set in" and the government will be obligated to move increasingly toward 
privatization of functions that are currently performed by civil servants and/or military 
personnel. 

Areas of Expertise 

In the federal market, CSC considers application management an important strength. In the 
commercial market, application management Is typicaUy bundled with a variety of other 
services in the commercial market. 

During the last three years, CSC was well positioned to leverage commercially tested solutions 
to federal clients-as evidenced by wins at IRS and the Amly logistics contracts. Also, 
experience with delivering on SLAs ls critical: vendors in the federal market must be 
comfortable with performance-based contracting. This is also a great advantage in the 
commercial market. 

Beyond that, CSC has 20 years of experience and demonstrated success delivering on 
contracts for the operation of military bases-despite the political power of unions. 

Sales & Marketing Costs 

Many task orders include a host of smaller deals that can be bid at little cost. 

Staff Transfers 

CSC has never had difficulty in absorbing qualified staff acquired through outsourcing deals. In 
fact, it has had exceptional success In this area. For example, in the case of the Army 
Wholesale Logistics contract, 100% of target staff elected to transfer to CSC. Over the years, 
CSC has absorbed 30,000 people in this way, many of whom have advanced to high-level 
positions In the corporation. 

Protests-CSC has participated in very few federal contract protests. As a matter of policy, the 
company tries to avoid protests. As an exception, CSC did protest a Boeing award because 
management believed that the criteria for the award had been unclear. A legal decision was 
needed to clarify the issue. 

Background 

Respondent represents the "capture~ side ofCSC's commercial outsourcing business. The 
vendor has centralized all contract capture activities in one place-including some federal 
outsourcing. CSC tries to bring its vertical Industry expertise to bear on the capture process, 
Including in particular the federal, health care and financial services markets. 

Best Outsourc ing Opportunities 

CSC sees the best opportunities for growth in its commercial IT outsourcing business in 
financial services (banking and insurance), manufacturing (esp. electrical) and other 
industries. 

Since mid-1998, the company has done relatively little WDf'k in accounting (other than Y2K
related). Overall, consolidation in the banking industry has been good for IT outsourcing, yet 
the end of Y2K spending depressed the volume of business. Now there is a powerful trend in 
play toward standardization, esp. In the areas of application management, or applications 
infrastructure. 

Customers want vendors to buy their data centers, run and operate them. In some cases, 
customer's want work done on their premises (whether they, or the vendor own the hardware); 
in other cases, customers either agree to having their work done remotely at the vendor's data 
center. 

Ultimately, customers become comfortable with the idea of vendors acquiring and running their 
hardware, located on the customer's premises, while the vendor does work for third parties. 
This kind of flexibility greatly enhances the cost-effectiveness of deals to customers and the 
profitability of them to vendors. 

While our financial service customers tend to be headauartered in the U.S. their ooerations 
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are global. So far, we do all work for them in the U.S., however, we are exploring the 
possibility of using offshore IT vendors as partners in countries such as India. No initiatives in 
this area have yet been implemented. 

Market Trends 

Customers want to grow their businesses, but they cannot do so with their existing IT 
infrastructure. They can't support their actual or expected growth with existing staff and 
facilities. CSC sees much opportunity around the globe, especially for work with U.S. 
companies that are expanding abroad. Typically, CSC begins a relationship by doing work for 
the U.S. units, and then expands the relationship by doing client work for units located outside 
of the U.S. The average size of outsourcing contracts is increasing, at least for CSC even 
while the number of deals is shrinking somewhat. 

CSC revenues are now about $5 billion, derived from work for Fortune 500 companies. CSC 
targets "mid-tier'" customers, which it describes as having revenues or $1-5 billion. Top-tier 
companies typically have revenues above $5 billion. As an example, J. Crew awarded a 
contract based on an IT budget of $2-30 million annually. Companies in this mid-tier segment 
can't field sufficient IT resources and they outsource out of necessity. 

Types of Outsourcing Done 

CSC does a wide range of types of outsourcing, including Web-hosting, applications 
management (ex. health care and financial services) and is a leading provider for the 
insurance industry (ex. recent acquisition of Mynd, which only reinforced a prior position of 
strength). Last year, there was a noticeable trend toward "downmarker outsourcing 
(transaction processing), but this was likely an anomaly. 

Barriers to Entry 
The greatest barrier to entering a new market is typically lack of name recognition. Even so, all 
of the potential ban1ers noted are Important (financlal, technical, marketing, organization, 
staffing, management). 

Historically, CSC has spent little on promotion to achieve better name recognition. It should 
probably have spent more. In the past, CSC business has spread by word of mouth between 
satisfied customers. Now, the company targets the "thought leadership" of various industries 
as a strategy to get a foot fn the door for the CSC brand. (Clear1y, the situation is totally 
different in the federal market where CSC has a much better established position.) 

Capital Availability 

Difficulties in obtaining capital required for closing outsourcing deals has never been a 
problem for CSC. Yet, availability of capital has seldom been a clear-cut differentiator or 
predictor of market success. 

For example, Lockheed Martin's commerclal IT business unit can claim no barrier to funding 
from its deep-pocketed parent, nevertheless, its successes in the market remain modest. The 
same can be said for UNISYS (which is leaving the federal market). Companies such as CSC 
and ACS are at no disadvantage due to difficulties in accessing capital, but the situation 
depends greatly on the type of outsourcing business that a vendor does and its stage in the 
busJless lifecycle. For example, newly founded Exodus Communications had to use equity to 
fund its capital requirements. 

Market Developments 

Opportunities are now increasingly global rather than national and the most attractive segment 
has become the midmarket-which is also on the move globally. 

Vendors expecting to make the transition from the federal to the commercial market need to 
build a base on their federal experience-following CS C's example. The company took its 10-
15 years of experience in wor1c:ing for federal clients that made high demands for technical 
discipline and process management to the commercial market, albeit with adaptations. We 
discovered that we could be very successful with commercial dients by applying the same 
processes globally that we had used for federal customers. 

At the same time, realize that partnerships take time-whether with customers or other vendors. 
You must work your way up to a position of trust. There is no shortcut to the position of 
"trusted advisor.• 

Insofar as possible, use industry analysts to spread the word about your capabilities cost
effectively. 
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In the 1990s, customers were motivated to outsource primarily by a desire to achieve cost
savings. This motive was superseded by a realization that lack of Internal resources made 
outsourcing an imperative beyond potential cost-savings. Eventually, cost-savings will move 
back into the top position as an action criterion, but at the moment customers are giving 
priority to the need to standardize their IT environments as a precondition for achieving cost
savings. 

CSC showcases its heritage of work experience in the area of security for classified federal 
customers. Worth noting, this experience proved decisive in winning the Nortel contract. Top 
management decided that CSC's skills in this area were eminently transferable-and 
desirable. 

Costs 

CSC does a comprehensive solution developmenVsolution des ign estimate, including the cost 
of implementation before pl'\Cing a deal. Company uses a ·cost build up" model (others use a 
cost-savings or percentage of promised savings method ). In the case of most contracts, there 
is a base cost to the customer with adjustments according to business volumes. It is Important 
to build variability of parameters into the contract from the start. As an example, due to a late 
acquisition, the Nortel contract required an adjustmen t of expected transaction volumes even 
before the contract was signed. 

Marketing Cos ts 

Business development costs are clearly higher on the commercial side-basically because 
there is more travel required. All federal clients are located conveniently In one central 
location . Nevertheless, federal proposal preparation costs are higher than the corresponding 
costs to prepare a commercial bid. 

CSC manages costs carefully; all expenses are evaluated with care so that they cannot 
become burdensome. 

Company uses a "pursuit model" scaling that computes (and sets a cap on) marketing costs as 
a percentage of total contract value. 

Commercial marketing challenge: each company has its own organizational hierarchy, yet 
vendors must learn how to streamUne their sales approach and go directly to the top decision
makers . 

Staff Transfers 

Ability to absorb new staff resulting from an outsourcing deal has never been an issue for 
CSC, v.-hich has a very high rate of acceptance of employmen t offers. What is the secret to the 
company's success in this area? CSC has always made an effo rt to attract and retain good 
people and there has always been a flow of staff upward through the organization. New hires 
know in advance that they have excellent opportunities for advancement at CSC. 

Unions 

CSC has some experience with unions, especially In Europe and in the public sector. CSC 
tries to ·manage· union relationships so that unionized employees remain with the customer. 

Backg round 

Respondent was a senior VP of Sales with 24 years of experie nce at EDS. Previously, he was 
president of the banking and financ!al services division (eight years); he ran the transportation 
industry group and , for four years, was Jn charge of the GM relationship on location in 
Michigan. He has been heavily Involved in sales and business development in both the 
governmental and commercial markets. He has both a CPA and MBA-Finance educational 
background. 

Company Structure 

Respondent expla ined that EDS has currendy four opera tional divisions: 

Information Solutions (v.-hich includes tradition al outsourc ing and comprises 80% of EDS' 
total revenues); 

A.T. Kearney, high-end management consultants; 

E-solutions, v.-hich does Web development and related Internet work; 

Business Process Management, which includes a large health care, claims-process ing 
operation along with other commodity data processing. 
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He confirmed U,at 14%oftotal EDS revenues derive from the U.S. federal mark.et and 58% 
overall from the U.S. mark.el. Of total global sales, 60% derives from IT outsourcing. An 
estimated 2% comes from the non-federal, U.S. state and local government mark.et. 

Growth Prospects 

EDS sees the best prospects in the financial services, telecom , manufacturing, energy, and 
health care industries. In addition, the company finds the federa l and state public sectors 
attractive along with transportation-especially the "emerging" transportation segments of air, 
car rental, and freight. 

Direction of Market 

EDS believes U,at the mark.et is definitely moving toward more comprehensive outsourcing 
deals because company managements are looking for long-temi, strategic business partners 
that are able to add value to their businesses. The vendor's role is clearly becoming more 
strategic than tactical-as it was in the past, i.e. , a provider of sho rt-term, clearly defin ed 
solutions. 

Fewer customers are opting to select a team of various service vendors that they need to 
manage themselves. However, customers do often prefer to outsource while retaining certain 
specifically defined IT functions to do internally. Even EDS seldom wins ALL of a customer's IT 
budget. 

Barriers to Entry 

Respondent doesn't real ly believe that there are any (merely) "horizontal" applications. Even in 
the case of CRM, HR and accounting, he believes that customers have a strong preference for 
a vendor U,at is able to demonstrate in-depth understanding of the ir industry. Therefore, to be 
successful in entering new markets, vendors must be able to hire experts in the target industry 
that are able to demonstrate the benefit of their years of experience by solving customer 
problems creatively-even if nominally "horizontal" with cross-ind ustry application. 

Respondent also belte\tes that there Is something called "critical mass" at work.. If gaining a 
foothold in a new Industry is difficult, there is also a snowball effect whereby success breeds 
more success-once vendor has achieved a minimum critical mass of business. 

How does an unknown vendor establish an identity in a new marke t? 

He must acquire and demonstrate an understanding of the dynamics of that new market, the 
issues that concern its ptayers, the structure of the market, its IT spending characteristics, its 
priorities, etc. 

The next step (for EDS) would be to map the vendor's capabiliti es to this aggregate industry 
model. 

Next, the vendor must develop a strategy for meeting the needs of customers in this new 
market. 

In the case of making a transition from the federal to the commercial markets, respondent 
doesn't believe that rustomers will pay attention to the type of mark.et so much as to the nature 
of the solution and the vendor's success in solving a business pro blem. Comment: "You're 
only as good as your last Client.· 

(In this context, he described how EDS monitors customer satisfaction on a daily basis 
according to an on-going methodology. The goal is to solve pro~ems ASAP that couk:l impair 
the client relationship.) 

At the same time, image and perception are important. In order to gain a toehold in a new 
market, smaller vendors should partner as subs with larger prime vendors on contracts. EDS 
does this often with other vendors. Alliances and partnerships are aitically important. 

EDS differed with other survey respondents by denying that the vendor had, or would enter a 
new mark.et through an acquisition. 

Importance of Capital 

After admitting that he had no experience working for a small vendor, respondent said that 
availability of capital had never been a banier to new business in his experience. Although he 
could recall no deal that had been tumed down due to the unavaila bility of caprtal, he did admit 
that capital was an important factor in the competitiv e outsourcing market. 

He said that EDS did not often resort to off-bal ance sheet solution s such as leasina. because 
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it believed that it colJd manage equipment assets better than any leaseholder. 

Changes In the Market 

INPUT 

Respondent cited a move toward strategic outsourcing and away from commodity outsourcing . 
Discussions between EDS and prospective customers usual ly center on the nature of the long
tem1, strategic contribution that the vendor can make to the custo mer's business model. 

Risk-sharing? 

Respondent commen ted U,at, while the customer wanted to cons ider the IT vendor a partner , 
there was no strong trend toward Including vendors In risk-sha ring and profit-sharing 
arrangements as part of an outsourcing contract. While customers may be intrigued initially by 
the idea as a way to provide incentives and punishments lo the vendor, they usually conclude 
that there is no effective way to measure the vendor's contri bution to revenues and profits 
separate from the rest of the customer's organization. Also , changes in business conditions 
are common and , whe n they occur, they usually disrupt wha tever sharing arrangements had 
been in place previous ly 

Background 

Respondent is a SVP for strategy at Entex IT Services. He has responsibility for planning, 
marketing strategy and is directly involved wiU, U,e devek>pment of outsourcing proposals. At 
Entex, federal and commercial businesses are treated as a single entity. Respondent came to 
work at Entex In the U.S. after the Siemens acquisition . He has substantial prior experience 
wiU, Siemens In Europe . 

Currently, pubk sector comprises only 10% of Entex's total revenues, commercial work 
represents 90%. Of public sector work, only 10% derives from the federal government-the 
rest, from work for state and local government clients . 

The company's primary products are desktop services and network management. 

Background of the Siemens Acqulstion Last Year of Entex 

At present, Entex is a wholly owned subsidiary of Siemens Business Services (SBS), based in 
Germany. Entex operations are integrated fully into Siemens on a global basis. SBS is divided 
into SBS consulting and ff Services. Entex is part of the IT Services group. 

Marketing Strategy 

How does Entex priori tize its prospects? According to (1) size of customer by revenues 
[Fortune 100-500 ranked]. Currently, Entex has 50 active customers from among the Fortune 
100. In particular, Entex pays attention to the "IT intensi~ of prospects, or the percentage of 
revenues allocated annually to the IT budget. By this ranking , manufacturing is lower than 
financial services because companies in the sector tend lo have smaller IT budgets in 
proportion to revenues. The sweet spot: companies that spend $100-500 million annually 
based on revenues of at least $1 billion. 

Entex works prospect lists with some attention to geography , even though outsourcing work 
can be done remotely . Salesmen usually focus on compan ies based on HQ and then follow 
them geographicall y. 

The approach of Entex Is very different from the approach of Siemens in Europe. In Europe, 
there is more emphasis on geography, with staff aloca ted on a geographic basis at regional 
centers, with less on-site staff . In contrast, in the U.S. Entex maintains large numbers of staff 
working at customer wo rk.sites. 

Other differences between the U.S. and Eu rope 

Because the mobile lelecom environment is more standard ized and more advanced in Europe , 
wireless LANs are more widespread in Europe. The U.S . marl<et is 3-5 years behind in this 
respect. 

Most Attractive Markets 

Financial services (inciuding insurance) and health care (a stronghold of Siemens] appear to 
have the most potential for Entex. Nevertheless, the company is active in almost all vertical 
industries. Sales and marketing are not organized by vertica l industry. Entex belleves that its 
primary offer, desktop services, is a horizontal product that can be sold in every industry to 
organizations above a certain size (~5 .000 seats). 

Overa ll, the IT outsourcing market is clearly moving •upmarke t" toward more compre hensive 
contracts. Customers want relief from the burden basic IT ormrations and thev want to 
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advance an agenda that includes a transition toward e-business-and lower headcount. 
Cost-savings are less important than streamlining management structure. 

Barriers to Entry 

INPUT 

There are fewer barriers of entry to vendors of horizontal products than to vendors whose 
products are specialized according to vertical industry. However, this approach does expose 
vendors to more intense competition and the threat of commoditizatlon. The most important 
weapon in overcoming barriers to entering new markets is technical expertise, especially in the 
areas of application development and application management because they are higher value
added. 

Customers of horizontal IT products are less concerned that vendors demonstrate expertise in 
their vertical industry than in their core technical competencies. In the federal market, vendors 
need to prove their understanding of the government market and its characteristics. 

Without the benefit of the name recognition advantage of Siemens, Entex would (did) have 
difficulty in entering new markets. Laek of name recognition jg definitely a problem. 

Marketing 

Does Entex use outsoulcing consultants? Not much contact so far. Consultants are more 
active in Europe. The type of services offered by Entex take the company off of the radar 
screens of most outsourcing consultants. 

Bid/Proposal Process 

Generally, the average size of Entex's bids is small. Large bids require top management's 
approval. Entex doesn't go cold-calling. It will usually take a piece of a larger contract and try 
to expand the relationship. 

The proposal costing mod et is based on clear definitions of the WOf"k to be performed. This is 
reviewed periodically and profitability is recalculated. Independent audits confirm these 
numbers. Entex does offer work priced on a volume basis. Key factor: build into SLAs from the 
outset a clear1y defined pricing mechanism that adjusts for changes in the customer's business 
model. SLAs are more of a problem In Europe. Also, success in pricing requires excellent 
Project Management skills. Europe is more advanced in the training of project managers (esp. 
Siemens, which has a high reputation in this area). 

Burdensome Sales & Martl;eting Expenses 

Marketing costs for desktop management are less than those for "complete" or ·extreme" 
outsourcing, i.e., total data center management. National government bids are more expensive 
(especially in Europe). However, this is a non-issue for Entex. whose business is U.S.-based. 

Staff Transfers 

This is not at all a problem for Entex. The company tries to redeploy, relocate staff at the end 
ofa contract insofar as possible. Those that cannot be relocated, or used elsewhere, are let 
go. Overall, the firm's retention rate is very good. 

Cost of Capital 

Based on access to the financial resources of the Siemens global enterprise, Entex faces no 
capital constraints in pursuing new business. 
Changes Underway in Outsourcing Market 

Customers are looking for more complete outsourcing solutions. They want to work with fewer 
suppliers. They prefer the prime (general contractor) model whereby a lead vendor manages 
the relationships and monitors the work of subcontractors. Overall, they want to reduce 
headcount. 

The transition to e-business is making competition between vendors more intense. Smaller 
vendors are being relegated to subcontract roles, v.tiere margins are lower. 

Entex participates in the federal market in both prime and subcontractor roles. 

Most Profitable Types of Business 

Without a doubt, network management and consulting are much more profitable for Entex than 
"break/fix" desktop services. 

Yet. Entex will not enter into a desktop services contract on a low or no-profit basis ln the hOpe 
that future, lucrative additional business will materialize to make the overall relationship 
orofitable. While it is true that havino an incumbent contractor rmBtlonshio almost alwavs 
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results in incr'emenlal business, to depend on that business from the outset is a recipe for 
disaster. 

Fed Data [#17] Respondent is a VP for IT management services with respo nsibility for Fed Data's work on 
ODIN and GSA seat management contracts. He worked on the original proposal development. 
Prior to that, he had IT managerial positions at the Kenned y Space Center and the Johnson 
Space Center. Overall, he has 20 years of experience in IT, virtually all in the federal market. 

173 

At Fed Data, he has project management responsibility for the Peace Corps and Wright 
Patterson AFB outsourcing contracts. Overall, Fed Data is worki ng with agencies that are 
playing "catch upawith the NMCI/EDS contract. They want to roll up smaller projects into a 
similar, large contract vehide, but this will take some time. To date, Fed Data has won only 
smaller, discrete task orders. 

Fed Data Background 

Fed Data Is nO'N a part of Loglcon, whlch Is Northrop Grumman 's IT services division. (When 
the Litton/PRC acc,..iisition is completed, part of it will join Log icon, and part will go directly to 
Northrop Grumann. While Fed Data and Logicon have a few commercial clients, 90% of their 
work is for federal dients. Of that, only 10% comprises IT outs ourcing. 

According to respondent, commercial IT work at Fed Data is done by completely separate 
work groups. There is virtually no synergy between the feder al and commercial market teams. 
The company's corrmercia1 work was described as "oddbalr projects that included help desk 
and network management work-but no data center outsou rcing. 

Currently, Fed Data has a backlog of about $20 mitrion in ann ual revenue from signed 
contracts. By comparison, Logicon had $400 million in 1998 and has grown to $2.1 billion 
today. On the top level , Northrop Grumann has annual revenues of $10 billion; Logicon 
represents $2.5 billion of this (including Fed Data). Litton/PRC has annual revenues of $5.5 
billion. 

Growth Potential 

Respondent sees excellent long-term growth potential for increased desktop management 
business (task orders) from the DoD, Army and Air Force. These agencies are now trying to 
follow the example of the Navy's NMCI contract. While they don't anticipate any dramatic new 
budget allocations. the DoD appears increasingly willing to chang e existing budget allocation s 
in order to roll up GSA task orders and other BPA contracts in to evermore comprehensive 
"bundled " large contracts for a wider range of work. 

In this context, respo ndent corroborated opinions expres sed by other vendors to the effect that 
the federal govenYTient's entire IT infrastructure would be virtuall y obsolete in less than five 
years. This reality, along with the skills shortage, budget restric tions and pending retirements , 
would make IT outsourcing unavoidable. 

Direction of Fede ral Market 

Fed Data wants to pul out of the facilities management segme nt of IT outsourcing. Because 
the potential for increased business in the federal seat management market is excellent, Fed 
Data Is not actively pursuing commercia l clients. Ha-Never, whe n pressed, he said that he 
thought the following mix of business would be Ideal: 

50% federal 

• 25% state & local 

• 25% commercial 

The federal market is clear1y moving "upmarket; albeit slowly. For example, the SSA wants to 
outsource only 2,000 seats as a test case because it is uncomfortable with giving a single 
contract to a single vendor for all 60,000 seats at the agenc y. Managers do not believe that 
any single vendor wou ld be able to fulfill the work required by a single contract of that 
magnitude. 

Barriers to Entry 

While commercial company business is attractive for many reasons, respondent thought that 
the transition from commercial to federal would be more diffic ult than the reverse due to the 
Jong sales cycle in the federal market , the complexities of the procurement process and the 
importan ce of having personal relationships in place. 

A vendor wantillQ lo move from the federal to the commercial market in his view must exoect 
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to need to set up a virtual "mirror" organization to serve commercial clients. Salesmen, etc. 
would need to be recruited who had commercial experience. As an exception, the technical 
staff and project managers could probably be re-trained successfully for work in the 
commercial market. 

Beyond that , such a transition would only work with the help of good partner relationships. 
(Even the commercial partnering model is very different from that used in the federal market.) 
Lack of commercial backlog and reference clients would definitely be a handicap. Respondent 
thought that commercial clients might be interested in a vendor's technical solutions for federal 
clients, but he was skeptical that this alone would win business, i.e , without being introduced 
by a commercial partner with excellent credentials. 

Respondent noted the irony that federal clients are very anxious to benefi t from vendor 
experience in solving problems for commercial clients, but commercial clients are not nearly so 
keen on letting federal vendors do work for them. In theory, this gives an advantage to 
primarily commercial vendors that want to enter the federal market, yet, they (for reasons 
outlined above) are often put off by the difficulties that they encounter . 

(As an example, a spokesperson for Cap Gemini E&Y said emphatically that the vendor had 
decided NOT to pursue any work for federal clients because of the baniers and difficulty in 
doing business In that market made it categorically unattractive.) 

Respond ent commented that CSC had encountered "difficulty" in applying its commercial 
business model in the federal market. 

Availability and Cost of Capital 

Cost or lack of capital has never been an obstacle to new outsourcing contracts for Fed Data. 
As an example, respondent said that he had spent $50,000 to obtain a $5 million annual 
contract revenue stream, which he considered quite acceptable. Overall, he thought that 
federal outsourcing required litue in the way of capital outlay. Whether for federal or 
commercial clients, he stressed that vendors need to use leasing companies for HW 
purchas es. Even Fed Data, which has deep pockets, avoids outlays for capital equipment 
purchases as part of outsourcing deals. He gave the Peace Corps contract as another 
example ; it required very litue by way of upfront capital outlays. 

In the context of leasing , respondent contradicted other survey respondents who claimed that 
leasing Incurred tax liabilities. Fed Data respondent insisted that equipment located on federal 
facilities incurred no property tax burden . 

Changes in Outsourcing Underway 

Important changes in the federal market include: 

• People are recognizing the need for change, both in terms of budgets and staffs . 

• There is a genuine effort underway to understand how to make the transition from internal 
to outsourced IT functions . 

The TCO concept is spreading in the governm ent (even though it is seldom able to specify its 
costs accurately). Agencies are making progress in analyzing their "hard" costs for equipment , 
but having great difficulty in assessing their "soft" costs for people, HR, etc., which is 
necessary in order to compute accura te, projected cost savings. 

Types of Outsourcing that Can Be Done Most Profitably 

Enterprise seat management, meaning bundled contracts for help desk, network 
management, LAN, break/fix work, HW/SW acquisition, some application management 
and development work 

Network/LAN administration 

Help desk (which has been mainly commoditized) 

Web hosting/'Neb site development Contracts here are small, but likely to grow in volume 
and importance for the government . 

Logicon is doing some work on the state and local government level, includin g data center 
managemen t. The potential for this is good , but contracts at present are small. E-gov is still in 
the future. 

Expertise 

Fed Data's arimarv exnertise is in the seat mananemenUenternrise mananernent area and 
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secondarily in network management. 

Cost Projections 

INPUT 

Fed Data uses models for projecting cost and pricing models as part of the proposaVbid 
process. To be worthwhile, seat management contracts need to be sufficiently large to give 
vendor economies or scale. Cost projection models can be re-t.1sed-they are not developed 
de novo for each new bid. Fed Data uses a knowledge management system and believes that, 
in general, this approach couk:I be used for bidding in the comme rcial market as well. 

Sales and Marketing Costs 

Overall, respondent believes that marketing costs at Fed Data run about 20% of the total cost 
of doing business , Which includes administrative overhead, HR and related, direct costs. Yes , 
20% is high now due to various unusual circumstances. He 'NOUld expect a nonnal level for 
such costs to be 10-15% in the federal market and 6-9% in the commercial market. 

The primary reason wtly sales costs are lower in the commerc ial market is that the sales cyde 
is much shorter. 

Staff Transfers 

So far, Fed Oat.a has had no problems in transferring civil servants lo vendors' payroll. Such 
transferred staff usually needs training, particularly in compa ny techniques and processes. 

Control Issue 

Federal agencies are very aware of the Importance of secure data management, but seat 
management outsou rcing tends to be accepted v.ithout provoking fears of loss of control. This 
is primarily a problem of perception (or misperception ). For example, a remote networking 
management solution doesn't necessarily give the client less control-only differerent, Le, not 
on site. 

Getronics [#10] Background 

175 

The respondent worked previously for Wang . After Wang' s acquisition by Getronics, he 
became head of outsourcing for the federa l group. He has 16 years of experience in the 
federal market (mainly at PRC) and two years of experien ce in the commercial market 
Significantly , he stressed that the federal and commercial market sales teams are in continua l 
contact, at least week ly, even though they have separate missions. Specifically, respondent 
has hands-on experie nce with the ODIN seat managemen t cont ract. 

Currently, he is head of 1hat group's Center of Excellence in Seat Management, which has a 
staff of about ten techn ical specialists. Getronics has several such Centers of Excellence-
including one for Network Security, and another for E-c ommerce . For Getronics, "govemmen r 
means feeler.al. The commercial division handles the few state and local government contracts 
that have been oooked. The Center of Excellence serves as a technical (Best Practices) as 
well as sales resource . Accordingly, respondent does get involved in the proposal preparation 
process and consults INilh business development staff on "alignment" of effort by agency. For 
Getronics, federal marketing consists primarily of determining which agencies offer the best 
prospects for new seat management business. 

Marke t Pos ition 

Getronics does $3-4 billion in annual revenues wor1dv.ide . Of this, the Government Solutions 
Group in the U.S. contributes about $400 million, or 10% of lhe tot.al. The corporate target is to 
grow this business to $1 billion over the next 5-6 years through organic growth and 
acquisitions. Seat management comprises about 1~15 % of the Govemment Solutions 
Group's revenues ; the remaining 85-90% consists of a variety of professional services (non
outsourcing). 

According to the respondent, the term "seat management " is essentially a federal-market
specific term. In the com mercial market, "desktop services"- the nearest equivalent--usua ly 
includes network services, call center and other kinds of v.,ork. For some federal customers, 
seat management contracts are used as a back door vehicte to buy hardware when they can' t 
access a capital expenditure budget. HW purchases are bu ilt into the seat management 
contract under the guise of periodic equipment "refresh" and using existing GSA schedules. 
Federal budget politics often requires agencies to spend money on a time & materials basis 
even when thls Is contrary to the best interest of both the gove mment and the taxpayer. 

Partly for the reasons noted above, the govemme nt's concept of seal management is evolving 
and becomina increasinQIY comprehensive. Eventualv. it wil become somethinq like BPO in 
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the commercial market . This process will take 4-5 yean;. At pntSent, they are putting out to bid 
increasingly extensive pieces of work. 

Capital Availability 

Should the vendor supply HW on a lease rather than purcha se basis? Often the decision 
hinges on taxes. If the vendor owns equipment assets, it pays an 8% property tax in the 
District of Columbia and 4 .5% in Virginia. In many cases, direct vendor ownership of HW 
results in a 15-20% cost markup. If the government owns the HW itse lf, it pays nothing (but 
then, after a few years, faces the threat of obsolescence along with the burden of disposal). 

Direction of the Market 

Federal outsourcin g business is moving in the same direction as the commercial market
"upwards" toward increas ingly comprehensive, BPO-oriented contrads. If so, is seat 
management on the way out and, as a result, unattractive to vend ors? Absolut ely not: "Seat 
management Is like getting the camel's nose under the tent: Typ lcally, during the term of a 
seat management contract, 10-25% of incremental revenue materia lizes (based on total value 
of the seat management co ntract). This explains part of the advantage of being an incumben t; 
agencies are unlikely to go elsewhere to have work done that ca n be given convenienUy and 
simply to the vendor that is already on the premises and perform ing satisfactorily. 

Does this mean that vendors either can, or should bid for new seat management contracts on 
a no-profit basis in the hope that these incremental revenue s will ultimately make the total 
customer relationshi p proflable. Respondent believes that this is a high-risk way to do 
business because an unprofitable vendor is unlikely to be either able, or motivated , to do the 
highest quality work on the initial contract. If work on the baste contract is lackluste r or 
deficient, U,en the expected, incremental revenue will not materia Nze. 

Barriers to Entry 

Lack of dependable partner relationships. 

Respondent used the example of seat management , but the point is applicabl e In general. He 
pointed out the danger of undue reliance on a partner to provide a critical element of a 
comprehensive seat management solution. Vendors must have in-house core competencies 
required to bid for target business. Also, remember that managi ng partner relationships is to 
manage a "moving target ." For example, expect that a "Stalement of Work " will be obsolete 
almost as soon as it is fonnu lated . 

Remember: ieami ng is incremental, " meaning that there is no short cut to develop ing the 
technical and business knov..1edge required for success. 

How important are partner relationships? Prime contractors are vulnerable. On the commercial 
IT outsourcing side , three out of four primes have had major problems with their 
subcontractors. These problems reflect, in part, bad manageme nt. In addition, they reflect 
fundamental incompatibilities, inequitable cost-sharing arrangem ents , conflicting processes 
and tools , as well as peop4e who can 't cooperate. 

Commercial versus Fed eral Market 

The commercia l market offers tremend ous potential for growth of IT outso urcing. Vendors 
wanting to move from the fede ral to the commercial market must take in to account the 
s ignificant differences betwee n the government's procurement pokies and standard sa les 
practices in the convnercia l market. 

Ultimately, there is a great deal of similarity between the business processes of government 
agencies and commen:ia l bus inesses. Yet, vendors can trip on unforeseen differences in 
approach. For examp le, Getronics prepared TCO studies for its seat management solution (a 
common practice on the comm ercial side) only to be told that they violated FAR 9.5, which 
prohibits vendor confl icts of interest. (Solution: these need to be prepared by a third-party, not 
the vendor directly---esp ecialy if based on privileged informati on that is available only to 
qualified federal contractors) . 

Remember, "IT can be a co mpetitive weapon for customers , which depends on quality IT 
vendors and thei r core comp etencies. 

Process 

Getronlcs has no "black box" that it uses to compute contract profitabi lity: "'We Just tinke r and 
adapt." To respondent's knO'hiedge, there is no good contract cosVprofit model. In reality. 
"outsourcina contracts are like DNA each one is different. Pricina is an art .. • because there 
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are no precise data. 

Expect that the costs, terms and SLAs of an outsourcing contract will be subject to continual 
change. It is common for vendors to "take hits• in the form of unexpected costs. 

In the federal market, there is always a security dimension to the work (with associated costs ). 
When agency needs change, and their budgets do not, we are oflen in the position of 
negotiating adjustmen ts in SlAs, faster or slower refresh rates, return to service guarantees, 
etc., in order to keep contract costs within budget AND meet the agency's current 
requirements. The trick is always to figure out how to do this, make a profit, and NOT change 
the customer's cost 

Sales Costs 

Respondent did not believe that there was much difference, ultimately, in the level of sales and 
marketing cost levels in the federal and commercial markets. But there is a big difference in 
the cost of marketing a seat management contract and prospecting for new business on a 
labor/materials basis. In that case, vendors participate, in esse nce, in a beauty contest with 
each other. The process for awarding GSA seat management contracts has been streamlined 
considerably. They can now be completed in less than six months, while other types of 
contracts take 6-9 months-and incur higher sales costs. Getronics spends an average of 
$200,000 in sales costs for each seat management contract that it wins. 

Decisions may come more quickly in the commercial market , but contract implementation can 
be slower. Obviousl y, it is easy to identify federal agency sales targets. This is a more difficu lt 
and costly process in the commercial market 

On the commercial side, it is usually cost-effective to use consultants. 

Importance of inside contacts? "We had NO presence at all at Treasury, but we succeeded in 
winning new business in open competition, without pre-existi ng relationships." Respondent 
believes that this is exactly the experience that GSA is promo ting. 

Cost of Capital 

Because recourse to leasing agencies (for equipment acquisition) is always an available 
alternative, vendor availability of capital is not a barrier to clos ing outsourcing deals. Yet, 
vendors shouk:I expect (and be able) to invest in the softwa re tools that will be required to fulfill 
contracts. Because agencies are oflen in transition between technologies, vendors may 
spend $250,000-$1 million l4)front to develop the tools required to standardize, streamline and 
fulfill contracts. 

Important Changes 

In the near future , the federal workforce will experience a massive wave of retirements, and 
there are no young replacements for them on the horizon. Young recruits want better 
hardware and working environments. During the next two years, the government will continue 
to play catch up; afler that, expect large new outsourcing contracts because there will be no 
viable alternative. Union-inspired anti-outsourcing efforts (TRAC) will continue, but reality can't 
be changed . 

Profit/Growth Potential 

Getronics sees excellent potential in seat management in the federa l market. 

Getronics has experience in dealing with unions in non-seat management contracts. 
Confrontation Is unnecessary . However, vendors must recognize that unions have an inherent, 
vested interest in increasing headcount, not reducing it, which creates fundamental conflicts of 
interest between unions and outsourcers. 

Vendors need to face the truth: "You can't be everything to everyone." Respondent believes 
strongly that you need to be able to use the same software tool set for a significant period of 
time (in order to amortize your costs). Yet, this did not mean that Getronics was inclined to 
acquire the software companies that are its current partners and on which it depends for 
elements of its, in effect, proprietary seat management solution. Reason: "We don't want to be 
in the software business ." 

Getronics does, however, build/assemble a basic tool that it uses repeatedly. It does NOT by 
off-the-shelf solutions from Tuvalu or Computer Associates . 

Background 

Resoondent worked for 20 vears at Die ital Eouioment ,... ............. ration in aoolicatlon develooment 
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before joining CSC initially as a director IT for a business unit and working later as an account 
executive. In that role, she gained experience in the federal market by working closely with a 
major CSC client that was a major federal contractor. She has experience with "full-service" IT 
outsourcing as well as application development. This exposure to federal business provided 
experience with large, comprehensive IT outsourcing programs (albeit without any classified 
software development). Subsequently, she joined ACS where she had responsibility for 
application management outsourcing for new clients as well as the installed base. 

Market Potential 

Respondent believes that ASPs have good grow'th potential. Top-tier, experienced IT vendors 
can thrive in all verticals because many facets of the services requirements are really generic. 
As a result, vendors can leverage experience in one vertical to another. Although clients do 
expect vendors to offer reference clients In their own industry, this need not be a barrier. 

Truth be told, customers ALWAYS believe that their needs are unique (and you don't dare 
contradict them). This customer misperception is based on a lack of technical background. 
From a technology point of view, there is little significant difference between verticals. Having 
said that, ASPs are most attractive when they specialize on offering very well chosen selection 
of applications that are industry-specific. 

Market Direction: Upmarket, Down market? 

Both trends are underway simultaneously (the outsourcing pie is expanding) . In either case, 
vendors need to work on their fundamentals , i.e., understanding better where they can add 
value. There is a tendency to win deals and then worry later how to deliver results. ParUy for 
this reasons, outsourcing consultants tcx:lay ALWAYS insist on building "prenuptial 
agreements" into contracts that spell out the tem,s and circumstances that will govern the 
transition from the incumbent to a new vendor at contract expiration. 

Barriers to Entry 

Regarding the transition from federal to commercial markets, the truth is that commercial 
customers are seldom impressed to learn what vendors did in the federal market even if the 
opposite is true (federal agency customers are usually very interested to learn what vendors 
did/are doing for commercial customers). Federal customers want, in particu lar, to hear how 
the private sector is standardizing, adopting to industry-standard solutions, etc . 

The key to success in the fed-~commercial transition is to stress the nature of technical 
solutions independent of the customer's identity. In short, talk up your achievements 
themselves. The same sales staff with federal experience MAY be able to function in the 
commercial market, but it must be able to show strong understanding of technology, to show 
HOW business problems were solved, in order to undercut customer tendency to undervalue 
federal sector IT work. 

Also, vendors should take pains to prevent salesmen from closing deals on which they can't 
deliver, or at least not cost effectively . Salesmen must understand what the vendor can really 
deliver, and usually this involves an appreciation of specialized solutions. In tem,s of strategy , 
while there is a great potential for new outsourcing business in general, vendors must avoid 
the temptation to "hybridize, · i.e., offer themselves as experts in both infrastructure and 
business transaction process ing. Pick one or the other and excel at it. If you decide to expand 
your expertise, then go out and build it, but don't expect to find a short cut to spending time 
and money on the effort. 

Commercial vendors that want to move into the federal market are usually put off by the 
complexity of the federal contract proposal preparation and bidding process, including the 
protocols and security issues involved. 

Cost and Availability of Capital 

While not a problem for CSC, it has been a problem for ACS. At times, the company had to 
offer a qualified proposal due to the Inability to deploy sufficient capital investment. In 
respondent's opinion the way to avoid this is to plan growth and, in any plan , capital is only 
one factor among many. 

Changes ln the Market 

Clearly , the outsourcing market is moving toward BPO in the sense that customers are using 
vendors to take over ever more complex and comprehensive packages of business functions. 
At the same time, vendors should be aware that the opportunity is greater than the reality. 
Clients continue to be reluctant to hand over to vendors too much of what thev oerceive to be 
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•control" over their core business processes, so fulfilling lhe market's potential remains a hard 
sell. Also, never forget that there is always internal resistance to BPO. Incumbent employees 
always fear that headcount reductions will inevitably follow any BPO contract, if not all 
outsourcing. 

TheSLAGame 

Clients look to SLAs as a Justification fortheirdecision to give up direct control; SLAs are 
wielded as indirect control. Yet, in most cases, customers demand very exacting SLAs without 
realizing or admitting that, in fact, the high levels demanded by the SLA may never have been 
achieved by the organ ization, may not be possible, or-if possible-may be neither necessary, 
nor cost-effective. 

Smart vendors can expect to find excellent opportunities for growth In the ASP field (fixed 
services delivered for fixed prices on a monthly pay-by-the-dri nk basis). The danger is 
excess ively fast growth and letting costs get out of controt . Remember: ultimately, when all is 
said and done, ALL outsourcing deals are motivated by a customer desire to save money, 
however expressed. 

Marketing Costs 

On this point, burdensome Bid and Proposal costs (B&P) can contribute to undoing a vendor' s 
success. This process is generally more complex in the federa l market. It is easy to waste 
money in either the federal or the commercial market if you don 't target your efforts carefully. 
You should atways be asking the same question: where can I add value? 

Take care regarding your relations with outsourcing consultan ts . 

Some of them are NOT the vendors' friend. They are making it harder for vendors to close 
deals insofar as they run up costs. For example, a consultant may believe that it both 
enhances his dent credibility (and fattens his fee) if he summons ten vendors instead of three 
to present bids. Yet, it is usually more realistic to ask only 2-3 to incur the expense of 
preparing and presenting bids and the others typically waste the ir time and money. Truth be 
told, there is a kit ofseff-deception at work on all sides of the equatron, customer , consultant 
and vendor. 

Respondent is a VP wi1h responsibility for external communica tions, including indusby 
analysts, investor rf!E tions and other. 

Background on Kec¥'1e 

As a percentage of total company revenue, Keane's public secto r business represents about 
15%. Overall, about 60% of the company's turnover derive s from IT outsourcing of various 
kinds. 

Keane has four main business divisions: 

Application devek>pment and management (9% is outsourcing) 

E-solutions projects (9-10% is outsourcing) 

Business innovation and consulting (1% is outsourcing) 

Managed IT 

Keane eams about 38% of its revenues from "e-solutions pJOjects." According to respondent, 
Keane has never lost an outsourcing customer based on poor performance: "[Outsourcing] is 
not a market for people who can't perform." 

Of Keane's total reven ue, 60-70% derives from multiyear outsourcing contracts. 

Market Trends 

In his opinion , the ASP model has failed-at least insofar as having an appeal for Keane's 
target market of Globa l 2000 organizations. They require sign ificant amounts of customization , 
cannot use "plain Vanilla" applications. Therefore, ASPs cannot server their needs cost
effectively. 

Changes in the Outsourcing Market 

Customer interest in IT outsourcing Is rising, especially for application management and 
development. Now, customers outsource these functions as part of a competiti ve strategy. 
They want to streaml ine their operations, offload nonstrategic IT functions so that internal staff 
can be used for highe r value -added, core , proprietary IT dev elopment projects. 
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The role of the CIC is changing. He/she is no longer an all-around guru or "builder." Today, the 
CIO functions more as a general contractor (supervisor) of IT outsourcing vendor 
relationships. 

Customers are moving toward one-stop shopping for outsourcing, but they also want best-of
breed solutions. Therefore, larger companies are less Interested in "extreme" outsourcing 
whereby they hand over to an outsourcing vendor complete responsibility for their entire IT 
infrastructure. Large companies want to select the best solutions available, even if procured 
from a variety of vendors. In contrast, smaller companies may still find "totar or "extreme" 
outsourcing appealing whereby they, in effect, depend entirely on outsourcers for their back 
office and IT infrastructure. 

Also, large organizations are increasingly skeptical that any IT vendor can "do it all," including 
IBM. Customers are maturing and moving up a learning curve. When data center management 
is outsourced today, applications are usually kept in-house, or given to a different vendor. 

Contract consultants are being used with increasing frequency. They are advising customers 
to avoid long contracts, aim at 3-5 year durations, Insist on best-of-breed solutions and a 
favorable value metric. 

Federal vs Commercial Market 

From Keane's point of view, the federal market is less attractive than the commercial market. 
In contrast, Keane sees better potential at the state & local levels of the public sector. For 
example, outsourcing initiatives underNay in Maine and North Carolina in the area of e
govemment are more advanced than those of the federal government. 

The federal customer is behind the state & local government customer. Rates and profits are 
lower in the federal market, but size of contracts can be quite large and the long-tenn nature of 
the business is attractive. In short, respondent believes that, for many vendors, doing business 
In the federal market is like holding bonds in place of stocks. 

Importantly, federal customers are increasingly interested in learning what vendors are 
doing/have done in the commercial market (while the reverse is much less common). Keane 
often takes commercially tested practices and applies them to work in the federal government. 

Respondent has 20 years of experience in the IT industry, including consulting. His 
background includes work at Wang where he managed outsourcing projects prior to coming to 
Keane. At Keane, he works for both internal and external clients. His outsourcing 
responsibilities include sales and delivery. 

Background 

Outsourcing comprises about 50% of Keane's total revenues. Of that, work for commercial 
clients represents about 80% of outsourcing revenues; work in the federal market represents 
about 20% of total outsourcing revenues. Management believes that this is an optimal 
diversification for the company. Overall, the federal unit represents about 10-15% of total 
company revenues. 

Growth Prospects 

Keane sees excellent potential for growth of its public sector business, federal as well as state 
and local government. Beyond that, it sees good opportunity in financial services, insurance, 
manufacturing and utilities-which is currently experiencing unfavorable market conditions. 
T elco is another market for good gro'h'l:h. 

Keane does a lot of what it calls "backfilling" gaps in customer resources by deploying contract 
staff either on site, or at a remote location. (Sometimes "remote" is only a few blocks away 
from the customer's premises.) In addition, Keane sends customer work to its own "remote" 
data center in Halifax, Nova Scotia. 

Keane has done some deals to provide HR solutions and is strong in system integration. 
These markets remain attractive. 

Market Trends 

Customers are developing a much higher comfort level than ever before with the outsourcing 
of more comprehensive departmental functions. They like the idea of IT -oriented facilities 
management with us as a partner. 

Some consultants are now charging a "success fee" for introducing vendors to prospective 
customers. Example: Everest, which has a vendor/client exchanae service. Clients are 
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typically aware of consultant fees, but considertt'lem part of the total cost of a deal. Whfle 
consultants never take responsibility for a client's decision , it is clear U,at U,ere are times when 
they are able to dictate to the customer which vendor to select . 

However, the use of consultants doesn't eliminate U,e need for a good sales and marketing 
effort. Consultants can be a positive element of the total sales process, particularly if they have 
strong personal relationships and reputations. 

Important outsourcing consultants include, in addition to Everest , Gartner, Technology 
Business Internationa l (TBI), Technology Partners Internat ional {TPI) and Transition Partners, 
along with The Outsourcing Institute. 

Vendors entering the market need to convince these consulta nts of their value proposition. 

Barriers to Entry 

The greatest barrier to entry in new markets is lack of name recognition. Even with a $100 
million federal unit, Keane must partner with other vendors as a key element of its application 
management market strategy. 

Success in a new market depends largely on developing differentiators, Le, ways to separate 
you from the crO'Nd of other vendors whose names are already known. While partnering is 
usually necessary, some vendors partner reluctantly and only at customer insistence. 

There is an advantage to being in both the federal and commercial markets. While the federal 
customer wants to ·commercialize~ IT solutions, commercial customers tend not to be 
impressed (at least initialy) with work done in the federal market. Eventually, however, 
commercial custome rs come to appreciate the quality, methodology and process of work 
done for federal customers. 

Availability of Capital 

There isn't a great need for large amounts of capital for upfront investments in connection .,..;th 
most outsourcing deals. Most costs result from acquiring customer staff. Even so, these costs 
are built into the financial structure of the entire deal. While the data center/ infrastructure 
outsourcing business may be an exception, this rs not the most attractive segment of the 
commercial outsourci ng market for other reasons. It has been commoditized and reduced to 
single-digit profit marg ins. 

Market Trends 

Customers are getting into more sophisticated types of contra cting and they are using outside 
consultants. There is ina-easing pressure to improve SLA promises. The challenge is to 
deliver business value based on demonstrable metrics and performance measurements. 
Historically, the federal market has been more demanding in U,is regard than the commercial 
market, but that is changing rapidly. There is much business available for maintenance of 
legacy IT systems, but this work is being rapidly commoditized and is no longer considered 
attractive by vendors. 

If you look at the IT outsourcing market from the top down from the vendor's point of view, the 
most profitable types of business are: 

A combination of new applicatlon development and maintenance of existing applications 

• Consulting-oriented work to plan, build and strategize new IT structures 

Least profitable is data center management and transac tion processing. 

Also attractive, application management contracts that include e-solution development work. 

Keane's fonnula is: 

Plan - consulting , strategy 

Build - e-solution s, Web-enablement 

Manage - full application management outsourcing and/or development, data center 
management (or federal seat management) 

Litton/PRC [#1) This respondent has a high level position in the compan y's outsourcing organization. Project 
managers report to him. He has overall responsibility for contract "capture· and management. 

181 

Background 

Depending on one's definition of outsourcing, Litton/PRC does about $175 million annually in 
outsourt:ino. reoresen tina about 95% in the federal sector and the remaininn 5% in the non-
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federal public sector. On a dollar basis, outsourcing accounts for about 25-30% of total 

Parent Litton Industries does commercial outsourcing, but those activities are totally separate 
from the Litton/PRC unit. 

[A contract at Federal Data/Log icon speculated that-after the Northrop Grumman acquisition 
of Litton Industries, Litton/PRC would be folded into the Fed Data/Logicon unit. However, this 
respondent believed that the it would likely be joined directly to Northop. The matter is as yet 
unresolved .} 

Markets 

Litton/PRC has been active in the staff augmentation and [physical] asset management. 
Currently, the company is most active In the following outsourcing markets: 

Seat management 

Network management 

Help desk 

Application management 

Storage on demand (SAN - storage area networks) where Litton/PRC owns and operates 
the storage servers for dients 

The company is attempting to diversify away from federal market seat management and into 
the sate and local government markets, especially for data storage, which is experiencing 
huge growth. In the area of asset "takeover" or management, company has only one contract 
for $15 million (a GSA seat management contract). The storage-on-demand business is still 
small, but Litton/PRC expects ·tremendous · growth in this market. 

Why diversify by moving into the commercial market? 

Management wants to promote value of "dual use" technology. 

We have found that our federal market skill sets apply well to the needs of commercial market 
clients. 

Ultimately , we see better growth potential in the commercial market than in the federal mark.el 

Our success in the commercial storage network business has encouraged us to continue in 
this direction . 

How is this migration from federal to commercial market being managed? 

We began the process 7-8 years ago. We now have a different Web site for commercial 
business (www.outsourceprc.com). Here, we make a point of NOT promoting our federal 
market experience because we have no name recognition in the commercial market. 

Our strategy is to pursue OEM partnerships in both the federal and commercial markets as a 
way to advance the promotion of our capabilities with commercial customers . We make a point 
of avoiding direct competition with the top-tier vendors such as IBM Global, CSC and EDS. 

Barriers to entry to the commercial market? 

lack of name recognition or brand franchise among commercial customers. Trust is the critical 
element of the vendor/client relationship and it isn't easy to create it in the short term. 

We depend- to tell the truth-on the value of the "Litton" name, which has cachet , even 
though it hasn't been used on consumer products for many years. 

On the other hand, had we been "blessed" with a name such as "Fed Data," we wouldn't have 
had a prayer of success in this migration to the commercial market. 

Commercial business operates along totally different lines than federal business, i.e., fixed
price contracts. Federal contracts are usually more flexible. 

Upmarket, or Downmarket Trend? 

Regarding an "upmarket," or "downmarker strategy, Litton/PRC sees low-margin seat 
management as a way to get the foot in the door for more profitable business, such as network 
storage. Regarding profit margins, we believe that-in general-the more remote work that 
can be done on a remotely managed basis and the less labor-intensive , the more profitable. 

Capital Investments for Outsourcing 

On the issue of caoital investments we don't find caoital availabilitv a constraint because there 
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are numerous sources of financing, such as GM Capital, when needed. Capital commitments 
do raise the risk~ . but the risk is seldom with the hardware. Deals fall apart based on 
service shortfalls. As a result, if we need to dispose of cortracted equipment whose purchase 
was financed, customer.; almost never ask us to pick it up. They usually buy us out at the end 
of a contract agreement. We see outsourcing project l'lSk in two levels: 1-staffing; 2-assets. 

Types of Outsourcing Done Most Profitably 

For us, the most profitable type of outsourcing business Is netwo rk services and remote 
storage. Desktop services trails. In our experience, commerc ial contracts are usually at least 
twice as profitable as federal ones, i.e., 'Nith 20% margins rather than 10%. We would enter a 
market with low profit margins (5-6%) only if we thought there was good potential to move the 
business up quickly lo the 10-12% level. 

This group accounts for 20% of total revenues 

There are no staff trai ning problems that are critical to our group. 

Barriers to Entry 

Greatest problems retated to transition from federal to comme rcial outsourcing: 

The commercial world is vast, it is difficult to pitch to prospect ive customers in vertical 
industries without demonstrated expertise in that vertical. 

Transition requires an entirely different sales staffthal: is convnercial oriented. 

Also, the competitive bidding process in these markets diffe rs markedly. Overall, costs in the 
commercial market run higher. SLAs differ as well. Note: SLA expectations in the federal 
sector are rising (they had been significantly lower than in lhe commercial sector). 

Our areas of outsourcing expertise include: 

Help desk 

Storage on demand (for customers that don't want to buy new storage capacity directly, but 
prefer that the vendo r put his own equipment on the cuslomer 's site and operate it). 

The key to success, ror us, in the data storage market is to be able to set up hardware at the 
customer's facility. It can also be done remotely at our faci lity, but there is more competition in 
that approach. We like going to the customer's site because it (literally) gives us a foot in the 
door with potential for increased account penetration. 

Greatest Potential New Market 

We see the best potential for commercial outsourcing business in the financial vertical 
(banking and insurance), utilities (esp. natural gas companies ), health care, entertainment. 

Most important, in the commercial market the customer must have confidence in the vendor as 
a partner. At the same time, the customer expects the vendor to be profitable. Therefore, as 
changes are made lo the original contract agreement , customers understand that costs can 
rise and they are wiling to pay. All of this is much more difficu lt in the federal market. Oft.en, 
FAR Is used as an excuse to deny changes in the contract, or to pay additional costs. In the 
end , it is more difficult to make money in the feder al market. 

Computer Modeling 

We have no master computer model for computing the profitab iHy of a contract. 

Sales & Marketing 

The commercial market has higher sales and marketing costs. As noted earlier, it will cost 
substantial amounts of money to achieve name recognition in itially in the commercial market. 
Note that many sales and marketing practices that are stand ard in the commercial market are 
prohibited in the federal mark.et. 

Background 

Respondent has responsibility for IT outsourcing strateg y and business development in the 
commercial lntegaled Business Solutions (IBS) division . He also manages alliances and 
partnering relationsh ips. He began his career at PMS in the insurance industry. 

All of this division comprises commercial client work. It does no federal business. Feder al 
outsourcing Is done through the lnfomia tion Support Systems division, which provides 
technical services to govemment agencies. 
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Best Market Potential 

Respondent sees the best potential for new IT outsourcing business in the financial services 
and utilities industries. Utilities are particularly attractive due to deregulation and the tunnoil 
surrounding changing market relationships. 

Of Lock.heed Martin's total revenues, IT outsourcing plays a smal role, comprising less than 
$1 billion annually. This is split about half federal, halfcommertial . The division does NO 
transaction processing. The company also does some business in the state and local 
government market segment, which amounts to about $400 million annually. 

Market Outlook 

In tenns of types of outsourcing, respondent sees the best growth potential in BPO work. 
Nevertheless, he believes that the IT outsourcing market is moving in two directions 
simultaneously, toward increasingly comprehensive as welt as toward "low-end," specific
application services and transaction processing. 

The answer depends on who is making business decisions. CEOs think in tenns of BPO ("big 
picture") or ASP ("BPO by the drinkw). 

The IBS division has chosefl NOT to organize around vertical industries. Instead, it targets 
large multinational customera that want to buy services only. IBS has no interest in acquiring 
customer assets or managing facilities. 

IBS can build e-business centers, but would prefer to do remote application management for 
clients who don't want lo own their own data centera. Also, IBS 'NOUld like to sell special 
solutions such as supply chain management. 

IBS does not believe in "building ahead of the curve," i.e., running the risk of excess capacity 
in either equipment or staff. It stnves to stay just slightly ahead of demand. In this, and other 
ways, IBS benefits from its experience in both the U.S. and South America. 

Barriers to Entry 

The most important barriers to entering a new market are mainly organizational, and 
secondarily financial. A vendor needs ample funds to be taken seriously in the market. 
Vendors with limited financial resources should confine their offer lo remote application 
management as a solution lo customers' constraints due to the skills shortage. 

IBS' policy is to avoid capital risk. Contract cycles are shorter in the commercial sector, 
typically 3-5 yearll rather eight, as is common in the federal sector. A typical IBS deal, such as 
Gateway computer, can be implemented in 120 days. 

In respondent's opinion, the govemment is a better buyer than commercial market buyers of IT 
outsourcing services. Reason: the government knows how to deal 'Nith outsourcing services 
and has senior executive IT managers. In the commercial market, outsourcing project liaison is 
often handed over to junior IT staff. 

IBS rejects deals if a customer is deemed ~unsuitable; for example, if the company has never 
done outsourcing, and doesn't use a consultant or lav.yer. In such cases, the likelihood of loss 
or litigation is higher and the Quality of the RFP Is lower. 

One red flag: when outsourcing is called in as a solution to a troubled M&A relationship. 

Changes in the Markel 

The most important change over recent years has been the government's decision (mainly 
DoD) to give up insisting on "bespoke," or customized IT solutions, either equipment or 
software. Now, the government prefers to by commonly available solutions off the shelf. This 
represents a big change. 

Another important change has been the increasing use of outsourcing consultants by 
customers. Today it is common to spend 5% of the total cortract value on paying 
consultants-and they work for both customers and vendors. 

Preferences 

IBS would prefer to do high-end, high value-added e-business projects, but to date the 
company has done somewhat small deals, which are typically broken in to pieces and 
awarded to multiple vendors. 

IT infrastructure management is still profitable, but it is very difficult to differentiate yourself in 
this seament from vour comoetitora. The skills have been cornmodilized. Also these oroiects 
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are complex and requ ire highly developed project management skills on the part of the vendof. 

This is a perennial challenge: how to differentiate your company and your offer from 
competitors. IBS doesn't play in the same league as IBM, EDS and CSC. IT targets deals in 
the hundreds of millions of dollars, not billions. 

Respondent describes IBS as "big enough to do the job, but small enough to give attention to 
customer needs. In contrast, for a company such as IBM, NO deal is big. IBM has a pipeline of 
$1 billion deals. For IBS, the "sweet spot' is a deal in the $100-500 range. There it can 
compete effectively . IBS bills itself as a "full-term participanr U,at is more accessible to client 
managements. 

Barriers to Entry 

Lack of name recognition in a market is certainly a major hand icap. The solution is to deliver 
skills. Lockheed Martin provides an advantageous pool of resources. IBS can, INhen 
necessary, get hold of expert staff from anywhere in the Lockheed Martin universe. 
lntercompany transfer.. are used . Also, divisions can award intercompany subcontracts, or 
"hire" internally. And the company hires off the street. 

LM has a strong Chief Technology Officer. In addition, "business acquisition skills" are 
transferable between federal and commercial markets. The principal barriers are the differing 
financial and accounting systems used in these two markets . Also, U,e nomenclature used is 
different. 

At IBS, staff (technica l and sales) working on commercial projects is generally kept separate 
from U,ose working on federal projects. Yet, there have been transfers between U,e two 
groups (but not al are successful). A transfer from the oommercial to U,e federal market is less 
likely to be successfu. 

Bid Process 

IBS uses an in.t\ollse model to compute the cost (and profit) fro m contract bidding . Typically , 
outsourcing Is a tow-margin business In the early years . In the past, IBS tried to take the 
·business case· of the customer into account (stage in compa ny life cycle). Now, IBS prefers 
multiyear deals whose revenues are booked on a percentage completion basis. IBS prepares 
bids on a forecast of total contract costs. 

Sales and Marketing Costs 

Most outsourcing transactions make provision for imbedded sales and marketing costs along 
wiU, technical costs. In respondent's opinion, marketing costs are lower with commercial 
outsourcing deals because the federal procurement process can be quite lengthy. For 
example, a $750 million federal market deal took three years to negotiate and cost LM millions 
in expense. In contrast , a commercial deal valued at $350 milfo n required only 12 PowerPoint 
slides to dose the sale. 

Key point: vou must know who the decision-makers are. 

IBS wants to do deals that are big enough to elJminate smaller competitors. Above $1 biUion, 
there are only a few pfayers. 

IBS doesn't make low-margin contract bids in the hope that we will be able to scrounge some 
profit out of the deal in future years. This is simply setr-deceptive thinking. 

Sales and Marketing 

Vendors should establish good contacts with the principal outsourcing consultants, including 
Transaction Business International (TBI), Transaction Partners International (TPI), Transition 
Partners, KPMG, the Outsourcing Institute, and the Outsourcing Exchange. Also, vendors 
should participate in industry conferences and events. 

Respondent doesn 't beWeve that vendors in the commercial IT outsourcing market don't need 
hundreds of salesme n. They only need to establish contact 'Nilh these few consultants 
mentioned above. Using them effectively can leverage a vendor' s business from zero to $1 
billion in 4-5 years . 

Take Exult as an example. It went from zero to $3 billion In one year-with no sales force. The 
company focuses on large BPO, single contracts annualy. 

Any vendor can enter the commercial market quickly and make a big impact by using 
consultants. No need to establish a geographically-onented sales force. 

There is much pricinn nressure and commodilizatlon of services In the IT outsourcinn mark.et. 
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As a result, it is very important to avoid excessive SG&A spending-especially because these 
costs don't rise ln proportion to the size of the deal. They remain the same. Ergo, it is more 
cost-effective to target larger deals. 

To what extent are customers price sensitive? 

In the federal market, established procurement processes level our prices. In that market, if 
you exceed your competitor's bid by 5%, you are out of the game. Price Is important and high
priced vendors are eliminated early. In contrast , while pricing is important In the commercial 
market, the environment is more elastic, assignments and processes more varied. 

Changes in Customer Motivation 

In the 1980s, customers used outsourcing mainly to achieve cost-savings. In the 1990s, 
customers are outsourcing because they lack the Internal IT staff required to meet their needs. 
Also, they give much more priority to time-to-market issues. Timing is critical and outsourcing 
is seen as a shortcut to market. 

Relevance of Customer Size by Revenue 

Customer size by revenue is an important marketing criterion because it bears a direct relation 
to the size of the outsourcing deal that can be put together, i.e., customer spending is linked to 
revenue by a certain percentage. However, as indicated above, ALL of IBS' outsourcing deals 
were won through relationships with consuhants (who are paid $2,000 daily). Note in particular 
the success of The Outsourcing Institute (OSI) in bringing vendors new business. 

Also worth noting, consultants like OSI are attempting to set up a new electronic marketplace 
that will match outsourcing customers and vendors. 

Union Policy 

IBS does have some experience with unions, but mainly on the federal side. 

Background 

Personally, the respondent manages client relationships. As a company, Perot assists 
customers with aligning, managing and applying technology toward client business objectives. 

Respondent has been in the IT outsourcing field for five years. He began his career at EDS 
where he achieved Inner Circle Status as one of the top sales people globally. He now 
represents Perot System's Integrated Solutions Group and is one of the top sales people 
representing this group. 

Market Position 

Perot Systems does no business at all in the U.S. federal market. 

In which vertical industries do you see the best growth potential for IT outsourcing? 

Financial Services, Manufacturing and Healthcare 

Is your business moving "upmarket" toward entire business processes or 
"downmarket" toward more commodity transaction processing? 

Perot Systems is focused on the "upmarket" . 

How would you categorize the most Important barrier to entering a new market , 
Financial? Technical? Marketing? Organ ization? Staffing? Management? other? 

Respondent believes that financial and organizational are equally difficult barriers. Successful 
existing business units are competing for the same capital resources and have a proven track 
record and history. One of the key areas affecting your ability to obtain capital is the proposed 
organizational structure. Financial and organizational alignment should be considered part of 
your strategy while marketing, technical, and staffing is more tactical in nature and is 
something you can leverage from existing business units. 

To what extent is cost or availability of cap ital a constraint in bidding for new 
outsourcing business? 

As we all know pursuit cost can be very expensive. With that being said, capital to pursue an 
opportunity that we believe has a high probability of Perot Systems being successful is not a 
factor in our opportunity pursuits. Capital allocation requests for pursuits are denied only when 
we perceive there is a less than average chance of being successful. 

What Important changes do you see at work In the outsourcing market today? 

The abilitv to do somethinq better faster and cheaner is the price ofentrv todav. Clients today 
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are looking for strategic partners that offer breadth and depth . Clients are seeking ways that 
they can drive business to fewer partners and hold them accountable for the results. Basically 
treating ttleir service providers as an extension of their IT department and business units. 

One other area that we, the incumbents, seem to be ignoting is tt,e possibility of new 
competitors in our space . We have done a very goocljob of waming our clients that in the new 
economy paradigm competitors are in every vertical. We point to Enron and others as 
examples. The creatioo of shared services groups that are independent of their parents 
possess industry knowledge, relationships, and an understa nding of industry applications and 
technologies that can be tapped as solutions. They have been authorized to capture revenue 
from other firms but because of their organizational structure have not been successful. I see 
these as potential back office competitors. One the front end what if Amazon, Yahoo or Ebay 
decided to get into the CRM space? The virtual companies we are building today possess the 
~killsets and knowledge to be our potentlal competitors tomorr ow. 

Top down, which types of outsourcing can you do most profitably? (Reasons?) 

Business Process Outsourcing: Most organizations today view the automation of a business 
process as a major milestone, and in many cases it is. However, the true value is to 
determine if the process is worth automating to begin with . Business Process Automation 
provides the initial quick hit to secure funding from CapX. The real value though is how a 
particular process, or subprocess, can be redesigned and measured to become better aligned 
to the corporate vision and strategy. The inefficiencies once identified and resolved deliver 
significant operational and cost improvement and in some situations positively affect top line 
growth. 

Application Outsourcing: We have the ability to transfer this work to a JV in India, HPS, that is 
a Managed Level 5 of the Capability Maturity Model for the Software Engineering Institute. 
This disciplined process approach provides us with efficienc ies that reduce the time and risk in 
making enhancements and performing maintenance of the chosen application. Additionally 
the Indian labor rates are significantl y lower than U.S. based rates allowing us to perform this 
service better, faster and cheaper than our clients. 

Web Management Services: The ability to combine our Infrastructure competency with HPS 
enables Perot Systems to compete very effectively in this space, especially when the 
requirement is high availability supporting a mission critical applica tion. 

Program Managemen t: Perot Systems will outsource the ma nagement of a single or multiple 
projects and leverage ours, or the clients, project manageme nt methodology. These 
engagements typically involved some type of risk/reward component which significantly 
increases the operational margins for Perot. 

In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Enterprise outsourcing today. BPO in the future. 

What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

Each opportunity is assigned a cost center where al expenses for people and material are 
assigned. 

Do you have a dynamic model for estim ati ng total contract profit ability as changes are 
made ov er time? 

All opportunities are modeled with assumptions of the des ired target level that we believe we 
can achieve and are reviewed periodically. 

How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

Currently, Perot Systems does not compete for Federal contracts . This should provide the 
strongest answer of the burden in pursuing that business. As for commercial, we are selective 
on what we pursue so the overall cost, while expensive , is not over burdensome. 

Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

NO 

What Is your pollcy toward deallng with unions ? (How important?) 

There is no specific policy. Each contract is addressed on a case by case basis. 

How ready Is your organization to bid on contracts In the federal {or commercial) 
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market? What would you need to do to become ready? 

We are prepared to bid any contract we choose to pursue in the commercial space. 

What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

INPUT 

Customers are not looking for cost reduction as the primary reason to outsource. Service 
levels and value to the business units are what they are focused on today. This should be 
expected since most are evaluated based on customer satisfacti on surveys. 

To what extent does , or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Companies of any size can benefit from an ou1sourcing relationsh ip. The ability to select a 
partner you can trust and focus on core competencies offers significant value. 

In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in 
general, and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Customers are sensitive to the areas of control & IP. Control has not been a sticking point. If 
there are elements in the outsource that include proprietary data , ownership of the data 
remains the clients but the processes we put in place to manage that information remains 
Perot's IP. Clients typicaly do not have an issue with you mainta ining the IP you bring to 
them, it's the IP you develop with them that can become a sensitive area. 

Is the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? 
trend?) 

Today the bulk of our business is bundled but we are moving towards unbundled. Our 
preference is to manage in a bundle, but it doesn't matter what we want, it's what the client 
wants and feels comfortable with in the scope of a relationship. 

Background 

The respondent has been an observer as well as a participant in the outsourcing initiatives of 
various government agencies. At Raytheon, he played a key role in preparing the company's 
bid for the NSA's Ground breaker contract. All of his professiona l experience has been in the 
federal market. Currently , Raytheon does less than 5% of its business in commercial markets. 

Market Potential 

While there is great potential for gro'w'lth in all segments of both the federal and commercial 
outsourcing market, Ra~heon targets in particular the intelligence agencies-all of which are 
watching the development of the Groundbreaker contract in order to decide whether to follow. 

Market Direction 

The outsourcing market as a whole is definitely moving "upmarket." By this, respondent meant 
a trend toward outsourcing that included hardware as wel as people. Also, he called this 
"privatization" in distinction from "outsourcing." The distinction hinges on whether, or not, the 
vendor takes responsibility for staffing and staff operations ONLY, or takes responsibility (if not 
ownership) of hardware and networks as well. Much federal outsourcing involved rather 
transparent switches whereby employees left thelr offices on Friday as civil servants and 
returned on Monday to the same jobs in the same offices as private contractors. 

As originally conceived , Ground breaker was supposed to be a privatization, whereby the 
vendor would take respons ibility for hardware as well as peopte. For political reasons internal 
to the NSA, the final contract was scaled back to mere outsourcing , as defined above. The 
respondent saw this as a great retreat and reacted with disappointment. 

On the subject of the NSA, the respondent was quite gloomy. He said that the Cray 
supercomputers the agency had purchased a few years ago would be obsolete within 4-5 
years. Even now, Raytheon believes it could build an array of para llel processors that could 
equal or outperform the Cray supercomputers. 

As an illustration of mindset of some members of top manageme nt there, he described the 
desk of a high-level agency executive: PC sits in the comer under a dust cover. On the desk 
sit a legal pad and pencils. A secretary prints out e-mail and takes dictation as If it were 1950. 

Barriers to Entry 

Respondent belfeves that virtually every vendor that Is active in the federal market wants to 
diversify by doing bUsiness for commercial customers. However , the barriers of entry for 
movina from the federal to commercial market are formidable. All of the ones noted (financial 
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technical, marketing. organization, staffing and management) are relevant. Vendors want to 
leverage their federal experience into more lucrative work in the private sector, yet they are
In general-totally unprepared for the "cut-throar nature of commercial competition. Federal 
salesmen are l'TIOfe colegial and adopt easily a cooperative stance among each other. In 
contrast, commercial vendors have no need to deal with GSA schedules, or similar 
bureaucratic obstacles . 

Also, salary levels commanded by commercial sales staff are much higher than those 
applicable to the federal sales staff. For example, salesmen work in the federal market for 
$75,000 while their counterparts in the commercial market are earning $200-300,000 annuall y 
in commission income. 

Sales & Marketing 

In general, marketing and sales costs will be higher in the commercial mar1<et. Although 
Individuals are re-trainable, it is likely that a brand new sales staff would be required by an 
effort to break into lhe commercial mark.el from a springboard in the federal sector. Worth 
noting, personal contacts are critical to success in both markets and salesmen are likely to 
have cultivated these contacts over a period of years while working successfully in either one, 
or the other of these mar1<ets. 

It will be very difficult to convince commercial customers to do business with a vendor that has 
experience primarily, or entirety in the federal market. A very different set of skills is required . 
The bridge should be technology and technical skills that are transferable. 

Respondent doesn't believe that commercial customers are likely to be impressed by 
reference clients In the federal market. Reason: commercial customers perceive their technical 
requirements to be higher. 

When asked about the level of technical skill demanded by typical federal customers, 
respondent insisted that "the federal government doesn't know how to write an effective SLA : 

For example, the government writes a SLA that requires all ca lls to be answered within ten 
seconds of the firs t ring. Accordingly, the vendor is rated co his speed of response . Note: there 
is no metri c for the effectiveness of the answer. As a result, vendor could get monkeys to 
answer the telephone and stil get paid! 

Capltal Constraints 

Vendors Incur virtuall y no capital constraints with traditional IT outsourcing. However, in the 
case of a privatization of government hardware assets, capital is required. Even so, monies 
can typically be expended incrementally on the road to a complete buyout. The best solution: 
credit the vendor from the customer's cost-savings so that the vendor acquires eventual 
ownership of assets at the end of the contract term, without the need to make out-of-pocket 
cash payments. 

Important Changes Underway In the Outsourcing Industry 

Primary among these, at least in the federal market , is the anti-outsourcing lobby. Responden t 
belleve s strongly that union-led efforts to kill federal outsourcing will lead to disaster. The A-76 
machinery in place that attempts to verify the cost -effectiveness of outsourcing Is not mrking 
well because of the many difficulties in the way of computing federal costs. "Savings • can be 
deceptive, primarily because they ignore the need for technology · refresh : The desire of 
federal employees to assure their job security is understandable, but doomed. The skills 
shortage will grow ever more acute . Also, the federal ·custome r" is incapable of foreseeing 
technological advances. The slow procurement cycle ensures that almost whatever is 
purchased will be obsolete, or almost obsolete by the time ii is implemented. 

The skills shortage wi ll worsen. Why would young techies want to work for the government, 
the respondent asks, when they typically have more comp uting power on their wrist watches , 
or in their POAs than they can find on many agency desk tops. Techies will be attracted to work 
environments were they can use cutting-edge technolog y. Obsol ete federal hardware only 
exacerbates the flight of young techies to the commercia l sec tor. 

Financial Metrics 

Breakeven on contracts is computed accordi ng to a sophisticated model that we use. With it, 
we can track profitability over time and taking into account changes that occur during the life of 
the contract. 

In oeneral we exoect breakeven to occur about 1-2 vears into a contract assuminq an 
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average term of seven years. Longer contracts clearly provide better opportunities for 
economies of scale. Upfront outlays can be problematic. Respondent disqualifies IDIQ 
contracts from ever being considered "outsourcing; which is done on a fixed-task, fixed-cost 
or cost-plus basis. In respondent 's opinion, an IDIQ contract is ·a license to spend marketing 
dollars: 

How Burdensome are Sales and Marketing Costs? 

Marketing and selling costs generated prior to presentation of a proposal are difficult to 
contain. Keeping such costs to a reasonable level is especially important in the commercial 
market. Their costs need to be better focused , i.e., targeted to specific industries or industry 
segments. Vendors need to give careful consideration to their core capabilities and show that 
they understand the needs of commercial customers . 

Staffing 

Generally, there are few problems Involved with absorbing staff through an outsourcing 
contract-particularly because staff is usually guaranteed no more than two yeas of 
employment. At that point, the best can be retained and promoted; the nonperformers can be 
let go. In truth , few federal JT workers feel confident in their ability to compete successfully In 
the commercial market. Even so, parity and benefits dau ses are built into outsourci ng 
contracts in order to assure a high transfer rate. 

Respondent has recently moved into a very high level executive position with responsibility for 
all commercial, and some federal outsourcing business. This new position is more senior than 
that held by its predecessor and signals a significant reorganization of the vendor' s approach 
to outsourcing----primarily by piercing the stovepipes between the federal and commercial 
markets. Respondent believes that commercial and federal outsourcing operations should be 
operated separately-but the units should be able to leverage each other's assets. 

Respondent has 30 years of experience in outsourcing, beginning at the federal division at 
UNISYS. As indicated above, he does not believe that a vendor operating in both markets can 
use the same sales force, but he does believe that the same technical staff can work in both 
markets. Beyond that, vendors need to pay attention to the differing cost accounti ng systems 
used in federal and commercial markets. 

Background 

Currently, 50% of SAJC's total revenues of $5.5 billion [2000; FY Jan 31] derive from business 
in the federa l sector, 50% from the commercial mark.et. Of this, 13% represents outsourcing. 
SAIC's primary vertical markets are: 

The oil & gas industry (built around core, global contracts with BP in a large joint venture, 
Entessa, with Petavesa, the Venezuelan oil company; 

Utirties - built on core contracts with Entergy and the Scottish Power authority (SAIC's 
largest contract); 

State and local government - bu~t on the core contract shared with CSC for San Diego 
County, where SAIC is headquartered. (While the contract was announced as a CSC win, 
respondent commented that "SAIC brought CSC into the deal.") 

~ - built on core contracts with the FBI for data security and 

SW engineering 

In addition, the financial services and manufacturing industries are also importa nt to SAIC, but 
to a lesser degree. 

Verticals with the Best Outsourcing Growth Potential 

Primarily the oil & gas industry, telecom / IT, energy (induding the utilities) . Respondent 
believes that the utilities and telecom markets globally are very attractive because of 
continuing deregulation-which is even a factor in the U.S., as evidenced by California. More 
important, the utilities and telecom industries have an established billing system In place that 
reaches all businesses and consumers. This puts them in a very unique position. Other growth 
areas-financial services and manufacturing, to a lesser extent. 

Direction of Business, Upmarket or Downmarket? 

The outsourcing business has changed considerably since the 1989-1990 period , which was 
dominated by the commodity, data- processing model for outsourcing. During the last ten 
vears outsourcino has become much more "sociall acceotable" as a form of business to be 
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used in both the commercial and federal markets. The government has always used 
contractors; ·outsourcing" came later. Outsourcing has only recently gone beyond the realm of 
commodity data center work. Top-tier vendors don't want to be in this market segment 
because they can't do the work with adequate profit margins. 

Question: Does the trend toward data centers devoted to Web-hosting represent an exception 
to this view? 

No, because the co-location model forWet:rhosting as exemplified by Exodus 
Communications, which has been essentially a "real estate plus electricity" play is doomed. 
Exodus is losing money and attempting to move toward a higher value-added, higher-margin 
"managed services" business model. Elsewhere, this market segment suffers from acute 
oversupply. IBM and a host of other vendors have been opening new data centers around the 
world, which is leading rapidly to oversupply relative to demand. This situation reduces Web
hosting to the level of commodity processing, drives prices do'M'l and competition up. Vendors 
such as PSI Net thought that they could buy their way into this market successfully (through the 
Metamor acquisition), but they learned that it wasn't enough to purchase assets; you need to 
know what to do with them (which PSI Net didn't). 

Barriers to Entry 

The primary barrier to entry is the need for a new sales force. You can't use the same 
salesmen for the commercial market as you did for the federal market. Salesmen need to have 
a keen understanding of their customers ' markets. Exacerbating this situation will be the 
inability of salesmen to impress commercial clients with accounts of work done by the vendor 
in the federal market. In contrast, federal clients tend to be impressed by what vendors have 
done/are doing in the commercial market. 

Nevertheless, respondent thought that making a transition from the federal to the commercial 
market would more difficult than the reverse due to the complexity of the regulations that 
govern the federal procurement process. 

Teaming with vendors already established in a new market only works if you are small. A large 
vendor must buy its way into a new market by acquiring a service provider that is already 
established and respected based on successful, oo..going business in the new industry. 

Capital Constraints 

While large infrastructure outsourcing deals require large amounts of cap ital, other forms of 
outsourcing do not. 

Leasing arrangements will always represent a costly, premium solution from the client's point 
of view. He thought that only an unsophisticated customer would accept a leasing 
arrangement 

The BOT option is an acceptable alternative, but one that is not often used because clients 
seldom want to take IT work back in-house once it has been outsourced. 

Important Changes in the Outsourcing Market 

Customers are becoming more sophisticated and outsourcing is becoming more acceptable . 
CIOs used to oppose outsourcing; now, they embrace it. The size of deals is getting smaller , 
which reflects-in part-reluctance to give up too much control (customers are giving a larger 
number of smaller-sized outsourcing contracts to multiple vendors). 

Question: Is the role of customer-engaged consultants becoming more common and more 
important? 

Yes, but consultants can create a conflict of interest with clients because they are paid on a 
time-spent basis. Therefore, it is to their interest to lengthen the sales/proposal/bid process 
rather than shorten it. 

When asked if vendors could, or should depend on consultants to bring them into outsourcing 
deals in new markets, respondent commented that this was a "loser's point of view, depend ing 
on the consultants used. " He said that Cap Gemini had won some excellent business through 
TPI and other coosultants because, while the vendor's work was good , it had little name 
recognition in the U.S. market. Consultants liked being able to recommend a lesser-kno'M'l, but 
high-quality vendor to clients because it made them appear more competent. 

Respondent emphasized that the use of consultants to bring in outsourcing business should 
be regarded as merely an alternate sales channel, not one that any vendor could rely on 
exclusively. 
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Most Frofitable Kinds of Outsourcing Work 

SAIC can do the management and development of SW applications most profitably-along 
with related consulting. For a somewhat lower margin, it could also do network management 
profitably. Clearly, data center management and desktop management were the least 
profitable types of outsourcing for SAIC. 

Burdensome Sales and Marketing Costs 

In the commercial marke t, a vendor may spend more as a percentage of the total size of the 
contract. In the federal market, vendor marketing costs may be IO'Wer as a percentage of 
(larger) sized contracts, but the absolute dollar amounts will be similar to costs in the 
commercial market. 

While the cost of sales Is higher in commercial markets, the gross profit margin is also 
substantially higher, so deals in that market can bear the higher sales costs withou t 
depressing net profits. 

Problematic Staff Transfers 

Difficulties In transferring staff as part of an outsourcing deal has not been a problem for 
SAIC-partly because it avoids commodity data center contracts. If client wants to effect a 
staff transfer in order to reduce headcount, HR processes and procedures become very 
important. Howeve r, for high-margin, high value-added work , staff transfers are rarely an 
issue. 

Overall, SAIC as an employee-owned firm has little turnover. This stab.ls gives it a •positive 
discriminator" in the market, I.e., it is perceived to be a highly desi rable new employer. 

Policy toward unions? 

They will remain marginal piayers in the IT industry for the foreseeable future . 

The respondent has a broad background in IT outsourcing, having worked at UNISYS, AT&T 
Solutions, Cap Gemini and other firms prior to The Outsourcing Institute. Previousl y, he 
worked with Victor Millar, <*founder of Andersen Consulting, who is now CEO ofVC Fund . 
He has been selling IT outsourcing deals since 1982. 

Background on The Outsourcing Institute 

It is a private organization that was formed in 1993. It owns a Web site. The purpose of the 
Ol"ganization is to become a primary resource for the outsourcing industry, along the lines of a 
professional association , but with practical benefrts. The Institute hosts Forbes magazine 
events and co-sponsors publicatioos. It aims to be a neutral clearin!jlouse for information on 
best practices, events, etc. Jt coordinates with DCI on participation in large, industry events. It 
has no paid membership , but has built a DB ("Accelerator") of 24 ,000 industry participants
including buyers, selleIB and •influencers." The organization derives income from consulting 
fees and provision of various kinds of marketing assistance. In add itioo, the Institute receives 
income from finder's fees generated by helping vendors win new outsourcing business for 
vendors. (Typically, S-.15% of total contract value is spent on deal marketing.) 

Currently, the Institute maintains an Outsourcing Index , which is the core of its clearing house 
efforts. The organization has a staff of 18 people , headed by its founder, Frank Casale. 
Initia lly, Michael Corbett was a principal in the organizatio n, but he subsequently founded his 
OVvTI company, Michael Corbett & Associates, which is an outsourcing consultant. At present, 
the Institute is seeking VC funding. 

In his opinion, generally , the federal and commercial outsourcing businesses of vendors are 
operated In complete independence. He regards this as unfort1X1ate. The Acce/erator---0ffered 
on the Institute Web site-was conceived as a start up portal for the exchange of data by all 
participants in the outsourcing process. 

Outsourcing Growth Potential 

He sees the best growth potential in financial services, manufacb.Jring (particularty for supply· 
chain-related work, and for facilities management WOfk for companies like Bechtel and Fluor) . 
He believes that IT outsourcing only represents about half of the total outsourcing market. The 
next largest segment is facmties management, both pure real estate and a sophisticated mix of 
real estate and IT. The last segment is HR management. [This split ignores manuf acturing 
outsourcing. ] In respondent's view, it Is unfortun ate that the federal and commerci al sides of 
outsourcing management are usually entirely separate. 
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Industry Direction 

He sees the outsourcing industry moving clearly "upstream - toward BPO as vendors offer 
increasingly more comprehensive packages of services. 

Barriers to Entry 

Regarding barriers to entering new markets, respondent believes strongly that "deals are done 
between people. • Therefore, sales and sales management are critically important. Also critical 
are project managers , who are becoming increasingly "free agents· in the industry ("wheeler
dealers"). The most experienced project managers come from the federal market, which has 
developed an established methodology for project managemen t. 

Availability of Capital 

While deep -pocket financial resources always confer certain advantages, neither availability 
nor cost of capital should be considered an obstacle to bldd fng new outsourcing business. 
Judicious management of leasing relationships and contracts can obviate the need for vendor 
borrowing. Another possible solution is to form a customer/ vendor joint-venture, or partnership 
that permits off-balance sheet financing. 

The way to enter any new market is to find an anchor client that is willing to serve as a 
reference in that segment. 

Differences Between Federal and Commercial Markets 

Differences between federal and commercial market? The bid/p roposal process in the federal 
market can be very long, detailed and burdensome. The sales cycle in the commercial market 
is usually shorter and simpler. In either case, it is importan t to write detailed SLAs that are 
flexible enough to take into account changes in business cond itions. EDS was/is particularl y 
good at this aspect of bidding. 

In some cases, vendor experience in the federal market can be used to advantage in the 
commercial market. Examples of vendors that have done th is 'Mth great success include: 
CSC , Lockheed Martin and Litton. lnftially , virtually all of their business was in the federal 
sec tor, but slowly and quietly, commercial deals began to happen. 

How to overcome customer resistance in the commercial market? 

Explain what you did in the federal market. Emphasize the sca le and scope of those projects . 
For example, CSC began with labor-intensive, multivendor federal projects and advanced to 
sophisticated technical work as a prime contractor. Don 't neglect to mention your experience 
with federal staff transfers in connection with outsourcing dea ls. In the federal market, 
transfers of200-300 people are common. 

The lack of vertical industry knowledge in the commercial sector should not pose an 
insurmountable handicap. Federal market vendors should be able to leverage their federal 
experience based on what their people actually accomplished. Avoid splashy advertising. This 
will only waste money. However, consider that you may need a new sales team. 

Federal sales are built on established relationships. Also, relations between vendors and the 
govern ment are often contentious (which can only be handled by experien ced sales people). 
Also, expec t deals to be done in the commercial sector at greater speed, Involving unexpected 
developments. Expect as well top exec utives to 'Meld a great dea l of clout, whoever may 
present himself initial ly as a decision-maker. 

One point worth noting: many marketing practices that are common in the commercial sector , 
such as client enterta inment, are Illegal in the federal marke t. 

Unions 

On the issue of private sector unions, respondent advises ve ndors to try to avoid dealing 'Mth 
unions. They could create serious and problematic issues . 

Background 

Respondent is a Manager of Market Development & Plann ing . He has worked with leading 
providers of outsourcing to both commercial and public-sect or marketplaces. 

Outsourcing Experience 

About 10% of UNISYS revenues derive from outsourcing . 

In whic h vert ical ind ustries do you see the best growth potenti al for IT outsourcing? 
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The public sector. 

Is your business moving "upmarket" toward entire business processes or 
"downmarket" toward more commodity transaction processing? 

Our business is clearly moving upmarket, but we are however a ful-service provider. 

How would you categorize the most important barrier to entering a new market, 
Financial? Technical? Marketing? Organization? Staffing ? Management? Other? 

INPUT 

Federal A-76 plans play an important role in outsourcing. Staffing and Marketing are also 
significant barriers. 

To what extent is cost or availability of capital a constraint in bidding for new 
outsourcing business? 

Bid activity/capital is based on priority of the outsourcing bid. 

What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market tod ay? 

In the federal marketplace, UNISYS believes that outsourcing will p lay a significant role as 
government is being downs ized and asked to do more with less. A-76 issues and unions need 
to be addressed. 

Top down, which types of outsourcing can you do most profitably? (Reasons?) 

Data Center, Infrastructu re and transaction processing. 

In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Data Center and Infrastructure management. 

What process do you us e for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

Our bids are based on contract type and requirements. 

Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are 
made over time? 

Yes 

How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

Some Federal bid/sales expenses are much lower than in the commercial market. 

Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

No 

What is your policy toward dealing with unions? {How importan t?) 

Not applicable. 

How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) 
market? What would you need to do to become ready? 

We are actively involved In both commercial and federal outsourcing. 

What changes are you seei ng in custom er motives for outsourc in g IT? 

They are increasingly motivated by the IT skills shortage; also, corporate downsizing is a 
critical issue. 

To what extent does, or should, company size {based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Past performance should be more important than company size. 

In relation to outsourcing , how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in 
general, and control of proprietary data in particular? 

In the federal marketplace , control is very important issue. 

Is the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbund'ed services? {Preference? 
trend?) 

Bundled 

Background 

Resoondent is a VP for DUbl'te sector sales. However, orior to assuminQ this position in sprinQ 
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2000, he had extensive experience in the commercial IT outso urcing market, beginning with 
CSC in 1974. At USI, his role includes business developmen t. sales, staffing, and new client 
capture in the public sector, which at USI includes all of higher education. 

At LISI, the sales force is organized according to geographical territories. Within each territory , 
there are multiple VPs with differing responsibilities within the region. Within regions, there is 
some focus on specifi c vertical industries depending on which companies are prominent in the 
area, rather than on a corporate strategy for such diversifica tion. In fact, LISI wants to market 
to all vertical industries because it positions its offer as essentially a "horizontal" service that 
should be attractive to all companies that share certain non-industry characteristics. 

Beyond that, LISI wants to come to market by highlighting the specific applJcations that it 
offers, rather than its vertical industry expertise. Nevertheless , the company does enjoy some 
Industry-specific adva ntages in regard to BroadVision for retailing and PeopleSoft ln 
Insurance. 

Market Position 

In respondent's view, the advent of the ASP model represents a significant evolution in the IT 
industry. He believes that vendors such as CSC, EDS and IBM Global, on the whole, target 
very comprehensive contracts that include data centers , networks, applJcations, etc. In 
contrast, LISI targets ONLY the demand for specific apps. 

Commercial vs Public Sector Market 

To date, USI has only seven clients in the public sector , six in the federal market and one in 
state and local (the NY Port Authority). Currently, the compa ny is focusing on potential 
business with the State of Maryland, which leverages tts advantageous location in Maryland 's 
state capitol, Annapolis. 

Public sector business comprises only 5-10% of LISl's total revenues. In the federal market, 
USI has chosen to partner with big SI vendors. Typically, these vendors do not want to make a 
large, new investmen t in hardware end find LISrs remote app delivery an attractive altemati\o'e. 

From a marketing point of view, LISI benefits from the extensive customer relationships of 
these top-tier vendors, e.g., PWC, EDS, IBM. USI believes that it is gaining valuable exposure 
through partnering. Regarding profitability, while it is true that federal contracts usually carry 
lower profrt margins, their size tends to be larger, which serves as an off-setting factor. As a 
result, LISI has taken no "profit haircut." 

Best Potential for Outsourcing 

In respondent's view, the ASP offer will be even more attrac tive to the public sector than to the 
commercial sector due to the coming wave of retirements of federal IT workers. In his view, 
the problems created by these retirements will be exacerba ted because it will severely 
handicap the government's independent ability to develop and manage critical SW 
applications. In addition to the public sector, LISI viev.is the financial services (including 
insurance) and healthcare industries as particular1y good prospects. Also, retailing looks 
promising because retailers are now accepting the need for new e-commerce strategies (that 
require specialized apps). 

Far from suffering from fallout of the demise of the dotcoms , USI enjoys an increasingly 
prominent and positive market position: "LISI is being wooed by big systems integration 
vendors." LISI considers itself to be the number one ASP in the Industry, with special expertise 
in ERP (including Lawson, SAP and Oracle). In fact, less than 10% of US l's clients are 
dotcoms. 

Market Direction 

Respondent believes that both the commercial and public sect ors are moving "upmarket.• 
From the point of vieYJ of LISI, this trend has been evidenced by the extent to which customers 
demand multiple applications as they attempt to integrate legacy systems. To meet this kind of 
demand from the State of Maryland, USI partners with CSC and SAIC. 

Barriers to Entry 

USI does not see the same set of competitors In the commercia l sector as it does in the 
federal sector. Reason: there are significant baniers to entry in the federal market. LISI has a 
geographical advantage being located close to Washington , O.C. Federal bwers have been 
reassured that the company understands its security needs , in part, by making personal, on
site visits to USl's Annapolis facilities. 
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Moving from the federal to the commercial market is much more difficult. Reason: difference in 
mindset of vendor staff, difference in the accounting systems used. Also, entering the 
commercial market requires a large capital invesbnent. Moving from one market to the other 
requires establishing a new sales team. Commercial salesmen need a substantial re
orientation In order to be successful in the federal market. Also, personal relationships are very 
important-in terms of clients and SI vendor/partners. 

While relationships are always important and valuable to sales, they are MORE important in 
the federal mark.el This is also true in the state and local government markets. At the state 
level, ALL sales are based on personal relationships. 

lack of name recognition could be an important problem. Clearly, vendors with an established 
reputation in the commercial market will find it easier to leverage that success in the federal 
market than the reverse. Achieving distinction in some kind of specialization can offer a 
shortcut solution to this problem. 

Vendors with commercial experience that enter the federal market typically agonize over the 
"crawling pace" of the sales cycle when compared to the commercial market. 

Cost of Capital 

Cost (and availability) of capital is a serious issue and a barrier to entry. Undercaptalization 
has caused the demise of numerous would-be ASPs. The ASP business is very capital 
intensive for vendors and US! has been successful in the market to a large measure because 
it has been very successful in raising equity funding. Bottom line: USI has, itself, lost no new 
business due to insufficient capital. 

Changes in the Outsourcing Market 

Today, there Is much better recognition of the value of IT outsourclng than there was 
previously. And there is better understanding of the ASP model-albeit acceptance has been 
quicker in the commercial market than in the federal market. 

Currently, USI has a total of208 clients, signed over the past two years (during the first year of 
the company's existence, it was not operational). Total value of signed contracts exceeds 
$400 million. USI gained its first public sector client in 20 1999, it second in 30 1999, and the 
remaining ones in 30 and 40 2000. 

Use of consultants? 

Respondent "I don't like consultants because they are difficult to manage. I prefer the direct 
sales model. We rely on outsourcing consultants to bring us into deals, but we must maintain 
our own in-house sales force as well. At the least, we need sales closers.?" 

Market Growth 

Major federal agencies want to use the outsourcing model (Justice, Transportation, 
Agriculture). USI sees no effect yet from the TRAC anti-outsourcing initiatives in Washington. 
There are many counterpressures. In the end, the federal govemment will realize that it has no 
viable alternative to outsourcing because it will soon be unable to operate its own IT 
infrastructure. Enterprise software, such as PeopleSoft is relatively labor-intensive, and the 
federal cMI service cannot attract sufficient numbers of skilled staff required to operate such 
applications. 

Unions 

Because LISI does not "threaten" to take over the data center, it keeps a lower profile than the 
SI vendors and has not been target of the anti-outsourcing groups. 

DoD? No business there for LISI yet. The current sales staff has entirely a clvilian orientation. 

Sales & Marketing 

Finally, while there are potential prospects In every vertical industry, you must spend your 
sales and mari<eting budget according to targets and priorities. Spending in too many 
directions at once will prove unsuccessful. Insofar as there is a tendency to "verticalize" the 
sales and marketing staff, it is best to let this happen naturally in the course of doing business, 
rather than by top-down planning. 
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Tabulation of User Interview Survey Responses by Respondent 

Eaton Corp 

2. What Is your role? 

Overall IS responsibility 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Varied, used extensively for development and ERP work. Some e-business, Website design and 
some related development. 

4. Do you prefer comprehensive ("bundled") OS contracts? (lf so, why?) 

No, we prefer to award specific contracts for a discrete piece of work. 

5. To what extent are you inclined to outsource based on a need to reduce your capital 
outlays and/or headcount? 

Recoverable costs from departmental budgets. 

6. How do you determine which outsourcing vendors to invite to bid? 

We work from an existing list of preferred (known) vendors to which we add and remove. 

Generally an outso~cing contract is awarded to a company with which we have an already 
established relationship. 

7. How receptive would you be to a bid from an outsourcing vendor whose experience was 
almost entirely in the federal sector? 

Not really applicable. They would have to meet the criteria (as per 06) 

8. How important is the outsourcer' ability to attract and acquire your targeted staff (as part 
of a proposed contract)? 

Not really important. We tend to outsource cootracts when we lack sufficient internal reso~ces . 

Our In-house staff either assists these contracts In secondary role, or Is assigned a new piece of 
work (totally ll'lrelaled). Transfer of staff has not occurred lo dale. 

9. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

More selective. The market is becoming more discrete, with organizations having greater 
specialization. 

I think that there is a decrease in the "larger all-encompassing" projects. User companies lack 
some of the management tools internally, the vendor must proactively manage the customer (as 
well as the project). 

Outsourcing is moving away from maintenance of products and support of users towards working 
on new architecture and solution development.. 

10. Which type of outsourcing fits best your company's needs? (and why) 

Smaller independent companies that provide specific services. Help desk, Internet Web services, 
production of documentation, training, raw coding and programming. 

Nol purely a support arrangement; they need to provide stability in an older operating 
environment. 

11. How Is outsourcing affecting your industry? (Effect on growth? Profitability?) 

Not measurable In commercial business terms. Outsourcing is an essential link with our in-house 
technical delivery teams. 

We have improved time scales for on-going development and achieved better quality at a 
reasonable cost. 

12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed over the past year? 

little. We are committed to a business transformation program and outsourcing is part of that 
building block for the future. 
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13. Are you as attracted by outsourcing entire business processes as by off-loading 
commodity transaction pl'ocessing? 

Not at all. Our policy towards outsourcing is (as per 010) 

INPUT 

14. Have you computed the contribution made by outsourcing to your company's overall 
profitability? (To cost-reduction of IT depart?) 

We have been able to reduce our internal headcount and not have to increase new-skill 
recruitment. 

We have also been able to better control the overall IT overhead and budget. We are maximizing 
the returns on our original IT investment; bringing operational benefits to the company. 

15. Do you prefer longer or shorter contract durations? (Why?) 

Our contracts have always tended to be short and we don 't see this changing. 

16. Have you in mind a ranking regarding which types of out sourcing are the most costly? 
(Reasons?) 

No 

17. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are you to the Issue of control, In general, and 
control of proprietary data in particular? 

Very sensitive. 

18. How strong is your relationship with incumbent outsourcers? (Probability of sole
sourcing new contracts?) 

Relationship is good. 

We always have prior working knowledge and exposure with the vendor , so our risk is minimized. 

19. To what extent, If any , have un ion relat ions affected your desire or ability to outsource? 

Not an Issue. 

20. To wh at extent doe s, or should, company size (based on annu al revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whethet" to outsource ? 

Doesn't really bother us. We tend to avoid the large players as we get better service from smaller 
companies. 

HOLOGIC, INC 

2. What Is your role? 

Overall director of all IT 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Have been involved in severa l outsourcing arrangements in many mixed environments 

4. Do you prefer comprehensive ("bundled") OS contracts? (If so, why?) 

In an Ideal wor1d. we would go with as much bund led as possibkl. We have a large contrac t with 
ADP, but we still have the need to place 2-3 other indiv idual contracts with other service vendors 

5. To what extent are you inclined to outsource based on a need to reduce your capital 
outlays and/or headcount? 

The primary reasons were that we had a mixed environment ot DEC/Compaq, Solaris and Unisys. 
Control of this became very di fficult and cumbersome, so we started to outsource different 
elements of this. 

We did have the object ive to reduce the main overhead of the seMCe cost and to be able to 
complete other (new) IT projects faster. 

6. How do you determine which outsourcing vendors to invite to bid? 

Proven record, experti se. Must be a solution provider. Knowledge able In our app lication 
types and operating environment. Proven success on similar types of outsourcing projects. 

Expertise in W~bled financial software. 
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7. How receptive would you be to a bid from an outsourcing vendor whose experience was 
almost entirely in the federal sector? 

In theory ii would not prevent us. 

Our current situation is that we have contracts to be outsourced . We want to remove that 
responsibility from us lo a partner vendor to allow the vendor and ourselves to focus on our 
technical strengths. 

8. How important is the outsourcer's ability to attract and acq uire your targeted staff (as 
part of a proposed contract)? 

Important in that they manage the human resources. We had problems in recruitment and 
retention of staff, so this is an essential part of the project. 

9. What Important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

Some services are easier to contract out now. Operational duties are spreading into new IT areas 
especially CRM. 

Outsourcing is now an acceptable process and custome~ are more intuitive. 

10. Which type of outsourcing fits best your company's needs? (and why) 

Support for specialist software packages, project managemen t, BPR. All e-business services and 
internet integration. 

11. How is outsourc ing affecting your industry? (Effect on growth? Profitability?) 

The skills are available , but the costs are very high. A high propo rtion of our overall IT budget 
now goes to external contracts. 

We have definitely seen a reduction in capital and recurring costs. Outsourcing has allowed us to 
stay ahead competitively by increasing the time scales to develop new applications. 

12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed over the past year? 

Inertia towards external service suppliers in some circles: thoughts are that we will obtain a better 
return on IT using in·house staff . 

Even though there is a ge neral shortage of key skills; the service vendors don't necessarily have 
the skills either. 

13. Are you as attracted by outsourcing entire business proc esses as by off,foading 
commodity transaction processing? 

Only if they can provide added value for enhancement and support . Improvements in change are 
usually never achieved . 

Trying to combine external and internal resources (as presenl }c an be very difficult, but 
outsourcing the entire IT and business processes would be a massive decision. 

14. Have you computed the contribution made by outsourc ing to your company's overall 
profitability? (To cost-reduction of IT depart?) 

Ultimately, the measurement has got to be reflected in the success of the business generation . 
Lower ope rating costs, greater turnover, numbers of Increased transactions; do you ever know the 
real story????? It depends on the business model that is being adopted. 

15. Do you prefer longer or shorter contract durations? (Why?) 

As long as they are on time and within budget. 

16. Have you in mind a ranking regarding which types of outsourcing are the most costly? 
(Reasons?) 

Using external resou rces doesn't necessarily improve costings, ii merely moves them from 
one business unit lo another. 

Mainstream support of MVS and UNIX systems 

Technology integration with requirement for special technical disciplines. 

Bespoke [customized) applicati ons running on AS/4005. 
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17. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are you to the issue of control, in general, and 
control of proprietary data in particular? 

We introduced our own best practice. 

18. How strong is your relationship with Incumbent outsource,s? (Probability of sole
sourcing new contracts?) 

Seivice suppliers lack the understanding of fostering relationships; they are driven by short-tem1 
objectives. 

There is always a perceived conflict, but we have better control of the resources that support our 
organization. 

19. To what extent, if any, have union relations affected your desire or ability to outsource? 

Discussions with the unions to keep jobs in-house. They are selling the long-term benefit of 
keeping expertise internally. 

20. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whethet- to outsource? 

It does influence you if the contract has significant$ value, or it is critica l to the strategy. 

GARDEN WAY, INC 

2. What Is your role? 

IS Development Manager 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

I have final decision on all outsourcing (customized and otherwise). 

4. Do you prefer comprehensive ("bundled") OS contracts? (tf so, why?) 

Bundled. We manage all our outsourcing through KPMG. 

5. To what extent are you inclined to outsourc e based on a need to reduc e your capital 
outlays and/or headcount? 

Originally to reduce our headcount and look at ways of reducing our cost base. Laterally we are 
now looking for expertise in specific disciplines and to improve development perfom1ance. To 
improve the key components and business functionality. 

While we want KPMG to provide better service, we also want them to be more customer focused. 

6. How do you determin e which outsourcing vendors to invite to bid? 

We always use KPMG as our principle partner who wiH manage the overall contracts. 

There are about 20 other organizations that we define and from which we source the 
operational services, bot the contract is planned and managed by KPMG. 

Single-source contract for urgency and proprietary systems SLJ>port. 

7. How receptive would you be to a bid from an outsourcing vendor whose experience was 
almost entirely in the federal sector? 

1 would have my doubts, not really decided yet. 

8. How important is the outsourcer' ability to attract and acquire your targeted staff (as part 
of a proposed contract)? 

Not important. 

9. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

More procurement via the Internet. Big changes in the variety and type of seivice; allows 
expansion into other areas. Greater professionalism. 

10. Which type of outsourcing fits best your company's needs? (and why) 

An application management and support role for ERP. Answer to our skill shortages; can be the 
most practlcal solution. 
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11. How is outsourcing affecting your Industry? (Effect on growth? Profitability?) 

Improved efficiency on the supply chain. Faster and cheaper to get our applications and services 
up and running. 

12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed over the past year? 

More positive; allows staff more time for other applications. Lead times for service have 
improved, greater responsiveness from the vendor leading to greater satisfaction all round. 

13. Are you as attracted by outsourcing entire business processes as by off-loading 
commodity transaction processing? 

Yes 

14. Have you computed the contribution made by outsourcing to your company's overall 
profitability? (To cost..-eduction of IT depart ?) 

Yes. We have seen the benefits of joint ventures and strategic alliances: both parties share costs 
and resources. 

15. Do you prefer longer or shorter contract durations? (Why ?) 

Shorter contracts are easier to control and manage. 

They also keep costs down as more regular contract renewals maintain a more competitive 
environment. 

In longer contracts , \lendors have a greater opportunity to -milk you· for higher prices. 

16. Have you in mind a ranking regarding which types or outsou rcing are the most costly? 
(Reasons?) 

Would give a lot of thought to ERP contracts costing >$2 milioo 

17. In relat ion to outsourcing, how sensitive are you to the issue of control, In general, and 
control of proprietary data In particular? 

Very sensitive al:Xlut the manufacturing process -would not want this to go externa lly. 

18. How strong is your ~ationship with incumbent outsourcers? (Probability of sole
sourcing new contracts?) 

Good 

19. To what extent, if any, have union relations affected your desire or ability to outsource ? 

None, we are a nonunion shop 

20. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues} influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Great influence, size and longevity are important. 

AMERICAN CRYSTAL SUGAR COMPANY 

2. What is your role? 

1$ Director 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Main decision-maker in an major IT decisions. 

4. Do you prefer comprehensive ("bundled") OS contracts? {lfso, why?} 

We end up with a balance. We had a policy to widen the sup~ier base and to bring in a greater 
level of knowledge and expertise. Better commercial advantages in not bundling the contract 

5. To what extent are you Inclined to outsource based on a need to reduce your capital 
outlays and/or headcount? 

Better service and support. 

Improved staff usage and utilization. 

Well suited to development and custom projects. 

Relieve the work.load to the existing IT team. 
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6. How do you determine which outsourcing vendon; to invite lo bid? 

Cost 

Quality of company and their people. 

Team building and management. 

To manage the applications through development testing and production. 

Able to meet demand ing delivery requirements. 

Process functional and technical skill sets. 

INPUT 

7. How receptive would you be to a bid from an outsourcing vendor whose experience was 
almost entirely In the federal sector? 

"Give me a name". 

In a hypothetical situation, I would say that if the vendor Possesses quality , service and 
speed in implementing a quality standardization program, then federa l-only experience 
should not be an issue. 

One or two large federal contracts can allow an organization lo grow very rapidly. Companies 
like EDS were very heavi ly involved In federal contracts and ii didn't really prevent the 
company from moving into the commercial market. 

8. How important is the outsourcer' ability to attract and acquir e your targeted staff (as part 
of a proposed contract)? 

If we do not want to continue with a large in-house IT resource , then the supplier must fulfill that 
role. 

9. What important changes do you &ee at work in the outsourcing market today? 

Must show tangible improvements. 

Facility to increase comma.nication. 

Commitment to ad"lieving specific goals. 

Support the complete process and shape the business model. 

10. Which type of outsourcing fits best your company's needs? {and why) 

That by which -we can better satisfy our customers and users. 

• We want to strengthen the team at operational level and oversee the technical side of the 
legacy projects. 

• Support of the wider business units. 

11. How Is outsourcing affecting your industry? (Effect on growth? Profitability?) 

I think that we have achieved: 

Improved service levels to users. 

Enhanced the level of support. 

Provide control and improved quality. 

From a commercial point of view, we have reduced operating costs whilst e,cperiencing very 
tough trading conditions. 

12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed over the past year? 

More confident in design and reviewing operational models . 

• Processing and operational control have improved considerabfy. Account management is 
easier to control and manage. 

13. Are you as attracted by outsourcing entire business processe s as by off-loading 
commodity transaction processing? 

We have very ambitious plans and want to be able to move forward much faster. 

We are aware of the wider capabilities (of entire outsourcing), it wi ll make us internally more 
effective and Improve those lntemal processes. It could etiminate majo r integration Issues further 
down the line. 
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14. Have you computed the contribution made by outsourcing to your company's overall 
profitability? (To cost•reduction of IT depart?) 

Improved customer satisfaction- overall pleasing. 

IT expertise at a cheaper price than it would take us to maintain personnel in-house. 

Able to monitor and evaluate specific "hard success· criteria. Creation of brand awareness 
and loyalty. Superior levels of customer services. 

15. Do you prefer longer or shorter contract durations? (Why?) 

Through our legal dept. 

16. Have you in mind a ranking regarding which types of outsourcing are the most costly? 
(Reasons?) 

Perfom,ance improvement - reducing costs and improving service. 

17. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are you to the issue of control, in general, and 
control of proprietary data in particular? 

Undergoing a re-think about this. 

We don't want to force through unpopular policies, but we need to protect our intellectual 
interests. 

18. How strong Is your relationship with Incumbent outsourcers? (Probability of sole
sourcing new contracts?) 

Reasonably good teams who meet most of our criteria. Ambiguity is aM'ays the big problem. 

19. To what extent, if any, have union relations affected your desire or ability to outsource? 

Not really from unions, but existing staff want some form of contractual obligation (in relation to 
secure employment) 

20. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) Influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Always in the i,idden · agenda. No customer is ever going to say "we will only award this contract 
to a large company; but-in reality-this is commonplace. 

OMEGA FINANCIAL 
3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Extensive. Have been involved in outsourcing for at least 10 years. 

4. Do you prefer comprehensive ("bundled") OS contracts? (If so, why?) 

Yes, we can leverage the price. 

5. To what extent are you Inclined to outsource based on a need to reduce your capital 
outlays and/or headcount? 

Where we cannot keep talented people fully employed 

6. How do you determine which outsourcing vendors to invite to bid? 

We merged with another bank, so we are joinUy using the incumbent supplier. However, we are 
seeking due diligence for the next contract award. 

7. How receptive would you be to a bid from an outsourcing vendor whose experience was 
almost entirely in the federal sector? 

Not a problem, providing the other requirements were met. 

8. How important is the outsourcer' ablllty to attract and acquire your targeted staff (as part 
of a proposed contract)? 

Have had a delicate situation in the past that was resolved, but it is something that we need to be 
careful about. 

Existing staff working for a large financial services company would not be too keen to move to a 
smaller IT services company. 
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9. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

Banking is changing. It now encompasses a full range of services including insurance, 
stockbroking, etc,. 

INPUT 

We need an outsourcing company to take us into the future. We need improved service at lower 
cost. 

10. Which type of outsourcing fits best your company's needs? (and why) 

Facilities Management and procurement. 

An efficient service that works 24 hours a day, able to improve business processes all round. 

11. How is outsourcing affecting your industry? (Effect on growth? Profitability ?) 

Not measurable. 

12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed over th e past year? 

Still receptive to OS. 

13. Are you as attracted by outsourcing entire business process es as by off-loading 
commodity transaction processing? 

Yes. 

14. Have you computed the contribution made by outsourcing to your company 's overall 
profitability? (To cost~duction of IT depart?) 

Overseen by our auditors. Specific cost reductions in operational overheads have been achieved; 
lower support and operational costs on the longer term. 

15. Do you prefer longer or shorter contract durations? (Why?) 

5-yrcontrads 

16. Have you in mind a ranking regarding which types of outsourc ing are the most costly ? 
(Reasons?) 

Yes, only through experience. 

17. In relat ion to outsourcing, how sensitive are you to the issue of control, in general, and 
control of proprietary data in particular? 

Not sensitive. Have a 3rd party for control and security. 

18. How strong Is your relationship with incumbent outsourcers ? (Probability of sole. 
sourcing new contracts?) 

Very good. 

19. To what extent, if any, have union relations affected your desire or ability to outsource? 

No effect 

20. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) Influenc e a 
decision regarding whethe r to outsource? 

Is a factor, but decisions are "horses for courses." 

If your volume of business is such that it represents a disproportionately high % of the vendor's 
revenue, then this couk:I be a problem in terms of risk and exposure. 

ROCHESTER OEMOCRAT & CHRONICLE 

2. What is your role? 

VP-IS 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

I call "all the shots". 

4. Do you prefer comprehensive ("bundled " ) OS contracts? (If so, why?} 

Prefer bundled contracts, due to the cost ratio. 
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5. To what extent are you inclined to outsource based on a need to reduce your capital 
outlays and/or headcount? 

No response 

6. How do you determine which outsourcing vendors to invite to bid? 

They need experience of front-end systems and vast exposure to the newspaper industry. 

7. How receptive would you be to a bid from an outsourcing vendor whose experience was 
almost entirely in the federal sector? 

I would not be unreceptive, but they would need to have considerable experience of our industry 
(otherwise we would not get seriously involved with them) 

8. How important is the outsourcer' ability to attract and acquire your targeted staff (as part 
of a proposed contract)? 

Hasn't happened yet; would put it down as unimportant at present. 

9. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

Much larger stable nowadays. Greater choice of vendors, more experience, more extensive 
knowledge and also a great deal more business process outsourcing than ever before. 

10. Which type of outsourcing fits best your company's needs? (and why) 

The type of contract is secondary to obtaining the correct skill fit. If we get the right vendor with 
exactly the right type of skills and service offering, we would ask them to propose alternative 
contract solutions to us. 

11. How is outsourcing affecting your Industry? (Effect on growth? Profitability?) 

No response 

12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed over the past year? 

I am more relaxed about outsourcing. 

13. Are you as attracted by outsourcing entire business processes as by off-loading 
commodity transaction processing? 

Yes, if we can see that there are real beneficial gains for us. 

14. Have you computed the contribut ion made by outsourcing to your company's overall 
profitability? (To cost-reduction of IT depart?) 

No model as such, but costs come from the overall IT budget. 

15. Do you prefer longer or shorter contract durations? (Why?) 

Shorter contracts carry less risk to us. Fewer things can go wrong. 

16. Have you in mind a ranking regarding which types of outsourcing are the most costly? 
(Reasons?) 

No 

17. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are you to the issue of control, in general , and 
control of proprietary data in particular? 

Not too big a problem. 

Obviously the vendor will sign confidentiality clauses. 

The concept of partnership is very important to us and we would never enter into a 
relationship with a supplier if mutual trust did not exist. 

18. How strong is your relationship with Incumbent outsourcers? (Probability of sole
sourcing new contracts?) 

Good, as per017 

19. To what extent, if any, have union relations affected your desire or ability to outsource? 

Not a problem 
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20. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) Influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

In some ways experience has shown us U,at the bigger the company , the more expensive the 
cost. 

However, they would argue that the bigger the supplier, the less the risk is to the customer. 

AMPHENOL 
2. What is your role? 

Responsible for all custom development and integration services . 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Have placed (awarded) many contracts. Also spent many years as project manager on large· 
scale outsourcing contracts . 

4. Do you prefer comprehensive ("bundled") OS contracts? (tf so, why?) 

No preference. 

The contract will reflect the service program that needs to be outsourced. Contracts can have 
different durations and tennination dates, so even ifwe wanted to bundle them, sometimes it is 
not logistically possible. 

5. To what extent are you inclined to outsource based on a need to reduce your capital 
outlays and/or headcount? 

In the early days, outsourcing was done for commercial consideration s. Nowadays, we have 
more sophisticated reasons-specific projects, core or scarce skil s. 

6. How do you determine which outsourcing vendors to invite to bid? 

Technical ability, reputation, -chemistry". 

7. How receptive would you be to a bid from an outsourcing vendor whose experi ence was 
almost entirely in the federal sector? 

Would not bother me. We have a lot of contracts with government bodies, so we are fairly 
competent in this area. 

8. How important is the outsourcer' abllity to attract and acquire your targeted staff (as part 
of a proposed contract)? 

Not important at present 

9. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

I would see over the longer term more of our IT coming back ill-house . 

10. Which type of outsourcing fits best your company's needs ? (and why) 

Smaller development and maintenance contracts with 12 months duration. 

11. How Is outsourcing affecting your industry? (Effeet on growth ? Profitability?) 

If outsourcing rs applied well, the results are positive and lead to improved profitability . 

The problem seems to be that it can be very difficult to objectivel y assess the impact of 
outsourcing. 

For instance, ifwe reduce headcount by a factor ofX (as a restJt of the outsourcing), could 
we not have just redlD!d the number of staff any.vay. 

lfwe Increased profitabil ity, how do we know that outsourcing had anything to do with it. 

12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed over the past year? 

No, perhaps I am slightly more cynical. I certainly expect a lot more from the vendor, added·value 
isa must!l!l 

13. Are you as attracted by outsourcing entire business processes as by off.loading 
commodity transaction processing? 

No, as per 010 
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14. Have you computed the contribution made by outsourcing to your company's overall 
profitability? (To cost-reduction of IT depart?) 

No 

15. Do you prefer longer or shorter contract durations? (Why?) 

Short contracts of about 12 months 

16. Have you in mind a ranking regarding which types of outsourcing are the most costly? 
(Reasons?) 

No 

17. In relatlon to outsourcing, how sensitive are you to the issue of control, in general, and 
control of proprietary data in particular? 

Nothing sensitive here 

18. How strong is your relationship with Incumbent outsourcers? (Probability of sole
sourcing new contracts?) 

Current relationships are good. 

19. To what extent, if any, have union relations affected your desire or ability to outsource? 

Not at all. 

20. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Tend to use smaller local companies that are cheaper and keener. 

MORGAN DRIVEWAY, INC 

2. What Is your role? 

Manager of all IT 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Senior role in all outsourced IT programs . 

4, Do you prefer comprehensive ("bundled") OS contracts? (If so , why?) 

Large development programs in place (and planned). 

There are presumed cost advantages in bundling the services, but it can be difficult to 
achieve a consistent level of operational service. 

We need to ensure that our commitments are met. The vendor supplying development 
services is not necessarily the best vendor to operate the Data Center. 

5. To what extent are you Inclined to outsource based on a need to reduce your capital 
outlays and/or headcount? 

We have no expertise or business kno'Medge of e-comme rce (which is our most recent 
project ). 

Different programs are outsourced for differing reasons, ie, access to expert ise is scarce , 
reduce the cost of delivery service, implementing corporate intranet, etc, but I suppose the 
bottom line ls that the cost advantage must be prominent. 

6. How do you determine which outsourcing vendors to invite to bid? 

The usual criteria of relevant experience, quality of work, proven in field and familiar with our 
technology . 

7. How receptive would you be to a bld from an outsourcing vendor whose experience was 
almost entirely In the federal sector? 

Not a problem per se. 

But they would have to meet our criteria in terms of project management experience , able to 
develop Web business applications and 828 consultan cy skills . 

I guess that I would not want to be their FIRST customer. 
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8. How Important Is the outsourcer' ability to attract and acquire your targeted staff (as part 
of a proposed contract)? 

They would be required to manage our contractors plus recruit new sk ills. Transfer of existing 
staff to the outsourcing company would be subject to discussion . 

9. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

New philosophy of achieving excellence. Vendors now have a proven track record in delivery and 
operation of large-scale projects. 

10. Which type of outsourcing fits best your company's needs ? {and why) 

Able to utilize the best technology. 

A vendor able to build a good team and be good at communicatio ns. 

If they can apply themsefves Intelligently and support our objecti ves, then the type of 
outsourcing contract will be of secondary Importance. 

11. How is outsourcing affecting your industry? {Effect on growth? Profitability?) 

Outsourcing is alread y established and successful. 

The nature of the product is changing more towards E-Business and Call Centre technology. 

A quick response to new requirements and greater emphasis on managing the relationship. 

If vendors can offer practical and sustainable business improvement, then their future looks 
reasonably secure. 

12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed over the past year? 

We are now looking for a partnership on the latest technologies and software solution as opposed 
to just getting a "low-cosr service. 

13. Ate you as attracted by outsourcing entire business proces ses as by off-loading 
commodity transaction processing? 

Yes, but with the effective management of risk and how it will impact on our vision and business 
strategy. 

20. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

We prefer a recognized and aedible company, but stay clear of the major names because of cost. 

CYBERGRAPHICS 

2. What is your role? 

Overall responsibility for business processes 

3. Please Indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Senior part of the selection team. 

4. Do you prefer comprehensive ("bundled") OS contracts? (If so, why?) 

No preference 

5. To what extent are you inclined to outsource based on a need to reduce your capital 
outlays and/or headcount? 

Use consultants for special prq'ects. 

6. How do you determine which outsourcing vendors to invite to bid? 

We normally select t.Yo vendors for shortlist. After that we consider techn ical merit and business 
acumen (and how they demonstrate their expertise) 

7. How receptive would you be to a bid from an outsourcing vendor whose experience was 
almost entirely in the federal sector? 

Wouldn 't matter. 

8. How important is the outsourcer' ability to attract and acquire your targeted staff {as part 
of a proposed contract)? 

Not an issue 
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9. What Important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

The workplace has become more mobile with advanced communications and the use of 
WAP. Therefore, your own IT staff does not need to be resident in-house. 

I don't know if this will increase or decrease the use of outsourcing tong term. 

Also, there Is an increased trend towards the use of Offshore service providers. 

10. Which type of outsourcing fits best your company's needs? (and why) 

lT and business consultancy, project management. We provide the resources but the outsourcing 
company manages them. 

11. How Is outsourcing affecting your industry? (Effect on growth? Profitability?) 

Mainly in systems development and training. 

12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed over the past year? 

Not really. 

13. Are you as attracted by outsourcing entire business processes as by off-loading 
commodity transaction processing? 

No 

14. Have you computed the contribution made by outsourcing to your company's overall 
profitability? (To cost-reduction of IT depart?) 

No 

15. Do you prefer longer or shorter contract durations? (Why?) 

Shorter contracts 

16. Have you In mind a ranking regarding which types of outsourcing are the most costly? 
(Reasons?) 

You have a feel through experience. Data center and transactions-based outsourcing is getting 
less expensive. 

Consultancy, BPO, custom development is (or has been) increasing over the last 10 years. 

Some specific skills such as Oracle, SAP, Java, Active X are extortionate. 

17. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are you to the issu e of control, in general, and 
control of proprietary data In particular? 

Very sensitive. 

18. How strong Is your relationship with Incumbent outsourcers? (Probability of sole
sourcing new contracts?) 

No responses. 

19. To what extent, if any, have union relations affected your desire or ability to outsource? 

None 

20. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

No real influence. They must demonstrate technical ability and have track record. 

MONTEFIORE MEDICAL 

2. What ts your role? 

lT Director 

3. Please Indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Recently handled the outsourced implementation of SAP. 

4, Do you prefer comprehensive ("bundled") OS contracts? (If so , why?) 

Yes, but must be fixed price contracts. 
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5. To what extent are you Inclined to outsource based on a need to reduce your capital 
outlays and/or headcount? 

Not the objective of outsourcing for us. 

• lt was the speed of action ing things -we needed to implement SAP ·soup to nuts· and 
increase software development speed and quality. 

6. How do you determine which outsourcing vendors to invite to bid? 

We have a shortlist Including people that we have worked INith in the past. They submit their 
proposal and we look for the best fit 

7. How receptive would you be to a bid from an outsourcing vendor whose experience was 
almost entirely in the federal sector? 

Not a problem 

8. How important Is the outsourcer' ability to attract and acquire your targeted staff (as part 
of a proposed contract)? 

Not important 

9. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

More companies are now outsourcing . Also the variety and choice of what can be outsourced has 
changed. 

10. Which type of outsourcing fits best your company's needs? (and why) 

Small, defined projects. 

11. How is outsourcing affecting your industry? (Effect on growth? Profitability?) 

No response 

12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed over the past year? 

No 

13. Are you as attracted by outsourcing entire business processes as by off-loading 
commodity transaction processing? 

No 

14. Have you computed the contribution made by outsourcing to your company's overall 
profitability? (To cost-reduction of IT depart?) 

We obtained a high value econom ic return in terms of implementing a very sophisticated system. 

The benefits will be obtained internally (in that the wider implications would have been 
considerable, had we not outsourced it). 

15. Do you prefer longer or shorter contract durations? (Why?) 

Shorter contracts. Cost and control are the main reasons. 

16. Have you In mind a ranking regarding which types of outsourcing are th e most costly? 
(Reasons?) 

No response. 

17. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are you to the issue of control, in general, and 
control of proprietary data in particular? 

None beyond what you would have in any other IT application service contract. 

18. How strong is your relationship with incumbent outsourcers? (Probabllity of sole
sourcing new contracts?) 

Good 

19. To what extent , if any , have union relations affected your desire or ability to outsource? 

None 
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20. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

It would have some bearing in that you feel safer 'Nith the bigger companies. 

It did influence us in that we wanted to use a SAP Logo Partner, which tend to be the large IT 
service providers and consultancies. 

Dr Pepper / 7 Up 

2. What is your role? 

Respondent is a senior VP for IT with broad experience in outsourcing. 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Currently, respondent is managing three major outsourcing contracts for the company: 

1. A large application management contract 'Nith CSC for SAP support on company-owned HW, 
using company-owned SW license. The contract is now in its third year of a five-year contract and 
DPSU is very satisfied with vendor perfonnance. 

2. "MIPS on Tap t a pay-as-youiJO agreement with a Managed Service Provider that offers 
access to vendor-owned mainframes. The contract provides scaleable , flexible and cost~ffective 
access to mainframes on an as-needed basis, obviating the need for any related capital outlay or 
maintenance expense. Respondent likes the ability to a fixed monthly fee with pre-detennined 
surcharges for higher levels of usage. The vendor is Interactive Systems, Inc. of Arlington , VA 
{ISi). 

3. A help desk I desktop seNices / call center contract with Synergy for services, staffing and HW 
procurement. Services are provided on-site at DPSU on company-owned equipment. DPSU is 
very satisfied with vendor perfonnance. 

4. Do you prefer comprehensive ("bundled"} OS contracts? (If so, why?) 

Respondent does NOT prefer "bundled " OS contracts because, 

He does not believe that any one vendor can do everything equally well, and 

He wants to buy best-of-breed applfcatlons and services. 

He is willing to seNe as his own IT "general contractor" to manage relationships between 
vendors. 

5. To what extent are you inclined to outsource based on a need to reduce your capita! 
outlays and/or headcount? 

Regarding motives for outsourcing and use of company capital, respondent said that the 
company's goal is to offload insofar as possible all routine IT work to vendors so that internal staff 
can be free to work on high value-added, proprietary SW projects. 

6. How do you determine which outsourcing vendors to invite to bid? 

All DPSU outsourcing contracts have been competitively sourced based on bids from 3-4 
vendors . Respondent used a "discovery process " to determine which vendors to invite to bid. That 
requ ired company research to determ ine Vvhidi were the most outstanding vendors active in the 
market for each type of work required. 

He did NOT use consultants because respondent felt prepared, based on prior experience, to 
deal with vendors directly. He had a model in hand to use as a point of departure to discuss the 
projects out to bid. 

In the case of CSC, the company had done prior work for DPSU and the company had been very 
satisfied 'Nith the vendor's performance. As for Synergy, the vendor is in its fourth year of work for 
DPSU. It had been brought to DPSU as a subcontractor by a previous prime. When that project 
didn't materialize, Synergy proposed working for DPSU as a prime on the current project , and its 
proposal was accept ed. 

7. How receptive would you be to a bid from an outsourcing vendor whose experience was 
almost entirely in the federal sector? 

When asked ifwe have (or 'NiH) consider inviting to bid a vendor whose experience had been 
entirely in the federal market, respondent said that the key criterion would be how "reference-able " 
the vendor's dlents were. He clarified that, for "horizontai- applications, such as HP, billing, etc. , 
he saw no oartlcular need for a vendor to have anv sionificant vertical lndustrv exoertise. On the 
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other hand, he would not entrust an IT project, such as software apP,ication development 
("vertical") for a consumer industry sales initiative to a vendor that lacked deep experience in the 
consumer product/beverage industry. 

Respondent acknowledged that vendors competing in the "horizontal" applications mark.et were 
facing fierce competition and difficulty in differentiating themselves from the crowd. 

8. How important is the outsourcer' ability to attract and acquir e your targeted staff (as part 
of a proposed contract)? 

According to respondent, CSC's ability to attract and manage successfully an important group of 
DPSU staff to work for the outsourcing vendor was critical to the success of the proposal and the 
contract DPSU wanted to reduce headcount, but did not want to lose the accumulated knowledge 
of this pool of experienced workers. As tu med out, CSC was able to attract and retain this staff by 
offering them superior opportunities for professional advancement, while at the same time making 
available to OPSU a very large pool of experts that OPSU would never have been able to attract 
for an in-house position. 

Respondent clarified that, if fO( any reason CSC as the incumbent needed to be replaced in the 
future, DPSU would take care either to transfer this experienced team to a new vendor, or to bring 
them back in-house as rul- time DPSU employees. 

During the original contract competition, it was very important to DPSU to select a vendor that had 
a good reputation fO(, and demonstrated success absorbing customer staff as part of an 
outsourcing project. 

9. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

Respondent believes that there are three important trends at work today in the outsourcing 
field: 

Both outsourcing providers and customers are much better educated than they were in the 
past. 

Contract models are more sophisticated. 

ASP model is becoming inCfeasingly attractive; this market is likely to expand. 

For example, DPSU is willi ng to use ASPs for horizontal applications, or even for SAP work, 
but company was unlikely to use an ASP for Web development wor1<. Reason: ASP model is 
inappropriate for work that needs to be highly customized. It is, by nature, a model for 
delivery of standard, low-cost applications that can be used and re.used by many companies. 

10. Which type of outsourcing fits best your company 's needs? (and why) 

11. How is outsourcing affecting your industry? (Effect on growth ? Profitability?) 

Effect of Outsourcing on Consu mer Industry 

The beverage industry has grown typically through acquisitions-main ly by acquiring rival brands. 
Outsourcers are expediting the process by facilitating the integration of dissimilar IT 
infrastructures. 

The IT business differs from the process manufacturing business. The bridge could provide 
increasing opportunity for BPO vendors able to take over responsibility for manufacturing 
operations (including IT) while leaving the marketing function to the customer (for example, as the 
result of an an acquisition). 

While customers still look to outsourcing as a way to lower specific costs, they no longer expect 
outsourcing to lower their level of total IT spending. What customers gain in greater flexibility, 
especially the ability to re-depfoy in-house resources on higher-value-added project work that is 
inherently proprietary. 

Also, there is no question but that customers are attracted to oulsourcers due to the IT skills 
shortage. This may be less of a problem at present, but it has certainly been a factor in the past 
and was a key driver of outsourcing initiatives. 

Respondent summarized this point by saying simply, "CSC becomes an HR machine that feeds 
[us] staff." In his opinion, CSC's core competency is not technical, it is the ability to provide people 
to the IT industry. 

12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed over the past year? 

No response 
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13. Are you as attracted by outsourcing entire business processes as by off-loading 
commodity transaction processing? 

No response 

14. Have you computed the contribution made by outsourcing to your company's overall 
profitability? {To cost-reduction of IT depart?) 

Yes. 

DPSU has operating budget objectives and annual targets. Respondent's experience with 
outsourcing to date has been that vendors have enabled DPSU to exceed its budget targets even 
while coping with an increasing workload. This was particularly impressive because the original 
budget targets had been built on aggressive estimates of cost-savings. 

15. Do you prefer longer or shorter contract durations? {Why?) 

No response 

16. Have you In mind a ranking regarding which types of outsourcing are the most costly? 
(Reasons?) 

Types of Outsourcing and Cost 

When asked which types of outsourcing services were most expensive to the customer to obtain, 
respondent gave the following ranking from "most" to "least" expensive. 

1. Strategic systems development, applications development and maintenance. 

2. ASP model, managed services 

3. Help desk, call center, desktop services. These require less skill AND supply exceeds demand. 
{DPSU prefers on-site provision of services rather than remote.) 

17. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are you to the issue of control, in general , and 
control of proprietary data in particular? 

No response 

18. How strong Is your relationship with incumbent outsourcers? (Probab!lity of sole
sourcing new contracts?) 

No response 

19. To what extent, if any, have union relations affected your desire or ab/llty to outsource ? 

No response 

20. To what extent does, or should, company size {based on annual revenues) Influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

No response 
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Exhibit 0-4 

Tabulation of User Interview Survey Responses by Question 

companies with Experience In IT Outsourcing 

2. What is your role? 

Montefiore IT Director 
Medical 

Cyber-graphics Overall responsibility for business processes 

Morgan Manager of arr IT 
Driveway, Inc 

Amphenol Responsible for all custom development and integration services . 

Rochester VP-IS 
Democrat& 
Chronicle 

Omega Financial IT Manager 

American Crystal IS Director 
Sugar Company 

Garden Way, Inc IS Development Manager 

Holog/c, Inc Overall director of all IT 

Eaton Corp Overall IS responslbi~ty 

Dr Pepper 17 Up Respondent is a senK>r VP for IT with broad experience in outsourcing. 

3. Please Indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise}. 

Monteflore 
Medical 

Cyber-graphics 

Morgan 
Driveway, Inc 

Amphenol 

Rochester 
Democrat & 
Chronicle 

Omega Financial 

American Crystal 
Sugar Company 

Garden Way, Inc 

Hologlc, Inc 

Recently handled the outsourced implementation of SAP. 

Senior part of the selection team. 

Senior role in all outsourced IT programs. 

Have placed (awarded) many contracts. Also spent many years as project manager on 
large-scale outsourcing contracts. 

I call "all the shots". 

Extensive. Have been involved in outsourcing for at least 10 years. 

Main decisioo-maker in all major IT decisions. 

I have final decision on all outsourcing (customized and otherwise). 

Have been involved in several outsourcing arrangements in many mixed environments 

INPUT 

Eaton Corp Varied, used extensively for development and ERP work. Some e-business, Website design 
and some related development. 
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Currently, respondent is managing three major outsourcing contracts for the company: 

1. A large application management contract with CSC for SAP support on company-owned 
HW, using company-owned SW license. The contract is now in its third year of a five-year 
contract and DPSU is very satisfied with vendor performance. 

2. "MIPS on Tap," a pay-as-you-go agreement with a Managed Service Provider that offers 
access to vendor-owned mainframes. The contract provides scaleable, flexible and cost
effective access to mainframes on an as-needed basis, obviating the need for any related 
capital outlay or maintenance expense. Respondent likes the ability to a fixed monthly fee 
with pre-determined surcharges for higher levels of usage. The vendor is Interactive 
Systems, Inc. of Arlington, VA [ISi]. 

3. A help desk I desktop services I call center contract with Synergy for services, staffing and 
HW procurement. Services are provided on-site at DPSU on company-owned equipment. 
DPSU is very satisfied with vendor performance. 

4. Do you prefer comprehensive ("bundled") OS contracts? (If so, why?) 

Montefiore Yes, but must be fixed price contracts. 
Medical 

Cyber-graphics No preference 

Morgan large development programs in place (and planned). 

Driveway, Inc There are presumed cost advantages in bundling the services, but it can be difficult to 
achieve a consistent level of operational service. 

We need to ensure that our commitments are met. The vendor supplying development 
services is not necessarily the best vendor to operate the Data Center. 

Amphenol No preference. 

The contract will reflect the service program that needs to be outsourced. Contracts can 
have different durations and termination dates, so even if we wanted to bundle them, 
sometimes it is not logistically possible. 

Rochester Prefer bundled contracts, due to the cost ratio. 
Democrat& 
Chronicle 

Omega Financial Yes, we can leverage the price. 

American Crystal We end up with a balance. We had a policy to widen the supplier base and to bring in a 
Sugar Company greater level of knowledge and expertise. Better commercial advantages in not bundling the 

contract 

Garden Way, Inc Bundled. We manage all our outsourcing through KPMG. 

Hologlc, Inc In an ideal world, we would go with as much bundled as possible. We have a large contract 
with ADP, but we still have the need to place 2-3 other individual contracts with other service 
vendors 

Eaton Corp No, we prefer to award specific contracts for a discrete piece of work. 

Dr Pepper I 7 Up Respondent does NOT prefer "bundled" OS contracts because, 

He does not believe that any one vendor can do everything equally well, and 

He wants to buy best-of-breed applications and services. 

He is willing to serve as his own IT "general contractor" to manage relationships between 
vendors. 

5. To what extent are you inclined to outsource based on a need to reduce your capital outlays 
and/or headcount? 

Monteflore 
Medical 

Cyber-graphlcs 

Moraan 
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Not the objective of outsourcing for us. 

It was the speed of actioning things - we needed to implement SAP "soup to nuts· and 
increase software development speed and quality. 

Use consultants for special projects. 

We have no exoertise or business knowledoe of e-commerce /which Is our most recent 
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Driveway, Inc 

Amphenol 

Omega Financial 

American Crystal 
Sugar Company 
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project). 

Different programs are outsourced for differirg reasons, ie, access to expertise is scarce, 
reduce the cost of delivery service, implementing corporate intranet , etc, but I suppose the 
bottom line is that the cost advantage must be prominent. 

In the early days, outsou rcing was done for commercial considera tions. Nowadays, we have 
more sophisticated reasons-specific projects, core or scarce skills. 

Where we cannot keep talented people fully employed 

Better service and support. 

Improved staff usage and utilization . 

Well suited to development and custom projects. 

Relieve the workload to the existing IT team. 

Garden Way, Inc Originally to reduce our headcount and look at ways of reducing our cost base. Laterally we 
are now looking for expertise in specific disciplines and to improve development 
performance. To improve the key components and business funct ionality. 

Hologic, Inc 

While we want KPMG to provide better service, we also want them to be more customer 
focused. 

The primary reasons were that we had a mixed environment of DEC/Compaq , So laris and 
Unisys. Control of this became very difficult and cumbersome , so we started to outsource 
different elements of this . 

We did have the objective to reduce the main overhead of the service cost and to be able to 
complete other (new) IT projects faster. 

Eaton Corp Recoverable costs from departmental budgets. 

Dr Pepper I 7 Up Regarding motives for outsourcing and use of company capital , respondent said that the 
company' s goal is to offload insofar as poss ible all routine IT work to vendors so that intemal 
staff can be free to work on high value-added, proprietary SW projects. 

6. How do you determine which outsourcing vendors to invite to bid? 

Montefiore We have a shortlist includ ing people that we have worked with in the past. They submit their 
Medical proposal and we look for the best fit 

Cyber..graphics We normally select two vendors for shortlist. After that we consider technical merit and 
business acumen (and how they demonstrate their expertise) 

Morgan The usual criteria of relevant experience, quality of work, proven in field and familiar with our 
Driveway, Inc technology. 

Amphenol Technical ability, reputa tion, "chemistry". 

Rochester They need experience of front-end systems and vast exposure to the newspaper industry. 
Democrat& 
Chronicle 

Omega Financl al We merged with another bank, so we are j ointly using the incumbe nt supplier. However, we 
are seeking due diligence for the next contract award. 

American Crystal Cost 

Sugar Company Quality of company and their people. 

Team building and management. 

To manage the app lications through development testing and production . 

Able to meet deman ding delivery requirements. 

Process functional and technical skill sets. 

Garden Way, Inc We always use KPMG as our principle partner who will manage the overall contracts. 

CYNDC1 

There are about 20 other organizations that we define and from which we source the 
operational services, but the contract is planned and managed by KPMG. 

Single-source contract for urgency and propriet ary systems suppo rt. 
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Proven record, expertise. Must be a solution provider. Knowledgeable in our application 
types and operating environment. Proven success on similar types of outsourcing 
projects. 

Expertise in Web-enabled financial software. 

We work from an existing list of preferred (known) vendors to Which we acid and remove. 

Generally an outsourcing contract is awarded to a company with which we have an 
already established relationship. 

All OPSU outsourcing contracts have been competitively sourced based on bids from 3-4 
vendors. Respondent L1Sed a "discovery process" to determine which vendors to invite to 
bid. That required company research to determine which were the most outstanding 
vendors active in the market for each type of work required. 

He did NOT use consultants because respondent felt prepared, based on prior 
experience, to deal with vendors directly. He had a mcxlel in hand to use as a point of 
departure to discuss the projects out to bid. 

In the case of CSC, the company had done prior work for DPSU and the company had 
been very satisfied with the vendor's performance. As for Synergy, the vendor Is in Its 
fourth year of work for DPSU. It had been brought to DPSU as a subcontractor by a 
previous prime. When that project didn't materialize, Synergy proposed working for 
DPSU as a prime on the current project, and its proposal was accepted. 

7. How receptive would you be to a bid from an outsourcing vendor whose 
experience was almost entirely in the federal sector? 

Montefiore Not a problem 
Medical 

Cyber-graphics Wouldn't matter. 

Morgan Not a problem per se. 

Driveway, Inc But they would have to meet our criteria in terms of project management experience, able to 
develop Web business applications and 828 consultancy skills. 

Amphenol 

Rochester 
Dernocrat & 
Chronicle 

Omega Financial 

American Crystal 
suuar Company 

I guess that I would not want to be their FIRST CLIStomer. 

Would not bother me. We have a lot of contracis with government bodies, so we are fairly 
competent in this area. 

I would not be unreceptive, but they would need to have considerable experience of our 
Industry (otherwise we would not get seriously involved with them) 

Not a problem, providing the other requirements were met. 

·Give me a name". 

In a hypothetical situation, r would say that if the vendor possess quality, service and speed 
in implementing a quality standardization program, then federal-only experience should not 
be an issue. 

One or two large federal contracts can allow an organization to grow very rapidly. Companies 
like EDS were very heavily involved in federal contracts and it didn't really prevent the 
company from moving into the commercial market. 

Garden Way, Inc 

Hologic, Inc 

Eaton Corp 
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I would have my doubts, not realty decided yet. 

In theory it would not prevent us. 

Our current situation is that we have contracts to be outsourced. We want to remove that 
responsibility from us lo a partner vendor lo allow the vendor and ourselves to focus on our 
technical strengths. 

Not really applicable. They would have to meet the criteria (as per 06) 
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Dr Pepper/ 7 Up When asked if we have (or wiU) consider inviting to bid a vendor whose experience had been 
entirely in the federal maric;et, respondent said that the key crite rion would be how "reference
able" the vendor's clients were. He clarified that, for "horizontal - applications, such as HP, 
billing, etc., he saw no particular need for a vendor to have any significant vertical industry 
expertise. On the other hand, he would not entrust an IT project , such as software application 
development ("vertical") for a consumer industry sales initiative to a vendor that lacked deep 
experience in the consumer product/beverage industry. 

Respondent acknowledged that vendors competing in the "horizonta l" applications market 
were facing fierce compe tition and difficulty in differentiating themse lves from the crowd. 

8. How Important is the outsourcer' ability to attract and acquire your targeted staff 
(as part of a proposed contract)? 

Montefiore 
Medical 

Cyber-graphics 

Morgan 
Driveway , Inc 

Amphenol 

Rochester 
Democrat & 
Chronicle 

Omega Financial 

American Cryst al 
Sug ar Company 

Garden Way, Inc 

Hologlc, Inc 

Eaton Corp 

Not Important 

Not an issue 

They would be required to manage our contractors plus recruit new skills. Transfer of 
existing staff to the outsourcing company would be subject to discussion. 

Not important at present 

Hasn't happened yet ; would put it down as unimportant at present. 

Have had a delicate situa tion in the past that was resolved , but it is something that we need 
to be careful about. 

Existing staff v..iorking for a large financial services compa ny would not be too keen to move 
to a smaller IT services company. 

If we do not want to contin ue with a large in-house IT resource , then the supplier must ful fil 
that role. 

Not important. 

Important in that they manage the human resources. We had problems in recruitment and 
retention of staff, so this is an essential part of the project . 

Not really important. We tend to outsource contracts when we lad<. sufficient internal 
resources. 

Our in-house staff either assists these contracts in seconda ry role, or is assigned a new piece 
of work (totally unrelated ). Transfer of staff has not occurred to date. 

Dr Pepper I 7 Up According to respondent, CSC's ability to attract and manage successfully an important 
group of DPSU staff to work for the outsourcing vendor was critica l to the succes s of the 
proposal and the contract. DPSU wanted to reduce headcount, but did not want to lose the 
accumulated knowledge of 1his pool of experien ced workers. As 1umed out, CSC was ab le to 
attract and reta in this staff by offering them superior opportunities for professional 
advancement, while at the same time making ava ilable to OPSU a very large pool of experts 
that OPSU would never have been able to attract for an in-house position. 

Respondent clarified that, if for any reason CSC as the incumben t needed to be replaced in 
the future, DPSU would take care either to transfer this experienced team to a new vendor, or 
to bring them back in-house as full-time OPSU employees . 

During the original contract competition, it was very important to OPSU to select a vendor 
what had a good reputa tion for , and demonstrated success absOfbing customer staff as part 
of an outsourcing project . 

9. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

Montefiore 
Medical 

CYNOC1 

More companies are now outs ourcing. Also the variety and choice of what can be 
outsourced has changed. 
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Cyber-graphlcs The workplace has become more mobile with advanced communications and the use of 
WAP. Therefore, your own 1T staff does not need to be resident In-house. 

1 don't know if this will increase or decrease the use of outsourcing long term. 

Also, there is an increased trend towards the use of Offshore ser..,ice providers. 

Morgan New philosophy of achieving excellence. Vendors now have a proven track record in delivery 
Driveway, Inc and operation of large-scale projects. 

Amphenol I would see over the longer term more of our IT coming back In-house. 

Rochester Much larger stable nowadays. Greater choice of vendors, more experience, more extensive 
Democrat & knowledge and also a great deal more business process outsourcing than ever before. 
Chronicle 

Omega Financial Banking is changing. It now encompasses a full range of ser..,ices including insurance, 
stockbroking, etc,. 

American Crystal 
Sugar Company 

We need an outsourcing company to take us into the future. We need Improved ser..,ice at 
lower cost 

Must show tangible improvements. 

Facility to increase communication. 

Commitment to achieving specific goals. 

Support the complete process and shape the business mcx:lel. 

Garden Way, Inc More procurement via the Internet. Big changes in the variety and type of service; allows 
expansion into other areas. Greater professionalism. 

Ho1ogic, Inc Some services are easier to contract out now. Operational duties are spreading into new IT 
areas especfally CRM. 

Outsourcing is now an acceptable process and customers are more Intuitive. 

Eaton Corp More selective. The market is becoming more discrete, with organizations having greater 
specialization. 

I think that there is a decrease In the "larger all-encompassing" projects. User companies lack 
some of the management tools internally, the vendor must proactively manage the customer 
(as well as the project). 

Outsourcing is moving away from maintenance of products and support of users towards 
working on new architecture and solution development. 

Dr Pepper/ 7 Up Respondent believes that there are three important trends at work today in the outsourcing 
field: 

Both outsourcing providers and aJstomers are much better educated than they were in 
the past. 

Contract models are more sophisticated. 

ASP mcx:lel is becoming increasingly attractive; this market is likely to expand. 

For example, OPSU is willing to use ASPs for horizontal applications, or even for SAP 
work, but company wa unlikely to use an ASP for Web development work. Reason: ASP 
model is inappropriate for work that needs to be highly customized. It is, by nature, a 
model for delivery of standard, low-cost applications that can be used and re-used by 
many companies. 

10. Which type of outsourcing fits best your company's needs? (and why) 

Montefiore Small, defined projects. 
Medical 

Cyber-graphlcs IT and business consultancy, project management. We provide the resources but the 
outsourcing company manages them. 

Morgan Able to utilize the best technology. 

Driveway, Inc A vendor able to build a good team and be good at communications. 
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lf they can apply themselves intelligently and support our objectives, then the type of 
outsourcing contract will be of secondary importance. 
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Smaller development and maintenance contracts with 12 months duration . 

The type of contract is secondary to obtaining the correct skill fit. If we get the right vendor 
with exactly the right type of skills and service offering, we Y10ukl ask them to propose 
alternative contract solu tions to us. 

Facilities Manageme nt and procurement. 

An efficient service that V¥Orks 24 hours a day, able to improve business processes all 
round. 

That by which we can better satisfy our customers and users . 

We want to strengthen the team at operational level and oversee the technical side of 
the legacy projects . 

Support of the wider business units 

Gard en Way, Inc An application management and support role for ERP. Answer to our skill shortage s; can be 
the most practical solution. 

Hologic, Inc Support for specialist software packages, project management, BPR. All e-business services 
and internet integration. 

Eaton Corp Smaller independent companies that provide specific services . He lp desk, Internet Web 
services, production of documentation, training, raw coding and programming. 

Not purely a support arrar,;:iement; they need to provide stabil ity in an older operating 
environment. 

11. How is outsourcing affecting your Industry? {Effect on growth? Profitability?) 

Cyber-graphics 

Morgan 
Driveway, Inc 

Amphenol 

Omega Financial 

American Crystal 
Sugar Company 

Mainly in systems development and training. 

Outsourcing is already established and successful. 

The nature of the product is changing more towards E-Business and Call Centre 
technology. 

A quick response to new requirements and greater emphas is on managing the 
relationshlp. 

lfvendors can offer practical and sustainable business improvement, then their future 
looks reasonably secure. 

Jf outsourcing is applied well , the results are positive and lead to improved profitability. 

The problem seems to be that it can be very difficult to object ively assess the impact of 
outsourcing. 

For instance, if we reduce headcount by a factor of X (as a result of the outsourcir,;:i), 
could we not have jus t reduced the number of staff anyway. 

If we increased profitability , how do we knOIN that outsourcing had anything to do with it. 

Not measurable. 

I think that we have achieved : 

Improved service levels to users. 

Enhanced the level of support 

Provided control and improved quality. 

From a commercial point of view, we have reduced operating costs whilst experiencing very 
tough trading conditions. 

Gard en Way, Inc Improved efficiency on the supply chain. Faster and cheaper to get our applications and 
services up and running. 

Hologlc , Inc The skills are available , but the costs are very high. A high proportion of our overa11 IT 
budget now goes to external contracts . 

We have definitel y seen a reduction in capital and recurring costs . Outsourcing has allowed 
us to stay ahead competitively by increasing the time scales to develop new applications. 

Eaton Corp Not measurable in commerclal business tenns . Outsourcing is an essential link with our in
house technical delivery teams. 
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We have improved time scales for on-going development and achieved better quality at a 
reasonable cost. 

Dr Pepper/ 7 Up Effect of Outsourcing on Consumer Industry 

The beverage indusby has grown typically through acquisitions-mainly by acquiring 
rival brands. Outsourcers are expediting the process by facilitating the integration of 
dissimilar IT infrastructures. 

The IT business differs from the process manufacturing business. The bridge could 
provide increasing opportunity for BPO vendors able to take over responsibility for 
manufacturing operations (including IT) while leaving the marketing function to the 
customer (for example, as the result of an an acquisition). 

While customers still look to outsourcing as a way to lower specific costs, they no longer 
expect outsourcing to lower their level of total IT spending. What customers gain in 
greater flexibility, especially the ability to re-deploy in-house resources on higher-value
added project work that is inherently proprietary. 

Also, there is no question but that customers are attracted to outsourcers due to the IT 
skills shortage. This may be less of a problem at present, but ii has certainly been a 
factor in the past and was a key driver of outsourcing initiatives. 

Respondent summarized this point by saying simply, ·csc becomes an HR machine 
that feeds [us] staff." In his opinion, CSC's core competency is not technical, it is the 
ability to provide people to the IT indusby. 

12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed over the past year? 

Montefiore 
Medical 

Cyber-graphics 

Morgan 
Driveway, Inc 

No 

Not really. 

We are now looking for a partnership on the latest technologies and software solution as 
opposed to just getting a ·1ow-cost" service. 

Amphenol No, perhaps I am slightly more cynical. I certainly expect a lot more from the vendor, added 
value is a must!l!I 

Rochester 
Democrat & 
Chronicle 

Omega Financial 

American Crystal 
Sugar Company 

Garden Way, Inc 

Hologic, Inc 

I am more relaxed about outsourcing. 

Still receptive to OS. 

More confident in design and reviewing operational models. 

Processing and operational control have improved considerably. Account management is 
easier to control and manage. 

More positive; allows staff more time for other applications. Lead times for service have 
Improved, greater responsiveness from the vendor leading to greater satisfaction all round. 

Inertia towards external service suppliers in some circles; thoughts are that we will obtain a 
better return on IT using in-house staff. 

Even though there is a general shortage of key skills; the service vendors don't necessarily 
have the skills either. 

Eaton Corp Little. We are committed to a business transfonnation program and outsourcing is part of that 
building block for the future. 

13. Are you as attracted by outsourcing entire business processes as by off-loading commodity 
transaction processing? 

Montefiore No 
Medical 

Cyber-graphics No 

Morgan Yes, but with the effective management of risk and how it will impact on our vision and 
Driveway, Inc business strategy. 

Amphenol No, as per 010 
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Democrat & 
Chronicle 

Omega Financial 

American Crystal 
Sugar Company 

Garden Way, Inc 
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Yes, if we can see that there are real beneficial gains for us. 

Yes. 

We have very ambitious plans and want to be able to move fo rward much faster. 

We are aware of the wide r capabilities (of entire outsourcing ), it will make us internally more 
effective and improve those internal processes. It could elim inate major Integration issues 
further down the line. 

YES 

Hologlc, Inc Only if they can provide added value for enhancement and support. Improvements in change 
are usually never aehieved. 

Trying to combine external and internal resources (as present) can be very difficult , but 
outsourcing the entire IT and business processes would be a mass ive decision. 

Eaton Corp Not at all. Our po~cy towards outsourcing is (as per 010) 

14. Have you computed the contribution made by outsourcing to your company's overall 
profitability? (To cost-reduction of IT depart?) 

Montefiore 
Medical 

Cyber-graphics 

Amphenol 

Rochester 
Democrat & 
Chronicle 

Omega Flnanclal 

American Crystal 
Sugar Company 

We obtained a high value economic return in terms of implementing a very sophisticated 
system. 

The benefits will be obta ined internally (in that the wider implica tions would have been 
considerable, had we not outsourced it). 

No 

No 

No model as such, but costs come from the overall IT budget. 

Overseen by our aud itors. Specific cost reductions in operational overheads have been 
achieved; lower support and operational costs on the longer term . 

Improved customer satisfaction - overall pleasing. 

IT expertise at a cheaper price than It would take us to mainta in personnel in-hOuse. 

Able to monitor and evaluate specific ·hard success· criteria . Creation of brand 
awareness and loya lty. Superior levels of customer services. 

Garden Way, Inc Yes. We have seen the benefits of joint ventures and strategic all iances; both parties share 
costs and resources. 

Hologlc, Inc Ultimately , the measurement has got to be reflected in the success of the business 
generation. Lower operating costs, greater turnover, numbers of increased transactions; do 
you ever know the rea l story????? It depends on the business model that is being adopted . 

Eaton Corp We have been able to reduce our internal headcount and not have to increase new-skill 
recruitment. 

We have also been able to better control the overall IT overhead and budget. We are 
maximizing the returns on our original IT Investment; bringing operational benefits to the 
company. 

Dr Pepper/ 7 Up Yes. 

DPSU has operating budget objectives and annual targets. Respon dent's experience with 
outsourcing to date has been that vendors have enabled DPSU to exceed its budget targets 
even 'Mlile coping with an increasing workload . This was particu larly impressive because the 
original budget targets had been built on aggressive estimates of cost-savings. 

15. Do you prefer longer or shorter contract durations? (Why?) 

Monteflore Shorter contract s. Cost and control are the main reasons . 
Medical 

Cyber~raphfcs Shorter contracts 
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Amphenol Short contracts of about 12 months 

Rochester Shorter contracts carry less risk to us. Fewer things can go wmng. 
Democrat & 
Chronicle 

Omega Financial 5-yr contracts 

American Crystal Through our legal dept. 
Sugar Company 

Garden Way, Inc Shorter contracts are easier to control and manage. 

Hologlc, Inc 

Eaton Corp 

They also keep costs down as more regular contract renewals maintain a more 
competitive envimnment. 

In longer contracts, vendors have a greater opportunity to "milk you· for higher prices. 

As long as they are on time and within budget. 

Our contracts have always tended to be short and we don't see this changing. 

16. Have you in mind a ranking regarding which types of outsourcing 
are the most costly? (Reasons?) 

Cyber-graphics You have a feel through experience. Data center and transactions-based outsourcing is 
getting less expensive. 

Consultancy, BPO, custom development is (or has been) increasing over the last 10 
years. 

Some specific skills such as Oracle , SAP, Java, Active X are extortionate. 

Amphenol No 

Omega Financial Yes, only thmugh experience. 

American Crystal Performance improvement- reducing costs and improving service. 
Sugar Company 

Garden Way, Inc Would give a lot of thought to ERP contracts costing >$2 million 

Hologlc, Inc Using external resources doesn't necessarily improve costings , it merely moves them 
from one business unit to another . 

Mainstream support of MVS and UNIX systems 

Technology integration with requirement for special technical disciplines. 

Bespoke [customized] applications running on AS/400s. 

Eaton Corp No 

Dr Pepper/ 7 Up Types of Outsourcing and Cost 

When asked which types of outsourcing services were most expensi ve to the customer to 
obtain, respondent gave the following ranking from "mosr to "leasr expensive. 

1. Strategic systems development , applications development and maintenance. 

2. ASP mcx:lel, managed services 

3. Help desk, call center, desktop services . These require less skill AND supply exceeds 
demand . (DPSU prefers on-site provision of services rather than remote.) 

17. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are you to the Issue of control, In general, and 
control of proprietary data In particular? 

Montefiore None beyond what you would have in any other IT application service contract . 
Medical 

Cyber-graphics Very sensitive 

Amphenol Nothing sensitive here 
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Not too big a problem. 

Obviously the vendor will sign confidentiality clauses. 

The concept of partnership is very important to us and we would never enter into a 
relationship with a supplier if mutual trust did not exist. 

Not sensitive. Have a 3rd party for control and security. 

Undergoing a re·think about this. 

INPUT 

American Crystal 
Sugar Company We don't want to force lhmugh unpopular policies, but we need lo protect our intellectual 

interests. 

Garden Way, Inc Very sensitive about the manufacturing process-would not want this to go externally. 

Hologic, Inc We Introduced our own best practice. 

Eaton Corp Very sensitive. 

18. How strong is your relationship with Incumbent outsourcers? (Probability of sole-sourcing 
new contracts?) 

Montefiora Good 
Medical 

Amphenol Current relationships are good. 

Rochester Good, as per Q17 
Democrat & 
Chronicle 

Omega Financial Very good. 

American Crystal Reasonably good teams who meet mast of our criteria. Ambigu ity is always the big problem. 
Sugar Company 

Garden Way, Inc Good 

Hologic, Inc Service suppliers tack lhe understanding of fostering relationships; they are driven by short
term objectives. 

There is always a perceived conflict, bul we have better contra' of the resources that support 
our organization. 

Eaton Corp Relationship is good. 

We always have prior working knowledge and exposure with the vendor, so our risk is 
minimized. 

19. To what extent, If any, have union relations affected your desire or ability to outsource? 

Montefiore None 
Medk:al 

Cyber-g,aphics None 

Amphenol Not at all. 

Rochester Not a problem 
Democrat & 
Chronicle 

Omega Financial No effect 

American Crystal Not really from unions, bl.A existing staff want some form of conlra d ual obligation (in relation 
Sugar Company to secure employment) 

Garden Way, Inc None, we are a nonunion shop 

Hologic, Inc Discussions with the unions to keep jobs in-house. They are sel ing the long-term benefit of 
keeping expertise intemaly. 

Eaton Corp Not an issue. 
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20. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) 
Influence a decision regarding whether to outsource? 

It would have some bearing In that you feel safer with the bigger companies. Montefiore 
Medical It did influence us in that we wanted to use a SAP Logo Partner, which tend to be the large IT 

service providers and consultancies. 

Cyber-graphics No real influence. They must demonstrate technical ability and have track record. 

Morgan 
Driveway, Inc 

We prefer a recognized and credible company, but stay clear ofU,e major names because of 
cost. 

Amphenol Tend to use smaller local companies that are cheaper and keener. 

Rochester 
Democrat& 
Chronicle 

In some ways experience has shown us that the bigger the company, the more expensive the 
cost 

Omega Financial 

However, they 'NOuld argue that the bigger the supplier, the less the risk Is to the customer. 

Is a factor, but decisions are "horses for courses: 

If your volume of business is such that it represents a disproportionately high % of the 
vendor's revenue, then this could be a problem in terms of risk and exposure. 

American Crystal Always in the "hidden" agenda. No customer is ever going to say "we will only award this 
Sugar Company contract to a large company: but-in reality-this Is commonplace. 

Garden Way, Inc Great influence, size and longevity are important. 

Holog fc, Inc It does influence you if the contract has significant$ value, or it is critical to the strategy. 

Eaton Corp Doesn't really bother us. We tend to avoid the large players as we get better service from 
smaller companies. 
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• Appendix 

A 
Operational Services Market Forecast Summary 

Exhibit D-1 
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Following is a summary of INPUTs operational services U.S. market 
forecast for the period 2000-2005. 

Exhibit D-1 presents detailed outsourcing market forecasts. Annotations 
follow. 

U.S. Operational Services Market, 2000-2005 

U.S. Market for Operational 
Services 

1999 

IT Outsourcing 40.0 

Business Process Operations 9.6 

Processing Services 42.2 

Total Operational Services 91.8 

Market Forecast (U.S.$ Bllllons) 

Growth Growth 
1999-2000 2000 2000-2005 

(%) (%) 

19 47.7 19 

30 12.5 29 

14 48.1 15 

18 108.3 19 

2005 

115.9 

45.0 

98.8 

259.7 

Source: INPUT 

Annotations: 

"Infrastructure Services" is being used for the first time in this 
forecast report as a replacement for the prior term "Platform 
Operations," which becomes one of two components of the 
Infrastructure Services market. This market has been divided this 
year into traditional, mainframe-oriented platform operations and the 
faster-growing, "Internet/Web Managed Services" sub-segment. The 
inflection point between these two market segments will occur in 
2005, at which time Internet/Web Managed Services segment is 
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expected to be larger than the legacy IT Platform Operations segment . 
Toward the end of the forecast period, a price/performance curve effect 
will result in lower levels of spending purchasing ever higher levels of 
performance. 

This segment includes Internet Data Centers operating on long-term 
contracts. 

The high forecast rate of growth for the Internet sub-segment will 
peak during the 2000-2005 period. At the end of the period, the two 
segments will begin to merge again as all IT infr as tructures become 
totally integrated with the Internet and the distinction between the 
two segments loses importance. 

"IT Application Services" include legacy IT applications that may or 
may not include Internet-enabled functions. In the future, virtually all 
applications will be Internet-enabled. As with Platform Operations , 
toward the end of the forecast period the distinction between "legacy" 
and "Internet/Web" applications will become moot; at a certain point, 
the Internet will become the legacy. 

"Internet/Web Applications Service - vendor-own ed software" 
comprises software sold on eit her a licens e or pay-a s-you-go rental 
basis by software developer s directly to users. While INPUT foresees 
rapid growth in this sub-segment, exemplified by Oracle, software 
developers are unlikely to want to depend entirely on direct sales , 
even when delivered cost-effectively over the Internet. Proliferating 
demands for ancillary services are likely to dissuade them from 
foregoing the participation of channel partners and Value-Added 
Resellers (V ARs). As a result, INPUT foresees a moderation in the 
rate of growth of this market segment by the end of the forecast period 
as many vendors return to their core competencies. Increasingly, this 
market will become dominated by the simple delivery of package 
products, such as Microsoft 's proposed direct delivery of its Office 
Suite of applications on a rental basi s directly to consumers. 
Businesses that are unable or unwilling to use one-size-fits-all 
package software and that require customization will return to V ARs 
and/or traditional systems integrators. 

The "Internet/Web Applications Services - Third-party software 
(ASP)" sub-segment will continue to experience rapid growth over 
coming years, but this growth will moderate toward the end of th e 
forecast period for several reasons: competitive pressures will force 
many so-called ASPs to specialize. As they do, much of their busines s 
will be more properly classified as Busine ss Process Outsourcing or 
processing services. As price competition becomes int ense, this market 
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will divide clearly into low-margin, high-volume commodity software 
distributors and higher-margin, higher value-added resellers. 

INPUT forecasts a strong CAGR of 19% in the Distributed Systems 
segment, which subsumes the prior category of "Desktop Services." 
Due to rapid changes in technology underway, the "desktop" is 
becoming mobile. As it loses its fixed location, spending in this 
segment will be fueled by the urgent need for outsourced management 
of a wide array of portable computing and Internet-enabled hand-held 
devices. Future INPUT forecasts will provide estimates of market size 
for the most important of these types of portable desktops. 

The "IT Network Management" of the Network Management market 
includes both legacy and Internet•related components. This segment 
will be heavily affected by the transformation underway among large 
telecom vendors. Price points will drop, pricing will become critically 
important; toward the end of the forecast period, this segment will 
merge with the "Internet Network Management" segment. 

Processing services differ from outsourcing services primarily on the 
basis of contract tenure (outsourcing contracts are for one or more 
years) and by level of responsibility: processing vendors take no 
responsibility for the customer's software application or business 
process. 

E·commerce and the proliferation of a wide variety of electronic 
exchanges will fuel growth of vendors of processing services in the 
Applications Services market. Utility and other commodity processing 
services will grow more slowly, partly as a result of unfavorable 
pricing and partly as a result of technological changes that render 
some of the services that utility processors perform obsolete. 

"lnputloutput storage services" include printlscan, CD.ROM and 
Storage Area Network services. These are forecast to grow somewhat 
more slowly than the higher value·added segments of the market. 

"Other" processing includes performance monitoring, security services, 
authentication and related services. 

The legacy utility processing services market will shrink due to the 
growing dominance of lnternet·enabled applications. 
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Exhibit D-2 

U.S. Outsourcing Services Market (incl BPO), 2000-2005 

Market Size ($Millions) CAGR 

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 ~5 

U.S. Market for Outsourcing Services 

IT Technology Outsourcing ,0,010 ,1 ,100 58,350 71,000 85,400 100,800 115,900 "" 
Infrastructure Services 8,700 9,550 11,000 12,750 14,800 17,800 20,S50 17% 

IT (Platfo nn) Operations 8,250 8,700 9,100 9,250 9,300 9,300 9,150 "' lntemelJVl/eb Managed Services 450 850 1,000 3.500 5,500 8,500 11,500 ... ,. 
Applications Services 16,580 19,650 23,750 28,450 34,00 0 38,800 42 ,950 m, 
IT App lications Services 15,800 18,200 20,750 23,450 26 ,700 29 ,000 30,000 11% 

lntemelJVl/eb Applicatio ns Services - vendor owned 
430 800 1,500 2 ,500 3,5()() 4.400 5,550 47% 

software 

lntemelJVl/eb Applications Services - 3rd Party 
350 650 1,500 2,5()() 3,800 5.400 7,400 63',< 

software (ASP) 

Distributed Systems (Desktop Serv ices) 6,134 7,550 9,200 11,050 12,700 15,000 17,700 19% 

Network Management 6,700 8,500 11,200 14,500 18,400 22,400 21,400 25% 

IT Network Management 6,150 7,500 9.100 11,000 13,000 15,000 17,000 , .. ,. 
Internet Network Management 550 1,000 2.100 3,500 5,400 7,400 9,400 57% 

Applications Software Management 1,900 2,450 3,200 4,250 5,500 6,800 8,200 '"" IT Applications 1,750 2,150 2,600 3,250 4,000 4,800 6,000 23',< 

lntemelJVl/eb Applicatio ns 150 300 600 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,200 49% 

Business Process Operations 9,800 ,zsoo 16,000 2~50/) 26,500 35,000 ,s,ooo ,,.,. 
Business Process Operations - Standard 8,575 11,050 13,850 17,300 21,550 27,150 32,5 00 24% 

Electronic Business Process Operations (eBPO) 1,025 1,450 2,150 3,200 4,950 7,850 12,500 54% 

Total Outsourcing Services 

(IT Technology Outsourcing and Business 49,610 60 ,200 74,350 91,500 111,900 135,800 150,900 ,,.,. 
Process Operation s) 

Source: INPUT 
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Exhibit D-3 

U.S. Processing Services Market, 2000-2005 

Market Sb:e ($ In Millions) I CAGR 

1999 I 2000 I 2001 I 2002 I 2003 I 2004 .. 1 2005 I ix;:,5 

U.S. Market For Processing 
Services 

Applications Services 32,828 36,862 40,074 45,173 51,532 58,904 68,116 13% 
{Transaction Processing) 
IT Applications Services 28,100 31,000 32,000 34,000 36,000 38000 40000 5% 
lntemetWeb Applications Services 1,500 1,575 2,363 3,544 5,316 7,300 10,000 45% 
Electronic Business Applications 3,228 4,287 5,711 7,629 10,216 13,604 18.116 33% Services 
lntemet Based 965 1,523 2,510 4.015 6,440 10,500 15,700 59% 
Non-lntemet Based (EC and EDI) 2,263 2,765 3,201 3,614 3,776 3,104 2,416 -3% 
Infrastructure Services (Utility 3,190 4,210 6,636 8,698 11,884 15,275 18,875 35% Services) 
IT Services 1,Q30 1,100 1,000 900 900 875 875 -4% 
lntemetf.Neb Processing Services 2,160 3,110 5,636 7,798 10,984 14,400 18,000 42% 
(Jntemet Data Centers, etc.) 
Other Processing Services 6,200 7,005 8,040 9,155 10,300 11,150 11,800 11% 
lnput/OutpuVStorage Services 5,600 6,300 7,000 7,900 8,850 9,500 10,000 10% 
Other 600 755 1,040 1,255 1.450 1,650 1,800 19% 

Total Processino Services 42,218 48,127 54,750 63,025 73,716 85,329 98,791 15% 

Source: INPUT 

Exhibit 0-4 

Vertical Industry Market Breakdown, U.S. Outsourcing Market, 
including BPO 2000-2005 

US Sm Growth Growth 

1999 1999- 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2000-
2000 2005 

Total U.S. Outsourcing Market 
21% 60,200 74,350 91,500 111,900 135,800 160,900 22% (lncl.BPO) 49,610 

Banking & Finance 10,418 18% 12.341 15,614 19,215 22.940 28,246 33,789 22% 
Business Services 6,006 15% 6,923 8,625 10,797 12,869 15,210 17,377 20% 
Discrete 3,229 32% 4,274 5,428 6,771 7,833 8,827 10,941 21% M.inufacturing 
Education 741 6% 783 1,190 1,739 2,798 3.409 4,666 43% 
Federal Government" 2,481 21% 3,010 3,420 4,026 4,700 5,160 6,597 17% 
HeallhServlces 4,073 17% 4.756 5,576 6,588 7,945 9,506 10,780 18% 
Insurance 6,945 21% 8,428 10,260 12,627 15,442 18,876 21,641 21% 
Miscellaneous 1,642 17% 1,926 2,454 3,111 4,252 5,160 5,310 22% Industries 
Process 2,406 33% 3,191 4,015 5,033 6,266 7,876 9,171 24% 
Manufacturing 
Retail Distribution 2,253 34% 3,010 3,792 4,758 5,931 7,333 8,689 24% 
State& Local 

893 45% 1.294 1,710 2,562 3,805 5.160 6,436 38% Government 
Telecommuni-catlons 3,616 17% 4,214 5,279 6,405 7,609 9,234 11,102 21% 
Transportation 2,728 13% 3,070 3,718 4,575 5,371 6,790 8,045 21% 
Utilitles 1,355 29% 1,746 1,933 1,922 2,630 3,395 4,505 21% 
Wholesale 

893 35% 1,204 1,338 1,373 1.511 1,670 1,834 9% Distribution 

Source: INPUT 
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• Appendix 

A 
IBM CEO Lou Gerstner's keynote address: "Next Generation E-business , 
"at the eBusiness Conference and Expo in New York City on December 
12, 2000. 

The focus of Lou's address was the major business and technical trends 
emerging in the next generation of e-business. 

Transcript of Lou Gerstner"s remarks follows: 

The last time that I was on this stage wa s exactly four year s ago today 
delivering the keynote at Internet World in December of 1996. And l'm 
tempted to say it's been an interesting four years, but why skip back to 
the primordial days of the Internet? The events of this year alone have 
been plent y interesting all by themselve s. 

Of course , 2000 will be remembered for th e dot-com shakeout and with it, 
the overturning of the belief in the media and in the boardrooms that if 
you weren't "dot-com" you were "dot-toas t ." 

We also sa w the brief fascinatio n with B2B marketplaces .. e
marketplaces -- many of them st ill alive only in press releases. And just 
the other week , The New York Times was wondering if there really was 
something called the "New Economy." 

So, lots of twi sts and turns, fortune s mad e and lost -- the kind of high 
business drama that used to play out over years and decades has been 
compre ssed into months and quarters . How exhilarating! What sport! 

But I suspect that many of you who don't work inside the inform ation 
technology industry -- and even some of you who do -- are asking: "Excuse 
me? Was this all ju st fools gold?11 Is e-bus iness and the Intern et just a 
digitall y remas tered version of client/server? Another paperless office? 
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The checkless society revisited? A collusion between the Irr indu stry, 
which wants to sell boxes, and the media , which wants to sell papers? 

All of this was running through my mind as I prepared for this talk. And I 
feel I owe you, if not an explanation, at least a perspective. After all, I was 
one of the first to say the Net was going to take its place alongside all the 
other great. world-altering technologies like electricity and manned tlighl 

I think what's happened withe-business parallel s what's happened with 
those other transformational technologies. Fir st , there's a period of wild 
enthusiasm .. intoxicating optimism that the new technol ogy is going to 
rewrite the laws of competition and economics , going to create whole new 
wealth, wipe out old industries, create new ones. Predictably that fever 
passes -- only to be replaced by significant di sillusionment. People open 
their eyes. The y don't see new industries. They don't see radically new 
business life forms. And they say: "Bah, forget it . 11 

That passes too, and the world finally gets down to the important work of 
taking the technology and integrating it into the structure and fabric of 
society and business. And that's where we are today with e-business. In 
its first pha se ·· you all remember well -- a lot of confusion about what the 
Net would be. 

Remember all the commotion about "content "? "Content is king. I've got to 
own content. I've got to partner to get content." Why? Because people 
thought the Net was all about online magazines , online sports scores, 
digital artwork. Then the first real killer app arrived: consumer e
commerce. The race to sell books, groceries , airline tickets, toys, videos , 
pet food -- you name it -- over the Net. 

And then, after we all got tipsy on lnt.ern et retailing, we lurched over to 
the next drunken binge -- B2B e-commerce. 

And once again, something import ant, someth ing real, got obscur ed by 
simplistic schemes: competit or s commin gling th eir supply chains or even 
taking the supply chains public,divorced from their basic company. 

And what was the driving force behind much of this frenzy? It was the 
desperate, aching desire to be seen as leaders in building "The New 
Economy." The New Economy. That's a very interesting concept. Wha t 
would constitute a New Economy? It might ha ve new currencies. We could 
call them e-bills or e-bucks. Instead of must y old metrics like revenue and 
profit, we'd measure things on the basis of "eyeballs" and "stickiness. " 
[nstead of bona fide customers and genuine loyalty, we'd have hits, clicks, 
page views and downloads. 
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What a wonderful world! And some people really believed in it. But I 
think most people now realize that the business world doesn't work that 
way. Too many people failed to remember that the Internet is a 
technolo gy. It is a tool. Yes, a very powerful one, but it didn't change the 
fundamental behavior of consumers: such as their desire for choice; like 
wanting to inspect the product and possibl y return the product. 

Despite the fact that a lot of Internet retailers burst upon the scene 
proclaiming whole new business models, in reality, their busines s was 
built on a centurie s-old valu e proposition ·· lower price. The troubl e was 
they didn't hav e a busines s and economic model th at could susta i n these 
lower prices while generating returns. And when the y couldn't subsidize 
those models with easy access to capital ·· welcome back to earth. So 
where are we? Today, e-business is jus t business ·· real business. And real 
business is serious work. After the hype, after the IPO alchemists ha ve 
had their 15 minutes, it's time to under stand that we've come to the hard 
part. And the winners ·· the people who stick with it and do the work ·· 
understand that this next phase of e-business is going to be all abou t two 
things: Integration and Infrastructure . And that's what I want to talk 
about this morning. 

First, integr ation. IBM has believed from the very beginnin g th at t he Net 
was going to be about the transformation of every import ant tran saction 
and relationship. Not just one ·· not jus t e-commerce ·· otherwise , we 
wouldn't have invested $1 billion building this category we call e
business. 

Now, what transactions and what relationships are important to 

businesses and institutions? There are man y. 

Interactions on the front end, yes, with customers, but also with people 
who want to invest with you and people who want to work for you. 

Interactions at the back end: across the supply chain, t ransacti ons th at 
connect an enterpris e to markets and to industries. 

There are vital internal transactions: order processing, fulfillment , 
logistics, manufacturing and employee processes. 

And finall y, all those relationships companies want to have with the ir 
products: appliances, industrial machiner y, consumer electronics -- so the 
company can provide after-sale service and also understand how th ese 
products are performing in the marketplace and then make them better . 

Now, five years ago we asserted that every one of thes e process es and 
relationships would be transform ed by the Net. But if you think about it , 
we've actually only seen tra nsformation of one bu siness process so far: 
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business-to-con sumer commerce. That's okay, because if nothing else, it 
ignited everyone's interest. 

But now a lot of companies have discovered that taking orders over a Web 
site is only a very tiny piece of what's needed. to complete a successful 
sale. e-commerce triggers a chain reaction th roughout the rest of the 
enterprise: acros s pricing systems, inventory , logistics, credit, and 
distribution and on out to the supply chain. 

So now, the e-business leaders understa nd that th e e-business 
trans form ation must sweep acros s all of th ese core business processes . 
This is driving huge investment s today in applications for supply chain 
management, e-procurement, customer rela tionship management, 
knowledge management. 

And while all of these processes are being transformed, something else is 
going on. They're being connected. They'1-e being fused together. They're 
being integrated within the enterprise. Thi s is a very important, difficult 
and significant issue for CEOs. The fundamental organization and 
governance models of corporations is being challenged. Historically, in 
many institutions, every one of these busin ess process es was a stand alone 
operation. But to get th e real benefits of e-business .. the speed, the cycle 
time, the customer resp onsiven ess -· these int ernal processes and 
applications must be integrated. Without that integration, the lifeblood of 
e-business -- customer data, pricing information, inventory levels, supply 
management -- cannot flow throughout the business. The integrating 
technology , by the way, is the easy part. The middleware software to do 
that is available today. The hard part is for th e business leaders to make 
the commitment to reconceptualize their management systems and 
organization models. And I can assure you that is hard, hard work. 

So, in this next phase of e-business, the goal now for CEOs and other 
business leader s is to go beyond e-commerce. The goal is to build a fully 
integrated enter pris e ·· a fully realized e-business, th e integ rate d e
business. Let me give you an example: Whirlpool. The core processes: 
They have consolidated 45 different fulfillment and financial systems and 
then e-enabled their workforce. 

On the back end, a supply chain portal to connect trading partner s , 
sellers, distributors and back office operation s. On the front end, the same 
portal is available to individual consumer s that use it to order small 
appliances and accessories. 

And finally , transforming their rel at ionships with th eir products: 
refrige rators, washers and dryers all bein g outfitte d with a little 
intelligence and a Web connection. The first of these produ cts comes to 
the market next year. 
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That's what I mean by an integrated e-business: end to end, every 
relationship and interaction. And as I said, this model represents a full 
frontal assault on the prevailing mantra of organizational theory: 
decentralization is good; centralization is evil. Now, I happen to believe in 
decision making being pushed to the lowest possible level. But I will say 
this categorically: In a networked world you cannot operate in a fully 
decentralized mode. The Net is an integrating medium. It makes it 
possible -- it makes it imperative -- to unify processes and information 
that in most institutions were splintered in the rush to decentralization 
over the last few decades. 

That leads to the second important development in this next generation of 
e-business: infrastructure. This is about where and how the work of 
computing gets done. Today, we all know that in a networked world the 
heavy lifting of computing isn't going to be done by PCs or game consoles 
or, for that matter, your washing machine. e-business workloads are 
going to be managed and processed on transaction and Web servers , on 
middleware, on storage devices. And interestingly, workloads will be 
managed in the network itself -- somewhere between the end user that 
initiates a transaction and all the gear in the traditional data center. 

That's why, somewhat amazingly , "infrastructure, 11 
H a term that's been 

associated for 50 years with roadway and pipes and concrete -- has 
suddenly become trendy. Look how many technology companies claim to 
be an "Internet infrastructure" company these days. But I'm not sure 
everyone agrees on what an e-business infrastructure should look like, 
how it should be built and what the requirements are. 

So, let me share with you three aspects of e-business infrastructure that 
we think are going to be very important. 

First, e-business infrastructure is "end-to-end" infrastructure. Until now, 
"end-to-end computing" meant the desktops at one end and the servers at 
the other ·· all within the same enterprise. But think about what "end to 
end" means in thee-business world that's coming toward us. 

At one end, you've got every supplier, every distributor, regulatory 
agencies; licensing boards, tax authorities, all outside your firewalls. 

At the other end, the explosion of devices. Yes, 700 million personal 
computers by the year 2003. But they will be dwarfed by other kinds of 
networked access devices: personal digital assistants, Net-enabled cell 
phones , game consoles. We've all seen the forecasts. Within the next few 
years there's going to be a billion wireless appliances connected to the 
Net. Mobile e-commerce is going to be a $100 billion marketplace by the 
year 2003. But what we call "pervasive e-business" won't stop at the 
integration of new kinds of end user access devices. Coming up right 
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behind all these new end user devices will be a trillion or more connected 
"things" ·· things we'd never think of as "computers" but which will be 
doing a little computing and maybe a little storage. 

This pervasive world is with us already: Whirlpool's smart appliances; 
Medtronics is working on pacemakers that will have Internet addresses; 
very soon your car will be a client device on wheels. So, that's what we 
mean by "end-to-end business infrastructur e." 

The second aspect of infrastructure that's reall y importan t is standards. 
I'm not going to say very much about standards because if you understand 
"end to end" and what it really means, the need for standards-based 
computing is very easy to understand. The infrastructure must be open, 
and it must be based on cross-industry standards so you can connect to 
those millions of people and businesses wher ever they are and connect to 
those billions of devices whatever they are. 

That's why the fight for open standards is worth fighting . That's why 
XML has got to remain open. That's why we're betting a big piece of IBM's 
future on Linux. We're going to invest nearly $1 billion in Linux next 
year. Fifteen hundred IBM developers are dedicated to Linux-enabling 
our products and services .. and not just for applications th at run on a 
wristwatch , which we've built by the way. 

We're moving Limuc into commercial production environments. Today we 
announced that we will install a supercomputer·scale Linux cluster ·· the 
largest Linux installation in the world ·· at Shell International 
Exploration and Production. Keio Univer sity in Japan is integrating two 
campus networks supporting 15,000 user s with Linux. Last week Telia , 
the largest telecommunications company in Scandinavia, announced it's 
going to run its core business applications and consumer Internet ser vices 
on a mainframe running Linux. And alon g with Intel, NEC and HP, we've 
already announced a huge Open Source Development Lab in Portland , 
Oregon •• an independent , non-profit resource to give th e open source 
communit y a place to te st ent erprise -class Linu x software. Why? Because 
we're convinced that Linux can do for business applications what the 
Internet did for networking and communications: Deliver on the promise 
of truly open , interoperable, any-to-any computing. 

Linux shipment growth is expected to incr ease more than any other 
server operating environment over the next few years. It's growing at 
twice the rate of NT, and there are some estimates that say Linux will 
cross over and become more prevalent than NT by 2004. 

This is a big issue for every server compan y. It' s going to be intere st ing to 
see if thr ee or four years from now, anybody with a propri etar y UNIX 
syst em will still have a meaningful position in the industry. In fact, the 
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movement to standards-based computing is so inexorable, that I believe 
Sun -- and for that matter, EMC and Microsoft -- are running the last big 
proprietary plays we'll see in this industry for a long time to come. 

A final point on infrastructure, which some of you are well aware of. The 
infrastructure technology that exists toda y isn't ready. Now, I know it 's 
not fashionable in the computer industry to point out limitation s of 
technology, but the fact is, the infra structure today cannot handle what 's 
coming. I've seen projections of 1,000-fold increases in Internet traffic in 
the next few years, and that's probably reasonable. Inside IBM, we talk 
about 10 times more connected people, 100 times more network speed, 
1,000 times more devices and a million times more data. Whateve r it is, 
very soon this networked world is going to be several of orders of 
magnitude bigger and more complicated than anything we know toda y. 

So we're headed for a wall. Customers can't just roll in processor s and 
storage fast enough to avoid meltdown s when usage spikes, or to dea l 
with this cacophony of devices, or fend off viruses or hacker attacks , or 
handle translations on the fly. People are good, but they're not that good. 

All of this ·- the load balancing, the traffic management, the securit y, the 
transcoding ·· all of it has to happen in re al tim e -- naturally , 
spontaneou sly -· bas ed on far greater level s of intelli gen ce th at are built 
right into the network. 

And by "intelligent" I'm not talking about computers that can write the 
next Ninth Symphony. I'm talking about intelligence that, for example , 
we take for granted in our own bodies . We walk up three flights of stair s 
and our heart rate increases. So does our oxygen intake. When we plop 
down into a chair, our bodies adjust. It 's hot, we perspire. It's cold, we 
shiver. We don't tell ourselves to do these things. They just happen. We 
need something similar for e-business. It's a much more natural, 
spontaneous, almost autonomic kind of computing. 

Let me give you an example from the ultim ate extr eme of high -end 
computing. Last year IBM launched a $100 million project to build a new 
class of computer: a system 100 times mor e powerful than today's bigges t 
supercomputer. We call it Blue Gene -- G·E-N·E ·· because th e firs t 
application is going to be to attack the mystery of protein folding in 
biology. Now, computing on this scal e involves millions of lin ked 
processors working together, so that at any point in time we know that 
some of them will be failing. They'll "die" ju st like at any given moment of 
any da y cells in our bodies are dying , replaced and flushed from the 
system. The system works a round it and doesn't skip a beat. That kind of 
autonomic, self -healing system is exotic, but within a few years it will be 
commonplace in all kinds of mainstream commer cial applic ations. 
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Let me mention one more aspect of infrastructure. We hea r a lot about it: 
scalability. We're building for a day when our e-Servers are virtually 
impossible to outgrow. We're almost there now. Not just "always on" or 
available or reliable -- you can get that with today's technology, for 
example when usage spikes in response to a retailer's holiday promotion , 
the server automatically shifts resource s to handle it. That's . important , 
but it's not enough. 

So our e-Servers extend that kind of capability to cooperate with Cisco 
networks. When th e loads increase, the network gear doesn't just 
indiscrimin ate ly spray tr ansactio ns at the server; it picks the ones the 
customer wants handled first with the best response an d the highest 
quality. Buyers go first -- browsers wait. 

By the way, this illustrates the importance of the network equipment 
company and the I/I' companies coming together more closely than we 
have to date to build an open standard s-based view of this e-busine ss 
infrastructure. 

There's a final aspect of e-business's future l'd like to mention becaus e it 's 
going to be big. I think that five or 10 years from now we'r e going to look 
back on this as one of t he rea lly game -changin g developments. 

It's the trend we call e-sourcing. Now, you know what outsourcing is. It 
helps customers convert fixed cost into variable cost. It let s them focus on 
their busine ss and lets somebody else focus on the complexities of lfl'. e
sourcing is the logical extension of outsourcing. It capitalizes on the 
intersection of several historical developments: the massive build-out of 
broadband; the rise of standards-base d computing; and the escalatin g 
requirements of e-business infrastructure tha t we've just talked about. 
Now, don't get me wrong, there are going to be lots of customers that are 
going to continue to run their own informat ion te chnology opera tion s for a 
long time to come: own the servers, own the middJeware, own the 
app licat ions, own the storage devices and manage all the staffs. 

But we know today that an increasing numbers of customers are going to 
buy lfl' as a utility-like service over th e Net. They will e-source 
information technology from a variet y of third-party players: today's 
telcos, tradi tional Ifl' providers like IBM Global Services, as well as from 
some new entrants. These e-sourcing providers are already building the 
data center s of the future: massive "serve r far ms" ·· mega-plexes with 
acres of servers and storage with the kind of advanced infrastructure 
attributes I described a moment ago. We've seen thi s kind of shift to 
service providers before ·· for examp le, in the build-out of the power grid. 
When elect ric turbines first came about decade s ago, if your business 
neede d electricity you built your own generating plant. There we ren't 
many opt ions. By the same token, for the past 40 years if a business 
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wanted information technology, they bought it, owned it and managed it. 
Now there will be an alternative. 

We're already seeing the early stages of the e-sourcing trend in Web 
hosting, in storage hosting, in application service provi sion, in computing
on-demand schemes. That may be where it starts, with companies 
offering these co-location services ·· a kind of kennel for computers. But 
customers want more than that. They want service providers who can 
provid e sophisticated load balancing, security, storage , network 
management and application management. 

Today, e-sourcing is about a $6 billion business, most of it in simple Web 
hosting. But by 2003, it's projected it's going to be a $55 billion market. 
And as it takes off almost all of the growth is going to be in the higher 
value-added segments. 

So e-sourcing is not a simple business. It's more than a fancy control room 
and raised floors that stretch to the horizon. It will require experi ence in 
managing highly complex systems, and it will have high technology 
content. It is as much the domain of the computing service providers as 
the network providers. 

At IBM, we're building on a traditional outsourcing business that will 
generate about $14 billion in revenue this year. We already man age 175 
data centers worldwide, 25 of them dedicated e-business centers. On top 
of that, we're going to invest $4 billion over the next three years and open 
50 more e-business hosting centers. 

But nobody will go it alone ·· not in a business this complex. So we're 
working with network and facilities partners like AT&T, Qwest and NTI'. 
We're working with software and services providers like Akamai, Siebel, 
i2 and Ariba. And we're working with the wireless providers like Nokia 
and Motorola. 

I believe that the shift to e-sourcing will fundamentally alter the go-to
market models of the computer industry. Over time, we will sell more and 
more products to a smaller and smaller number of mega-customers, who 
will "resell" computing services. By the end of this decade, 20 or 30 of 
these mega-customers -- including our own Global Services business-
could consume 25 percent of our output. It could happen. If this is the way 
the industry is moving -- and we think it is ·· we really are on the verge of 
a fundamental restructuring of both the industry's economics and its 
competitive dynamics. 

So far we've been talking about all the business and the technical 
possibilities in this next generation of e-business. But I hope as we think 
about what can be, we understand that what's possible is not predestined. 
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As with the advent of every world-altering technology from the printing 
press, to nuclear energy, to television, the arrival of the networked world 
is raising serious public policy issues. 

Societies are going to have to establish predictable, trusted approaches to 
issues like Internet taxation, trade rules and protection of intellectual 
property. But I will tell you that paramount among all these policy issues 
is privacy. This one is not going away. And if we do not act responsibly, 
we run the risk of choking off this amazing but very young and very 
fragile economic engine. 

[ go back to the outset of my remarks. One of the hard lessons we've 
learned over the past year is that the Internet has not rewritten the laws 
of economics and competition. Well, it also hasn't rewritten the 
fundamental laws of consumer behavior either. We know that trust is a 
fundamental element of every positive brand experience. It's fundamental 
to all consumer behavior, to the willingne ss to buy and to brand loyalty. 
All of it is based on trust. 

Now, we also know what a lot of consumers do when they go to a Web site 
and are asked to fill in their name, address, age, income levels and all 
that . They say they're Albert Einstein with an income of $5 and an e-mail 
address of E=MC squared. Worthless data . What are customers really 
saying when they do that? They're saying they don't trust the security of 
the site, and they don't trust that the owner of the site is going to respect 
their privacy and not abuse or sell their personal data. So this is a 
"confidence" issue. It's not a technical issue. 

And while serious ·· very serious -- the privacy issues we're dealing with 
today are trivial compared to what's ahead. What are the implications for 
individual privacy in a world where millions of people are driving 
[nternet-enabled cars that have their movements monitored at all times? 
What happens to privacy for millions of people with Internet-en abled 
pacemakers? And forget about the debate over who has access to medical 
records. Who has access to real-time data on your he artbeat, blood 
pressure and cholesterol levels? Your doctor? Your insurance company? 

The answer here must begin with a responsible marketplace. Through our 
policies and our practices, industry has to send an unambiguous message 
that tells people: "You can trust us. You have choices. They will be 
respected. And you'll know in advance how any information that you give 
us will be used." 

Getting a workable privacy framework in place is going to require 
leadership at all levels, including government . It will require thoughtful 
examination of what kind of public policies -- including legislation -
should be implemented. 
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Let me ask you to do just one thing when you leave here. Go back to your 
organization and find out if you've designated a privacy czar -· a senior 
executive with the clout to drive a real privacy policy through your 
organization. At IBM, we named ours a few weeks ago. We weren't the 
first, but we won't be the last. And I think that in itself is important . We -
- all of us ·· we've all come a long way in the last four or five years. We've 
lived through a wild ride of experimentation: meteoric ascents and 
spontaneous combustion; new models tried, some validated, some tossed 
onto the slag heap of Internet Chapter I. It's my hope that even in thos e 
things that didn't work we learned ·· so that we proceed to the next phase 
of e-business with a level of maturity, reason and stability that was 
absent for much of the period we just passed through. And I hope one of 
the lessons that we take with us is that the world that we are building is 
far more important than one of the computer industry's long-standing 
obsession s. 

Simply put , what we're doing here is not about building some utopian 
world of personal convenience, of perpetual relaxation and leisure. That's 
not what's important. Carmakers aren 't investing billions in telematics 
just so that you can talk to your steering wheel and ask your int.elligent 
house to fill your intelligent bath -- all so you can have a hot soak four 
minutes earlier. Applications like that are fun, and I guess they'll improve 
modern life a little bit. But that's not the economic imperative for making 
this historic investment, this historical transition. 

There are far, far more meaningful, more profitable and more important 
aspects of e-business before us. In the commercial world for sure , and 
we've talked about those, but also to deliver better education to more of 
the world's people; to create opportunitie s to close the divide between rich 
and poor ·· the information haves and have-nots; to decode the molecular 
mysteries of our bodies to develop better life-saving drugs; and, yes, very 
definitely yes, improve democratic institutions and processes for all 
people, in all states, for all nations. All of th at is within our rea ch. 

When I look back on the past five years I think that, for a lot of people , 
the omnipresent "e" in e-business came to stand for "easy" more than 
anything else: easy life, easy money, ea sy business. But I think we all 
know better today. I, for one, have never been more excited, and more 
optimistic about e-business -- and that has everything to do with the 
wacky period we've just come through , a necessary learning experience in 
hindsight. And looking forward, the opportunity is still there to impro ve 
business, to improve the lives of people , to make the world a more 
tolerant , prosperous and secure place and address the most intractable 
challenges we all care about as businesspe ople, as parents and as citizen s. 
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Thes e are the challenges worthy of our time, our investments and our 
best thinking. 
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..... About INPUT 

• Founded in 1974--a 
Web-based IT market 
research and marketing 
services firm 

• Offers IT buyers and 
vendor support 
through subscriptions 
and custom projects. 

• PUBLIC-SECTOR 
MARKET services 

OIMPACT IT oppor
tunity database 

OElectronic 
Government 

OAgency Profiles 

OMylNPUT 

• CUSTOM RESEARCH-
global commercial and 
U.S. public -sector 
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Project Overview ~----
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..... Project Overview 
----

• Phase 1 - Should DynCorp enter the U.S. 
commercial IT outsourcing market? 

• Phase 2 - If yes, what needs to be done? 

• Phase 3 - How should the plan be 
implemented? 
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..... Project Overview ( cont.) 

Phase 1 included--

• In-depth User (6) and Vendor (22) survey 

interviews undertaken for DynCorp only 

• Other proprietary INPUT survey data 

• INPUT's proprietary IT outsourcing market 

forecast, 2000-2005 

• Secondary research 
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..... 
-~--- Princi,:?al Findings ----~ 

Good planning + Great Potential = Excellent 
Profitability from Commercial IT 

Outsourcing 
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..... Principal Findings 

• The IT outsourcing market is growing 
faster than other market segments 

• The commercial market is growing much 
faster than the federal market (and is more 
profitable) 

• Diversification is a win-win proposition: 
experience gained in the commercial 
market appeals to federal buyers 
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..... Principal Findings (cont.) 
~~-

• Commercial customer bias against federal 

outsourcers is surprisingly light 

• Vertical industry expertise is critically 

important 

• Truly "horizontal" applications may not 

exist 
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..... Principal Findings (cont:) 

• Top-tier outsourcing vendors are highly 

vulnerable to price competition 

• IT outsourcing can be a "foot in the door" 

to additional, even more profitable long

term business 

• DynCorp can leapfrog over barriers by 

partnering with larger vendors and 

outsourcing consultants 
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..... 
Key Questions 

Knowing the right questions to ask takes 
experience and courage 
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..... Key Questions: 

• Why move into the U.S. commercial IT 

outsourcing market? 

• How does the commercial market compare 

to the federal market? 

• Where is the commercial market going? 

• What do commercial customers want? 

• How can DynCorp overcome barriers to 

entry? 
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..... Why move into the U.S. commercial 
IT outsourcing market? 

'-'~-~-----

Tran ,u: UonProcesslng 

Comparative U .S . Markets 

1----~--- ... 
0% 5% 10 % 15 % 20 % 

CAGR, 2000 ·2005 

25% 30% 35 % 40 % 
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... .., How does the commercial market 
compare to the federal market? 

Market Shares , 2001-2005 

lea Federal market •State & local OTotal market I 
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..... Where is the commercial market 
going? 

• Operational services market is splitting up 
into traditional and Internet-centric 
segments 

• "We don't want to deal with technology. 
You handle it. Make this stuff work." 

• Demand for Web-based application 
services to show robust growth 

• Demand for Internet-centric infrastructure 
and network services to outstrip other 
segments 
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..... What do commercial customers 
want? 

• If federal buyers are difficult, commercial 
buyers are skeptical 

• Commercial buyers are increasingly willing 
to outsource a wide range of functions (the 
driver: inability to attract or retain sufficient 
in-house IT staff) 

• Loyalty to outsourcing vendor incumbents 
continues to erode; buyers are receptive to 
scrappy newcomers 
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..... How can DynCorp overcome 
barriers to entry? 

--

• Overcome lack of commercial name 

recognition by partnering 

• Invent and dominate a new market niche 

• Specialize aggressively in either horizontal, 

or vertical industry applications 
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..... How can DynCorp overcome 
barriers to entry? ( cont.) 

• Leverage federal experience by promoting 
skills best appreciated by commercial 
buyers: 

~ security expertise, 

~ strong program management, 

~ high-level SLAs 

• Conserve capital by favoring remote 
services 

• Build technical staff by creating attractive, 
long-term career paths for transfers 
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..... 
B_r_eaking Down B.arriers 

Winners vendors: ACS, SAIC, CSC 

Loser vendors: CACI, UNISYS, OAOT 
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..... IT Outsourcers Vary in Business 
Mix 
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..... 
OAOT 

Fed Datallogicon 

Raytheon 

US lnt ernetwo rk ing 

UNISYS 

EDS 

Bisys 

! Compaq 

CACI 

~ SAIC 

1 ACS 

Convergys 
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Perot Systems 
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Keane 
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Fiserv 
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Operating Margins Rise Parallel 
with Outsourcing 

Correlation: Outsourcing Intensity to Operating Margin 
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..... Difference in ROA? Inconclusive 

Corre lation : Outsourcing Intensity to Return on Assets 
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..... 
Conclusion and Recommendations 

Go for it! --but plan wisely! 
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..... Conclusions 

• The most profitable IT vendors are 
diversifying their sources of revenue by 
being active in as many markets as 
possible 

• Expanding the number and diversity of 
customers in itself promotes greater 
efficiency 

• There is no substitute for demonstrated 
vertical industry expertise; hence, no 
shortcut to achieving credibility 
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..... Recommendations 

• Assess technical, financial, organizational 
and sales resources honestly prior to 
attacking the commercial market 

• Develop a realistic short and long-term 
business plan 

• Achieve internal commitment to success 
based on cooperation 

• Avoid overpromising and underperforming 
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CYNOC1 User Survey Results 

February 1, 2001 

01/Yes 

02/0verall IS responsibility 

216 523 4903 

Q3Naried , used extensively for devfflopment and ERP work . 

Some e-business, Website design and some related development. 

04/No, we prefer to award specific contracts for a discrete piece of work 

OS/Recoverable costs from departmental budgets. 

02/01/01 

06/\/Ve work from an existing list of preferred (known) vendors to which we add and remove. Generally 

an outsourcing contract is awarded to a company to which we have an already established relationship. 

07/Not really applicable. They would have to meet the criteria (as per 06) 

QB/Not really important. We tend to outsource contracts which we do not have the resources internally. 

Our in-house staff either assist these contracts in secondary role or they are assigned a new piece of 

work (totally unrelated) . Transfer of staff has not occurred to date. 

09/More selective. The market Is becoming more dlscrete, with organisations having greater 

specialisation . I think that there is a decrease in the "larger all-encompass ·r,g~ projects. User companies 

lack some of the management tools internally, the vendor must proactively manage the customer (as well 

as the project). Outsourcing is moving away from maintenance of products and support of users towards 

working on new architecture and solution development.. 

10/Smaller independent companies who provide specific services . Helpdesk , Internet Web services , 

production of documentation, training , raw coding and programming . 

Not purely a support arrangment , they need to provide stability in an older operating environment. 
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011/Not measurable in commercial business terms . Outsourcing is an essential link with our in·house 

technical delivery teams. We have improved timescales for on-going development and achieved better 

quality at a reasonable cost. 

012/Little . We are committed to a business transformation programme and outsourcing is part of that 

building block for the future. 

013/Not at all. Our policy towards outsourcing is (as per 010) 

014Mle have been able to reduce our internal headcount and not have to increase new-skill recruitment. 

We have also been able to better control the overall IT overhead and budget. We are maximising the 

returns on our original ff investment; bringing operational benefits to the company . 

015/0ur contracts have atways tended to be short and we don't see this changing. 

016/No 

017Nery sensitive. 

018/Relationship is good. We atways have prior working knowledge and exposure with the vendor , so 

our risk is minimised . 

019/Not an issue. 

020/Doesn't really bother us. We tend to avoid the large players as we get better service from smaller 

companies. 
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HOLOGIC INC 7819997300 

Dave Rudzinski Director of IS 

Q1/Yes 

Q2/0vera11 director of all IT 

Q3/Have been involved in several outsourcing arrangments in many mixed environments 

Q4/ln an ideal world, we would go with as much bundled as possible. We have a large contract with 

ADP, but we still have the need to place 2-3 other individual contracts with other service vendors 

05/The primary reasons were that we had a mixed environment of DEC/Compaq, Solaris and Unisys. 

Control of this became very difficult and cumbersome, so we started to outsource different elements of 

this. We did have the objective to reduce the main overhead of the service cost and to be able to 

complete other (new) IT projects faster . 

06/Proven record, expertise. Must be a solution provider. Knowledeable in our application types and 

operating environment. Proven success on similar types of outsourcing projects. 

Expertise in web-enabled financial software. 

Q7/ln theory it would not prevent us. Our current situation is that we have contracts to be outsourced. 

We want to remove that responsibility from us to a partner vendor to allow the vendor and ourselves to 

focus on our technical strengths. 

OS/Important in that they manage the human resources. We had problems in recruitment and retention 

of staff, so this is an essential part of the project. 

09/Some services are easier to contract out now. Operational duties are spreading into new IT areas 

especially CRM. Outsourcing is now an acceptable process and customers are more intuitive. 

0101Support for specialist software packages, project management, BPR. 

All e-business services and internet integration. 

011/The skills are available, but the costs are very high. A high proporti on of our overall JT budget now 

goes to external contracts. We have definitley seen a reduction in capital and recurring costs. 
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Outsourcing has allowed us to stay ahead competitively by increasing the timescales to develop new 

applications. 

Q12/lnertia towards external service suppliers in some circles; thoughts are that we will obtain a better 

return on IT using inhouse staff . Even though there is a general shortage of key skills ; the service vendors 

don't necessarily have the skills either. 

Q13/0nly if they can provide added value for enhancement and support . Improvements in change are 

usually never achieved. Trying to combine external and internal resources (as present) can be very 

difficult, but outsourcing the entire IT and business processes would be a massive decision. 

Q14/Ultimately, the measurement has got to be reflected in the success of the business generation. 

Lower operating costs , greater turnover, numbers of increased transactions ; do you ever know the real 

story??? ?? It depend on the business model that is being adopted. 

Q15/As long as they are on time and within budget. 

Q16/Using external resources doesn't necessarily improve costings, it merely moves them from one 

business unit to another . 

Mainstream support of MVS and UNIX systems 

Technology integration with requirement for special technical disciplines . 

Bespoke [customized] applications running on AS/400s. 

Q17/\/l/e introduced our own best practice. 

0 18/Service suppliers lack the understanding of fostering relationships; they are driven by short-term 

objectives. There is always a perceived conflic t, but we have better control of the resources that support 

our organisation. 

019/Discussions with the unions to keep jobs in-house. They are selling the long-term benefit of keeping 

expertise internally. 

020/lt does influence you if the contract has significan t $ value, or it is critical to the strategy . 
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GARDEN WAY INC 

Don Steele 

Osteele@qarden.com 

01/Yes 

IS Development Manager 

021 IS Development Manager 

518 233 4300 

03/1 have final decision on all outsourcing (bespoke and otherwise) 

04/Bundled . We manage all our outsourcing through KPMG. 

02/01/01 

OS/Originally to reduce our headcount and look at ways of reducing our cost base .. Laterally we are now 

ba king for expertise in specific discipli nesand to improve development performance. To improve the key 

components and business functional ity. Whilst we want KPMG to provide better service, we also want 

them to be more customer focussed. 

Q6Nve always use KPMG as our princ iple partner who will manage the ove rall contracts . 

There are about 20 other organisations which we define and source the operational services from , but 

the contract is planned and managed by KPMG. 

Single source contract for urgenc y and proprietary systems support 

07/I would have my doubts, not really decided yet 

08/Not important 

09/More procurement via the lntemel Big changes in the variety and type of service : allows expansion 

into other areas . Greater profess ionalism. 

Q101An application management and support role for ERP. Answer to our skill shortages: can be the 

most practical solution. 

011/lmproved efficiency on the suppl y chain . Faster and cheaper to get our applications and services up 

and running. 
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0 12/More positive ; allows staff more time for other app lications . Lead times for serv ice have improved , 

greater responsiveness from the vendor leading to greater satisfaction all round . 

013/Yes 

Q14/Yes . We have seen the benefits of joint ventu res and strategic alliances ; both part ies share costs 

and resources. 

Q15/Shorter contracts are easier to contro l and manage . 

They also keep costs down as more regular contract renewals maintain a more competitive 

environment. 

In longer contracts , vendors have a greater opportunity to "milk you" for higher prices . 

0 16/Would give a lot of thought to ERP contracts costing >$2 million 

Q17Nery sensitive about the manufacturing process -would not want this to go externa lly. 

Q18/Good 

019 /None, we are a non-union shop 

020 /Grea t influence , size and longevity are important. 
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AMERICAN CRYSTAL SUGAR COMPANY 218 236 4420 

Marty Erbes IS Director 

01/Yes 

02/IS Director 

Q3/Main decision maker in all major IT decisions 

Q4/We end up with a balance. We had a policy to widen the supplier base and to bring in a greater level 

of knowledge and expertise. Better commercial advantages in not bundling the contract 

05/ 

• Better service and support. 

• Improved staff usage and utilisation. 

Well suited to development and bespoke projects. 

• Relieve the workload to the existing IT team. 

06 / 

• Cost 

Quality of company and their people. 

T earn building and management 

• To manage the applications through development testing and produc tion. 

Able to meet demanding del ivery requirements. 

• Process functional and technical skill sets. 

Q7fgive me a name". In a hypeotheUcal situation , I would say that if the vendor possess quality, service 

and speed in implementing a quality standardisation programme, then federal·only experience should not 

be an issue. One or two large federal contracts can allow an organisation to grow very rapidly. 

Companies like EDS were very heavily involved in federal contracts and it didn"t really prevent the 

company from moving into the commercial market. 

Q8/lf we do not want to continue wit h a large in-house IT resource, then the supplier must fulfil that role. 

09/ 

• Must show tangible improvements. 
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Facility to increase communication. 

Commitment to achieving speciftc goals. 

Support the complete process and to determine the business model. 

0101 

That by which we can better satisfy our customers and users. 

We want to strengthen the team at operational level and oversee the technical side of the legacy 

projects. 

Support of the wider business units 

011/1 think that we have achieved: 

Improved service levels to users. 

Enhanced the level of support 

Provide control and improved qual ity. 

From a commercial point of view, we have reduced operating costs wh ilst experiencing very tough 

trading conditions. 

012/More confident in design and reviewing operational models. 

Processing and operational control have improved considerably. Account management is easier to 

control and manage. 

013/We have very ambitious plans and want to be able to move forward much faster. 

We are aware of the wider capabilities (of entire outsourcing), it will make us internally more effective and 

improve those internal processes. It could eliminate major integration issues further down the line. 

0141 

Improved customer satisfaction - overall pleasing. 

IT expertise at a cheaper price than it would take us to maintain personnel in•house. 

Able to monitor and evaluate specific "hard success " criteria.Creation of brand awareness and loyalty. 

Superior levels of customer services. 

015/Through our legal dept. 

016/Perfonnance improvement- reducing costs and improving service . 

017/Undergoing a re.think about this. We don't want to force through unpopular policies, but we need to 

protect our intellectual Interests. 
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018/Reasonably good teams who meet most of our criteria . Ambiguity is always the big problem. 

019/Not really from unions, but existing staff want some form of contractua l obligation (in relation to 

secure employment) 

020/Always in the "hidden" agenda . No customer is ever going to say "we will only award this contract to 

a large company; but--in reality-this is commonplace. 
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OMEGA FINANCIAL 

Dan Mertz 

01/Yes 

MIS Director 

814 231 7680 

03/Extensive. Have been involved in outsourcing for at least 10 years . 

Q4Nes , we can leverage the price 

OSM'here we cannot keep talented people fully employed 

Dmertz@omes .com 

Q6M/e merged with another bank , so we are jointly using the incumbent supplier. However , we are 

seeking due-diligence for next cont ract award. 

07/Not a problem, providing the other requirements were met. 

08/Have had a delicate situation in the past that was resolved, but rt is something that we need to be 

careful about. Existing staff working for a large financial services compan y would not be too keen to 

move to a smaller IT services compan y. 

09/Banking is changing. It now encompasses a full range of services including insurance, stockbro king , 

etc,. We need an outsourcing company to take us into the future. We need improved service at lower 

cost. 

010/ 

Facilitie s Management and procurement. 

• An efficient service that works 24 hours a day, able to improve busi ness processes all round . 

011 /Not measurable 

012/Still receptive to OS 

013/Y es 

01 4/ Overseen by our auditors . Specific cost reductions in operational overh eads have been achieved ; 

lower support and operational costs on the longer term. 
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015/Syr contracts 

016/Yes only through experience 

01 7/Not sensitive. Have a 3rd party for oontrol and security 

Q18Nerygood 

019/No effect 

020/ls a factor, but decisions are "horses for oourses~. If your volume of business is such that it 

represents a disproportionately high% of the vendor's revenue, then this could be a problem in terms of 

risk and exposure. 
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ROCHESTER DEMOCRAT & CHRONICLE 716 232 7100 

Mitzi Bainbridge VP-IS 

Q1Nes 

Q2NP-IS 

03/1 call "all the shots ~ 

Q4/Prefer bundled contracts, due to the cost ratio. 

051 No respone 

Q6/They need experience of front-end systems and vast exposure to the newspaper industry . 

07/I would not be unreceptive, but they would need to have considerable experience of our industry 

(otherwise we would not get seriously involved with them) 

08/Has 'nt happened yet: would put it down as unimportant at present. 

09/Much larger stable nowadays. Greater choice of vendors, more experience, more extensive 

knowledge and also a great deal more business process outsourcing than ever before. 

010/The type of contract is secondary to obtaining the correct skill fit If we get the right vendor with 

exactly the right type of skills and service offering, we would ask them to propose alternative contract 

solutions to us. 

011/No response 

012/1 am more relaxed about outsourc ing. 

013Nes, if we can see that there are real beneficial gains for us. 

014/No model as such, but costs come from the overall IT budget. 

015/Shorter contracts carry less risk to us. Fewer things can go wrong. 
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016/No 

017/Not too big a problem. 

Obviously the vendor will sign confidentiality clauses . 

The concept of partnership is very important to us and we wou ld never enter into a relationship with a 

supplier if mutual trust did not exist. 

018/Good, as per 017 

019/Not a problem 

020/ln some ways experience has shown us that the bigger the company, the more expensive the cost. 

However, they would argue that the bigger the supplier, the less the risk is to the customer. 
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AMPHENOL 

Doug Lasher 

Q1Nes 

Systems Development Manager 

607 563 5141 

Q2/responsible for all bespoke development and integration services 

03/Have placed (awarded) many contracts. Also spent many years as project manager on large-scale 

outsourcing contracts. 

04 /No preference. The contract will reflect the service programme that needs to be outsourced. 

Contracts can have different durat ions and termination dates , so even if we wanted to bundle them , 

sometimes it is not logistically possible . 

QS/ln the early days, outsourcing was done for commercial considerations . Nowadays, we have more 

sophisicated reasons ; specific projects, core or scarce skills. 

06fTechnical ability , reputation , "chemistry ". 

0 7/Vl/ould not bother me ; we have a lot of contracts w ith government bodies , so w e are fairl y competent 

in th is area. 

QB/Not important at present 

0911 would see over the longer term more of our IT com ing back in-house . 

010 /Smaller development and maintenance contracts w ith 12 months duration . 

Q11/ 

If outsourcing is applied well, the results are positive and lead to improved profitability . 

The problem seems to be that it can be very difficult to objectively assess the impact of outsoucing . 

For instance, if we reduce headcount by a factor of X (as a result of the outsourcing) , could we not 

have just reduced the number of staff anyway. 

lfwe increased profitability , how do we know that outsourcing had anything to do with it. 
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Q12/No, perhaps I am slightly more cynical. I certainly expect a lot more from the vendor , added value is 

a must!!!! 

013 /No, as per Q10 

014 /No 

015 /Short contracts of about 12 months 

016/No 

017 /Nothing sensitive here 

018/Current relationships are good 

019/Not at all 

020/Tend to use smaller local compan ies who are cheaper and keener. 
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MORGAN DRIVEWAY INC 219 295 2200 

Ryan Cox IS Manager 

Q11Yes 

Q2/Manager of all IT 

Q3/Senior role in all outsourced IT programmes 

Q4/ 

Large development programmes in place (and planned) . 

There are presumed cost advantages in bundling the services , but it can be difficult to achieve a 

consistent level of operational service. 

0 5/ 

We need to ensure that our commitments are met. The vendor suppl ying development services is not 

necessarily the best vendor ope rate the Data Centre. 

We have no expertise or business knowledge of e-commerce (which is our most recent project). 

Different programmes are outsourced for differing reasons, ie, access to expertise is scarce, reduce 

the cost of delivery service, implementing corporate intranet, etc , but I suppose the bottom line is that 

the cost advantage must be promi nent. 

06/Th e usual criteria of relevant experience, quality of work, proven in field and familiar with our 

technology. 

Q7/Not a problem per se. But they would have to meet our criteria in terms of project management 

experience, able to develop Web business applications and 828 consulta ncy skills. I guess that I would 

not want to be their FIRST customer. 

Q8/They would be required to manage our contractors plus recruit new skills. Transfer of existing staff to 

the outsourcing company would be subject to discussion. 

Q9/New philosophy of achieving excellence. Vendors now have a proven track record in delivery and 

operation of large-scale projects 

0101 
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Able to utilise the best technology. 

A vendor who can build a good team and be good at communications . 

If they can apply themselves intelligently and support our objectives , then the type of outsourcing 

contract will be of secondary impcrtance. 

011/ 

Outsourcing is already established and successful. 

The nature of the product is changing more towards E-Business and Call Centre technology. 

A quick response to new requirements and greater emphasis on manag ing the relationship 

If vendors can offer practical and sustainable business improvement , then their future looks 

reasonably secure. 

Q12NVe are now looking for a partners hip on the latest technologies and software solution as opposed to 

just getting a "low-cosr service. 

013/Yes, but with the effective management of risk and how it will impac t on our vision and business 

strategy. 

RAN OUT OF TIME, SO WE JUMPED TO Q20 

Q20M/e prefer a recognised and credible company, but stay clear of the major names because of cost 
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CYBERGRAPHICS 901 369 4400 

Jerry Young Director of Business Systems 

Q1Nes 

Q2/0verall responsibility for business processes 

03/Senior part of the selection team. 

04/No preference 

Q51Use consultants for special projects. 

06/We normally select 2 vendors for shortlist. After that we consider technical merit and business 

acumen (and how they demonstrate their expertise) 

07/Would 'nt matter 

OS/Not an issue 

09 / 

The workplace has become more mobile with advanced communteati ons and the use of WAP. 

Therefore your own IT staff do not need to be resident inhouse. 

I don't know if this will increase or decrease the use of outsourcing long term. 

Also there is an increased trend towards the use of Offshore service providers. 

Q10/IT and business consultancy, project management. We provide the resources but the outsourcing 

company manages them. 

011/Mainly in systems development and training. 

012/not really. 

Q13/No 

Q141No 
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015/Shorter contracts 

016/You have a feel through experience. Data centre and transactions based outsourcing is getting less 

expensive. Consultancy, BPO, bespoke development is (or has been) increasing over the last 1 O years . 

Some specific skills such as Oracle , SAP, Java, Active X are extortiona te 

Q17Nery sensitive 

018/ No responses 

019/None 

020/No real influence. They must demonstrate technical ability and have track record. 
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MONTEFIORE MEDICAL 718 4-05 4397 

Ken Kinkopf Director of JS 

0 1/Yes 

02/IT Director 

03/Recently handled the outsourced implementation of SAP 

Q4Nes , but must be fixed price contracts. 

05/Not the objective of outsourcing for us. It was the speed of act ioning things -we needed to implemen t 

SAP usoup to nutsff and increase softw are development speed and qua lity . 

06/We have a shortlist including peop le that we have worked with in the past They submit their proposal 

and we look for the best fit. 

0 7/Not a proble m 

0 8/Not important 

09/ More companies are now outsourci ng. Also the variety and choice of what can be outsourced has 

changed. 

01 0/Small defined projects . 

011 /No response 

0 12/No 

0 13/no 

014,We obtained a high value economic return in terms of implementing a very sophisticated system. 

The benefits will be obtained internall y {in that the wider implications wo uld have been considerable , had 

we not outsourced it). 
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015/Shortercontracts . Cost and control are the main reasons 

Q 16/ No response 

Q17/None beyond what you would have in any other IT application service contract . 

018/Good 

Q19/None 

Q20/lt would have some bearing in that you feel safer with the bigger companies. It did influence us in 

that we wanted to use an SAP Logo Partner, who tend to be the large JT service providers and 

consultancies. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

INPUT Questionnaire 
Type of Interview: 

0 Vendor O Telephone 

0 User O On-Site 

D Other D Mail /) 11 
Company: l-.~ h-b-v.J n "-L---

f Address: 

City/State: 

Zip: 

Telephone: 

Fax#: 

WWW 

Project Code/Catalog No. DDIDDDIDDDD 
Interviewer Initials ODD 
Interview Date. 

QC Initials 

QC Date 

Data Entry Initials 

Data Entry Date 

Company Type: 

DDIDDIDD 
ODD 

DDIDDIDD 
DD 

DDIDDIDD 

Annual Revenue:----------~ 
# Employees: 

Total IS Budget: 

Total# IS Staff : 

. espondent(s): I' A .lJ I J (,) 
Name Mq-4 Ox (\Y'fso Tille V f - ~J+----r,.J hvJ 1 ,y.... 

Phone/Ext. ______ Email ox:£,,,1 P_ ev,:;;r;;,(irc_ U>r-... (kJ 
Role in Project: 

Referrals : 

Industry (User Interviews Only): 

0 Discrete Mfg. 

D Process Mfg. 

0 Transportation 

0 Utilities 

0 Telecommunications 

D Retail 

0 Wholesale 

D Banking/Finance 

D Insurance 

0 Medical 

D Services 

D Education 
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0 Federal Government 

0 State & Local Government 

0 Other Industry 

0 Consumer/Home 

D Cross-Industry 
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Introduction 

The purpose ofthis survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward lT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims lo track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcin g. 

You will be provided with an executi, 1e summary of the results of this survey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

1. Are you the person who is besl able to describe your companf s approach to IT 
outsourci~ not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified a:z/ 

,?, .I h,.,..,., ~ t.~ P---uy -~ -,.-~ J.:: "7 r,,/?f 
2. Whatisyourrole? ~.(_ ff / -r ' 
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,A/Ir Questionnaire No.-----

Is your business moving "upmarket" toward entire business processes or "downmarket" 
toward more commodity transaction processing? 

Comments 4'< &,,/:'21-7 ff/4 cD' j , I /flJ c,.'; __ dJ'"7L--\ C:, 

~ W11'-'ccAf'7 , )a~ IVT~~<j,~4[ 
~ . -"'l --J..... ~ - .z.,,,~ tvr;.--A ~ ,,,,__;J,./ ..( S"dt(t.. X 6. How would you categorize the most important barrier to entering a new.market , financial ? 

i. Technical? Marketing? Organization? Staffing? Management? Other? 

cg · 7. 

Comments 4,,.JI ,tic!'-<-,£ o<, 

ry,..,}0 -, ~ ............ 
C-rw, .... =<1-J.-r,<.A.L 11:::':'Y) A y 'W"-> 11. 

C-n ~1--1 1"1"7 Jv--.. ~ o-. 7 .,{:.c.ru,_ 
To what extent 1s cost or availability of capital a constraint m bidding f9r new outsourcing 

business? ~"/7,, 7-1 .. f /. J ..,,/, 
Comment A~ , .//l ;.vlt, f ~ ? /1- 1 / e 7-,,;...... 

9. Top down, which types of outsourcing can you do most profitabl y? (Reasons?) 



~'(''-f"'- L-D '2, '7 /Z,J _ 
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C. Additional Questions 

15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important?) 
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Comment _________________________ _ 

l 6. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market? 
What would you need to do to become ready? 

Comment _________________________ _ 

l 7. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

Commern _________________________ _ 

18. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Comm.em _____ __ __________________ _ 

19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general , 
and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment 

20. ls the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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As l mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

NamefTitle: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:------------------------

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Role in Project: 

Referrals: 
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lndust,y (User Interviews Only): 
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0 Medical 
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0 Education 
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Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this sunrey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

1. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company's approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) 

Co/leer related demographics 

2. What is your role? 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with ~g (IT or otherwise). J/J 
;ft ?t,vAY'-- ,,,--. 

Commentµ/':}..._} Q;rf,, [ ,q;,ee {'ff-,_ - --<!Jni---f/-,.X, €i)d ~ ' 

ft4;z.,;k, /J -0 JJ-Jr&,/ ~ 2 c¥7?»u.----.· .__-;, _..J- - fF ,v'e/ -2
1 

' ~r;-1"-" ,( ' "'"" J,,,,,/,_h,_,,,., £'[~ '/ c;;,::;.J ]~ ' 
Ja . Also, what proportion of your company's business, it ;~y, ii the U.S. federal market. j 
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/ 0 
Is your business moving "upmarket'" toward entire business processes or "downmarkef' 
toward more commodi ty transaction processing? 

Comments =:v-:S n~.._ 

(,f-,~ _Jl c4f--= 
G) 

6. How wo uld you categorize the most i t barrier to entering a new market, financial ? 
Technical? Marketing? Organizatio ? Staffin . Mana em t? Other? 

Comments &'-rJJ,., Q,--.__,,_ ,/n,v1, .. _ 11-,c ~'k:: &rd• -;) ~ ~ 
VI~ ~'c_,_J hi hr7 r~ jl ~ rd~ -cf~c... 

7 -'-"- ''A.,:? ------:> c,--.,-4-, ~ j:e_J) ~/? 
7. To what extent is cost or availability of caprlal a <ccinstraint in bidding ff new outsourcin g f 1' -

0~-r-~ ~ ~P?'~r2 -~r-4~ .. ~ ( 01 Comment / ¥ l 

~Jµ ~ 0 ,;;FA-- ~J -)~ ~;z;;;;-7 
/>-,I' ~ j, Cn1,,_,r..£t::)-J -~t,'f /u,/v<~~'l] 
'ti 8. Whatimpo7tchangesd~~ou~at~~n{~ur=~tdaz 0-l ~~ 

Commef /(/~L:x ~ v• ( 9 · //~, 

etv• /~Ji,~ hy-+ 

/ 9. Top down. which types of outsourcing can you do most profitably? (Reasons?) 

( 
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Questionnaire No. 

C. Additional Questions 

10. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments 

11. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made 
overtime? 

13. How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 
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Questionnaire No. --~ f~,,V-

Commem ________________________ _ _ 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market? 
What would y ou need to do lo become ready? 

Commem __ _______ ___ _____ _____ __ _ _ 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

Commem _________________________ _ 

18. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Commem ___ __ ___ ___ ______ _____ __ _ _ 

19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general, 
and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment 

20. ls the bulk of your OS business in bundled , or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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Questionnaire No. ____ _ 

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

NamefTitle: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:---------------------- --

Thank you for your time and consideration . 
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Company: ~<-~>~e.-______ _ 
Address: 

City/State: 

Zip: 
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Fax#: 

WWW 

spondent(s): ~ 
Name ()'~ } 

Phone/Ext. ~'fi---i-j..Q 
Role in Project: 

Referrals: 

Industry (User Interviews Only): 
D Discrete Mfg. D Wholesale 

Project Code/Catalog No. DDIDDDIDDDD 
Interviewer Initials DOD 
Interview Date. 

QC Initials 

QC Date 
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Company Type: 
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DD 
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D Retail D Education 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this suntey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

I. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company's approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) 

Collect related demographics 

2. What is your role? 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Commem.~ - -------------- - ------- --

3a. Also, what proportion of your compaAs business, if any, is the U.S. federal market. 

Comment ~ct ~J-~, 7.- 3 --9 rhc-c;J-: e-T <>-('~/- :2-)la 

/~tC e- )"Ji , ,__ =- 'if) (.-,ri-:1, /h .. A:07 hP7f';,!- - ;-Y, 
..e,;1--, 2--J - J " f-,--1-..--f ti J f1v-tvf, ~ 

B. Priority Questions 1. 
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Is your busrness mov1 toward entire busm/Js P~ses or "dowrunarket " U 
toward more commod ty processing? 

Comments d~J ~ /1"--<l/ '4. """r~ ~ Ur _r;, C/ ·1/2 -o;:....,'1 J 
/i'!f /- {<,i 6 f ~ fa~{'e_., °1 (. ,-,1 J--e,-.--/-,.::x;--) n ..Jhv;J> 
,(fl..,.__,, (l.'!Yc_ ---, ~ :_/-~ cv--J, - J" C f-1 

6. How would you categorize the most important barrier to entering a new market, financial? 

5 ih,,.("" ..;r:r ~i;ing; ~~~anizf~ffing? Mad~";,~,?~~~ µ uf ~ (; d 
\.'f ~"" t:rmrilents 1,~ - ~ /ti]<..-

r-A ' . I , 'l!v ' I\ 
If' ,"" __ ,-..k A""''> I- ,-v--1.t~ h.-+,£ c--t -....-.. .... 0 /n~ , I--<-'-'? . .----- 1 , d~; " ~ ·M~ ~ p.-, ~r ~! 7. To :Vhat extent is cost or availability of capital a constraint in bidding for new outsourcin J 
f busmess? 
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Questionnaire No.-----

C. Additional Questions 

10. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success ? (Future?) 

Comments 

11. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made 
overtime? 

13. How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial ?) 

/t:41. & u~ h,,,-,( ~n--eL de,J, - cnVV>"' ti,);f nJ,:t1 

t-'v-l~~~ ~yw 
14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close ne~ . JA ~ J 
~:,~~·~ ,~"'--irX_Jl a: ~-=:;__r Co'#q 

/1*="---J ev,, ,i(/IJ-,\J .I' µ.,v-,, '.it:1'1 l-Jt~(frA ~ ~([7} 6 ~ 
m~f{v--(h<J0,~'50,r/Y"}">C)fl-#Of,r . c,( , . AJ 

fl I '7 7 ~ · r 11 ~ 1J.._.;; ~ ,f;;_t <-<; ' )t( IN;t::;f., 
frb/t/,,.,., , ,l,"1 r r;-e--,,, r . . I .,, ~ J 14_/' 1u-~ 

c/ 15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important?) ( ~ e,,..,---
-4~ L /j,.µ--, -

J-µ,J-~·,.,,.,. V'-<'J-<-v--
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Questionnaire No. ____ _ 

Commem _ _ _ __ _____ __ ____ _________ _ 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial ) market ? 
What would y ou need to do to become ready? 

Commem __ __ _____ _ __ _ ____________ _ 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

Comment ct-~ h, i~ ~ JJ; ~ j!~ 
~ ~ h 11¥= ~ 1,,-J ) ,, ~ /e_,,,..,,..,J ~/J 

(,.0---' · ,vi - ) ,/V-e.J h c,J- ,hA v--A?~ ---') 
18. To what extent does , or should, company size (based on annual revenues ) influence a 

decision regarding whether to outsource ? 

Comment __ _ __ _ __ ____ ____ _____ ___ _ _ 

19. In relation to outsourcing , how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in gene ral, 
and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment 

20. Is the bulk of your OS business in bundled , or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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Questionnaire No. __ _ _ _ 

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confinn the following contact infonnation: 

Name/Title: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:------------------------

Thank you for your time and consideration . 
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D Vendor D Telephone 

D User D On-Site 

D Other D Mail 
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Address: ( )-,<., 1;) (, (,,._/ u 
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City/State: 

Zip: 

Telephone: 

Fax#: 

WWW 

espondent(s) 

Name~ ' ~~ 
Phone/E t(J 'L 3jJ1. 2 
Role in Project: 

Referrals: 

Industry (User Interviews Only): 
D Discrete Mfg, D Wholesale 

Project Code/Catalog No. DDIDDDIDDDD 
Interviewer Initials ODD 
Interview Date. 

QC Initials 

QC Date 

Data Entry Initials 

Data Entry Date 

Company Type: 

DDIDDIDD 
DOD 

DDIDDIDD 
DD 

DDIDDIDD 

Annual Revenue: ----------
# Employees: 

Total IS Budget: 

Total# IS Staff: 

D Federal Government 

D Process Mfg. D Banking/Finance D State & Local Government 

D Other Industry D Transportation D Insurance 

D Utilities D Medical 

D Telecommunications D Services 

D Retail D Education 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this survey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

1. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company's approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) 

Collect related demographics 

-----' 

2. What is your role? 
. /~ 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or othe J ) _;...,,,..1;~ "'f ~ 
. / c£4;f I I \ • f 

Comment /,,,d~r c:![ '11 :.~ u--, . 1~ "-'-- 0"""~'"' ~7 
7 

3a. Also, what proportion of your company's business, if any, is the U.S. federal market. 

Comment ___ 7_.L_"-"' _ _,k, __ (_c_.J_~~ (s-_fV_ ._1~· • __ (;_,"Yl_ ~_ iN_ J __ _ 

~ J.,._f "-v I {,rvi'l..,- ~) -1--J-' " L .C £1 O// - ~~5 -0-"-" '(" ,.-CJ., 
B. Priority Questions ~ L, 

4. In which vertical industries to :a~ ;e~ es\ growth potential for IT outsourcing? { /.;;_,L/ 
f 2,cy,J'.; , 1-,·r,'l,">..("" "~ cl~ · -d_,,,,;.,,I: ~ (f (j.,i) 
Comment &'::'.! 9 /h I c.,_ · fliv) (Jr- J, 

0f\ - of~ '2, 7- -~ ~v'cf.~.;.... , 
~~ ') 1' t1'6!'> 

c--J oJ' VJ. /.-6 ~0"'""'"' fJ 
/2 f. (--.--J ,t"i/l ({. I 7 e fi ro>;, >J--,:5t' J. ( , ~ froc ~ · ~ 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 
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8. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

Comment: / ~) 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

C. Additional Questions 

10. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments 

11. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

V"'-:.r~ ,~,d ~ -
j,,,....,-. 

f/,(,~,r,,,11)~~ 
12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made 

overtime? 

/1,vv-o-L j, :n'.'J ,/.o 1--,,-(,_,_ /1-<~,,~ c-1..,,__._ cv--h IY'-<A~[__ ,,n.-"-r'~ 
---vf'"-"-'r-. ,,1fi.-.J-, -), 'L, '1, (/1,itk'. ~--~- ~ ~(, vI-1 C,tl\. 

~ 1Jt ,.._,,J"--L,,J f!"'''-l t3cvLL.:1 w---- f'-" 'J f JJ.y 
i5 f,;J//J o rn 

~--~ --------r r.1 J-~G-,Jf ~ I f:,(,''th 
13. How burdensome are the overall-sociatef with winning ne b wvJ;lF1 ~ 

outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) ~ µ,--,_'l-~ Av,.,? L--

U! '\1"""" /J-->:f ~,-.,__,(<~ )7.---0 "elk< ~, - 0 3 ""("-

)ti c,p,~'t._'11 ( -~ ~~, 
~ h-v .~I e,.,,1,,-- / t tfr sl,-J,~ ~._.,-,, '...-,,.,.Ju~"' ..... ) 

14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new C (l\r-outsourcingdeals?(Strategy?) ~ ~:::) • 

(}~ tytu ,!, C 

G ~ . a 
\ 6'.\': ~ i-0 Cvr'-'--) t'fr-zv.J, f(',/J,"1/JJcfI' 

~ .\ ~ r,'f§1 t is your policy toward dealin~l th unions? (How important?) 

t".~\, r f t? _ _ /-1;~ 1/A.xt,, ~~/' 
~" P-e - -('- I) (/ 
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17. What changes are you seeing in customer motive~ or outsourcing IT? 

Comment vvt-c-J fN cf, 1 j- h~ GJ'\"j f i>..J ----/fj '{)J -f ,0.-~ 
r/JL/w~ ! r/L.J~ !r* df ~ (Zilf~ du n---,,-,J-u_//a{; 
~ 7 A:,? V:::)--, 
. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 

decision regarding whether to outsource? 

y~ ~ Comment (A~~ , A) -Ii '-z1 ,dc.,_;( ~ ?e,-,l,77 ~Q ~ 
/1/fF., C). , ft-;,__.,,,,_,, - J µ ,,J( f f/7,V\_ &!:t 0-w-l /o &1-'-'><-J./ ~ 

V/)'/ 19. In rel2on to outsourcing, how sensitive are'1a~ -/~ ~the i;J2r control, in general 17 t' ~'1'\ 

1 
f ( y and control of proprietary data in particular? \ l)v;,.,: l~,_,/ 

V r Comment \_V 

I 
20. ls the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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Questionnaire No.-----

As I mentioned , we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

Namerritle : 

Phone# : 

Email Address:-----------------------

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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D Vendor D Telephone 

~ ~:;~r ~ ~:;~ite ( 0 
Company: ___,_{_,,_<----=C'--------"--~"--------
Address: 

City/State: 

Zip: 

Telephone: 

Fax#: 

Project Code/Catalog No. DDIDDDIDDDD 
Interviewer Initials DOD 
Interview Date. 

QC Initials 

QC Date 

Data Entry Initials 

Data Entry Date 

Company Type: 

DDIDDIDD 
DOD 

DDIDDIDD 
DD 

DDIDDIDD 

Annual Revenue:~~~~~~~~~~

# Employees: 

Total IS Budget: 

Total# IS Staff: 

WWW 
lt rw--i,'-- (!1,~ ~ 

aspondent(s): !?. (fe._,.~ 
Name ,J,}v,, U "-::v-u-J Title: ~1~ M 0 { 
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Role in Project: 
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Industry (User Interviews Only): 
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Questionnaire No. __ _ _ 

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this sunrey . 

A. Recipient Qualification 

1. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company' s approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) 

Collect related demographics 

2. What is your role? 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Comment cl(),,, ~ fl-. '· Sf.,-;"" 0 ck ~ 1_ 6 J - t./c f--.-.~ 
~ -v-,J c.J, °ffv,,,, ~V - <,.-.,,,--._ ric.-. ----":~ ~ N 

frv~ ~ v :;,J. · ..._..( "7/u- J .rr, 4 µ.;o , /Ju---.fit__c, , 10"-~ . 
3a. Also, what proportion of your company's business , if any, is the U.S. federal market. 

Comment __________________ ____ _ _ _ _ 

B. Priority Questions 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

Is your business moving "upmarket " toward entire business processes or "downmarket " 
toward more commodity transaction processing? 

Comments ~ J. v "-,--,k ~I;; 1, ~ lr p,-,sl 0 -J-4 # \ IJ'\ @ b~L.,, ""',,-v··"ol.... L c_.;-._,,, ----7 _,L,.,..,.~y,~-, ?tr:.J .c c/r1,.,,.....J./ 
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6. ~ wool~ you cate orize the most important ~ nterfug a new market, financia l? ~d 
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P<=--,f VJ1'd ,;,, ~ I d -
7. To -&hat exlent is cost or availability of capital zi cons I t in bidding for new outsourcin g 
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8. What important changes do you see at work in the outso~rcing market today? 
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C. Additional Questions / J,-uif""'~ /~ ft <f 
I 0. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments 

r 

13. Ho~~ are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcmg contracts? (Federal vs c~mmercial?) ~ 

/h,.., d"* (o.,f,z, :1/""" ?'vt_ Ci'l.11'Lf1 ',;,( - 11~ ;1u. • 
p,,; ~!,?; {<~ ~lwrfi jj/,., 

~t-." ,,.,~4, ,,/;, -Jv-i/y WVAr;/i;;;.$-~f,7~-
14. Ha~ "to absorb staff transfers from cwtomers impeded your ability to close new 

outso7ng deals? (Strategy?) / /j_ 
~~ t:tr~ _--IL~ ~(~CLl ~~,,,,:11_,, 

J,~,f /. s,;,,~ Fcvl &:;tf -,-<!""' ""\-~ 
~ ~"'r' hA...__ "- ; .J hf( - r t"~:. 
15. What is your pol icy toward dealmg with unions? (How impo~ant?) ~ L r f 7 J\ 
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16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market? 
What would you need to do to become ready? 

Comment _ _ __ __ _________________ _ _ _ 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

Comment 7l'j-cu5 / -) ~ J ir-,l-1 ~ ~ -7...,....,_":i/0,v,!> 

!:J.,.J__/. Gi:ifr~ ~ 1l,------J-,,___,e 1 ~ .,,.-yz_,,l('-1,r-J-c &4Gn,,,J 

18. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence t / 
decision regarding whether to outsource ? ctf vf~ -1" t.- --7 ~ 
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19. In relaf Jo outsourcing , how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general, 
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20. ls the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confmn the following contact information: 

Name/Title: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:------------------------

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Questionnaire No.-----

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this sunrey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

1. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company's approach to IT 
outsourcing'? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) 

Collect related demographics 

2. What is your role? 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Comment/ 'r,,l.J- 2-<>y.,, ~1- "') rJJ:) W>g-7(fy 7 - ~ _::; 
,A--~yd o S' / vefc..£f--'J<'.;y_;i,.,J-.'l e.,J J__.__",6 f (,2,t: 

' / <;'2J.<..,.. <o,,} ~- dJ,' ~ . 
Ja . Also, what proportion of your~;~ b~in~s t i~ny J, is the U.S. federal market ~ )f / 

eommeni<JS::-?- 50 'Z, L@-J. -:c- ?<> "Z. - d. ~ ~ < ~v,....,,-
fV'A/C ~ v,.;}=< aZ-rr J M-/ Ix..?.~~ 

B. Priority Questions 

4 In which vertical mdustnes to you see the best gro~h potential for IT outsourcmg? 

ra I /f ~~ -/ ?_~) 
Comment_l".'.::::£':.~~,bf----~-----c'-----
/- _ _ ~ ~ (i-,,__ V"' /A~ ~ ( vh{Jg),'/::;,,-~ -'-- oo J ~ · ; · ;,,r,0~ 

01. '\,\, .......... .....__ 
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CYNOCI ~ (<v Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

(}; 
Is your business moving "upmarket" toward entire business processes or "downmarket" 
toward more commodity trarisaction processing? 

J' 6. How would~ ,egorize the most important barrier to entering a new market, financial? 
~ /Vo T~ical? oung? Organization? Staffing? Management? Other? 

j Comments ~ ~ · ./_ ~~ .' 'f{r l~ ,J+<{I /e-cfunJ/ 
~ {~ (tM {f - ) 1~.-(t pf ·rrl ,,J(l_)i .~ 1-. Vlr-~l~ J 1,~ 7. To what extent is cost or availability of capital a constraint in bidding for new outsourcing /J' 
) \' ~ business? ........-----

/ ;J;-
. d 1\, Comment / <:z, i:J. ~ / , . - ,I · / dn .JI ~,v-_J ¥,/, ,z,J n - tJ:-1[~ er.I) J ~ -~ CAJf · ~ 

' 
"il 

~ 
,je . .,_/, ~ t · . d.,-1-,._ c,,,~ hrd -, V'<v-,) ~ ~~ ;f.o 

iJ. J ( h,,, ~ (,,,01"-'v-r-J'-!--J ~.n7' c;( r,J 1~ ) 

What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

) 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

C. Additional Questions 

10. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments 

11. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made 
overtime? 

13. How burdensome are the overa ll sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important?) 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

Comment __ __ __________ _ __ _ ______ _ _ 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market? 
What would you need to do lo become ready? 

Comment __________ _ _ _ _________ _ _ _ _ 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

Comment _________________________ _ 

18. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annuaJ revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Comment ____ _ ______ ___________ _ _ _ _ 

19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general , 
and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment 

20. ls the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:----------------------- -

Thank you for your time and considera tion. 
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Questionnaire No.-- ~~ ~ 
Printed: 01/08/01 

CONFIDENTIAL 

INPUT Questionnaire 
Type of Interview: 

0 Vendor O Telephone 

0 User 0 On-Site 

0 Other O Mail 

Company: ~ (/ts-v---
Address = C. #/ [)( 2._ 

City/State: 

Zip: 

Telephone: 

Fax#: 

WWW 

spondent(s): 
Name l,llr( l..('l't fli;ft11 

Phone/Ext. ' 

Role in Project: 

Referrals: 

Industry (User Interviews Only): 
0 Discrete Mfg. 

HD 

0 Wholesale 

Project Code/Catalog No. DDIDDDIDDDD 
Interviewer Initials ODD 
Interview Date. 

QC Initials 

QC Date 

Data Entry Initials 

Data Entry Date 

Company Type: 

DDIDDIDD 
DOD 

DDIDDIDD 

DD 
DDIDDIDD 

Annual Revenue : ---------

# Employees: 

Total IS Budget: 

Total# IS Staff : 

0 Federal Government 

0 Process Mfg. 

0 Transportation 

0 Banking/Finance 

0 Insurance 

0 State & Local Government 

O Other Industry 

O Utilities 

0 Telecommunications 

O Retail 

O Medical 

O Services 

0 Education 
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Questionnaire No.-----

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitude s toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcin g. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this sunrey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

I. Are you the person who is best able to describe your compan y' s approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not , to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) 

Collect related demographics 

2. What is your role? 

3. Please indicat e the nature of your experienc e with outso urcing (IT or otherwis e). 

Comment I"'~ /,u.'-. crlc,_; -.I (le,.-./, '(7--r: r...,._,-~- -
l-,,~ _ ~1--u-L., <-._ ~ ( 64 '""' Get~ ~ ,¥, ) 

0-<o 4H"'- ~ /. 
3a. Also, what proportion of your company's business; if aby, is the U.S. federal market . r ;, 

/. /l 111--..,.__,__ h,,_,v,, .- fl2--v., fl~ ~~ -)IU{ {"-'-di . O.J 
Comment ) lk'\.&'\.--

B. Priority Questions 

4. In which vertical industries to you see the best growth potential for IT outsourcing? 

Comment ,:Zr~ c/ v-e--,,,.H ~ rz.-A-Jv ( ;;..,_Q Ct'\. C,"rV'i-..) 

~ r ...... :9/7-._:J_(,{tr-7~- c-d~~ C...-.f(...__(___ 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

C. Additional Questions 

I 0. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Co nun en ts 





Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

Comment ___ _ ___________ _ __ _______ _ 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market? 
What would you need to do to become ready? 

Comment __________ _ __ __________ _ _ _ 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

Comment _________________________ _ 

18. To what extent does , or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Comment _ __ _ __________________ _ __ _ 

19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general , 
and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment 

20. ls the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

As I mentioned , we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

NamefTitle: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:------------------------

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Questionnaire No. 'l1_ 
Printed: 01/08/01 

INPUT Questionnaire 
Type of Interview: Project Code/Catalog No. DDIDDDIDDDD 

0 Vendor O Telephone Interviewer Initials DOD 
DDIDDIDD 

DOD 
DDIDDIDD 

DD 
DDIDDIDD 

0 User O On-Site Interview Date. 

0 Other O Mail QC Initials 

Company: (A=<-'1 Cr';-, ' f,/ c=;,.-y" QC Date 

Address: 1 C.,w CJf- . 

/4 i---v, j;\,, 
Data Entry Initials 

Data Entry Date 

Company Type: 

City/State : 
Annual Revenue: ---------
# Employees: 

Zip: Total IS Budget: 
Telephone: Total# IS Staff: 
Fax#: 

WWW 

{espondent( s): ,iJ fl C '( /? 
Name (:ftrv~ G'u_,.__ Title:9 ,A - (~ Y,t.e.-,,--...e_/ - ' v, 'US 

Phone/Ext. Email f"t ,--..,, ,,......J • f' <u ._, (' .qc5;' l ',· J, C.,,-y,-

Role in Project: ·, 

0 Discrete Mfg. 

0 Process Mfg. 

0 Transportation 

D Utilijies 

0 Telecommunications 

0 Retail 

0 Wholesal e 

D Banking/Finance 

0 Insurance 

D Medical 

O Services 

OE ~ tion \ 

' ..rl' ~ \ -x°' 
~r <.,-Y~· 
c"~'v s..... 
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0 State & Local Government 

0 Other Industry 

0 Consumer/Home 

0 Cross-Industry 
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Questionnaire No. -3-
Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing . 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this sunrey. 

A. Recipient Quahfication 

I. Are you the person who 1s best able to descnbe your company ' s approach to IT Fl) 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the mtervtew and cont~c~ the spec1_fi¢ l _ 

Collect related demographi cs } 0, - ~ '/ ; t 1 (0 ,;' }:. f ~ (} ~ 

~; 

person) '~ ,.:, -~ ,,r,? <i"5'
:._ ~"" ,c{\ -?;'~,,.,, (_0' ,-11 

i 1 °"r.<,J..~-
2. Whatisyourrole? fie..\ :.1-W ~ I rJ...,..:t rL-
3. Please indicate the nature of your experience w;ri,~ utsourcing (lT or otherwise). 

Commentl:"7- 1.--yc-.Jt ,9cs /1:0, J- /(,.iL/v 9 -) C-c('lw-,._ 

I':)/\ ,hJ /'-,-f O,.,.,J C(J irJ. h.,rf .. e~ ,__ h O 'I rR. _ -tf_J-
""" e,,y., -..,,~ . ;;;~ 

3a. Also, what proportion of your company/ 's business, if any, is the (U.S. fed~rk ~ . r 
Comment £e.d. ( ,' vi {: '--<"-, 'l- 1;, L,vv-, --

'!~ r c- .,.,i.( (li) 

8. Priority Questions "f z. f?,1/ :-.- .....__ OJ 
<;µ I 4 ~ -c~, S-v-/ ("'f-6(/'() w-W --

4 In\ ich vertical industries to you see the best growth potenti~ T outsourcing? + ~- -=----

ent cb=,d ~J&!--Y> n---J /L-<J...-.-6-c 5 ,71 y<"H~:U ::;;:J 
(w/-.,.,..., ~ c~du,;f; ~-,,:.I., /..,..,_..., ', 

~1 ;·~ ),..,--<.-'/11°Y--i ?-'-4) - , 
. ;,,-J-,.. J-,.,.,,_---.,~ - 1,dt ·F,t,... - h,W""!- (A~ 

?cf <-.0 l ; if c.."-'-' J <. I- t1"-01v.J "'- ?n~q~ ~ 
~ - ) '(/:rv r,,-v - ~~ 
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Questionnaire No. _]__ 

Is your business moving "upmarket" toward entire business processes or "downmarket" 
toward more commodity transaction processing? 

""-'~ i;, /,,,,-.(. • 
Comments b • "v--> c.-<> 7 wcev-1: Jo w-r>--< '-{' ' fvrv ,'lA ...._, - k+J 

~ (Y\ ~ & yd ( .fvi,J. ',_.,.... I Ji.Ar!'. 'J} 
J\_ J' ' . /&-~fi- ,..,-'t A/"!Ji ""j £; ri v-<~"'- .J C;'r v,"" y ~ :,~ .. -yJ '--(} ~ti' - (#)QJ- - -~ ~, eh- ,).,'j c,"'f"! -r \,ey-{; r,,.;1> 

\fit'IJ 6. How would you categorize the most import~r...tQ..mteri_ng a new market, financial? d 
Technical? Markcti"!l? Organization? Staffing? Management? 0th~ _ -I J-. h , ~ 

/v,.,../~cf.. 1-:!J 1v,,Ji, «w~,.._v---J l , iJ., - c.."'f:'_""' "~ -y ~ ~ -c, 
Comments M=+- ~ k,..,., c7-.Y-i .,_.. - <.-1')~ "'v-(f._,.,, ' " 7 

~ {:"'"-/ t,_,~(i.,_,-) /ry I~[ f-c,l ,/,j '/7-) ~ 
7. To what extent is cost or availability of ca~ constraint in bidding for new outsourcing 

business? °tj-~I ----;-~ l ,;.i .... J_3' ( 0 .y-Zi/-., .. /-/f<.J, 0 fr.-... 2. 
t,.\lfTl'~~ -vr ,, ( 

Comment ~ #nt•».f 1y-,r--'lj c::,, ____ ~' <-...JA... ..x~ 1..,-._"f ~ - K:... ,u 

- l,,,v,,,___ ~ -[:/ ~ r-r1-p · 4- :z '< v »e,,--;1 l "t) r~ 
~ -i...--..,_J,\,-./ -J 

8. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 





Que stionnaire No.-- ~~-

C. Additional Questions 

I 0. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments 

11. What process do you use for computin g the cost of contract bidding ? 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitab ility as changes are made 
over time? 

13. How bur~ensome are the overall sales & m~keting costs associa ted with wirmi;!~neJ-:.J \ /I 
outsourcmg contract s? (Federa l vs commercial?) ,4c( - 1 .--....,,,::) ~<tr/1J...., -J_ r I.,,· - ,n..t,~ ' 1 C >(-

,1,,,,"7/w-<-i' - )IS ' ,W, () ",.,.,.._., ··---fn/.lY: 
- t>-1~ ~ w:::--C .-w-, ~ f,"c,e. ~ ,-i_..,,_,,...._ , ..---,!', <--.. ,~_::_Ju:!, j 

C,y1,f"->"'-'- ,~....... µ C.n.v{' t{:::f-1)0 -1 .,__,, ,r 2,) ~ /....,,.__..,_ -

14. Has inability to absorb staff transfer s from cust mers impeded your ability to close new '( ~ 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) Cv.----._ (i - ,1 a /c - .f,-f, 1., 'Tfd/ . 

15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important?) 
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Questionnaire No. __j__ 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market ? 
What would you need to do to become ready? 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcin g IT? 

18. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in gene ral, 
and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment 

20. ls the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services ? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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Questionnaire No.--~{)~-
As l mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:------------------------

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Questionnaire No.$ 1 
Printed: 01/08/01 

CONFIDENTIAL 

INPUT Questionnaire 
Type of Interview: 

O Vendor D Telephone 

0 User 

D Other 

Company: 

Address: 

City/Slate: 

Zip: 

Telephone: 

Fax#: 

WWW 

D On-Site 

D 

sponden~ J-
Name 

Phone/Ext.~) ; ffi'.j'j37-
Role in Project: 

Referrals: 

Industry (User Interviews Only): 
D Wholesale 

Project Code/Catalog No. DDIDDDIDDDD 
Interviewer Initials ODD 
Interview Date. 

QC Initials 

QC Date 

Data Entry Initials 

Data Entry Date 

Company Type: 

DDIDDIDD 
ODD 

DDIDDIDD 

DD 
DDIDDIDD 

Annual Revenue:~~~~~~~~~~~ 

# Employees: 

Total IS Budget: 

Total# IS Staff: 

0 Federal Government D Discrete Mfg. 

D Process Mfg. 

D Transportation 

D Utilities 

D Banking/Finance 

0 Insurance 

0 State & Local Government 

0 Other Industry 

0 Telecommunications 

D Retail 

D Medical 

0 Services 

D Education 
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0 Cross-Industry 
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Questionnaire No . .Jr \ 
Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitude s toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aim s to track the evolution of vendor att itudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourci ng. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the result s of this sunrey. 

A. Recipient Qualific a tion 

I. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company' s approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not , to whom should I speak? (Clo se the intervi ew and contact the specified 
per son.) 

3a. Also, what proportion of your company's business, if any, is the U.S. federal market. 

/L ,. ,,, ........ ./J- µ.c./... .P<-r",..,,,'} 
._,. · ~ riority Questions / 

4 . In which vertical indu strie s to you see the best growth potential for 1T outsourcing? 

Comment ____________ _ ______ _ 





/ 11,'iY'F. b-1-"' ~ ;-z.-- )h, -oLJ o6f-0 ,.,._ -z.__-

CYNDCl •• hh·~ j.•j))~ / +/ Questionnaire No. qf "t 
(A)\rc~?1 ~ r !LC) ({'UC, Ii w-, --- (~ 

Is your business movin~ ;t'' toward entire business pr~s or "dowrunarket" i1" (' () 
toward more commodity trjillfillciion.processing? 

7. 

9. ~.tr 
-,----~~~~~-,-----,,-~.f--,~+-----f--'- ,Pt -A<Sf,f-c!-Jld ~ ~ 
) , l)/ - 11-,-vvVl--J 





Questionnaire No. --eW-1~ 
C. Additional Questions 

l 0. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments 

I l. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profi tability as changes are made 
over time? 

13. How burdensome are the o,,erall sales & marketing costs associat ed with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from custome rs impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important ?) 
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Questionnaire No.-----

Commem _____________________ __ __ _ 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market ? 
What would you need to do to become ready? 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

18. To what extent does, or should. company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Comment _________________________ _ 

19. In relation to outsourcing , how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general, 
and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment 

20. Is the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services ? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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Questionnaire No. -----

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: 

Phone#: 

Email Address: ------------------------

Thank you for your time and consideration . 
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Questionnaire No.£1._ 

Print ed: 01/08/01 
CONFIDENTIAL 

INPUT Questionnaire 
Type of Interview: 

0 Vendor O Telephone 

O User D On-Site 

0 Other O Mail 

Company: l ..J.... ~ 
Address : 7~V'> ~<-v-..Lfl 

bcb . vA 

City/State: 

Zip: 

Referrals: 

Industry (User Interviews Only): 
o Discrete Mfg. D Wholesale 

Project Code/Catalog No. DDIDDDIDDDD 
Interviewer Initials ODD 
Interview Date. 

QC Initials 

QC Date 

Data Entry Initials 

Data Entry Date 

Company Type: 

DDIDDIDD 
DOD 

DDIDDIDD 

DD 
DDIDDIDD 

Annual Revenue:~~~~~~~~~~ 

# Employees: 

Total IS Budget: 

0 Federal Government 

O Process Mfg. 0 Banking/Finance 0 State & Local Government 

0 Other Industry 0 Transportation O Insurance 

O Utilities O Medical 

O Telecommunications D Services 

0 Education J 

~~ Sr/~ rf-
0 Retail 
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Questionnaire No. ~ Q 

Introduction , (r YL-Jv2AJ" 
The purpose of this survey 1s to de~ howl: dor attitu: s [.;d lT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this survey. 

l ~ tv-,f) /" V 
A. Recipient Qualification \ ~ ~ -kv-e Jf 
1. Are you the person who is best able tO~describe your company' s approach to IT 

outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the intervi ew and contact the specifi,ed ~ .... 
P;rson.) I "? e,.. ~ 0<,J:JJ. I>-

~ a r. ) ,.,,' YM'."- i'lwvv. r;;. _-r,,_M 'k) 
Collect related demogr aphics _ _ - ~ ·-' • .• l..~ \"" ~ 

~ fc-J £--r"'('1-~ ~ ),:--' f;.J./._, - yr,.;_,A~ _)(-
0., 2. What isyourrole? M:J' rfl luf--(1}/tJ:j.;;! ~ 

i , eEtt.-:;::z:::=;;;:t~·~ ""*') 
~ /l>f!-· t ~ tz-J:Ji-! rvyi,d &( r :a: Ji L~ ~ -

:[" 3a. :, what proportion of your company's business, if any, is the U.S. federal market. 

' Comment_ 'l)~;...,_,-~'i _i.;JJ_· - )'>'-µ'(_ ._ ~--~-------< h---
~ G'-.-J w '('.) .,,,,'f(J\)? ~~ ;oZ 

- ~ ,,__t,p,i~" s -~1 1~ 7 
4. In which vertical mdustne s to you see the best growth potential for IT outsourcing? 

B. Prior1fy Questions 
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"'""1W :tl;~J~f '=•••NA \" 
ls your busmess movmg "upmarket" toward entire busmess processes or "dowrunarket " 
toward more commodity transaction processing? 

Comments )~ ~ ~ ,_;, ,,f/v fillt &.~ /11) f<: ~ W ' 
(D -1'J\ _VV'--~ ,/1}-V j_..H /1.W ~ k-0cpJ 4,Jyz_ 

...--q-/Jr VY!~ I 
6. 

~~ t.'.<i 0/1.~~ 
8. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

- 11'.A,, '. ow, ·, ly2{J C ': c..-vJ ' {v.,-JI n., { 
9. Top down, which types of outsourcing can you do most profitab 

Comments 

-Jr 
1 

--ynrf~~~ ~~ 
. . µ~ 5- )~ .Ji 

~~;~'\(~ ~-,_. " ~ w-c.v' ~~ 
v-,· if'-'~ V,v-J' (;<,rv\W-- V-..,-, '-"""" -= 
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Questionnaire No. 

C. Additional Questions 

I 0. In which type of outsour cing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments s,e,J. ~ 

11. What proce ss do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

--/,~..( ded -7 0-:"l ~ V>)~ ~~~ 
rl.L DNfe-1 ~ ~~~ ~ f1:~"" '°""" wJ 

12. Do Su Ce a t m::o det':: ~ting total contract profitability as changes are made 
overtime? 

13. How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federa l vs commercial?) / ~ /__ /; 

~ ~ J/ -6-'J tt-/ q,5 / 'j ~ 4y.Jyi_ - r lo ~,...../ 'Je,,,v 

&v# (<--~ lw--4,t) ~6J/) ~ ~ e,,,,J,. )~[._ ~~ 
---"izrw' - 0 1 -w-,A .h.<... ~ ~ c;, 

14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 





Questionnaire No. 4f:( i:) 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market ? 
What would you need to do to become ready? 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

18. To what extent does , or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource ? 

l 9. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general , 
and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment 

20. ls the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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Questionnaire No. ~<(R=I) __ _ 

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:------------------------

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Questionnaire No.~ &,~ \\,._, _ _ 

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to detennine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this survey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

l. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company's approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the intenriew and contact the specified 
person.) 

Comment _________________________ _ 

B. Priority Questions 

4. In which vertical industries to you see the best growth potential for IT outsourcing? 
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·"'~1#" Questionnaire No.&,\\ 

your busmess movmg "upmarket" toward entire business processes or "downmarket" 
ward more commodity transaction processing? 

Comments //,-.M_ ~ ~ ~ r.v-,vh = 

~- ~ ,:J..d,·,r 

~2-v{;<, ~ Oh. 'J C/"'f, 
6. How would you categorize the most important barrier to entering a new market , financial ? 

Technical? Marketing? Organization? Staffing? Management' ~O ther? I 
P..J A, ~ -'I.,,,,....,. ~ ,,,_;;-~ 'J ~ i.-..N1. / 

Crf}nts ~iw,9!.. 4w,,;==t(S/ ,, ,I. ~-,,,j, ' ) 

~7(5 ~ J: J,.._ 14(}« ~ '<2,/ - /...(J.,.hc~.f-] . .'Ka. 
Vf~rr<>R~ 'ifY"j"'-"l'''J rf "'v-Jf' c,,--' I J/lY...., ~~ tJ 

7. To what extent is cost or availability of capital a constraint in bidding for new outsourcing ~ 
business? J"' e-n,v,/ .J__ CJ')~ /C/ (;; 1-.-,f /-0 p?rP j'l7' 
Commen~ ~ /,, ~vJ. H :aeP / ~ ~ 

8. 

9. Top own, which types of outsourcing can yo u do most profitably ? (Reasons?) ) 

wvi~t -~IY-e -~ ~-<Yyv, <(JP~ 
o,-« I ,. 'le .;i , ~ ( ,,,Jy ~f.f 

~ $' - u-1 u.J-_bl,- d, rf 
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Questionnaire No. __ }>,~\_\_ 

C. Additional Questions 

10. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most experti se and success? (Future?) 

Comments 

11. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made 
over time? 

fJ.jvJc.£-<,, ~ ~ -MJ,<-vo-J., ~ .;(: ~ 
;, I I .I r ;> 

d,.gJr~-;/(,v<-J.~~~<J~. 
( s:-,,w... ,j'l,,jf ~ ?· "<----A -

~~-;~J~:J -~~. <..-,,v-,-~y ~ 
14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from custoffiers im~ded yo& ability to close new 

outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

J ~ i;:;: ~ ~ /-'"" 
-/<,v--

15. What is your policy toward dealing with w1ions? (How important?) 
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Questionnaire No.---' ~- \_\ _ 

Cornm em __ _ ___ _ _ _________ ___ ___ _ _ _ 

16. How ready is your organiza tion to bid on contracts in the fede ral (or commercial) market ? 
What would you need to do to become ready? 

Comm ent ___________ _ _ _____ _ ______ _ 

l 7. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing lT? 

Commem ___ ______ _ ____ _ ______ ____ _ 

18. To what extent does, or should , compan y size (based on annual revenues) influ ence a 
decision regardi ng wheth er to out source? 

Comment __ _ _________________ _ ___ _ _ 

19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customer s to the issue of control, in genera l, 
and control of proprieta ry data in particular? 

Comment 

20. Is the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled servic es? (Preference? trend ?) 

Comment 
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Questionnaire No. __ 1\'-\_\'--

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

NamefTitle: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:------------------------

Thank you for your time and consid eration . 
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Questionnaire No. 

Introduction 

The purpose of this sunrey is to determine how customer attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of customer attitudes and preferences in 
regard to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this survey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

1. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company 's approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) ..----,--

Collect related demographics 

2. What is your role? 
/ 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experien~e,wit~ out=~ (IT~ o~JC~e)~ ~~·-f 
Comment h.rri J ft () J vt\N YL w. f"". . .flJf' ro[:"""- . 

@ 1'1i t?f M V v(/ ~ ~ 
B. Priority Questions ~- ./_ ~ , . ""'-r- ---;} ~ 
4. Do you prefer comprehensive [.bundled") OS contracts? (If so, why?) l'1 ff' ij j zJ 

Comment f"~ (b { :y1 .,(.J ~ 

To what extent are you inclined to outsource based on a need to reduce~ :;i:~c~. 
and/or headcount? ·1;,._J _.. Ni1, 
~--·" .U.7'- < 4'"/r;J..,_ ~~ -1~. ; r c...··x·,cf4-: ,..._,.,..J. J. r ~v c,J 

---S-V~i ~~ '('J ,.--wv. ,',JvrJ.F,hf( ~ · 
6. How do you determine which outsourcing vendors to invite to j)id? h,.. ,! ~ ~~.; -~, 

(,,,,__,...} f-,!V,~ -Jt,;,e- rc.M,? ·-) ~ ~ b'""v-- -- - , 

) -co;J~nts 'i..Z6 ..., ~ d:.(7' 0 ~- ~ 1 r,/d.) C"""-<. -)~I 

M ,v,r.J-J~rr~ ~¥ --~·_l,~ 

0~~,~~~o~• Confidential -INPUT 





Questionnaire No.f \ -V 

~ 
(y \)_ 

1
1LH~::,~;;urc=~urindustry? (E~;:o~r~ ~ 1 ~ _ 

afi ~ r4~ :(/9;lf?~ :is:::o:;~·'\ 
·,f rw ;;_J_ w1,. ~~ ~~P, ;!;!:f-, 

~ 
12. How has your attitude toward IT outsourcing changed ove; the past year? /J a ,,.f P4 
~ r,;1i·(/C. ~J~ ~ c/--J.c.. wt", ~ 

(,G ~~~ ~µ fh/( lcC(c.. 5 ~ ~~ 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

13. Are you as attracted by outsourcing entire business processes as by offioading commodity 
transaction processing? 

14. Have you comp uted the contribution made by outsourcing to your company ' s overall 
profitability? (To cost-reduction of!T depart) 

- "· _,._, r~ 'e.J-1'--) t--,,.,9 ~ ~ 
Comment 5c'. ,Y "'V<' Y-- JU _ ~ - µ...::, 
f-...r..c. %~ 6--:8~ "'V'-C/• .L , i/-..... 
~ ~ ~- MJ.}- i-vJ2 ~~ p-y--

-1,'\~ .-A-\/~ 
15. Do you prefer longer or shorte r contract durations? (Why?) ;;,•• -

Comment __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ 

16. Have you in mind a ranking regarding which types o outsourcing are the most costly? 

(Reasons?) @S-P'i I~_~• 
Comment ~~~::~~;;::?-~ · 

""'--""): LR. 
I 7. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitiv{ are yo to the issue of control , in gener al, and 

control of proprietary data in particular ? 

Comment _____ _ ___________________ _ 
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Questionnaire No.-----

18. How strong is your relationship with incumbent outsourcerS? (Probability of sole-sourcing 
new contracts?) 

Comment 

19. To what extent, if any, have Wlion relations affected your desire or ability to outsource? 

Comment 

20. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Comment 

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: 

Phone# : 

Email Address:-------- - ------------ ---

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Questionnaire No. __ f_.__l_~_ 

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to detem1ine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcin g. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this sunrey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

I. Are you the person who is besl able to describe your company's approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) 

Collect related demograph ics 

2. What is your role? 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

3a. Also, what proportion of your company's business, if any, is the U.S. federal market. 

~ =-uo 7.,~J2..-...) Comment 

B. Priority Questio ns 

4. In which vertical industries to you see the best growth potential for IT outsourcing? 

Comment h ;,__ N 1/ ~) 1· b--,--d'b ~ [6y~- (/J] ~ 
_ 'S~ ,-..I~-~~ . moff-

' /,_, .__/.• r, ( . 7 r' r r . L J/ ,:,vv-J · y0l VI /e.v-,r_ 1 * /VVv-y-· · ......_..,....,.__ JI~ ; ~ <..o ~) l "1-u.--,,:rc,w 
~ .,t,.....-5, / -r~ hrttJ.7/1):m ~ ~ -~/:"Si ~(('1..IN)<.~ 4,,,/ r0<:1 r(Jj' z~ 

;;2:i-~') Vf!1T,vu ~ ~ (C.,~) 
CYNDCI Vendo, Questionnaire, 02 JanOI Page 2 of6 ~o,,fidemi aJ-- INPUT 
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~ .. ~!ifs~ 

J,nJ-,--,U ~ ~ 

-'J/tr,»+~~ 

- CN-"~""'-~~h./-7/n~-'l 
1-,---y, ~ rr· " ~) c p171.__ r-

t.,,,-..~ ~) 

- $~ 4.__._..--.... ~ry-



Comment 

8. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 
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Questionnaire No. ---1w4-.-+-\~__,_ 

C. Additional Questions 

IO. In which type of outsmrrcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

11. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

r,y1h.A ~-)~/[,;;;;.,)~ ·h {,,,,'d,~ . 
,h_~-«LJ~r- 0-..;}~-.,:_ ~~ ,~~ 
h~. (J _ u ~c. r (,(..,1 k;;::, 7 -'?</;,;_.J· 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made 

'.:_'time?u.v,. (, ,_. . ~ ,{, (, cf,,.,-, -~--'4,; (~ ff J.;(·rv--~ i:;;;; -6,;z v/1-= w=d ~ 1/,~ 

fr.,,,a,,;.. _5tJ-: 'i}zcrf'4..,.. ry, -~ rM /VJ· -shJ-
uJ /r'--')- h'r' .r: ~ ~) 

13. Aow burtfensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

114irhc ,( ,,.,./v ~ ~ '·_ JJ,_ u.d_ ~ -
,t_J.~A;J-, LJ:~ c:.._ &:pUt,iJ_~-· 

~) < V'-Vh.;SS,-v-> J ~ -
14. ~s inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 

outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

~/,J~ 

- .,,.u.J. ~...; ~ 
15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important?) 
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Questionnaire No. 

16. How ready is your organizati on to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market? 
What would you need to do to become ready? 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

18. To what extent does, or should , company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general, 
and control of proprieta ry data in particular? 

Comment 

20. Is the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled service s? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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Questionnaire No. -----

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confinn the following contact infonnation: 

Name/Title: 

Phone#: 

Email Address: ------------------------

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcin g. 

Youwillbeprovidedwithan e;; ts;e:a~;::~o:::,e; f7 ,.__ ~ J--: 
tJ "-~ ~ c,(,,'.,,-') w-,7,,.. ,_ 

A. Recipient Qualification .. · ) 
~~ -7~.....__vwi<.-Jl 

l . Are you the person who is best able to describe your company's approach to 1f · 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) 

2. Whati syourrole? 6iw. ~ - c"4, ~ - .~~r ;;~] 
J ( ; . ~ ~-r . ~~ ~ 

3. lease in~te Jc nfirr;';1'y our experience with outsourci~ otherwise).{lil.,.,... -/?>'~ >-1/ 
~ CommentV\-s. OS: h,.,,., fn, c, t'i?'f-)(fC:' fl,_ /!s/~fc/,Z, ~ 
flfJ OJ , ac, tord-2_ c.,,l( r.,:.. - ht.~ e..-t-'Z.fpz ~ ,,,,_ 

Ja. Also, what proportion of your company's business, if any, is the U.S. federal market. r 
Comment - sl h,.,,... r,..,..}hl,t, µ--') H ((, d,J} r fl/'( 

~ pJl.,)-==,~ F,c.....,""' sJ..J... ~ ~D ~ 
~ (-..\ ~ "' /1..J...h ~~::J. fn'lv- c.-w--

8. Priority Questions '> ~ ~ 
1 

-{ ?f ry ,. 
4. In w~c h vertical industrie s to you see the best growth eoteptj al for IT outsourcing] .If 

/):,,_..,,, LP t---,......_/L ~ ~ - _..:,:,~' Y-J.~f4,h-,.J/,,..,...,, u(• 
Comment ' ,1 r-,-h/7 S ,,_J 

" , · h, .. ; w~ l. 6;, (i r~ ~ -«--7 :r/1 - ,ssf 'f--'cl<i 
-~~ ~ ) J 7 

' ~ ~:: S-~ro°v ( µ-J r,frr A..t:. ~ J.. 

~ ' fvt, 1....J ~) ~.J--v--- _j 
'a!-J; 1{!,'d_ I ~ v--,,,J ~y-J- ~ qtr?-..-~ 
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~Ir 4. 

CYNDCI ~ Lr- /oft, 1 , /;.~ QuestionnaireNo. ___ _ 

i/'P<".. (f.A'F . / .,.,;_ V (_ /4,w,, '~' 
- w-' ~ V""" 

Is your business moving "!P~e t" toward entire business processes or "dO\vnmarket'' ,.. _ / _ 
toward more commodity transaction processing? - ~~ ve- ~'c. ~ L 

Comments M ~ -l f,..t. jq_}.__ w-e ..,,.., /HY, 11'7,,,,_/-) ~ · 

~ · r ~ r.J,..,.;J--h,..,,,.,. Y q ~ An Ip;.,_._ 
~ wJ!hAr:-, (IC, f'h'c ""'"'"' f h..=:(; VJ /'10~ 

6. How would you categorize the most important barrier to Cntering a new market, financial? 
Technical? Marketing? Organization? Staffingmiinagement? _?:h."~ J. 1 ,, . /7 

w,. <4,,.,/ S-<-t J' ......... foJ;.£· k.,..,1--'-""7- ~ t-.-, c:.-,, ~ ""7 
Comm;:s ~ A, ;CJ. ,!:..;J.J (ur, ' /.,..., 8-g' 'f ca-=;,&,,:) ~ c,,...--.-

!Zi} = f6··. ~ l; _.,, cu,,,~ 'r 0--- ¥44) 
7. To what extent is cost or availability of capital a constraint in bidding for new outsourcing 

business? vL • ~~ .fl..... .r::, ~ / ~ 'y ~ ~ (Jr;_{ 
Comment .,,.-r y - - · -J / 

..-/kl' k,,... ...; '1t1 ,,.;J..,,..:,,.., 
h,...., 4,s /-........., 0,w,,~ vh..,. ~ 

9. Top down, which types of outsourcing can you do most profitably? (Reasons?) 

Comments 



t Di O .?-,Jyl 
-~ ~ Ihf{~,,..__c:v,7:'Z.,,--

~-
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;r- -------

Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

C. Additional Questions 

l 0. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

11. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract biddi ng? 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made 
overtime? 

13. How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

l 4. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important?) 
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Questionnaire No.-----

Comment _____ ______ ___ _________ _ _ _ 

16 How ready is your organization to bid on contracts m the federal ( or commerctal) market v ::,~--ru,.~,·--· ,4"' 
17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? ( 

Comment f, ft -~ ; J---ec.. t;,~ V {c.J w,-,J1-· l,yv-J ~ 
/t-lY,' ~ ) - yv..k..J ~ J>---J..._ r.-· ~ ,,.fl ./-, ~ 

/ 

18. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regardi ng whether to outsourc e? 

Commem ______________ _ ____ ___ ___ _ 

19. In relation to outsourcing , how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general , 
and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment 

20. Is the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:------------------------

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Interview Date . 
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DDIDDIDD 
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DD 
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D User 

D Other 
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Address: 
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Zip: 
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WWW 
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D Mail 

~ 
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Role in Project: 
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Annual Revenue : ----------
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Questionnaire No.-----

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcin g. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this survey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

I. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company 's approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) 

Collect related demographi cs 

2. What is your role? 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Comment. _________________________ _ 

3a. Also, what proportion of your company's business, if any , is the U.S. federal market. 

Comment. _________________________ _ 

B. Priority Questions 

4. In which vertical industries to you see the best growth potential for IT outsourcing? 

Comment ___________________ _ 
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Is your business moving "upmarket " toward entire business processes or "downmarket " 
toward more commodity transaction processing? 

Comments ------------------------ ~ 

6. How would you categorize the most important barrier to entering a new market, financial? 
Technical? Marketing? Organization? Staffing? Management? Other? 

Comments ____________ _ ____________ _ 

7. To what extent is cost or availability of capital a constraint in bidding for new outsourcing 
business? 

Comment 

8. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

Comment: 

9. Top down, which types of outsourcing can you do most profitably? (Reasons?) 

Comments 
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Questionnaire No.-----

C. Additional Questions 

I 0. In which type of outsourcin g do you have the most expert ise and success? (Future?) 

Comments 

l 1. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract biddi ng? 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made 
over time? 

13. How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

14. Has inability to absorb staff.t ransfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important?) 
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Com.meru ____________ _ __ __ ______ _ _ _ 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market? 
What would you need to do to become ready? 

Comment ___ _ ________ _______ __ _ ___ _ 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

Com.meru ________________________ _ _ 

18. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Comment __________ __ __ _ __________ _ 

19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customer s to the issue of control, in general , 
and control of proprietar y data in particular? 

Comment 

20. Is the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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Questionnaire No. ____ _ 

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:------------------------

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Questionnaire No.-----

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to detennine how vendor attitudes loward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing . 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this survey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

I. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company 's approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) 
Yes ___________________________ _ 

Collect related demographi cs 

2. What is your role? Manager Market Development & Planning 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or othenvise). 

Comment Leading provider of outsourcing to both commerc ial and public sector 
marketplace. ____________________ _ 

3a Also, what proportion of your company's business, if any, is the U.S. federal market. 

Comment Approx 10%. ____________ _ 

B. Priority Questions 

4. In which vertical industries to you see the best growth potential for IT outsourcing? 

Comment Public Sector ___________________ _ 
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ls your business moving ·'upmarket " toward entire business processes or "downmarket" 
toward more commodi ty transaction processing? 

Comments Moving upmarket , we are however a full service provider ____ _ 

6. How would you categorize the most important barrier to entering a new market, financial? 
Technical? Marketing? Organization? Staffing? Management? Other? 

Comments Federal A-76 plans ply an important role in outsourcing. Staffing and 
Marketing are also significant barriers- - ------- - --- - --

7. To what extent is cost or availability of capital a constraint in bidding for new outsourcing 
business? 

Comment 
Bid activity/capital is based on priority of outsourcing bid ---------

8. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

Comment: 
In federal marketplace we feel outsourcing will play a significant role, s government 
is being downsized and asked to do more with less. A-76 issue and unions need to 
be addressed _____________________ ___ _ 

9. Top down, which types of outsourcing can you do most profitably? (Reasons?) 

Comments 
Data Center, Infrastructure and transaction 
processing __________ _ 
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Questionnaire No. ____ _ 

C. Additional Questions 

10. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments 
Data Center and 
Infrastructure ___________________ _ 

l l. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

Based on contract type and requirements ______________ _ 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitab ility as changes are made 
over time? 

Yes ___________________________ _ 

13. How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

Some Federal bid/sales expenses are much lower than commercial ____ _ 

14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

No ___________________________ ~ 
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Questionnaire No. __ t\r~~\ _lo_ 

15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important?) 

Comment N/A -------- ---- ----------- -

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market ? 
What would you need to do to become ready ? 

Comment We are actively involved in both commercial and federal outsourcing 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

Comment Skills drain, and downsizing are two key issues ________ _ 

18. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Comment Past performance should be more important than company size __ _ 

19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general, 
and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment 
In federal marketplace, control is very important issue _________ _ 

20. Is the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
Bundled _________________________ _ 
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As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: George Wendt -------------------

Phone#: (703) 556-5522 ------------------

Email Address: George.Wendt@Unisys.com -------------

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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·\}«-(/J /~ ~i1:: QuestionnaireNo. __ 

/; r ~wY~<P 
~ "/1-J, 

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitude s and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

v-.m• ,_..., .; ••• "-'"·~·tz_:·;;::··r ~ 
A. Recipient Qualification .1.-..-r .J - ~ ~ ( 

v 1 · ~ - . ({) % .; ()5 
1. Are you the person who is best able to descnbe your company 's approach to IT ,-_,.$::!ric,J~:!:'.~~ 

0 L outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the inter view and contact the specified 

~ V,-Ppe rson.) . I er. r,) \ 

r~ J~v; /~ct ~.:J-T vi.J),, 
Collectrelateddemographics rfi ~ _ . P'L- .... Q ~ ~ ~ 

a,A'-1,/v' l'JPJ: 71'-v' , .. t.J 1 ~i f-Y"Y/~) _,,,,.. ,t..,. ( 1:J 
r-1 J l~b,.-.. '(;?,ru -~V ~r~) Ht -7ov11v - . , 
2. Whatisyourrole?,VV'-11 r,.....-J if)iJ-,..-or ~Q(N ~ ~-7r-f'4r(i,vi,/t..,,._. 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

! 
I{' 

4. In which vertical industries to you see the best growth potential Jor IT outso urcingy J. ,IM c ," 
f1<,..,.h~r'_? ?'T OPl>,;?,~ 4,';Lh,,.v -7 """'1'" · 
Comme.it - - · ~ / °y=f--dn fl"' ()Rovi .,7 /J r,;,-4 ,---
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Questionnaire No.---- -

C. Additional Questions 

I 0. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?~ p 
Comments {!)~/ ~),-..( v ~ ~ vy1 ~ 

e1,,J ~ 

11. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

-~·~~%~t41r~ 
12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made ~ 

overtime? .._ 

dych.J er-ti di..~~ M Sol,/ 1:;rc.:f o.u 
b<-~~-- ~ - /~ }'V lb...{ --- ec.. 

a..;..,ri c.v-<' ..,_.,..J. 2 
t 

AL _ 13. How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new _/ ~ ~/1 
~~ outsourcingcontracts?(Federalvscommercial?) [~ //.(L, ~,,<-~-

r --~ r ~ er.vt "' l 1 h--41 <6f f-'? b /,;,,.,,d,·-= 2'tl "2. 

r~-,~\~ ~ ~~ ;;;: ~ ~;rr ~ .'h 
14 Has inability to absorb statrdmsfers from cuflomers impeded your ability to close ew ~ 

outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

/'#f§;/;/4-~-~ ~ 'z:;J; /F£~/=· iii~t 
,; WOHs,o • '"'' " '""''°''~~·-""(Ho•~-") \ ~l ?a 
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Questionnaire No. -----

Comment~--------- - ------ --- - - ---~ 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market? 
What would you need to do to become ready? 

(comment __ _ _ _ __ _ 

l 7. \Vhat changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

Cornmem~------------- - - - ------- -~ 

18. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Comment~-------------------- - -- - ~ 

~ wy~ --? /i 
=,tbof -2 (AV\ . tv ~ Mt (?n-t ey-61~ IM ....._w7 

20. Is the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 

:---_ 

- ftU.--J1~ ~~ 
'/1 . rJ ,1..·7.? ~cJ 7,, µ, //fv--L 

/~ ~ [~ 
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Questionnaire No. ---~ 

As I mentioned , we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:-----------------------
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CONFIDENTIAL 

INPUT Questionnaire 
Type of Interview: 

XO p,nd 
D User. 

D 0th r 

Telephone 

Company: 

Address: 

City/State: 

Zip: 

Telephone: 

Fax#: 

WW 

Respondent(s): 

Stow, Mass ______ _ 

01775 _______ _ 

contact: Debbie Botos (978) 
496-8521 ______ _ 

Debbie Botos 978 496-9436_ 

Debbie.Botos@compaq.com 

Project Code/Catalog No. DDIDDDIDDDD 
Interviewer Initials DOD 
Interview Date. 

QC Initials 

QC Date 

Data Entry ln~ials 

Data Entry Date 

DDIDDIDD 
DOD 

DDIDDIDD 
DD 

DDIDDIDD 
Company Type: computer products & services_ 

Annual Revenue: $42 B ________ _ 

# Employees: 

Total IS Budget: 

Total# IS Staff : 

Name _Joe Hogan _____ _ Title: _Dire ctor of Solutions Development, 
FutureSourcing 

Phone/Ext 978 496-8269 ____ _ 
Email _Joe.Hogan@compaq.com ______ _ 

Role in Project: 

Referrals: 

Industry (User Interviews Only): 
XO Discrete Mfg. D Wholesale 

O Process Mfg. D Banking/Finance 

O Transportation D Insurance 

o Utilities D Medical 

1 Telecommunications XOServices 

D Retail 0 Education 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this sunrey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

1. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company's approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) 

Yes 

Collect related demographics 

2. What is your role? Development of the outsourcing offerings for Compaq Global 
Services 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Comment: 20 years in the business selling, delivering and building different 
approaches 

Compaq Global Services has been providing outsourcing services since the 
late 1980's. 

3a. Also, what proportion of your company's business, if any, is the U.S. federal market. 

Comment From an outsourcing perspective, very little of our 
business is in the US Federal 

Market.~------------------------

B. Priority Questions 

4. In which vertical industries to you see the best growth potential for IT outsourcing? 

Comment: Telecom, Financial, Mfg, and Retail/Distribution 
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Questionnaire No. ____ _ 

Is your business moving ''upmarket" toward entire business processes or "downmarket" 
toward more commodity transaction processing? 

Comments: We are moving up-market to become a virtual support function to 
theCIO. 

6. How would you categorize the most important barrier to entering a new market, financial? 
Technical? Marketing? Organization? Staffing? Management? Other? 

Comments: Developing and delivering a creditable value proposition that the 
clients In the new market will buy. 

7. To what extent is cost or availability of capital a constraint in bidding for new outsourcing 
business? 

Comment: These factors are minimal constraints if the outsourcer has both the 
delivery infrastructure and resources to leverage. 

8. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

Comment: The role of the CIO and technology as it relates to business success 
or failure has increased in importance. As a result the need to buy sourcing 
solutions based on results is becoming the norm. 

9. Top down, which types of outsourcing can you do most profitably? (Reasons?) 

Comments: (1) Full IT and Process Outsourcing - ability and expertise to 
manage to the clients desired business results . (2) " Next Generation Mgmt " 
Infrastructure - ability to manage the risk of transition to the clients desired 
state. (3) eWorkpl ace (asset mgmt) - the management of all change, moves , 
adds around network access devices such as: desktop , PDA, messaging and 
enterprise help desk support. 
REASON: expertise, process and methodologies that can provide the desired 
consistent office environment required by the client to perform their business 
offerings is situated in a highly competitive market . (4) Customer Care 
(Enterprise Help Desk) 
REASON: specific helpdesk support (level 1) is focused usually on cost 
reduction for the client. The market is a highly compe ti tive market when the 
offering is transitioned to an enterprise approach integrating requirements for 
multi-language, application and International support the value to both the 
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Questionnaire No.-----

client and the sourcer increase. (5) Private Storage Utility and Business 
Continuity 
REASON: This offering provides the integrated support of both product and 
services to secure the valuable information of our clients. 

C. Additional Questions 

10. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments: Information technology sourcing 

11. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

Compaq has disciplined approaches to pricing.-----------

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made 
over time? 

Yes 

13. How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

Minimal 

14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

No it has not 

15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important?) 

Comment: We are open depending on the opportunity, the legal constraints of 
the client/labor relationship and the geography. 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market ? 
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What would you need to do to become ready? 

Comment: We already do this and have many reference -able clients. 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

Comment: They are considering the strategic nature of its ability to impact 
business results quickly. 

18. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Commen t: Company size cannot be limited universally to revenue , this 
criterion is sensitive to other key factors such as industry, business model 
and services or goods provided. 

19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue of contro l, in general, 
and control of propriet ary data in particul ar? 

Comment: Control of proprietary data is a t rust some of our clients place with 
us. It must be treated as such. 

20. Is the bulk of your OS business in bundl ed, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?} 

Comment: It depends on the nature of the business arrangement . Unbundled 
services are typically provided in the Govt. Market or fo r services which are 
highly competitive and basic i.e., help desk out-tasking, etc. 

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from thi s 
survey . Please confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: Joe Hogan , Director of Global Solution s Development 

Phone # : 978-496-8269 

Email Address: Joe .Hogan@compaq .com 

Thank you for your time and consideration . 
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Type of Interview: 
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D Other XO Mail 

Project Code/Catalog No. DDIDDDIDDDD 
Interviewer Initials DOD 
Interview Date. 

QC Initials 
Company: Compaq Computer Corp QC Date 

DDIDDIDD 
DOD 

DDIDDIDD 
DD 

DDIDDIDD 

Address: Compaq Global Services Data Entry Initials 

40 Old Bolton Road____ Data Entry Date 

Company Type: computer products & services_ 

Annual Revenue: $42 B ________ _ 

City/State: 

Zip: 

Telephone: 

Fax #: 

~ 
Respondent(s): 

Stow, Mass. ______ _ 

01775, _______ _ 

contact: Debbie Botos (978) 
496-8521 ______ _ 

Debbie Botos 978 496-9436_ 

Debbie.Botos@compaq.com 

# Employees: 

Total IS Budget: 

Total # IS Staff: 

Name _Joe Hogan. _____ _ Title: _Director of Solutions Development, 
FutureSourcing 

Phone/Ext. 978 496-8269 ____ _ 
Email _Joe.Hogan@compaq.com. ______ _ 

Role in Project: 

Referrals: 

Industry (User Interviews Only): 
XO Discrete Mfg. D Wholesale 

D Process Mfg. D Banking/Finance 

O Transportation D Insurance 

D Utilities D Medical 

Telecommunications XDServices 

D Retail D Education 
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Questionnaire No. ____ _ 

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this sunrey. 

A. Recipient Qualification 

1. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company's approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) 

Yes 

Collect related demographics 

2. What is your role? Development of the outsourcing offerings for Compaq Global 
Services 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Comment: 20 years in the business selling, delivering and building different 
approaches 

Compaq Global Services has been providing outsourcing services since the 
late 1980's. 

3a. Also, what proportion of your company ' s business, if any, is the U.S. federal market . 

Comment From an outsourcing perspective, very little of our 
business is in the US Federal 

Market~----------------------~ 

B. Priority Questions 

4. ln which vertical industries to you see the best growth potential for IT outsourcing? 

Comment: Telecom, Financial, Mfg, and Retail/Distribution 
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Questionnaire No.-----

Is your business moving .. upmarket" toward entire business processes or .. downmarket " 
toward more commodity transaction processing? 

Comments: We are moving up-market to become a virtual support function to 
theCIO. 

6. How would you categorize the most important barrier to entering a new market, financial ? 
Technical? Marketing? Organization? Staffing? Management? Other? 

Commen ts: Developing and delivering a creditable value proposition that the 
clients in the new market will buy. 

7. To what extent is cost or availability of capital a constraint in bidding for new outsourcing 
business? 

Comment: These factors are minimal constraints if the outsourcer has both the 
delivery infrastructure and resources to leverage. 

8. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

Comment: The role of the CIO and technology as it relates to business success 
or failure has Increased in importance. As a result the need to buy sourcing 
solutions based on results is becoming the norm. 

9. Top down, which types of outsourcing can you do most profitabl y? (Reasons?) 

Comments: (1) Full IT and Process Outsourcing - ability and expert ise to 
manage to the clients desired business results . (2) " Next Generation Mgmt " 
Infrastructure - ability to manage the risk of transition to the clients desired 
state. (3) eWorkplace (asset mgmt) - the management of all change , moves, 
adds around network access devices such as: desktop, PDA, messaging and 
enterprise help desk support. 
REASON: expertise, process and methodologies that can provide the desired 
consistent office environment required by the client to perform their business 
offerings is situated in a highly competitive market. (4) Customer Care 
(Enterprise Help Desk) 
REASON: specific helpdesk support (level 1) is focused usually on cost 
reduction for the client. The market is a highly competitive market when the 
offering is transitioned to an enterprise approach integrating requirements for 
multi-language, application and international support the value to both the 
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Questionnaire No. ___ _ 

client and the sourcer increase. (5) Private Storage Utility and Business 
Continuity 
REASON: This offering provides the integrated support of both product and 
services to secure the valuable information of our clients. 

C. Additional Questions 

10. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments : Information technology sourcing 

11. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

Compaq has disciplined approaches to pricing. -----------

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made 
overtime? 

Yes 

13. How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

Minimal 

14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

No it has not 

15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important?) 

Comment: We are open depending on the opportunity, the legal constraints of 
the client/labor relationship and the geography. 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market? 
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What would you need to do to become ready? 

Comment: We already do this and have many reference-able clients. 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

Comment: They are considering the strategic nature of its ability to impact 
business results quickly . 

18. To what extent does, or should. company size (based on annual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Comment: Company size cannot be limited universally to revenue, this 
criterion is sensitive to other key factors such as industry, business model 
and services or goods provided. 

19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general, 
and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment: Control of proprietary data is a trust some of our clients place with 
us. It must be treated as such. 

20. ls the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment: It depends on the nature of the business arrangement. Unbundled 
services are typically provided in the Govt. Market or for services which are 
highly competitive and basic i.e., help desk out-tasking, etc. 

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confinn the following contact infonnation: 

Name/Title: Joe Hogan, Director of Global Solutions Development 

Phone #: 978-496-8269 

Email Address: Joe .Hogan@compaq.com 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Questionnaire No. ---'f'-\-~--
Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to detenn ine how vendor attitudes tO\"-ard IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcin g. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this survey. ( 5 
.J'(; 

A. Recipient Qualification ~~Y 
I. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company ' s approach to IT / 6' 

outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) 

1 
. )} Co/lectrelateddem7~ W-~ -~Ji$[':_) ;;,,..,.;.~ 

1' 1 J. /., ~ t,<,r,1,'..-,94,..a.._c~. hvu ~(f Zv.v111-~ {AW.!-,(~ 
Jlr.( 21ff.atifyourrole?,r~~j vrU,... -r(1' ~ ";,.f 

tr' .r 3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). _ ~ _ -, ~ 
ilA rt. -v(k,c:: -fa..,-,,,,,..r ~~ c,,v--, ~ ~ () (,'IA ;------ ; 

Comment ll!rwy,~Jt.....--. f!:.h':3 <...A&-4-npf:;(-.,.::.. V/, < 

.(' -0~~~{ ~; -}~-
? "' ~ Frr0 ..... ;.;U 6..,;..d_ ~. ~ 

3a. Also, what proportion of your company's business, if any, is the U.S. federal market. " ~ v 

Comment ~vf. ,~ 

r~ 
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~ ~ '1 V-c/(l,1rlf t1-cf..._ ... ~ w-10-< 

~(fo,·c..,M~ 

'- t-f~-,...,~-'d )zdt.. ~- ~~ 



~ y.1t)F· 
· / J'... ~ v/,cr ~ :;;r ~:¢ff!? Q••"'"-O<No ef\ 
5 ls your business moving "upmarket" toward entire business processes or "dovmmarket" 

toward more commodity transaction processing? 

6. How would you categorize the most important barrier to entering a new market, financial ? 
Technical? Marketing? Organization? Staffing? Management?~ ~a...~..,,_.J 
~ .A F,,...,· ?- W'-" ,J., '--.'ir,-.... c.,,,,-,)( .'1r. · ,1r1 I" 

Comments / ~~r F-J./,o ww- -) c:~.o;::_t'/':/Sr:Z;r;c;=;__J ~ ~' 
7. To what extent is cost or availability of capital a constraint in bidding for new outsourcing 

business? ~ .; . 1-,:,../. n,--,..... c.,-, C ~ -~·;,-<"-")v-v-' 
Comment . . r . ~ b-=..: <-<t-=1 ~ 97c,'.r r ,4..1--,-~ <.-Q -~,, E?c, /IA ·. 

rkdd.-)¢ ~ ~~0:y4-~r:~-~./..:. 
I-~.,.,.,_, 8 cl,;:_;_,} cf y-..,,j (>~ .;:.,-I-_ I . 
8. What important changes d.? yo;i see at work in the outsourcing market tocta@ . L 

-) ,4 sf' ~ • tr,,,fr . {,,yl-,:I _;~c.4..,1...:.. ,_ -t-=Z. c.,,.--. 
Commynt: .,, .I /. L, 4 / a. r L ~ 1/Cb,-.co? Cw.r,.;. ~!:) .:-1,-.., -~,~-,,~ rrc. Lal"""'~ . 

..1 ~2 w"' h=~dh ~-~tue,,,,J,v ~=· c ko ..:. wvv:".\, ,;,.,J, y"-w ~ 
9. Top down, which types of outsourcing can you do most profitably? (Reasons?L f /.o ~ 

1-,-'lf.\ w I VI,,;{ .~ -) ,.....,....) f y 
Comments C+-t( 0/"A--_ I >-
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C. Additional Questions 

I 0. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments 

11. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made .. 

over time? ,f- crf ~ 

/).-0-xi'l,,~ .;,~~ ~C- -~ t1 I 
-~ ~ ?J,;;;.;·~· ~ Wr,P'lc 7 cb 6 . 

- h-vJ.t,"\N'-< f, rh ev.,.}(Z_, 7~ .. .,_.. ~~~-<-A,/ -~ 
-~,~ ~ tfe._.'.Lo-9,,,...? {o J. ~ ~ 

13. How urdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

~. -~~ -,,l,,.... !h.-.~ .s'i., 1 7c v.,,,.....ffe>. {e..§ ~ 
f-}fy_-;,e, ~ ht J._.;;.;.;;.,_._ ~ ~A--.......c.-orh"'~• · ........ ~ 

()o/ · <"sv..1 ~- - ,o-1J"i,' rw.::; (,I - -~ ,h--&..J ~\ ~ /;; 7ihl> -

14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers~m customers impeded your ability to clo~ new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

-£teJ~.(~~)- vtv:,h '·e,.,-~'---J'·-M~ 
cd: t,w....,, $vw-< ~ - c,-1,,~ ~ 

- d<,v-, ,4.At. ' -? ~ k, a-.-?, h- '-'-'-> / V ,f' A'~ . 
15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important?} 
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16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market? 
What would you need to do to become ready? 

Comment __ _ _______ _ ______________ _ 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

Comment __________________ ___ ____ _ 

18. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on annual revenues) influence a,,..._.~ J, 
decision regarding whether to outsource? /. 1 1 J. / ~ 

I'..--,~ .,,.,_. ~- ,.,,,. [n-"? 1 '"--
Comment ~ - z.;:;;;;.:A I- CMA'i.)...;<, 

(/,'.~ -,..,.. ~ - ~- z;i.;., ,J VO'{• • UJ 

- ~i::;: f'F"· r/) bi,,,,,¢..___ 
19. Infelation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general , 

and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment 

20. Is the bulk of your OS business in bundled , or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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As I mentioned , we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

NamefTitle: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:----------------------- -

Thank you for your time and consideration. 7 
~ Jj y )l'~ 

t ,)( [,A 
jJ'" 
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Introduction 

Questionnaire No. ~ ,vO 

/LJ 1 ~ ~r ,<, ~ ~ 0\,4 'fr" N ~ -

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this sunrey. . 1 1 C:. G J-
- R-,J ~ -ro f,,,_,j \ ~ . J ,,...u "s _ S'f?v.A--J .~ 

-~~ . 
R . . Q i·r, . J.-v1 n/? 

A. ec1p1ent ua I 1catlon 3-u 7"'4 ~r -l 

l. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company ' s approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the s_pecifi~ ~
person.) , / Cc;n vv>--' :> z..,.., ~ f - -i.- -

N-fuw-« -c+A' hr< ~ ~ ,&1 .v, ; ft .u ~I ~,'..if"/f4rc{· 
I - fV"'--,/ ~ - . 1(}) 0 ./ G--Y.Jv-,;, 

Coll-eel related demographics , , ~ · 13r<; .v,_ c.,v1 K 
_ J , I /' µ.._J ~ (i.,)v~,~,"'° -~ J1-ve.,,/ , t{/,.v0<.... 

CA.iv ""Ju'io f'>Y'- f 'j~P<l'r-'--~) ''E.,,r...--...' { 
2. What is your role? ( 4-- i,,,,,-.,;;--"-~ " "'-- "--r1,.,J-~ 3~ - , '.l.. i,, ;11: w- G) 1J,.-...:1::.,-</l.._.,..,,~s..._..,.,_r 11..._,,,i.1.-.._ 
3. Please indicate the nature of your 5xper!,_"1;'ce ~t~ o_}l;1_5'.:urcing (IT or otherwit\. 8J(-...S. - 1),.1-,. ~ < · 
_ ~ f~ ~ """-' YL '-'"(V ~ ..,, (ifi.w , . - ,.,,, 

~ent L ~fN-'A-i 

3a. Also, what proportion of your co~any's business, if any, is the U.S. federal market . 

Comment §"t) &> ,(! ~ -./ t. ._,J r 1'cz) 
- ~ m vuL ;;. ~hn,vcs ? <~ 





;!_ ry(~ ~ ~&,~ . < 
CYNDCI ~ fO'/~ V( Question~:·~ ?, 

I b · · " () k " , d~b · ~~ d· v(/r'~ qfl 
s your usmess movmg upmar et towar ent1re usmess p_yxesses or " ownmarket" 

toward more commodity transaction processing? 

Comments dS& d.vy-./-, ff-So~ ~f,wfr-~ 
(oy-a~hc.~&1L ~<l"~Gri~~ 
~ ~~/(Aw--,,-. h,..,,~. or ~/1,~ J -j 

6. How would you categorize the most important b~tering a new market, financial? .. /.1 Technic; Marketing? Organization? S~affing? Management? Other? J;,-3 r/o 
-ft1'4 Comments~. ~.,,., ~1~' ~~ 

.r· ;i ~#~~I H, ··,/<~ c,wJ .....;/ r,v./ w 
'"' ~ ~ ~ ----7. To vhat extent is cost-'or ~liability of capital a constraint in bidding for new outsourciJtg ,,_ . .,,.._ _ / 

t"J business? F<-i' ~ """' ~ 'i ~ y-r~ rr ..--,,,..... H q- 1//rrV', ..;...,r., /4 ~ t~J W Comment .e,"'}x. I ~ ~ 9(: a:fb.. -rf-......M ~ I P-<v>wy vd 
'-G!I - &.r 7 ~kt ~ 
-a.....:r. ~ ;,..,..:., ~ ?t.-L~ ~ 

8. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 
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Questionnaire No. ~\~ '/? 

C. Additional Questions 

10. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments 

11. What process do you use for computing the cost of contract bidding? 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made 
over time? 

13. How burdensome are the ove sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
~ outsou'rcrng contracts? (F eral vs commercial?) 

~- ~p M--tv:' A-4"'l-11-,<J- ~ ~tr: 
()fthc-f . 't' !JJ- z ~ i f)., _,,_.., 

-r · 
14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 

outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 





Questionnaire No. 4'~ 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market ? 
What would you need to do to become ready? 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

18. To what extent does, or should, company size (based on arumal revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

19. In relation to outsourcing, how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general, 
and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment 

20. ls the bulk of your OS business in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 

~ 
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As I mentioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: 

Phone#: 

Email Address:-----------------------

Thank you for your time and consideration . 
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Questionnaire No. / 'V\ 

Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an executive summary of the results of this sunrey. 

'\ 
I 

I 

,t Qualification ; ~ 

person who is best able to describe your company's approach to IT , 
~ If not, to whom should I speak? (Close the interview and contact the spec~fie5!L t; ~ 

'o )( ,fl I r 
(<:) ~ ' 

relateddernographics (D - , !~ "I, (~ \ <J.f} 
~dw-r,~-'~IVl ?""r" . 

2. What is your role? (!/ .11-r /c.v,.,r-j _/, -_.(/. § ;A:6...G? tf'c) 
0 e -n-1 ( (,,/J, c;v.v-y, lvv• i [),? -1 

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). e,.c J rt r '7/c. 

Comment 2--'fr' ~J);Z/,..-Ww:> t.-.1Jf4 .;Je<.. di'/(/'r.7)~~ 

~~~ v· 1YW1t. e,.....1 _ H-) 't/y ~ft1&Y. -)ri:-s~/--i1r-~ 
V 3a. Also, what proportion of your company's business, if any, is the U.S. federal market. 

B. Priority Questions 

4. ln which vertical industries do you see the best growth potential for IT outsourcing? 

Comment kcrJ, ~( ~ ~j #C 
~ µ;;v+-f«~ ~ ~f 

d~ 
~-
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J),rt-~ Questionnaire No. JV1/l 
~ df' ~· ;/ ~,tc 

Is your business moving "upma rket" toward entire business processes or "dovmmarket " 
toward more commodity transaction processing? 

Comments 11'.'W,~ ~ j'}~ • -) ~ ~ 4 
,..,~ ~--Jfiz;~~(I/D{ ~ ~ . 
A~ yr,v" .f't;;J~ w,•~ > 

6. . ~o-~ ~out/you categori ze the most important barrier to entering a new market, financial ? 
Technical? Marketing? Organization? Staffing? Management? Other? 

, tJ ~~!ents?2:-f.4~ ~,'~ ~ - ')~~ 

~ ,;:;:J 0 ~rs 'S(kf, ~ @<tw,,. ,<, A,,,; 2- fr"~ 4/1 wd 
~~ 7 I V 
{v. To what extent is cost or availability of capital a constraint in bidding for new outsourcing 

business? 

~ ? .J)..;J ,h :;I ~'4 -!::!,,,,,...,~~ ~ 
8. What important changes do you see at //ork in the outs =arket today? 

9. Top down, which types of outsourcing can you do most profitably? (Reasons?) 

Comments 

c,r~-J~? ~~ !vi&~ rA---{j) w II'-" ,-H..rr./C.~~~ tA. /J-f-.<'o ~ 
/ /.,-..)~ ~~- -> ~ ,d:t:.1t{~<:.h......, 
'---c.,-J. ('j I ... 4 ~ ,,t..,,,,,___· 
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Questionnaire No. iv'~ 
C. Additional Questions 

10. In which type of outsourcing do you have the most expertise and success? (Future?) 

Comments 

11. What process do you use for computin g the cost of contract bidding? 

12. Do you have a dynamic model for estimating total contract profitability as changes are made 
over time? 

13. How burdensome are the overall sales & marketing costs associated with winning new 
outsourcing contracts? (Federal vs commercial?) 

14. Has inability to absorb staff transfers from customers impeded your ability to close new 
outsourcing deals? (Strategy?) 

15. What is your policy toward dealing with unions? (How important?) 
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Questionnaire No. ____ _ 

Comment __ _ _ _ _ _________ __________ _ 

16. How ready is your organization to bid on contracts in the federal (or commercial) market? 
What would you need to do to become ready? 

Comment __________ _ ______________ _ 

17. What changes are you seeing in customer motives for outsourcing IT? 

Comm.em ____________________ _____ _ 

18. To what extent does , or should , company size (based on arutual revenues) influence a 
decision regarding whether to outsource? 

Comment ____________ _ ____________ _ 

19. In relation to outsourcing , how sensitive are your customers to the issue of control, in general , 
and control of proprietary data in particular? 

Comment 

20. ls the bulk of your OS busines s in bundled, or unbundled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment 
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Qu estionnaire No. ___ _ 

As I mentioned, we will send you an executive swnmary of the data derived from this 
survey. Please confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: 

Phone# : 

Email Address: ------------------------

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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0 User O On-Site 

D Other D Mail 

Company: Perot Systems Corporation 

Address: 12404 Park Central 

City/State: Dallas, TX 

Zip: 75251 
Telephone: 1-877-737-6973 
Fax#: 972-340-6100 

WWW .perotsystems.com 

espondent( s): 

Project Code/Catalog No. DDIDDDIDODD 
Interviewer Initials DOD 
Interview Date. 

QC Initials 

QC Date 

Data Entry Initials 

Data Entry Date 

DDIDDIDD 
ODD 

DDIDDIDD 
DD 

DDIDDIDD 
Company Type: Consulting & Computer 

Services 

Annual Revenue: $1.1 billion 

# Employees : 7000 

Total IS Budget: 

Total# IS Staff : 

Name Andy Tramel Title: Relationship Manager 
Phone/Ext. 972-577-7296 Email : andrew.tramel@ps .net 
Role in Project: 

Referrals: 

Industry (User Interviews Only): 
X Discrete Mfg. X Wholesale 

X Process Mfg. X Banking/Finance 

X Transportation X Insurance 

X Utilities X Medical 

X Telecommunications X Services 

X Retail O Education 

D Federal Government 

O State & Local Government 

D Other Industry 

D Consumer/Home 

D Cross-Industry 
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Questionnaire No. ____ _ 

introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine how vendor attitudes toward IT outsourcing are 
changing. The survey also aims to track the evolution of vendor attitudes and practices in regard 
to specific aspects of outsourcing. 

You will be provided with an exec1;1tive summary of the results of this survey. 

A. Recipient . Qualification 

l. Are you the person who is best able to describe your company's approach to IT 
outsourcing? If not. to whom should l speak? (Close the interview and contact the specified 
person.) · 
Yes 

Collect r~lar_ed_, demographics 

2. What is your role? 

Comment: Individually, 1 manage relationslups with Clients 

As a company, we assisi CU:'itomer~ with aligning , managing and applying technology toward 
client business objectives. --

3. Please indicate the nature of your experience with outsourcing (IT or otherwise). 

Comment: 1 have been in the IT outsourcing field for 5 years. I began my career at EDS 
' . where J achieved lnn_er·circle Status as one of the top sales people globally. I now 

represent Perot System •S Integrated Solutions Group and am one of the top sales people 
representing this group. 

3a. Also, what proportion of your company's business, if any, is the U.S. federal market. 

Comment: N One 

B. Priorily 0Quesdons 

; -~ whi~h. vertical industries to you see Qle best growth potential for IT outsourcing? 

i . ~ • . '· . • 

99_mme~t_: '. F~nancial Services, Manufac,turing and Healthcare 
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Questionnaire No~ 

ls your business moving '"upmarket " toward entire business processes or '"downmarket " 
toward more commodity transaction processing? 

Comments: Perot Systems is focused on the "upmarket " . 

6. How wou ld you categorize the most important barrier to entering a new market , financial? 
Technical? Marketing ? Organization? Staffing? Management? Other? 

Comments: 
It is my opinion that financial and organizational arc equally difficult barriers. Successful 
existing business units are competing for the same capital resources and have a proven track 
record and history. One of the key areas affecting your ability to obtain 1.:apital is the 
proposed organizational structur e. Financial and o·rganizational alignment should be 
considered part of your strategy while marketing , technical , and staffing is more tactical in 
nature and is something you can leverage from existing business units. 

7. To what extent is cost or avai labili ty of capital a constraint in bidding for new outsourcing 
business? 

Comment 
As we all know pursuit cost can be very expens ive. With that being said , capital to pursue an 
opportunity that we believe has a high probability of Perot Systems being successful is not a 
factor in our opportunity pursuits. Capital allocation requests for pursuits are denied only 
when we perceive there is a less than average chance of being successful. ·· ' 

8. What important changes do you see at work in the outsourcing market today? 

Comment: 
The ability to do something better , faster ~d cheaper is the price of entry today. Clients . 
today arc looking for strategic partners that offer breadth and depth. Clients a.re Seeking ways 
that they can drive business to fewer partners arid hold them accountab le f0r the results. 
Basically treating their service providers as an extension of their IT department and busines s 
units. 

One other area that we, the incumbents , seem to be ignoring is the possibility of new 
competitors in our space. We have done a very good job of placing concern into our client s 
that in the new economy paradigm competitors are in every vertical. We point to Enron and 
others as examp les. The creation of shared services groups that are independent of their 
parents possess industry knowledge, relationships , and an understanding of industry 
applicat ions and technologies that can be tapped as solutions. They have been authorized to 
capture revenue from other firms but because of their organizatio nal structure have not been 
successful. I see these as potential back office competitors. One the front end what if 
Amazon, Yahoo or Ebay decided to get into tl1e CRM Space? The virtual compan ies we are 
building today possess the skillsets and know ledge to be our potential competitors tom orrow . 
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20. Is the bulk of your OS business in bwidled , or unbwidled services? (Preference? trend?) 

Comment .. . . . . ~ . ... ,. . .. . , , 
Today the bulk of our ,business is bundled but we are moving towards unbundled. Our 
preference is to manage in a bllndle, but it doesn ' t matter what we wan t, it's what the client 
wants and feels comfortable with in the scope of a relationship. 

As I ment ioned, we will send you an executive summary of the data derived from this 
survey . Please confirm the following contact information: 

Name/Title: Andy Tramel, Relationship Manager 
Phone#: 972-577-7296 
Email Address: andrew.tramel@ps .net 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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